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Spear of Destiny
A Wolfenstein 3D Graphic Adventure

Virtual Reality!
Spear of Destiny brings virtual reality to the PC, hurling you into an intense battle between good and evil in which only you can save the world! A breathtaking musical soundtrack sets the mood, while amazing "first person" visual perspective and spectacular digital stereo sound effects give an experience like no other game you've ever played!

Features!
- Spectacular VGA virtual reality system
- Breathtaking musical soundtrack for Adlib, Sound Blaster
- Digitized stereo sound effects for Sound Blaster, Sound Source
- Over 20 complete floors to cover
- 4 levels of play difficulty
- Special extra challenges for advanced game players
- Saves multiple games in process

What the Reviewers Say!
- "The player is 'there' like no game I've ever played..."
- "The sound and the visual action, is frighteningly realistic..."
- "I can't remember a game making such effective use of perspective and sound and thereby evoking such intense physiological responses from its players."

Game by Id Software. Published by FormGen Corporation, Box 279, North Andover, MA, USA, 01845-0279
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Welcome to the sequel to Bane of the Cosmic Forge and the only game that could possibly follow its lead. It’s everything Bane was...and more.

- 256 Colors
- Outdoor Campaigns
- Full Musical Score & Sound Effects
- Auto Mapping
- True Point & Click Mouse Interface
- Unprecedented depth of story

Sir-Tech

Ogdensburg Business Center, Suite 2E, Ogdensburg, New York 13669
To order or for a dealer nearest you call
1-800-447-1230
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The Creepers are on the move. It's the annual trek to the Butterfly Bowls. But, with over 70 levels of factories, caverns, and forests to cross and with the worst sense of direction in the entire animal kingdom, getting them all there is going to take some doing!

Creepers Features:
- Over 70 puzzle levels.
- 256 colors (PC).
- Crazy Creeper animations.
- Difficulty rating from easy to brutal.
- Full soundcard support with 16 funky soundtracks.
- The Creeper-cam with multiple playfield views.

The mean green creeping machine

Look for Creepers crawling in your favorite software store, or call: (800) 438-7794
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29 Saint Mary's Court, Brookline, MA 02146
(617) 731-3563
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You've been cast out of the palace as a beggar. The princess has turned against you. The palace guards want your head on a skewer. And you haven't even had breakfast yet. This is not good.🔥 It gets worse. One minute you're fleeing for your very life across rooftops. The next, you find yourself washed up on a desert island... or amidst ancient ruins, face to face with a disembodied head (and boy is it hungry!). This is really not good.🔥 You stumble upon quicksand, serpents, spikes, magic spells, a skeleton with a sick sense of humor, and then... well... things get just a mite tricky.🔥 Introducing *Prince of Persia 2®: The Shadow & the Flame*™ Some call it a dozen Arabian Nights movies rolled into one. Actually, it's your worst Arabian nightmare.🔥 So get some sleep. Once this swashbuckler begins, you may never sleep again.
Go To Hell New York

Warner New Media's Hell Cab

by Johnny L. Wilson

Go to hell. Go directly to hell. Do not pass Times Square. Do not collect $200.

Oops, wrong game. In fact, very much wrong. The concept behind Pepe Moreno's *Hell Cab* is to stay out of hell. No, the idea of the game is not for us "left coasters" to claim that New York is equivalent to hell. Yet, those of us who have had the "Out of Towners" experience have often wondered if we hadn't managed to hire a taxi driven by a denizen of said theological locale of eternal punishment.

In fact, the latter is probably not only the inspiration for *Hell Cab*, but it is where the game begins. The player, from a first-person perspective, arrives at John F. Kennedy International Airport in order to transfer to a connecting flight and discovers that said flight has been delayed. Along comes a "friendly" cabbie who promises a deluxe tour of New York in order to help out hero/heroine pass the time. Yes, this cab ride does pass the time: the Jurassic Age, Rome in 59 B.C. and France in 1917, as well as modern day New York. Of course, the character who has just stepped off a plane has no way of knowing this.

What the character does know is that taking that taxi ride is not likely to be as boring as staying around the airport boarding lounge. What the player knows is that the game is funneling his/her character toward that taxi cab. The appearance of the cab driver in a digitized sequence sets up the first interaction. Gamers with CD-ROM experience will notice that the graphics window has been reduced from full-screen in order to provide a faster frame rate, but will immediately be aware of the fact that this is not full-motion video. Moreno and crew removed some of the video frames in order to have the game play reasonably well off the CD. They kept all of the video, in case they were to publish the same product on a machine that supports full motion video (e.g. 3DO or the new CD-I with FMV cartridge).

Adventure gamers will quickly tumble to the fact that the "I Love NY" shopping bag on the bottom left-hand side of the screen serves as the player's inventory and that the cursor changes shape to indicate different options. Anything interactive is indicated by a hand and extended index finger (an extremely valuable resource, at times). At other times, the cursor is the familiar black arrow.

If the character is streetwise to the entrepreneurial ways of urban cab drivers, he/she is bound to need some money. Where would someone find money in an airport? An ATM machine, of course. The ATM machine is immediately accessible to the player. If one doesn't immediately remove the debit card from the "I Love NY" inventory bag, pop-up instructions tell the player what to do. Once the machine is activated, one enters the character's name and a three-digit numerical password/account number.

At this point, the ATM is useful for several reasons. First, such ATMs (scattered about NYC and the past) are the player's only source of cash. Second, all instructions for the game are available from these machines. Third, they provide mini-documentaries (in QuickTime) on the three historical eras to be visited in the course of the game.

There is one other interesting feature present in the ATM locations. There are brochures in a rack, presumably built into the ATM machine. If one clicks on these bro-
Driving Ambition

Armed with cold hard currency, the character exits the airport and watches with trepidation as Raoul the friendly cabbie crashes into the back of another car (with appropriate sound effects) and backs up to allow admission to the player's character. Moreno calls this a fully interactive taxi cab and it is lovingly depicted (he is an admitted automotive aficionado). As one explores the taxi cab environment, the detailing is incredible. Nevertheless, it is not yet fully interactive. One cannot, for instance, enter the passenger door or open the hood and trunk, though one can accomplish most of these things at a later point in the game.

One can, however, check out the radio and enjoy Jeff Essex' parodies of radio stations, or read typical legal notifications such as one would expect in an NYC taxi cab. Of course, the most important feature in the cab (besides Raoul) is the meter. Not only does this meter measure cab fare, but it also measures one's soul and game lives. After all, if it hasn't been immediately obvious from the 666 on the license plate and the way Raoul drives, this game is about learning not to traffic (ahem) with the devil.

Raoul drives the character downtown and parks outside the Empire State Building. As always, when dealing with fictional New York cab drivers or the devil himself, the character is expected to pay more than his/her "fare" share. No matter what one does, there is no way to get out of the jam, but to sign Raoul's contract. Naturally, Raoul's contract is a fascinating descendent of every infernal contract since Stephen Vincent Benet's "Devil and Daniel Webster," Broadway's Damn Yankees or The Charlie Daniels Band's "Devil Went Down To Georgia." It essentially puts the player-character's soul "in escrow" and the devil wants to close the deal ASAP. Fortunately, for the player's character (as well as the protagonists in the popular works cited earlier), there is an exit (sorry, Jean-Paul). Of course, it would ruin several hours of play to give that away here.

Where is King Kong?

Once one makes that little deal with the devil (or, in this case, apprentice temporo Raoul), the Empire State Building is open for a visit. Indeed, one can explore the entire edifice without any time constraints or worry about losing the game (or one's soul). Whenever there is something that one can do, the cursor changes into the pointing hand. Whenever one double-clicks, either a magnified pop-up image of a small detail appears in the graphics window, a QuickTime movie runs or an animation takes place. If one clicks on a plaque, a photo-realistic plaque pops up. If one clicks on a curtain window, a movie plays.

These movies tend to underscore the variety of interests to be found among the creators of Hell Cab. One film has a brief demonstration of "morphing" (that graphics technique seen in Terminator 2 where something becomes fluid and metamorphizes into something else), while another features a parody of the closing credits of a television show and features a hilarious voiceover. By far the most interesting tidbit, however, is the "Dead Sullivan Show." This little vignette features a parody of the classic '60s TV emcee introducing QuickTime videos with soundtracks of real underground bands like New York's "Black Rain." Also, though it wasn't yet implemented in the version we played, gamers who want to experience a quick end to the experience can even jump off the fabled ESB.

A Plan for All Seasons

Eventually, however, the gamer will tire of this "busy bath" (neat things to do with no explicit reason for doing them) style of exploration. To be sure, the ESB may well be one of the richest "busy bath" environments we've explored, but Hell Cab would only be a "Me, Too!" product if this was all of the game. So, one moves back to the cab and, almost before one realizes what is going on, moves back in time.

The cabbie takes the player to ancient Rome and before one's character can say, "Nos moriturae valent," ("We who are about to die, salute you."), Emperor Nero requires one to fight a gladiator or face the gauntlet.

Both sequences give us the feeling of playing an enhanced version of a Cinemaware game. The graphics are rich and the sound effects/musical score are superb. Yet, much of the game play is a cross between arcade sequences and timing puzzles. Indeed, it is ironic that we should be reminded of Defender of the Crown and Sinbad and the Throne of the Falcon, since the former publisher com-
company was originally formed to create products for multimedia, specifically CD-I.

Unlike the Cinemaware releases of old, however, *Hell Cab* features the ability to save and store several game positions. Also unlike the old games, these challenges and sequels are quite different. In addition to fighting the gladiator, one must shoot a German soldier, down a WWI era plane and use a 12-gauge shotgun in a high-res shooting gallery sequence.

**Go to hell.**
**Go directly to hell.**
**Do not pass Times Square. Do not collect $200.**

Some gamers will not like having arcade sequences where they must click on the mouse button at just the right time or "die," but the amazing effect of the way death is handled in *Hell Cab* is that each death gets funnier. The player rides the elevator to hell while lively, happy elephant music belies the actual failure within the game context. The incredibly inappropriate music gets cumulatively funnier the more one enters the elevator to hell. Like the rest of Jeff Essex' musical score, each geographical area has its own musical score that seamlessly sets the tone for experience. Some musical themes are reminiscent of familiar tunes from film past, but they are all original pieces which are designed to elicit a particular emotion or atmosphere.

*Hell is more than just the place where losers go, however. The good news is that this is where the player's character gets "died" in a humorous fashion by St. Peter's opposite number and that this is where one can find, not Hell's Kitchen, but Hell's Garage. The latter is where the truly interactive cab may be found and explored.

**It's a Jungle Out There!**

Fortunately, the entire gaming experience is not limited to arcade sequences. One can explore and find light-sourced locations (one features a map of almost illegible until one figures out how to illuminate it), navigate mazes in the jungle, read materials like diaries that provide story continuity and make tactical decisions based on one's soul meter (soul decisions might be as simple as whether to kill someone or not). According to Moreno, part of the design philosophy is to give the gamer several opportunities to do something good in order to "buy back" (redeem?) soul points. So, one needs to pay attention to even those interruptions that seem meaningless and irritating.

**Cinematic Journey**

If the gamer is successful, the game features three alternate endings. Each of these endings is incredibly cinematic and humorous. This shouldn't be surprising, though, considering the fact that Pepe Moreno is a book and comics illustrator with a desire to make interactive movies. His *Batman: Digital Justice* was a bestselling graphic novel last year and was wholly rendered on the Macintosh. Indeed, Pepe still has all of the rendered objects and could easily create an interactive *Batman: Digital Justice* if the demand for such a product was demonstrated.

Certainly, the first impression one gleaned from *Hell Cab* is that it has entered the light-and-shadow world of a graphic novel. The colors blanket the screen with vibrant hues, magnificently accented by bold shadows. Moreno knows his craft and his vision has been both well-implemented and duly supplemented by his creative team. Phil Simon, as associate producer, helped refine Moreno's concept. Programmers Mark Castle and Julian Urbach integrated software from Macromind and Electric Image with their own custom C extensions in order to bring the environments to life. Finally, Jim Ludky handled much of the actual animation and, as mentioned earlier, Jim Essex provided the music.

**Now Departing, Gate 777**

In short, *Hell Cab* is a work of art. It is a showcase product for graphics, technology and sound. The value for gamers hinges on whether they want to explore a fascinating world inside the computer while facing occasional gaming challenges or interact on a deeper level of strategy and communication. The response to that choice will determine whether *Hell Cab* flies (as it does after a successful game) or sinks slowly in an elevator as it plays a mocking medley of elevator music. In many ways, it's the most beautiful game I've seen. The question is, will it play on Broadway? CFW
If you've ever said, "Give me the chance, and I'll create the greatest fantasy game of all."

STOP FANTASIZING AND DO IT!
This is your chance to break the chains and create your own AD&D® adventure scenarios in the incredible FORGOTTEN REALMS® world. Your tools: More than 200 classic art images from AD&D Gold Box games of the past. Digitized illustrations from the pen-and-paper AD&D game. And original art drawn especially for your creation. Your only limitation is the size of your hard drive.

You'll build maps with the easy-to-use grid screen and link them with teleporters, doorways and stairwells. You'll choose from the massive bank of 112 monsters and multiple non-player characters. You'll design the dungeons of your dreams and test them as you go with a point-and-click interface that makes errors gone forever — at the touch of a button!

The 3-D views are drawn directly from popular SSI titles.

The strategic overhead-view phased combat scenarios feature easy-to-use commands. And you can back it all up for later play on your or a friend's machine.

Test your mettle by playing the pre-created scenario "The Heirs to Skull Crag", with its four huge areas, a killer plot and four separate quests to solve. If you choose, you can even modify this ready-to-go adventure.

To make a long story short, if you've discovered just about every other AD&D adventure limits your imagination, you'll find UNLIMITED ADVENTURES, in a word, fantastic!

IBM (286 or greater)
MACINTOSH

TO ORDER:
Visit your retailer or call 1-800-245-4255 (in USA & Canada) with VISA/MC.
COMPUTER GAMES
ARE ABOUT TO MAKE THEIR
BIGGEST LEAP EVER.
THE MAN WHOREWROTE THE LAWS OF GRAVITY IS ABOUT TO FLY INTO THE FACE OF CONVENTIONAL PC TECHNOLOGY.

INTRODUCING MICHAEL JORDAN IN FLIGHT.

USING OUR BREAKTHROUGH TECHNOLOGY, VIDEO-SIM, WE'VE DIGITIZED EXCLUSIVE FOOTAGE OF MICHAEL JORDAN AND CREATED THE MOST FLUID, REALISTIC ANIMATION EVER SEEN ON A PC SPORTS TITLE.

MICHAEL SMILES AFTER HE MAKES A SHOT. PULLS ON HIS SHORTS WHEN HE GETS TIRED, AND EVEN TALKS TO YOU WHEN HE FEELS LIKE IT (DIGITIZED, OF COURSE). WHAT'S MORE, HE'S GIVEN US HIS STRATEGIES, PLAYS, AND MOVES (WELL, MOST OF THEM).

YOU CAN EVEN MAKE YOUR OWN HIGHLIGHT FILMS WITH THE VIDEO EDIT LAB.

WE'RE TALKIN' 100% MICHAEL JORDAN. NO ADDITIVES. NO PRESERVATIVES. CHECK IT OUT. IT'S THE FIRST COMPUTER GAME PLAYED ENTIRELY ABOVE THE RIM.

EA SPORTS
ELECTRONIC ARTS
IF IT'S IN THE GAME, IT'S IN THE GAME.
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Through Rough And Over Water

Golf With David Leadbetter's Greens

by Dave Pyron

The sun beamed brightly on the 18th green at Ballybrook Country Club. Sweat glistened on my brow, and not entirely from the heat of the day. Wilbur Gooch had just holed out with a bogey. My turn. The ball was six feet away from the cup, right in the throw-up zone. Can it—and I win. Miss it—and...

Overheard In The Caddy Shack...

With its foremost feature of "on-the-course" instruction, David Leadbetter's Greens could end up tops in the Tour. The scuttlebutt in the gaming world was that Greens would rival the best of the golf simulations, and to a large degree, it does.

A clever introductory screen acquaints the gamer to David Leadbetter, the world-renowned golf pro and mentor to some of the P.G.A. Tour's finer players. David Leadbetter will appear frequently during play on all of the six championship courses included with the game. Throughout game play, he helps the player at appropriate times, providing clues on how to swing better, how to play a certain lie, and dispensing useful facts about each hole. (Attention Serious Golfers! These tips are helpful not only within the Greens game, but also on your own home course).

Clubhouse Chit-Chat

Each course has its own unique clubhouse, each with its own special interior décor. There are 12 items always present in the clubhouses, each representing a "click on" option for the player.

In addition to the expected options of typical golf games, (begin play, statistics, driving range, game type, etc.) Greens offers three unique selections. First, Greens supports modem play, an excellent feature for playing golf with your buddies on a rainy day. The modem is easy to set up and within a few minutes the player can be immersed in a one-on-one matchup against a twice-removed cousin.

For those who can't do without TV, a detailed, well-crafted, VCR replay option is provided. It records every single shot played, allowing the user to edit any shots from any round played, replay highlights of tournaments, and set up a limited database of various shots as specified by the player. Truly superb!

Last, and most intriguing, Greens allows the player to create the "persona" of one's opponents, assigning them various levels of skill in their drives, long game, short game and putting, as well as determining their power, strategy and level of aggression. This feature is ideal for the golfer looking for the right kind of match. A few clicks to set up the persona and—voila—an ideal opponent is nodding at you with a naive grin. (Lessee now, I can get Wilbur to give me two strokes a side for five bucks four ways...)

Foreward To The Fairway

Okay...enough of the clubhouse chatter and member gossip. Let's hit the course. As with a number of computer golf games, hitting the ball is accomplished via a "swingometer," a dial that represents the backswing, swing and "snap" of a stroke. Tap a key to start the backswing, tap a second time to start the downswing, and once more as the "swingometer" dial reaches the release or "snap" point. A few minutes on the practice range will do wonders.

Greens offers a variety of ways to line up a shot. The player may aim using an overhead map of the hole, or one can jump to the view screen where he or she can align their persona in the direction of aim. A unique and interesting feature is the preview shot, an option which can also help the player's aim. The preview will show the ball's expected flight path from a tracking camera perspective, as if the shot was struck perfectly. Really neat!

After the ball is hit, seven different camera angles provide for an array of ways to see the shot. Tracking, panning, and reverse angles are all available, each with excellent shot coverage.
Leaving the hi-tech cameras behind, let’s get back to the basic “golfer’s reality” that is the heart of Greens. Reality in the form of duck hooks, banana slices, ball-eating rough and tentacled trees. Wherever the player hits it, that’s where it’s played; Greens pulls no punches. The ball may end up in a divot, on a cart path, heavy rough, or even plugged hard in a bunker, but timely advice from Leadbetter and the aid of a remarkable shot set-up screen can help the player adjust the stance and club selection for each situation. This proves extremely useful for difficult shots, allowing the player to hit with better timing and consistency.

After the ball makes the green, the player can call up a grid pattern and/or rotate the point of view to see the surface and slope from a variety of angles. Green speed, slope, and even wind can affect the accuracy of the putt.

As stated earlier, David Leadbetter watches over the player like a guardian angel. When the inevitable shanked shot occurs, D.L. will appear with all kinds of advice on how to rectify the problem. He also pops up with helpful putting advice, giving the player the green speed and suggesting how strong the putt should be.

**Birdies And Bogies**

Greens will be appreciated by the avid golfer as well as the non-golfer who just enjoys a fun and challenging game. Realistic game play along with the ability to play against a computer opponent or a far away friend adds to the strength of this game. Other interesting features are the statistical analyses that one may review on each golfer, and the variety of game types offered including matchplay, medalplay, skins and tournament play.

The negative aspects to the game are few, but need mentioning. Players may not take a practice swing while playing—often a helpful convenience when facing a tough lie. Another flaw is the inability to “pick up” before holing out, forcing the player to finish what may be a tedious hole. The most serious blemish within the game is the skimpy and inadequate sound accompaniment. It would have been nice if Microprose had included better sound support in the Greens game.

David Leadbetter’s Greens is an ideal golf game for those who like realism, fast screen refreshes, and a variety of game types. While Greens does not use digitized graphics and sound, it has a number of unique and intriguing features that make this game above par for the course and a serious contender for a top spot on the golf simulation Tour.

**Now, Back To The 18th Hole...**

...Leadbetter finished giving me his pointers. I settled into my stance and stroked the putt towards the hole. It rolled smoothly, curling slightly to the left. Willior looked on, his grin somehow less naive. Clunk. “Thank you, Mr. Guoch.” And thank you, Mr. Leadbetter.

---

**STICK IT TO YOUR NOTEBOOK.**

Portable computers are great—except when it comes to playing simulation and action games. That’s because they don’t come equipped with a gameport. The Parallel Game Port™ (PGP) fixes that problem and lets you connect a joystick, yoke, weapon systems controller or pedals to any portable or desktop MS-DOS® computer.

And even if your computer already has a game port, the PGP’s software features make it an indispensable accessory for any serious gamer. Use it to customize key joystick switches and eliminate inconsistencies between games. Even eliminate the computer speed dependencies of some game ports. PGP’s Standard mode is fully compatible with all game software. And an Enhanced mode adds sensitivity and response for most simulation games.

Look for the Parallel Game Port in the software section of your computer store. Or call (714) 833-3355 and say: “Stick it to me!”

---

**COMPUTER INTO A FLYING MACHINE**

- Connect your joystick to any IBM-compatible computer
- Program your joystick switches for specific games

---

**GENOVATION INC.**
The Dark Army encroaches.
King Richard falls. And Scotia beckons you, laughing...
In her mad quest for power, Scotia has ravaged the kingdom. She seeks the throne, yet it eludes her.
She's getting desperate. She's getting mean.

Can you stop her? Do you dare?
FEATURING

- Compass and Automapper Included - Adventure through ancient keeps and living forests. Unearth hidden ruins and haunted caves.

- Indulge in a Land of Sensory Delights - Over 20 megabytes of compressed art and special effects. Actually hear the clash of steel! Feel the blows of terrors who slip beneath your guard!

- Make Friends and Influence People - Cooperate with the helpful, sidestep the treacherous and destroy the dangerous.

- Quick and Easy Combat and Spell Casting.

AN INSPIRED FANTASY RPG EXPERIENCE FROM THE DEVELOPMENT TEAM THAT CREATED EYE OF THE BEHOLDER™ I AND II.

Available for your IBM PC.

Eye of the Beholder I and II are trademarks of TSR, Inc. The Eye of the Beholder games, TSR, Inc. and SSI are not connected or related in any way to the Lands of Lore game, Virgin Games, Inc. or Westwood Studios, Inc. Land of Lore is a trademark of Westwood Studios, Inc. © 1993 Westwood Studios, Inc. All rights reserved. Virgin is a registered trademark of Virgin Enterprises, Ltd.
THE VERY BEST IN
STRATEGIC STARSHIP COMBAT

Impressions are delighted to announce an Omnitrade production - Rules of Engagement 2!

The original became an instant success - "one of the top 6 games of 1991" (Newsweek),
"involving, well-planned, entertaining, highest levels of intelligence and excitement" (Computer Game Review).

Now, the sequel surpasses even the original's excellence!

Rules of Engagement 2 is a real-time, strategic space combat game. The player commands a fleet of starships engaging enemy ships in campaigns composed of multiple combat missions. The attention to realism and detail (Omnitrade's hallmark) and the sheer size of the game are phenomenal, and are made accessible by the unique easy to use control system.

Rules of Engagement 2 is the latest Interlocking Game System module - and can link with Breach 2 or Breach 3 (coming this fall).

- Exciting animated sequences featuring 3D rendered spaceships relate the storyline at strategic points within campaigns. Players can create their own tree-structured campaigns with the world's first campaign-builder - and can even include their own PC Animate Plus animation files!

- Rules of Engagement 2 features an outstanding interface. Game screens consist of four QuadPanels, color coded to distinguish different control systems. The central control bar coordinates all activity between panels. Users can select which of the 28 QuadPanels appear on the main screen - and can even save several configurations for use in different situations.

- Rules of Engagement 2 offers a significant advance in artificial intelligence within computer gaming. Each starship captain has a substantial dossier complete with many personality traits which affect how he, she or it reacts to orders and situations which arise.

- Rules of Engagement 2 offers immense replay value, allowing the player to design and construct both friendly and hostile spacecraft and their captains, specify the physical and mental capabilities of the enemy forces -- and design solar systems in which the battles will take place.

Committed to Excellence in Strategy Entertainment
Impressions Software, Inc. 7 Medose Drive, Farmington, CT 06032
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Hello from Harringay, where you’ll find Greyhound racing at its finest. The action is just underway...stay in Bed leads as they start the second lap. Skin Cream and Nether Wallop are challenging on the outside as they go into the turn. Tucked in nicely behind the three leaders are Wellington, Double Chin and Screw Loose. And down the back straight they go, Nether Wallop just in front, stay in Bed falling back slightly, and Wellington moves up to challenge the leaders. The final corner...for Harlepool, Jones with the inswinging corner but Moverly picks it out of the air with ease. Chance to start a break. Moverly throws the ball out to Smith the Left Back. Smith moves forward confidently and passes to Honour on the left side of midfield, Honour looks up and spots Saville racing into the Penalty Area. A sweet pass finds Saville in flight and his snap shot is pushed away by the Reading keeper, Francis.

First Look

No, you’re not mistaken. A greyhound race did just dissolve into a soccer game. Welcome to the wonderful world of Wizard Games. Civilization, Links, Railroad Tycoon, World Circuit and One Nil are this reviewer’s five favorite games. The first four you have probably heard of but the fifth, One Nil, is almost certainly a mystery. Quite simply it is the biggest “time waster” I have come across since Civilization, and I mean that as the most sincere compliment. Many a time I have made the mistake of starting a game at 9:00 PM, only to look at the clock at 2:00 AM and wonder where the time had gone. One Nil is the first of a number of excellent games from a small outfit in Scotland called Wizard Games. We’ll take a look at One Nil, God and Greyhound. What is even more amazing is that these are text-based games with ASCII character graphics. Don’t be fooled into thinking that somehow a text-based product is old fashioned. Great games are great games.

One Nil

“Advanced management for Football Addicts,” says the opening screen of One Nil, and other than confusing the American audience, it is completely accurate. The initial choice needs to be made between a Scottish data base and an English data base. Those who have a screaming need to manage the Raith Rovers can of course pick the Scottish version. The rest of us pick the English version.

The overall objective in One Nil is to manage a soccer team through league and cup play. Unlike US sports where there is a league season and then an elimination tournament (the playoffs), soccer splits these into two distinctive parts. The League Championship goes to the team with the best record (points)

at the end of the season. Cup competition is usually a single elimination tournament. Of course the great feat is to do “the double” which is to win the League Championship and the Cup in the same year. To accomplish this, the gamer must make numerous decisions. The term “manage” in the game context is very much the equivalent of being both a general manager and a coach in US Sports. Gamers are responsible for overall team tactics, individual player tactics, trades (known as transfers) and keeping track of the financial matters of the club.

First and foremost, the would-be manager picks a team. In my case, I choose my old hometown of Harlepool. True to form, the team is comprised of a motley crew and is either too old, too young, useless or a combination thereof. Just as in American football, defense is the basis of a strong team. Therefore, the first priority is to acquire some additional players.

Enter the “Transfer market” where players are Transfer listed for a certain fee. Again, unlike US sports, soccer players are “sold” for a fee rather than traded for another player. There is no such thing as a draft. Looking over the transfer list, E. Bergsson, a center back for the Icelandic team of Viktigur is listed at 200,000. A bid of 270,000 secures the services of Bergsson, and the Harlepool defensive unit begins to take shape. Continual trips will need to be taken to the Transfer Market to upgrade the team as needed. Of course, one has limited funds and must sell players to raise additional capital. Buying younger players for a low price and then selling them after a few years of improvement is a tried and true method.

Building a team is only half the story though. Next comes the individual games. Here team confidence, fitness, energy and hard work come into play along with team and player tactics. There are eight different team tactics that can be set. Each one is important in and of itself, and a toggle. For example, Passing Preference may be long passes or short passes, Aggression may mean avoiding injury or going in hard. Setting a team to go in hard for example will lead to more ball winning and more scoring opportunities, but will guarantee that one’s players will be injured more often and a good set of reserves will be needed.

Once a game is ready to be played there are a number of choices. Tom Fitzgerald who runs Wizard Games in the US likes to watch each and every game as it is shown via ASCII graphics. The ASCII graphics give a good
WHEN TWO WORLDS WAR

Command your entire planet’s military resources in an effort to conquer a hostile neighbouring planet. You control a state of the art workstation from which advanced software tools enable you to design new craft, research new technologies, build new installations & craft, set up highly sophisticated missions - and watch the progress of this strategic interplanetary conflict.

- Battles take place in space & on surface of both planets
- Random planet generator for great replay value
- Designed as a 2 player game

Impressions Committed to customer satisfaction in strategy entertainment!
representation of the game and a running commentary is provided. On the other
hand, I am interested more in the building of the team—the actual match play is secondary.
The latest versions of One Nil have an automatic option for playing the game in a few
seconds (depending on machine speed).

There is, of course, a list of additional features that soccer fanatics would like to see.
Provision for "own goals," more advantage
given to a team when the opposing team has

An international match in One Nil

dog drops down a grade, but still outclasses
the lower grade. Kennel names and grey
hound names can be edited and much hilarity

Greyhound

So, there I am at 3:00 AM, letting out a
whoop because Screw Loose came through on
the inside to nip Wellington and Double
Chin in the latest race—yet another example
of how these games from Wizard Games can
grab one's attention. As mentioned earlier,
Wizard Games are text-based management
games that use ASCII characters to represent
the action. It is totally irrational to get worked
up over six blocks racing around a track, but
trust me, it happens.

Each player starts with a stable of ten dogs
to be technically correct, dogs and bitches)
and the goal is to win the championship at the
end of the season. To do this, one's dogs must
move up from their initial grade ten rating
and through the different classes to grade one.
In fact, having the kennel spread over the
different grades gives the player more chances
to race as there are only so many open slots in

Conclusion

Wizard Games are shareware. The games
can be downloaded from any major BBS such as
ComputServe or GEnie. The only thing
missing from the game is the save option and
that is provided automatically by registering
the product. As mentioned at the beginning,
One Nil is one of my five favorite titles. It
provides a strategic and tactical look at the
world's most popular sport in a symmetry
rarely found in a game product. Goal offers
a more tactical look at the international game,
and Greyhound is an incredibly enjoyable
product. As in racing, these are products
where the underdog can surprise.

Again, Wizard Games' products are share-
ware and are available on most of the major
networks. If you do not have access to a
network, you can contact:

Wizard Games of Scotland, Ltd.
PO Box 498
Wilmington, MA 01887
(508) 658-2209

CGW
Hottest Shareware Game
"more like an interactive movie than an arcade game."

Shareware Update
"Almost single-handedly justifying the existence of shareware..."

VideoGames & Computer Entertainment
"The first game technologically capable of...immersing the player in a threatening environment."

Computer Gaming World

Imprisoned in a Nazi Fortress
In an act of desperation you overpower your cell guard. Standing over his fallen body, you frantically grab for his gun. Deep in the belly of a Nazi dungeon, you must escape—or die trying.

- Experience a 256-color, smooth scrolling virtual reality
- Hear professionally composed music with an AdLib™, Sound Blaster™, or compatible
- Four levels of game play make it enjoyable for the novice to the experienced player
- Battle with knives, pistols, and machine guns
- Easy to start playing, and instantly absorbing

Call Toll Free 1-800-GAME123
For the cost of shipping and handling, only $4.00, you'll receive Episode One, Escape from Wolfenstein. Or download Episode One and pay no shipping and handling. Call the Software Creations BBS and check out our FREE Apogee file section. BBS Phone Lines are:
- (508) 365-2359:2400 BAUD
- (508) 368-7036:2400-9600
- (508) 368-4137:2400-14.4K

Episodes two through six are sold separately and can be purchased by calling Apogee's toll-free number, shown above.

Not Recommended for Younger Viewers Due to Realistic Depictions of Violence
Wolfenstein 3-D requires an IBM or 100% compatible computer with 640K RAM, a VGA graphics card, and a hard disk drive. Extended memory (XMS), expanded memory (EMS), joystick, and mouse are optional. IBM is a registered trademark of International Business Machines, Inc. Sound Blaster is a registered trademark of Creative Labs, Inc. AdLib is a registered trademark of AdLib, Inc.
Ah Spring, when a young man’s fancy turns to spring training! The endless debates to determine who was the greatest hitter of all time (Ted Williams), the greatest first baseman of all time (Jimmie Foxx), or the worst team of all time (Cleveland Spiders) are renewed with all the passion of a bunny with the vernal itch. I mean, who cares about how bad the Colorado Rockies will be when you can debate much more meaningful matters? For example, my assertion that the Pirates of ’27 are the second best team of all time. They just had the misfortune to be around the season of the best, the ’27 Yankees.

Scouting The Field

Probably the most crowded field in sport simulations is the sport of baseball. Tony La Russa Baseball II has stiff competition from the likes of Hardball III and Pro League Baseball. Getting into a game is as easy and quick as clicking on play ball, selecting an All-Time team, clicking on an opponent, and signaling play ball. This game has League Championship caliber stamped on it from the first pitch.

The choices are numerous. For each game, settings can be tweaked based on one’s skill level and/or interest. Keyboard, joystick and mouse are supported and, while not a fan of keyboard control, I found TLR’s controls to be incredibly logical and easy to use. So much so that I now prefer the keyboard controls—certainly a first for me. Fielding, throwing and base running can be set to automatic, which can be particularly useful when one is first learning the program. The designated hitter (hitst), injuries, errors, one pitch mode, sound effects and more can all be toggled according to the gamer’s wishes.

Once in the game, the interface and its ease of use make the gamer’s decisions simple and effective. The pitcher, one must choose from a standard package of fastball, curve, change up or slider (there are supposed to be specialty pitches, but they don’t show up very often). Different defenses can be set and strategy is not optional. Even with the ability of a Sandy Koufax, one cannot simply blow fastball after fastball by a batter. Instead, one can set them up with the fastball and then, throw a low change up and see if they bite. Conversely, one can throw sliders and curves and then whip them with a fastball. The pitch selection and location takes only two inputs to give 36 different combinations, more than enough to keep the hitters off balance.

Similarly, the offensive choices are normal, power, contact and bunt. Various special plays such as the hit-and-run can be called. Again, strategy plays the part. I found using power hitting with less than two strikes to be effective, but went to a contact stance when in “the hole.”

Multiple options are also available during the game play. Line score, box score, a rather nifty replay option and slow motion are just some of the items available. Each team, as one would expect, can activate a Pinch Runner or Hitter, send the Pitching Coach to the mound to check on the pitcher, start relievers warming up in the ‘pen, and make defensive positioning changes and substitutions. (This time, we might be able to take out Bill Buckner in the bottom of the 9th of the ‘86 World Series.)

Graphically, Tony La Russa Baseball II breaks very little new ground. The standard of displaying runners on first and third via windows in the respective top right and top left has served many games well. The catcher’s position is taken by a scoreboard of balls and strikes, innings, out and overall score information. To the left and right of this scoreboard are graphic representations of the batter and pitcher (ye olde baseball card approach as in
1995...The Iraqi Republican Guard have overrun the oilfields of Northern Kuwait. War in the Gulf follows the fortunes of a crack unit of M1 tanks as the action unfolds.

REALISTIC...GRIPPING...
THE ULTIMATE BATTLEFIELD SIMULATION
AVAILABLE FOR IBM PC & AMIGA
Empire Software is distributed by ReadySoft Inc.
30 Wertheim Court, Unit 2, Richmond Hill, Ontario, Canada L4B 1B9 Tel: (416) 731 4175

- 25 battle areas individually coded to very fine detail.
- View the battlefield from four different perspectives using a 3D mix of bitmap and vector graphics.
- Take command of 4 tank units, simultaneously controlling 16 different vehicles through the unique split screen control system.
- Call upon the latest military technology including: laser-range finders, Infra-red imaging, TOW, HEAT and SABOT missiles.
- Liberate Kuwaiti villages, capture oilwells and disrupt desert supply lines.
- Lay minefields and order up artillery barrages.

SAUDI ARABIA
TEAM YANKEE & PACIFIC ISLANDS
Hardball III. The animation of the pitcher is the larger of the two, with the animated movements based on the motions of Dave Stewart of the Toronto Blue Jays. (Sounds strange, doesn't it?) The special case animations on an event such as a headfirst slide into home to beat the tag are rather nice. All in all the graphics are what I would describe as "clean."

Not surprisingly, in a game with Tony La Russa's name on it, the managerial aspects of baseball are explored in depth. The manual contains a number of useful overall baseball hints from La Russa himself and while not earth shattering they do provide insight for the average fan. One of the major enhancements with Tony La Russa Baseball II is the Manager profile. This allows each and every team to have different strategies for lineup, pitching, batting, defense and base running. While it would have been nice to have some defaults for each of the current Major League managers or recent Major League Managers (i.e., Roger Craig would sacrifice bunt even blessed time), the opportunity to set these values ourselves is great for running leagues amongst friends. While I know it is going to extremes, I would like to see the inevitable Tony La Russa III have the additional feature of third base coaches who might have different running philosophies than their managers. Of course, then one would have to be able to fire those coaches.

A League of My Own

Tony La Russa Baseball II really shines in league play. Yet, ironically, it is also where the manual is the most unclear. To set up a league one selects, not surprisingly, "Setup Leagues" from the "Utilities" menu bar option. Once within the new screen, the manager as commissioner must select "New League" and type in the new league name and abbreviation. Next, it is necessary to choose the number of leagues (such as American & National) within the overall League (yes, I know that sounds confusing) and the number of divisions per league. Teams can be duplicated from any other source league available. Now under the Season menu bar, activate "Start New Season" and decide the schedules, number of games, season start date, playoff and World Series lengths. Now, one clicks on "New Season" to start the first season of the league.

So far, this is all covered in the manual, though not particularly well. To play the games of a favorite team, a person can activate "Team Schedule" under the season menu bar or do this individually on each date. TRLBI uses what they call "Featured" and "Standard" games. The Standard games are the ones the gamer wants the computer to play, while Featured games are the ones the user wishes to play. However, at no point does the manual explain how to play a Featured game. This requires choosing "Play Standard Games" under the season menu bar. This automatically plays the games of the other teams in the league through a date selected by the gamer. Then, a window option asks if one wishes to play the Featured game as a Standard Game. Next, the hard drive rattles away as the former games are played. Finally, a window appears which asks the user if they now wish to play the Featured Game. On answering to the affirmative, the user finally gets into the ball game. As a whole, the manual is somewhat lacking in that it is a step by step listing of each menu choice in the product rather than a manual designed to be user friendly and helpful. It looks like the manual was written by someone already familiar with the product and reflects that knowledge rather than being written for a new user.

However, any frustration is well worth the price one must pay to get into the league simulator. League play is at the heart of the product. Multiple teams are available and feature an incredible array of talent. My frustration is due to the fact that the American League All Stars follow tradition and consider Lou Gehrig the best first baseman. Obviously, this reviewer considers this a major design error on the part of Don Daglow and crew at Stormfront Studios (mostly kidding, folks). In fact, one could generate a whole bunch of arguments based on the All Star decisions. The previously mentioned Foxx versus Gehrig, the glaring omission of Shoeless Joe Jackson and Ty Cobb (while it would be hard to break a starting outfield of Ruth, Williams and Mantle, the fact that they don't even make the bench is alarming), Joe Torre as a backup catcher to Gabby Hartnett rather than Mickey Cochrane or Yogi Berra, and more. In fact, the lineups look a little weird because they are based on the current league the user is playing rather than some mythical All-Time, All-Star team based on the real life teams the players played for. Meanwhile, this reviewer is off to check the Baseball Encyclopaedia to see why Joe Jackson is on the Cleveland roster (which, along with Nap Lajoie, Tris Speaker, Al Rosen and Joe Sewell, might just be the best lineup in the entire game).

Final Score

It is rather interesting that when Tony La Russa Baseball II is broken down into its component parts, it seems less impressive than it actually is. One can become annoyed at bugs which add extra errors and RBIs to the statistics, and one can complain that the action game (particularly with its new mouse support) is not as clean as it should be. Yet, I must hasten to add that this is quite simply the best baseball game on the market. It is definitely one of those cases where the whole is better than the sum of its parts. As far as I'm concerned, the design is not only fundamentally sound but it is the outright winner of the current world series of baseball simulations.
THE FUTURE
OF ADVENTURE
GAMING BEGINS
WHEN THE
PHANTOM RETURNS!

MicroProse pushes adventure gaming to its limits with the most significant innovations in graphics and animation to date!

- Tragedy awaits you and the audience inside the famed Paris Opera House!
- Explore the opera's labyrinth of catacombs!
- Confront the Phantom face-to-face!
- Search for clues along the catwalks, through the wings, and into the many backstage rooms of the opera house!
- Try Rex Nebular And The Cosmic Gender Bender™ for more mind-blowing adventures!

RETURN
OF THE
PHANTOM

To get our free catalog, call 1-800-879-PLAY.
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Or fill out this coupon and mail it to: MicroProse Software, Inc.
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"That's the Man who Shot my Par!"

by Wallace Poulter

Tenth hole at the legendary Konami Hills course. The 305 yard, par 4 hole starts from an elevated tee with a shot over a picturesque lake. A narrow fairway greets the player with two bunkers to the right and two bunkers to the left just waiting for the under hit or wayward drive. The small green is protected by a wrap-around bunker on the right, and a small "pot" bunker on the left. An accurate player has a great birdie opportunity, but traps await on what at first glance appears to be an easy hole. The Wol sizes up the hole and decides, not surprisingly, on a drive. Aim will be to the right side of the landing area, trying to stay away from all the bunkers. A nice solid drive goes 229 yards down the middle of the fairway. Seventy-six yards to the hole and a Pitching Wedge comes out of the bag. However, The Wol is tentative and hits his second shot short of the green by some 14 yards. Again the Pitching Wedge for the third shot and a nice chip (if I do say so myself) to within five feet of the hole. Finally a tough downhill putt fading to the right which just trickles in. Off to the 11th hole where a blind drive over a hill greets players on the 455 yard par 4 hole.

One of the more interesting products at Winter CES was shown by Konami. This was a golf game that looked quite beautiful, had almost instantaneous screen redraw, and a logical interface. Konami was making a point that this was specifically targeted at the 286 or lower end 386 user (in order to avoid the inevitable comparison with Links 386 Pro), but this game appears enjoyable for any computer user regardless of machine speed. One of the more accurate positionings of a product can be found in the manual introduction. "Some software offers high-resolution graphics with enough detail to be able to see a boat sailing in a harbor a half-mile away. Unfortunately, they take as long as long to play on the computer as a real game of golf takes on a Saturday at a public links. Then again, you can get a fast game that offers as much visual excitement as a bologna sandwich... Of course, someday someone might create a game that gives good graphics with a variety of side games, lightning-quick screen redraws, multiple player options, and the usual options of skill level setting, handicapping, save game features, instant replay of your shots, putting and ball control adjustments." Which is exactly what Konami has done. In fact, the screen redraw is quick enough to allow what Konami calls the "Gallery Review Cam." Near the end of the gammer’s shot, the perspective will switch to the landing site. This is nice, very smooth and possible because of the quick redraw.

The Main Menu is self-explanatory, allowing one to select their on-screen player and the game type that they wish to play. Wilson ProStaff Golf comes with a default player, but creating a custom player is painless and offers a number of options. These include: Sex, Style (putter, average, aimer), Level (professional, amateur, beginner), Handicap (hearing impaired, visual impaired, politically correct—well, it seemed too obvious to pass up) and Player Colors (hair/skin, shirt, sweater, pants/shorts). The five basic options provide for a multitude of different golfers. Meanwhile the basic game options include individual competition and team competition.

Once the selections are made, it’s on to the course. It is the course too. While the 18 holes are different and challenging, Konami should look long and hard about doing add on disks with additional courses. Visually, the 3-D graphics are quite stunning, and while nothing compares with Links 386 Pro, the graphics in Wilson ProStaff Golf are of exceptional quality and clarity. Trees look like trees, bunkers look like bunkers, and someone took the time to shade around the bunkers so that the normal "rough" associated with bunkers is there also. The background of hills and mountains also adds to the overall aesthetics.

Addressing the Ball

A very nicely designed interface adds to the product. The overlaying windows can be turned on or off but are not intrusive. The information bar shows standard information such as current player, shots taken, distance hit on the last shot, etc. The overhead view allows one to size up the hole and the on-screen player's position at all times. This perspective is particularly useful when picking a bailout spot when one is not confident enough to be able to hit a drive into the preferred landing site from a particular lie. The club selection window obviously shows the club currently in use and the distance, but one can also click on it to activate the putting grid and see some
Take Command Of
Task Force 1942™

Lead The World's Most Colossal Battleships
Through The Greatest Battles Of World War II.

The Pacific Solomons 1942. Over 250 destroyers, battleships, cruisers, carriers, and transports are poised for grueling head-to-head confrontations and awaiting your command.

This is the setting for Task Force 1942...the ultimate simulation of surface naval action in the South Pacific!

Experience the intense pressures that the admirals and subordinate commanders faced during the actual Solomons Campaign of 1942.

No detail has been spared! You'll experience the intensity of realistic torpedo wakes, riveting night combat, and harsh weather conditions! All brought to life by the most advanced 3-D graphics in any naval action simulation!

- Command U.S. or Japanese forces! Find out if the 64,000-ton Yamato Class Battleship is a match for the mighty Iowa Class Battleship!
- Take control of Gun Director View or Torpedo Mount View for more effective ship-to-ship combat! Or anticipate your enemy's next move from the bridge!
- Command hundreds of destroyers, cruisers, and battleships...all faithfully reproduced!
- Lead your task force to victory in single engagements or comprehensive campaigns...or end up at the bottom of Iron Bottom Sound like Admirals Callaghan and Scott!
- Absolute historical accuracy thanks to technical guidance from Vice Admiral William Mack, a veteran Gunnery Officer aboard the John D. Ford in the actual Solomons Campaign!

If you are looking for a gritty, challenging simulation of ship-to-ship ocean surface combat in World War II, Task Force 1942 has the goods.

"Launching torpedos is a blast, and so is this game." Video Games & Computer Entertainment

"Night battles are quite spectacular with all the flares, salvoes, and ships on fire...a fireworks show!" Strategy Plus
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For a FREE INTERACTIVE DEMO DISK of the incredible TASK FORCE, send this coupon to: MicroProse Software, 1811 Lakeland Drive, Hunt Valley, MD 21030-2245. Please include $3.50 for postage and handling.
To get our free catalog, call 1-800-829-PLAY today! (Mon - Fri 8:00 am - 5:00 pm EST)
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Actual Screen Shots Shown

Circle Reader Service #70.
pretty extreme grades on some greens. The stance window allows the player to intentionally hook or slice by adjusting the footing, and the wind gauge shows the strength of the breeze on a 1-9 scale along with the direction. All pretty standard, but very well thought-out so that one can keep the windows active while playing the game and not feel like a portion of the screen is lost.

The heart of the game is the power meter and aiming spot. An additional window appears as a golf ball surrounded by a circular power meter. Click once to activate the power meter, click a second time to pick the relative strength of the stroke, and then the play gets more interesting. A red aiming spot appears on the golf ball and begins moving around the golf ball. The game has to click once more when the red aiming spot is in the center of the golf ball to hit a normal shot. Any deviation will generate a hook or slice. Of course, one can also get under the ball for additional back spin on a shot. This is challenging without being frustrating and allows many different kinds of shots to be made. I found it useful to hit off center depending on the strength of the wind and the landing area.

*Wilson ProStaff Golf* also includes a number of side games such as Best Ball, Straight Scramble, Carryover Skins and Bingo-Bango-Bongo, which sounds something like Dick Vitale would say during March Madness. In fact, BBB is rather good, teaching accuracy and consistency. Three points are awarded each hole, the first to the first player on the green, the second to the player who is closest to the hole when all the balls are on the green and the third to the person who holes out first. Simple, yet I found that my normal hack and slash to get the ball somewhere near the green, chip close and make a putt (see description of play above), didn't work playing BBB.

Returning to an earlier point. This game cries out for more additional courses or, better yet, a course designer of some kind. A sparse looking 36 page manual actually covers everything quite nicely, and the interface is so logical I didn't need the manual to play the game.

### Holing Out

Returning to the manual, we find on page 4 that *Wilson ProStaff Golf* was designed with fun in mind. I couldn't agree more. It is a highly enjoyable, moderately challenging product that is user-friendly, has multiple options, and fits the niche it aimed for perfectly. *Wilson ProStaff Golf* should join Links 386 Pro and Jack Nicklaus Signature Edition in the library of every computer golfer. **CGW**

---

**OUT TIME DAYS**

*Out Time Days* is a Play-By-Mail game of life on a strange world. Emphasizing role playing and inter-player communication, OTD is a game for those who like to join with other players around the world in figuring out puzzles, creating working economies, exploring large sections of worlds, undertaking or tracking criminal activities, or fielding capable armies. The worlds explored are living, vibrant locales that will change through your character’s actions.

With the ability to journey in many era's (you’ll start in a medieval-like location), you’ll enjoy adapting to new sets of abilities and resources or you can focus on a single place and become well-established. OTD is a combination Science Fiction-Fantasy game. It is 99% computer moderated to ensure fairness, and 1% GM moderated to allow for creativity. A maximum of 1 turn per week is allowed. Cost per turn is $5.00. The game is open-ended with each new character playing a vital role. A special start-up is available if you mention this ad.

Receive a rule book, startup turn and 5 turns for just $5.00 ($20.00 outside U.S. and Canada), a $35.00 value! Dependable, weekly, error-free turns since 1984

To sign up or for more information write to:

Twin Engine Gaming, 3254 Maple Leaf Ct., San Jose, CA 95121
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Computer Gaming World
If you don't have F-15 Strike Eagle III, you're still playing games!
So real, you'll think you're back in Baghdad!

"Versatile, violent, and victorious. Those are the kinds of adjectives that should accompany this cutting edge flight simulator."
Computer Gaming World

"I expected this game to knock me through the back wall. I wasn't disappointed."
Computer Game Review

Being one of the highest time pilots in the Strike Eagle, with about 1200 F-15E hours and some 115 plus sorties in the Persian Gulf theater, I can honestly say that your Strike Eagle III sim is the closest example of combat flying I've seen Outstanding.
A Letter from a Desert Storm F-15E Pilot

F-15 Strike Eagle III is the most accurate and realistic combat flying simulator on the market today. And no wonder! Just look at all the startling features the third edition of MicroProse's landmark jet fighter has in store for you!

- Experience all the real avionics of the F-15E from its seven actual CRTs to the sniff modes of the super sophisticated AN/APG-70 radar system! (No-sweat easy modes for first time pilots...until you can handle the real stuff!)
- Fly the most realistic fighter flight model available in any PC fighter simulation! Designed, tested, and certified by Lt. Col. George Wargo, USAF Retired, formerly a TAC Staff Eval puke with over 3000 hours in fighters and 1500 in F-15's!
- Surround yourself in a revolutionary new 3-D graphics system that provides you with a digitized map of downtown Baghdad complete with every bridge, the TV famous Air Ministry building and the “Baby Milk” factory!
- Cheat death in three explosive scenarios including Desert Storm, Korea, and Central America!
- Go 1 vs. 1 with head-to-head modem combat mode or put your "wizzo" in the back seat via modem and fly like the real F-15E with a two-man crew!
- Patrol in two-fighter formation with your favorite wingman in an F-15 Strike Eagle right next to you via modem!
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For a FREE INTERACTIVE DEMO CD of the complete F-15 Strike Eagle III, send this coupon to: MicroProse Software
1810 Telephone Drive, Hunt Valley, MD. 21030-2215. Please include $4.95 for postage and handling.
To get our free catalog, call 1-800-639-PLAY (Mon. - Fri. 9:30 am - 5:00 pm EST)
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Now, buy something you really need and get some games you really want. Quarterdeck's QEMM-386™ gives you the highest performance memory management money can buy. It's the leading utility in the industry. It can help you get your work done faster by allowing you to use productivity-enhancing TSRs and network utilities you'd otherwise have to do without. What are you going to do with all the time you save? Play!

**In the Sky**
Step back into history and experience the emotion of airborne combat with the men and machines of the Pacific Theater of World War II. Attack carriers, air bases and fight the finest pilots the enemy can throw against you. Super-realistic simulation includes 30 accurately recreated WWII fighters and bombers; legendary enemy (and friendly) aces to battle, and all the heart-pounding excitement of carrier landings. Choose from an array of missions or enlist for the entire war. You can

**Aces of the Pacific**
"The benchmark of the 90s for flight simulators."
—Simulation Magazine

Look for this Special Package at your favorite software store!

Get 3 free games when you buy the special QEMM-386 Game Bundle—while supplies last

even fly for the other side. Magnificent 240-page manual is complete with photos and war maps.

**On the Gridiron**
Get into the action with this amazingly realistic simulation. Its 3-D look puts you in the middle of the action in the most complete football gaming package ever. Play quarterback arcade-

**Front Page Sports: Football**
"...remains unchallenged as the most complete football game ever... for gridiron fans of all interest levels..."
—Electronic Games

style or be the coach and play a strategy game against an opponent or against the computer. View instant replays from a floating camera you position. Front Page: Football is designed to appeal to players at any level. You get a full 47-man roster including injured reserve, up to 28 teams and 1,400 players per league, 200+ stock plays, 300+ stat categories and your choice of exhibition or a full season of play.
Safe. Save Big.

Through the Labyrinth
Send in your registration card and get this special free bonus! Ultima Underworld II incorporates the latest advancements in sound, 3D graphics and animation. You play Avatar, trapped with the other leaders of Britannia by the Guardian in a black rock grotto. You will have to find your way out against seemingly overwhelming odds. But you must—or your entire country will die!

Play Safe
QEMM-386 version 6 gives your games all the conventional memory available on your PC. Automatically. No wonder QEMM-386 is specified by more game publishers than all other memory managers put together.

Work Safe
QEMM-386 is the number one memory management program in the world. Not only does it make games run better; it helps you when you get back to work—reducing the chance of crashing while making room for both your favorite TSRs or network utilities and memory hungry programs like WordPerfect or MS Windows. Whether you have one megabyte or eight, QEMM-386 can find more memory for your programs.

Suggested U.S. Retail Price: $99.95

Yes!

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Qty</th>
<th>Product</th>
<th>Each</th>
<th>Totals</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>QEMM-386 Game Pack</td>
<td></td>
<td>$99.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Shipping &amp; Handling $10 (Canada &amp; USA only)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Calif. Residents add 8.25%</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Total</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Quarterdeck Office Systems
150 Pico Boulevard, Santa Monica, CA 90405
(310) 392-9851 Fax (310) 314-4219
Quarterdeck International Ltd., B.I.M. House, Crofton Terrace, Dun Laoghaire Co. Dublin, Ireland
Tel.(353) (1) 284-1444 Fax: (353) (1) 284-4380

Quarterdeck

All games are complete, fully-functional versions. However, because of shipping considerations, individual game boxes are not included.
©1990 Quarterdeck Office Systems. All trademarks are property of their respective owners.
Blitzed Out of Their Minds
Building a Play in Front Page Sports Football

Defense builds Championships, or so popular gridiron wisdom tells us. It is ironic that the San Francisco 49ers are lauded for their offense. Most of the previous Champions have been known for their defense. From the Steel Curtain and the Doomsday Defense to the Monster of the Midway and the Purple People Eaters, defense has been singled out as the prerequisite for a successful team. During the 80s the Forty Niners were known for the Bill Walsh system that methodically broke down opponent’s defensive plans. Joe Montana, Roger Craig, Jerry Rice, Dwight Clark and Ronnie Lott are probably the most well known of the Forty Niners from the 80s, with of course only Ronnie Lott on the defensive side of the ball. Yet, football experts will tell you that it is the Forty Niners defensive play, dismissed by some (such as the Giants) as finesse, which carried the Forty Niners to greatness. Moreover, examining the times that the Forty Niners failed to win, usually a problem with the defense could be shown. The mistake in letting Ronnie Lott depart without having either an experienced Safety or leader on the defense has kept the Forty Niners out of the Super Bowl these past couple of years.

The release last year of Front Page Sports Football from Dynamix was an important step forward in the evolution of football games. The Play Editor it offers is the most sophisticated yet on the market and allows the manipulation of all 22 players on the field.

The following will show how to build a defensive play for the San Francisco exhibition playbook. An important note is that I will refer to the players based on how they appear on the screen, which for the defense is the opposite of real life. Hence, the Left Cornerback is the Cornerback on the left side of the screen. For the sake of simplicity I have chosen to modify one of the existing plays. While all former direction is removed, starting a formation from scratch delves into various formation rules that can drive a user to distraction.

At the main menu, select Exhibition Play. Make sure that the home league is the Dynamix Football League. Click on the box labeled Home Team and select the San Francisco team. Finally, click on the Play Editor button. This will place you in the Play Editor (a good diagram of this can be seen on page 63 of the Front Page Sports Football manual). Click on the load button. This will activate a window with the choices, stock formations, stock plays or exhibition. Click on the stock play formation. Another window, this time with three choices, offense, defense or special teams is displayed. Click on the defense button and the stock plays to reveal the Defense Window (offering 10 different options such as Blitzs, Runzone or in this case, Passsht). Within the Passsht option are a further 12 plays. The one we are interested in is the first one, 3-4manun.ply. Clicking on this will display the defensive play in the upper half of the Play Editor Screen. Different symbols represent different position groupings. Red circles represent the Defensive Backs, red triangles denote Linebackers, and red squares, the Defensive Line.

Each play is divided into two parts. Movement before the snap and the actions the player takes after the snap. Initially the play on the screen is before the snap. If the user clicks on “After the Snap,” the graphics used by Front Page Sports Football to show player assignments are displayed. The orange boxes are zones and the yellow boxes are logic boxes. These yellow logic boxes can be crucial in designing a play as a player will arrive at a logic box and then perform the scripted instructions within that box. It is possible for a player to be given multiple logic boxes that will guide his movements and reactions to the situations relevant to the play at hand. However for the purpose here we are going to delete the current instructions from each player and work from this formation.

Therefore, click on the left most Defensive Back. The lower quarter of the screen will display the instructions that are contained in the first logic box, which is the players starting
Global Conquest, The Official Strategy Guide
by Computer Gaming World On-Line Editor Alan Emrich is only $24.95 plus $1.81 tax and $3.50 shipping and handling.

Special features: floppy disc with updated (2.0) game version and a new map maker, and full-color player's aid card.
A complete tutorial with five programmed scenarios.
Strategy tips, detailed tables, and analyses of actual program formulae.
A complete modern-gaming reference.

Sid Meiers Civilization, Or Rome on 640k a Day
by Johnny L. Wilson and Alan Emrich Prima $18.95

If you're serious about playing Civilization, this is the book you need.
- Jerry Pournelle, BYTE Magazine

Includes 100 charts covering technological advancements; 24 original tables and 22 specific formulae showing how the game works, as well as 17 ways to cheat and more than 20 ways to win.

Chuck Yeager's Air Combat Handbook
by Russell Sipe and Mike Weksler $18.95 U.S. $25.95 Can

Winning Strategies to all the missions. Campaign games for every player-lycable aircraft (F-51, FW-190, F-86, MIG-15, Phantom II, MIG-21). Valuable performance charts for each aircraft. Extensive information from the designers of YAC. Exclusive interview with Chuck Yeager.

The SimEarth Bible
by Johnny L. Wilson Osborne-McGraw Hill $14.95

I salute Johnny Wilson for giving us a new kind of book about the earth and the terrestrial planets.
- James Lovelock

The SimEarth Bible is a winning strategy guide to SimEarth, as well as a fact-filled guide to Earth sciences and theories of the balance of life on the planet.

The Official Guide To Sid Meiers Railroad Tycoon
by Russell Sipe COMPUTE Books $12.95 U.S. $16.50

- Jerry Pournelle, BYTE Magazine

Here are just a few of the things you'll learn: get the answers to puzzling economic forces in the game; learn to defeat each of the tycoons; manipulate the stock market to your advantage; and learn optimal building and survey techniques.

The SimCity Planning Commission Handbook
by Johnny L. Wilson Osborne Mcgraw-Hill $14.95

Each time we read this book we learned something, because it explains the theory behind the game and doesn't just list one-two-three hints.
- START Magazine

Use order form bound into this magazine to order books.
back. Press the following buttons. More, Pass defense, Man to man, Bump man at line and finally, press Done twice. Do exactly the same with the right Cornerback. The Safety that you did not move, the right Safety, should be assigned to the buttons, "Key on" and "Receiver." Lastly, for now, set each of the three defensive linemen (red squares) to pass rush.

At this point, we should take a look at the opposing offense. Load, Stock Plays, Offense, Pass, Middle, Medium and Tackle. This will select the appropriate play. The offensive routes are shown in the illustration. The order in which the Quarterback will check the receivers is color coded: white, yellow, orange, grey and black. Blue is not checked. Then, we set up the assignments for the Linebackers and the Safety we first moved. Set up the right Inside Linebacker (ILB) to a Real Blitz. The instructions to the left ILB are a little intricate. Click on the "Move to" button and you will see cross hairs and an orange line from the left ILB to those cross hairs. Right click on the upper left corner of the Nose Tackle Red Square. The instruction script you will see says "1. Move to Logic Box #2."

Left click on that new logic box and select pass defense, zone. This will allow you to designate the zone area (box) for the player. Your boundaries are the OLBS on both the left and right, just behind (ie above) the defensive line and the top of the dark green field stripe (ie 10 yards). This zone will cover the intended route of the Tight End, the primary receiver. The left OLB should be set to a Fake Blitz, while the Safety who was moved to behind the right OLB should be set to up a Real Blitz. Finally, issue a "Move to" command to the right OLB and end the move at the Quarterback's logic box destination (between the two running Backs.)

A quick analysis of the situation shows a mismatch on the right side of the Offensive Line with four defenders attacking three blockers, while two additional players (the TE and right RB are designated to go into passing patterns.) To see what happens in reality, go into the practice mode and watch a number of replays of the play. Most of the time the offense will get a first down with a completion to the WR on the right side. Even though this...
Wide receiver earning his first down.

open enough to allow an easy completion. If the defenders are to get to the QB, they must have more time. First things first. We move the Right Safety closer to the line of scrimmage (remember of course that you need to activate Before the Snap to be able to readjust the formation) and change the player instructions from Key On Receiver to Pass Defense Zone. Draw a box of similar dimensions to the Linebacker zone you drew earlier, with this box extending from the Safety himself to the right sideline.

This time when you look at the practice, you will find that the right WR is covered and usually, the QB will look for the TE over the middle. This allows the receiver to be covered more effectively and forces the QB to hold the ball longer. The QB still won't be sacked because he has time to throw to the TE over the middle or scramble himself. At this point you have created a base from which to work. Save the play off and name it.

In studying the situation, the left RB is staying in the back field to block, while the right RB is blocking and releasing into a passing pattern. If at all possible it would be good to get the attention of the left RB. To do this, we take the left OLB and instruct the player to move down around the left DE into the backfield. This is set up as a "Move to" instruction rather than a blitz. If you try this, and it is useful just to see the way the offensive line reacts, you will find that the left DE moves out to meet the challenge. Nothing much is accomplished. So switch the left OLB inside and place him directly between the Center and the left DE, slightly off the line of scrimmage in front of the left ILB. Set the player up to blitz and go into the practice mode. Ironically, this blitz from the other side is the key to opening up the right side of the Offensive Line. Now, unable to concentrate blocking schemes on just the right side, enough of a lane is opened up for the blitz of the Safety to be successful as much as 40% of the time. You will have to tinker with this to get the placement of the left OLB and the right OLB just right. You will find that the critical player on the offensive line is the offensive lineman directly to the right of the Center. His attention must be diverted enough, if only for a fraction of a second, to allow the Safety to get by on the blitz.

It is a testament to the strength of the Play Editor that the movement of one player can open up just enough of a gap for another. Experiment with changing the scripts assigned to each player. Find out what happens when you assign further strategies. Delay blitzes, fake movements and then fall off into a zone, play strict zone instead of man to man on the outside. This play is designed for a specific situation, to defend against a team that throws to a TE out of a pro set backfield. Try this defense against a flat flicker or a long pass to see if it will be useful in different situations. You might just get a new appreciation for the strategies used in professional football.

Are brings you
YOUR EVERY MOOD!

Links Championship Courses

If you feel like playing 18 holes on Hawaii's Mauna Kea course on Monday and the desert splendor of Arizona's Tucson North that night and Akron, Ohio's Firestone course on Tuesday morning, save your airfare and just pull out your LINKS Championship Courses! ACCESS Software has faithfully reproduced every detail of some of the world's finest golf courses so you can play them on your computer anytime of the day or night.

...and more coming every six weeks!
"There must be, not a balance of power, but a community of power; not organized rivalries, but an organized common peace."

- Woodrow Wilson -
In a modern world, what happens when empires fall... Inspired by the tumultuous events in Eastern Europe, Mike Singleton and his team have created Ashes of Empire, their biggest game to date. Ashes is a complex fusion of adventure and strategy which places demands on all your powers of diplomacy and intelligence. As you enter the heartland of your one-time great adversary, you must find a strategy to bring order to chaos, while at the same time avoiding the initiation of a nuclear conflict with an embittered and desperate people, mistrustful of your intentions in this New World Order.

- Free instructional videotape
- Keyboard function overlay
- Over 6,000 unique characters
- Full free movement in a 3-D environment of 2.8 million sq. miles and 9,000 locations.

GAMETEK
The Secrets of Running an NHL Franchise

Bethesda's Hockey League Simulator II

by Johnny L. Wilson

When Disney CEO Michael Eisner officially announced that Anaheim's new NHL expansion team would be called "The Mighty Ducks," he brought with him a bit of show-biz know-how and media manipulation that the NHL has desperately needed over the last decade or so. It is no longer enough to own a professional hockey franchise; it is now necessary to market it. Bethesda Softworks' original Hockey League Simulator reflected this to a minor extent. The simulation kept track of attendance figures for the teams and let would-be general managers know how they were performing in relation to the projected budget. Yet, it neither had an algorithm for determining how attendance related to performance on the ice, nor did it do a good job of simulating the negotiations, trades and showmanship necessary to put a quality team on the ice.

Hockey League Simulator II (HLS2) does a respectable job of redressing the latter inadequacy, but deleted the former from the simulation entirely rather than addressing those concerns. The net result is that HLS2 does a respectable job in handling trades, salary negotiations for coaches, and the megastategy of coaching (setting lines and handling personnel), and is extremely flexible in allowing gamers to replay entire seasons in a single sitting or to weave games played in Wayne Gretzky Hockey III into custom leagues. It has a fantastically versatile structure for creating custom leagues and allowing gamers to test out possible results of their trades in fantasy or rotisserie leagues. It features a multitude of print options which can greatly simplify the lives of computer hockey league commissioners and statistics-hungry hockey fans. Most importantly, one can easily switch back and forth between viewing the final scores of games played and watching a period-by-period recap of scoring. This allows one to speed up play when desired and watch the season unfold leisurely when that is preferred.

How I Won The Stanley Cup

As the only human general manager, I am able to win the Stanley Cup (or, at least, reach the conference finals) almost every time I replay a season. I have won the Stanley Cup with a superior team, the Montreal Canadiens, and with a team of less stature, the Toronto Maple Leafs. I was unable to duplicate the feat with the Quebec Nordiques. Indeed, my trades managed to deplete that team rather than galvanize it toward victory. With the Canadiens, I won by stockpiling the team with proven stars from other franchises and dumping the large-salary players in whom I personally had no confidence. With the Maple Leafs, I made strategic trades among the journeymen in the middle of the line-up in order to strengthen specific positions. Then, once the season started, I dropped a veteran goalie onto my farm team and brought up a promising rookie goalie who lasted the season.

The trades were not as easy to pull off as they were in the original HLS. Of course, the original HLS didn't have any kind of algorithm to bargain with the human GM. The human GM could make trades to his/her heart's content. HLS2 factors in a perceived value for each player (loosely represented by the order in which the rosters for each team are displayed on the computer screen). I found two ways to influence trades in the human GM's favor. One way is to find two expendable players (preferably listed back-to-back) on the roster and offer them for one desired player that is only listed a line or two higher than the offered players. If the computer GM does not accept the trade immediately, one can sweeten the deal with $10,000-$25,000 in cash. Another way is to offer a large cash supplement in order to seduce the computer GM into trading for a disparity in talent.

In order to create the economic model for HLS2, the design team had experienced NHL executives rate the NHL cities for their potential income. The projected income is based on how certain franchises have performed monetarily over a course of years, in bad seasons as well as good. Although the actual amounts shown on the screen are greatly reduced from the amounts one might see in a "real" transaction, they do a good job of impacting the bottom line of each franchise according to the NHL analysis. The limited funds available to most franchises explains why using money to leverage a trade can cause a computer GM to trade more quickly.

In addition, I found the use of the farm roster to be more solidly implemented in HLS2. One can get a display as to the talent available on the farm and can easily move personnel back and forth as required. This played a vital role for me. Whenever injuries occurred, I would tend to bring up "role-players" from the farm system in order to shore up a given line. For example, a farm player rated high in checking might be brought up to fill a Penalty Killing Line, even though that player's overall statistics were weak. I once brought up an unknown to play on the Power Play because he had a high rating for his shooting accuracy, and I had lost my #1 center.

Perhaps the most significant change in HLS2, however, is the addition of the coaching factor. Now, human GMs go after the coaches they want and negotiate with a computer "agent." The negotiations aren't very deep, but it adds an element of suspended disbelief that was not there before. The fictitious coaches are rated according to their previous performances (Unknown, Veteran, Renowned, etc.)
Play the best and we'll send you $8.00

No matter what computer football game you've played (or even if you haven't played any), you'll find nothing compares to the total pro-football experience of Front Page Sports™ Football.

From drafting teams to forming leagues to designing plays and running the action, only Front Page Sports™ Football has it all. And now you can get $8.00 just for treating yourself to the best. Here's how:

1. Buy a copy of Front Page Sports™ Football from your local retailer.
2. Fill out the coupon below and send it and your original purchase receipt to us.
3. We'll send you a check for $8.00.
4. Enjoy the best computer football season you've ever had.

"...the best animation I've seen in a football game... The action is fluid and easy to control... There is no better football game on the market!"

—Computer Game Review

"In play creation and editing, Front Page Sports™ Football can't be touched... The game that brings everything to the field..."

—PC Games Magazine

"...one of the most visually stunning and realistic simulations of the sport... It is a rare example of a football game that will appeal to everyone, from the casual arcade player to the die-hard ratiessie league fanatic."

—VideoGames & Computer Entertainment

Yes! Send me a check for $8.00. Here's my coupon and my original sales receipt for Front Page Sports™ Football.

Name ____________________________

Address ____________________________

City ___________________ State _______ Zip ______

Daytime Phone _______________________

Terms & Conditions: 1) This offer is valid only for Front Page Sports™ Football games purchased between Feb. 15, 1993, and June 30, 1993. 2) This offer not valid with any other coupons or promotions. 3) One rebate per household. 4) This offer expires July 10, 1993. 5) Mail this coupon and your original Front Page Sports™ Football sales receipt as proof of purchase to: Football Rebate Offer, Sierra On-Line, P.O. Box 485, Coarsegold, CA 93614, Offer #368

Excellence in Sports Simulation.

Dynamix®
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and, if the gamer selects the “Coaches Affect Play” option, they can have a tremendous affect. By firing the Maple Leafs’ Veteran coach early in the season and hiring a Renowned coach (and bringing up a farm goalie), I managed to raise the team from Maple “Leafs” to a team worthy of the national emblem. No other personnel changes, save for substitutions for injuries and goalie rest, were required.

Speaking of goalie rest, I found that my team performed well using a 2:1 formula. My starting center would play two games and then, unless one were facing an intradivisional rival in a key game, the back-up goalie would have a shot. The design team assures me that it is possible to play up to 10 games in a row or more before there is a degradation in the starting goalie’s play.

Checks...

There are two negatives that I experienced in HLS2. The first negative could be classified as a poke check. It causes one to lose control of the “puck of suspended disbelief” for a moment, but doesn’t impact the overall enjoyment of the game. The economic model, as explained above, abstracts the economic potential of each NHL city on the basis of past performance and does not allow the gamer to reap the benefits of increased attendance due to winning streaks, trading for personalities or superstars, and reaching the playoffs. Indeed, though the economic model can impact a team negatively (i.e. during the season, a team which “runs out of money” has a degradation of performance), there is no extra income to be gained from reaching the playoffs. Indeed, though this factor does not affect play during the playoffs, anyone who checks their finances will find that they are running in the red. This takes some of the joy out of reaching the exalted levels of the Stanley Cup finals.

The second negative should be classified as a “body check.” It physically knocks one off the “puck of enjoyment” and diminishes the game. The separation of the Print Utility from HLS2 limits the joy of a season replay. The design team insists that they could not have handled all the statistics that they do if the print utility was integrated into the simulation. So, unless one is merely interested in printing the statistics game by game, it is necessary to save the entire league, exit HLS2, and enter the print utility. Then, one loads the league, prints the desired statistics, and exits the print utility. Then, it is possible to re-enter HLS2 and continue the replay. Worse yet, one must re-enter the copy protection in order to re-enter HLS2. In many ways, it seems like the player is being penalized for the “sins” of the programmers. Since they bound themselves to the 640K RAM barrier and didn’t want to deal with memory management, gamers are forced to dance around two programs instead of one.

...and Balances

Hockey League Simulator II has moved from the status of game utility to that of entertainment product with the addition of the trading algorithm, new versatility in creating leagues, flexibility in handling the farm system, coach influence calculations, streak variables and more. Though Hockey League Simulator II will appeal more to the Wayne Gretzky Hockey 3 fan who wishes to integrate the full-blown simulation with league play, it is in itself a noteworthy simulation for statistics buffs. Now, if I could only figure out a way to get the Nordiques into the Stanley Cup finals! CGW

We’ve Outdone Our Only Competition... Ourselves.

THE MARK II WCS™
*User Programmable Functions
*Allows Joystick Programmability

ThrustMaster®
Get Real

ThrustMaster Inc. 10150 SW Nimbus Ave. Suite E-7 Tigard OR 97223 PHONE (503) 639-3200 FAX (503) 620-8094
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He's Lean, He's Mean and He's Out To Clean...

Well-oiled adversaries are out to waste our favorite cosmic custodian.

Meet bodacious babes in the far reaches of space.

Take on interstellar pukoids and nasty phlegm throwers (yecch)!

He's out to clean up the universe, and it ain't a pretty job!

He's a legend that's sweeping the galaxy...

Roger Wilco, the universe's favorite janitor, has taken the helm of his own starship. And that's the good news! Join Roger and an intergalactic gaggle of misfit shipmates in the most hilarious adventure on this (or any other) planet. Find out why Game Players magazine calls the Space Quest series "a prime example of why Sierra is at the top of the computer gaming world."

Pick it up at your local software dealer, or call: 1 (800) 326-6654
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The crisp hiss of blades on the ice combines with the bass percussion of bodies colliding with the boards to form a symphony of hockey sounds. The action flows from end to end, bright colored sweaters swirling and colliding like paint thrown onto an icy canvas. Such is the visual thrill of hockey. Punctuate it with the dramatic freeze frames of a sniper winding up to shoot from the point, a defenseman sacrificing his body to block a shot in front of the goal, or a goalie snagging a hard shot with his glove hand and one has a sense of the drama of hockey. For years, the NHL has tried to figure out how to convey the sport on television, without success. The challenge for computer game designers is how to imbue the majesty and excitement of this action-packed sport onto a monitor smaller than a television screen.

One approach is to stick to the statistical performances of the stars and teams within the sport. By eliminating the sights and sounds, text-based hockey simulations like Lance Haffner's Hat Trick Hockey, TRUE Sports, Inc.'s TRUE Hockey and CC Challenge Cup Hockey (CCH) from CC Software Corporation try to focus on the coaching experience rather than the viewing/playing experience. For hockey purists, they offer an interesting perspective.

CCH is a text-based simulation of NHL-style hockey. The game is put in the shoes of both the front office manager and the coach on the sidelines. The player makes all the coaching moves, but it's up to Gretzky, Lemieux or Messier to make the manager look good by executing those plans.

After booting, the program gives one a wealth of options. In addition to letting one play a game, one can review statistics, set up a league, schedule league games, and access and edit player data. For those living in Tampa Bay, Anaheim or Ottawa, expansion teams can be created in order to let fans of the newest franchises join in the fun.

Next, one chooses the competing teams (naturally, each team can be controlled by the player or the computer) and reviews the personnel in order to set up the offensive and defensive lines for the game. Individually, gamers can check the roster and see the strengths and weaknesses of each hockey player. In addition to providing statistics such as goals, assists, penalty minutes, shots on goal and shooting percentage, each player has a rating for defense, passing, hitting, turnover (as a percentage), power plays and facoffs.

When it is time to set the lines, each team can have six offensive lines (including the center-, left- and right-wing) and six defensive lines (left and right defensemen). Generally, the six offensive lines will include 12 players playing on four different lines, plus one line specifically set for power plays and one for short-handed situations. On the defense, one will have three normal, one power play and one shorthanded line. Fortunately, each team has pre-set lines so that this part can be skipped if desired. This is probably a good idea until one has some experience with a team.

Once everything is set, it is time for the gamer to see if he/she can get a given team to play up to its potential. (If playing with San Jose, of course, one hopes to get the team to play better than that!) As the coach, the gamer begins by choosing the starting offensive line, defensemen and goalie. Once the team is set out, the player will be presented with a screen which shows a small rink and displays the players that are currently on the ice, the score, shots on goal and time remaining in the period. As play begins, the player will be presented with a text description of the game as it happens on the screen. The text reads just like a radio or television broadcast, right down to the crunching body checks, the obligatory exchanges of fisticuffs, and the removal of injured players from the ice.

As play unfolds, each line will fatigue and the gamer's coach will have to decide when to send in a fresh line. This option is available each time there is a stoppage in play, as well as when one has control of the puck and elects to change lines "on the fly." The text will prompt the player with the option to change the lineup when one has the puck and one's players are coming to the end of their allotted time. Generally, each line can spend up to two minutes on the ice before the players become tired and their play begins to suffer. It is imperative that one make his or her substitutions at the right time so that the team is not facing a fresh unit when it is tired. One also has the option to change...
Following the award winning Red Baron and Aces of the Pacific, the best-selling Great War Planes series continues with Damon Sylve's most intense and historically detailed simulation yet, Aces over Europe. From the beaches of Normandy to the war-torn ruins of Berlin, you'll fly with the U.S. Army Air Force, the R.A.F. and the German Luftwaffe. Patrol the front lines, target supply depots and come face-to-face against moving ground targets and fortified artillery bunkers. It's an all new battle covering land, air and sea. Strap into the aircraft that made history, and take to the skies with the valiant men who will be forever remembered as the aces over Europe.

★ Experience the aces of the European Theater including Johnny Johnson, Adolf Galland, Francis Gabreski and Hub Zemke.

★ Over 20 meticulously modeled aircraft including the Messerschmitt 262, the Supermarine Spitfire, the Arado 234, the P-51 Mustang and the P-47 Thunderbolt.

★ Fly in historical campaigns such as the invasion of Normandy, D-Day and the Battle of the Bulge between June of 1944 through May 7, 1945.

★ All new up-close and personal air-to-ground scenarios: target V1 rocket sites and radar installations, make bombing runs near the front lines, take-out enemy bridges and strafe armored vehicles and trains.

★ The sharpest and smoothest 3-D graphics to date using Gouraud shading, texture mapping and a new Tall Res graphics mode.

★ A richly detailed 240 page manual with an historic overview, color aircraft plates, photos, maps, combat tactics and pilot profiles.

Visit your local software retailer or call (800) 326-6654 to order.
goaltenders during the game or to pull the goalie when the team is behind and needs another skater. One can also rearrange the lines any time during the game.

In addition to the personal decisions to be made during the game, one can also alter the team's style of play. The default setting is for "normal" play (a balance between offensive and defensive considerations), but one can also opt for either an "offensive," "defensive," or "physical" style. Obviously, the latter allows the team to pick up more loose pucks at the expense of an increase in penalty minutes.

In addition to the standard game, the program comes with a myriad of features. One can set leagues and schedule the games to be played manually or by the computer. The program is not as sophisticated as some of the recent entries in the sports simulation market, but it can still give a game in about four minutes. The program keeps track of all the statistics and has more than one might find in USA Today. One can review statistics from the league play or from the actual NHL season. Team stats include box scores, home and away overtime records, power play and shorthanded goals, offensive and defensive shots on goal, and penalty minutes, just to name a few. Individual stats include all the normal ones one might expect. One can even print out stats for one's own league leaders.

Finally, the program will let gamers trade, create new players, or send players packing for the minors.

**Box Score**

With all of the great things the program can do, there is still room for improvement. First, the actual text description, while easy to read, could be better. Quite often, one loses track of exactly where the action is taking place on the ice. One second the opponent is in his end and the next thing he knows his center is sallied a slapshot into the net. The text could be greatly improved by letting the player know each time the puck has crossed a blue line or center ice. Unfortunately, the text editing feature cannot be used to remedy this problem. Secondly, this reviewer has a difficult time figuring out how the program determined who deserved an assist on a goal. Quite often, an assist was credited to a player who wasn't even involved in the play. Finally, the program could provide greater flexibility in setting lines when a player is in the penalty box. This is the one time when the program does not give the player total control over setting the lines.

In summary, while **CC Challenge Cup Hockey** is a definite contender, it is probably best suited for those NHL fans who have enough imagination to enjoy a fine book and are often disappointed when the book is transferred to the big screen. It may not offer the symphonic, the masterpiece or drama associated with the spectacle of hockey, but it offers the coach's perspective in a way few programs do.

(As this article went to press a new version of **CC Hockey** was released with some notable changes. Whereas the original game offered commentary on the game in 15 second action intervals, the new version breaks these down to six second intervals so that the action is more fluid. In addition, it allows the player to choose which player to focus on. Unfortunately, the text editing feature cannot be used to remedy this problem. Secondly, the reviewer has found that the game is more exciting to play as the gameplay is now closer to real life.)

**Not Just Another Roll Of The Dice**

**HYPER-BACKGAMMON™**

**HYPER-BACKGAMMON™** is an exciting, new, fast-paced, CD-ROM game. But, unlike any other games on the market, **HYPER-BACKGAMMON™** is programmed to calculate over 32 million different playing scenarios and is accurate to ±1%. So be forewarned, your opponent is a formidable expert!

**HYPER-BACKGAMMON™** uses fewer playing pieces than original backgammon, which makes the game faster, more exciting, and much more fun. You can easily master the basic offensive and defensive strategies, and soon you'll be testing your skills against the doubling cube! So, don't be surprised if you find it impossible to stop playing. But remember, in the lightning-fast world of **HYPER-BACKGAMMON™**, your fortunes may rise or fall with just one roll of the dice!

Available at your local CD-ROM dealer or call 1-310-669-6077.
LEGENDS OF FANTASY LITERATURE

PRAISE A LEGENDARY NEW GAME

ROGER ZELAZNY
Author of The Prince of Chaos

"A soaring and engaging game where the well-honed edge cuts well—Betrayal at Krondor."

ANDRE NORTON
Author of Witchworld

"The idea of combining your game with a book seems to me to be enriching and I most heartily endorse it."

RAYMOND E. FEIST
Author of The King's Buccaneer

"I feel great pride and satisfaction that this beautiful piece of computer fiction was based upon my work."

EXPERIENCE the cinematic intensity of Betrayal at Krondor, a revolutionary fantasy role-playing game based on the New York Times best-selling Riftwar Legacy books by Raymond E. Feist. Betrayal at Krondor launches all-new legends of Milkmia, a breathtaking mystical land. Elegant story-telling and revolutionary 3Space visuals immerse you in the most realistic, detailed fantasy ever created.

ENDURE savage enemy combat. Opponents not only act but think using revolutionary artificial intelligence. SEE the wonders of Milkmia for the first time as over 2,500 frames of rotoscoped animation, exquisite hand-painted backgrounds and Dynamix's 3Space technology combine to create a "virtual" fantasy. WIELD more than sixty unusual spells that unleash superhuman magical powers.

Dynamix
PART OF THE DEMMEL FAMILY

Visit your local software retailer or call (800) 326-6654 to order.

Circle Reader Service #87
Hard Driving The Lane

by Johnny L. Wilson

If phrases like “in the paint,” “nothing but net,” and “kisses the backboard” stir one’s blood, it is easy to identify with the enthusiasm of Bob Chaikin. His creation, *B-Ball: Pro Basketball for the Computer (B-Ball)*, is an ideal game for those who can remember Jerry West’s half-court prayer at the buzzer in a post-season shoot-out with the Knicks of 20 years ago, chuckle over Darryl Dawkins’ backboard smashing spree of a little over a decade ago, or resonate with the sight of Clyde Drexler powering to the basket during today’s battles of the NBA giants.

*B-Ball* is a statistics-based, all-text basketball game that reflects Chaikin’s fanatic devotion to basketball and accurate statistical replays. He had attempted to sell his statistical analyses of match-ups, performance characteristics, and statistical summaries to NBA franchises. His lack of success, to date, has allowed gamers to grab the game on the rebound. The game comes in two flavors, a single game version and a deluxe version. The latter is three games in one, since it not only features the single game version (the meat of the product from a gamer’s standpoint), but a full season capacity (with a very friendly utility for drafting custom teams), and an NBA prediction utility.

**Game Plan**

In play, the single game version is much like Lance Haffner’s basketball games (*Basketball: The Pro Game* and *Final Four College Basketball*). One sets a line-up, selects from a menu of defensive options and establishes the defensive match-ups. An additional wrinkle is the capacity for setting the computer team’s substitution pattern to follow a four-minute or six-minute rotation. Since *B-Ball*, like Haffner’s classic text games before it, gives plenty of weight to the fatigue factor, this is an important option for those who like to play games against artificial coaches.

The flow of play is similar to the Haffner products in that the screen prints the line-up for the offense at the top of the screen, and the player-as-coach gets to determine where the ball will be passed and when a player will shoot. To pass to a player, one either types the abbreviation for the position of the receiving player (eg. PG for point guard) or, as in Haffner, the number which corresponds to the position. If one opts to use the numbers, the older product makes more sense. Haffner numbers from the first player listed on the screen to the player listed at the bottom of the screen. Chaikin numbers the positions in a reverse order. Since I am used to reading from the top of a list down instead of from the bottom up, this was unsettling to me, and I used the abbreviations. Unfortunately, this means extra keystrokes.

**Playmaking**

From this point on, the advantage has to go to *B-Ball*. Since real NBA coaches do not actually get to tell their players who to pass to at what moment, Chaikin has introduced a round of new pages to the stat-game playbook. Those who want to call a game following a realistic mode of play can opt for an automatic passing option. With this choice in place, the program will determine the most realistic flow of the game according to the personnel in place and the defensive match-ups.

For “control freaks” like myself there is yet another design element. When an offensive team controls the ball in *B-Ball*, the line-up lists a PF (position factor) for all players (which changes according to their playmaking possibilities) and gives a temporary PF in the play-by-play text for the player who is currently controlling the ball. The PF is a number from 0-3 that determines the on-court player’s level of control of offensive factors. The lower the PF, the easier it is for the on-court player to get the ball to the teammate he desires to shoot. So, Louie Dampier of the old Kentucky Colonels (ABA) might bring the ball down the court with a
QUEST WITH REAL PEOPLE IN REAL TIME IN AN EPIC THAT'S AS REAL AS A FANTASY CAN GET!

Create your face and personality, modifying your skills, attributes, and character class. Then head out...

And meet adventurers from all over the country. Form parties and battle monsters with might and magic.

Save your stats and inventory at the end of each session. Your character grows every time you play.

Host a Fantasy Role-Playing Convention in your Computer.

Welcome to the dungeons of Shadow of Yserbius, the new, multiplayer fantasy role-playing epic on The Sierra Network.

Join real people in real time as you search for the secrets of a kingdom, buried by an ancient curse. Everyone you meet, friend or foe, could be a real-live person.

At 57¢ an hour, Shadow of Yserbius lets you play with adventurers from all over, all night, every night! (And all weekend, too!)

High-Risk Quest, No-Risk Offer.

If you're 18 or older and have a PC and a modem, you can try Shadow of Yserbius FREE! Access to TSN is a local phone call from most of the continental U.S. Call today for a free trial membership kit and get started on the greatest adventure of all.

Try it FREE! Call: 1-800-SIERRA-1

The Sierra Network
PART OF THE SIERRA FAMILY
PF of 2. If Artis Gilmore at center and Maurice Lucas at strong forward are rated at PF 1 and PF 2 respectively, that means that it is significantly harder for Dampier to get the ball to Gilmore in the paint. However, it would be logical for a PF 2 point guard to pass the ball to the PF 2 strong forward.

In our example, Dampier passes to Lucas and Lucas elects not to go for the shot. However, the text rates Lucas as a PF of 0, indicating that he has excellent playmaking position. Since everyone else on the team is going to have a PF of 0 or higher, this means that Lucas would have no trouble passing the ball to anyone. The alert gamers that Gilmore and Dampier both have PFs of 0 at the moment. As the "hands-on" player, he can elect to have Lucas pass to Gilmore for what would presumably be a quick two points or pass it out to Dampier to try for either two or three.

If the gamer elects to have Dampier try for three, he/she simply adds an "X" to the command for Lucas to pass to Dampier. In this case, I would type gx. Someone using the number commands would type x.

**Play-By-Play**

The text descriptions in *B-Ball* also seem more robust than those in the older games. There seems to be a wider variety of announcer cliches in *B-Ball*. Players get "nothing but net" and "swish" when they play the string music of putting the ball straight in. One player "elbows his way to the rebound" and another "pulls down the defensive rebound." Fouling players "grab" and "trip" and defending players "reject" and "goal tend." Some teams "slow it down" as they bring the ball up the court and others "fast break," depending on the personnel in play. Sometimes the team is called by its nickname, others by the city where they are located.

Also, since the game is strictly ASCII, statistics and box scores are easy to print. One can print the screen (using the Print Screen key) or one can wait until the entire game is resolved and use the built-in print utility. In the latter case, even the single game version allows one to save the results to disk. Like this versatility.

**Net Result**

Indeed, the only area where I might fault the program is in the way it numbers the positions from bottom to top (for passing) and the way it handles fatigue. The fatigue factor was well-handled in the Haffner games. It is present in *B-Ball*. I deliberately played two equivalent teams and managed both in order to test out the fatigue model. Whereas Haffner's games forced one to substitute throughout, I left players in the entire game (except in the case of one injury) and there was no degradation of performance at the half. Indeed, the fatigue factor did not come into play until late in the fourth quarter. I would like to see enough impact in the first half that one would be forced to substitute realistically.

Another factor which may be a disappointment to some gamers is the inability to design and save set plays. Though the manual passing option allows one to have more control than a real coach, many NBA fans would probably like the opportunity to save a playbook in advance and be able to interrupt the automatic passing game by calling those set plays at various times. No text game has yet allowed this, however, so one cannot give too much weight to this consideration at the moment.

Nevertheless, one would have to give the overall nod to *B-Ball*. With its capacity to predict NBA games, resolve entire seasons in 30 minutes to an hour, and its robust playmaking model, it is a statistics buff's dream. Plus, Shaikin offers a tremendous library of season disks to choose from. If one is more interested in performance results than graphic on-screen portrayals of action, *B-Ball* has to be a contender.
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1-800-877-1995

AND PICK TWO GAMES FREE!

Choose any Two Sierra Games when you switch to Sprint

Sprint long-distance service just became more valuable - up to $159.95 per month! Now, when you switch your home long-distance service to Sprint, you can select any Sierra game, free! And after enjoying six months of high-quality long-distance, you'll receive a second Sierra game or one month of free long-distance service.*

Only Sprint can offer you a nationwide 100% digital, fiber optic network that provides the long-distance quality and reliability you need. Experience for yourself Sprint's "fiber optic" clarity that makes both your long-distance calls and PC data transmissions crystal clear and error free. But unsurpassed call and data clarity is just one of the many benefits you will enjoy as a Sprint customer...

"The Most"* A Unique Calling Plan

Sprint offers an unprecedented long-distance calling plan called "The Most" available now for all customers. The Most will save Sprint customers 20 percent on already low rates on their calls each month to whomever they talk to the most, including international calls - even if the called person is with a competitive long-distance carrier. The Most will also provide automatic 20 percent discounts on all calls to Sprint's millions of customers, anywhere and anywhere.

When the most frequently called number in a given month is a Sprint customer, Sprint will combine both discounts for an effective overall savings of 36 percent on calls to that number.**

Save on Long Distance When You're away from home too!

Sprint's FONCARD™ travel card lets you continue to take advantage of clear calling and savings even when you're away from home. Plus the FONCARD is free, with cards available to every member of your family.

The Service You Deserve

At Sprint, we make no compromises when it comes to dependable, personal service - we do it all: operator services, directory assistance, customer service, even instant credit for wrong numbers. And we do it 24 hours a day!

No Risk Guarantee

Your satisfaction is guaranteed: we'll pick up the cost of switching your long distance to Sprint, and will even pay to switch you back if you are not completely satisfied. (Some restrictions apply.)

So why not sign up for Sprint and receive the clarity, savings and service you want while getting two Sierra games you enjoy?

*Sprint long-distance service just became more valuable - up to $159.95 per month! Now, when you switch your home long-distance service to Sprint, you can select any Sierra game, free! And after enjoying six months of high-quality long-distance, you'll receive a second Sierra game or one month of free long-distance service.*

**The Most discounts apply to intra-state calls only where authorized.
Well, here we are with summer just around the corner (it's the one there on your left). But if summer is here, can autumn be far behind? Let's hope not, because the mail room isn't air-conditioned. Can't even bring in a wheeled unit with all these mail sacks around. At least we did manage to neaten up the piles since your last visit.

Before we get to the good stuff, a word or three about mail. February was not a good month for letters. Next issue, I will go into more detail on that, but it is enough to say for now that somehow I managed to mix up some unanswered mail with older, answered letters and (ahem) threw them out. Really sorry about that, folks. Neatening the piles does have its dangers.

So, if you wrote to me in February and didn't get a reply, that's probably the reason (that or you didn't include a SASE: some people still don't put them in, however many times I mention it). The year did not get off to a promising start. Anyway, enough about that for now; let's get to the main event.

Daughter of Serpents: The hint here is to watch out for this product. It isn't so much a game as a computerized novellette. While the story is interesting, and there are minor variations in the plot, you can get through it in about 20 minutes or so. While "playing" it, I had the feeling this was someone's idea for a Call of Cthulhu scenario that they thought would make a neat-o computer game. Well, maybe it would, but not in this implementation. Caveat emptor!

Veil of Darkness: Veil is still pretty new as I write this. It's a fairly simple and fun game, which gave me no problems until the confrontation with the vampire at the end. Then I had a lot of trouble, until I found out about something I had missed in the swamps; namely a sinkhole. Even when I knew it was there, it was very difficult to make out. So, if you're playing this one, watch for that sinkhole; you can't win the game without going down there.

Forge of Virtue: Many letters on this one, and everyone has the same problem; namely, finding the real amulet in the Test of Truth. That's not surprising, as it's a tricky matter. Look for a secret door near to where you enter the test, and that will put you on the road to what you're after.

Ultima VII: Some players manage to get into the secret caves behind Buccaneer's Den early in the game (far sooner than they're supposed to), and wonder why they can't find Hook. Well, you're never going to find him there, no matter when in the game you visit those caves. You only catch up to him and the rest of the merry crew (Elizabeth, Abraham, and the gargoyle) at the very end. I also wouldn't advise running off to the final dungeon right away if you've gotten into the caves early; you're likely to come to an unpleasant end without the right items in your inventory.

Crusaders of The Dark Savant: Getting into Murkatoos' Outer Sanctum at the Orc castle is giving some players a hard time. Well, that blood stain in the corridor is there for a reason. Then, if you polish up your thinking, and reflect on the situation, you just might find the door open to you. And getting into that room is quite important, so don't skip it.

Indiana Jones/Atlantis: Those taking the team path through this one are having a little trouble persuading Mr. Trotter to hand over his stone, particularly when Sophia is doing her mumbo-jumbo spirit act. Everything goes fine until she has to guess how many fingers he's holding up behind his back. Well folks, that's the nasty part: there isn't any way of knowing, you just have to guess and hope you're right. Even more irritating, the number is picked randomly each time Sophia guesses; it isn't always the same. So unless you want to keep on saving and restoring until you get lucky, it's better to let Indy do this one.

Spellcasting 301: Breaking jail is fun stuff, right? Not! Well, get used to it, because Ernie will find himself behind bars several times (a few players have learned this already). Whatever way he uses can only be used once; after that, a new method for taking it on the lam has to be found. There are a couple of times when an item comes in handy, but most exits rely on spells. So, be familiar with your spellbook, and remember that there's one spell that can modify other spells to have different effects. Don't be afraid to experiment!

Eric The Unready: The hardest part of this game is to keep from laughing so hard and get on with playing it. Still, there are a couple of places where what to do isn't exactly obvious. The bar with Bruce the Waiter, for instance. Patience is a virtue here, but that by itself isn't enough. As anyone who lives in New York knows, any waiter or waitress under the age of 30 is an aspiring actor or actress. Keep that in mind and read a book while you wait (heh).

Ultima Underworld II: The Void is the last of the eight worlds and, in some ways, the most difficult. Some people aren't sure of what's going on in this weird place, or what exactly has to be done. It's a confusing area, to be sure. The main thing here is to follow the various colored paths one at a time through the moongates until you reach the pyramid of blocks. Then, you get to play Q-bert and change the pyramid to the same color as the path that led you here. Be sure to end at the top, because a moongate will show up there when the whole pyramid has to be changed. The pyramid has to be done four times, once for each path that leads you there.

Well, that's about it for this look into the mailbag. In the meantime, if you need help with an adventure game, you can reach me in the following ways:

On Delphi: stop by the GameSIG, under the Groups and Clubs menu.

On GEnie: visit the Games Round Table (type: Scorpia to reach the Games RT).

By US Mail (enclose a self-addressed, stamped envelope if you live in the United States or possessions): Scorpia, PO Box 338, Gracie Station, New York, NY 10028.

Until next time, happy adventuring!
Twice The Mind-Munching Madness With Two Interactive Imps.

"...you will want to snatch this one up. Its intelligent design and cute good looks will hook you right from the start."
- Game Players Magazine

FROM THE CREATORS OF GOBLIINS

Teamwork. It sounds like a great idea, but when you put these two whimsical imps together the results are more hilarious than productive. You will take control of Winkle and Fingus who are on a mission to rescue the King's son from the clutches of evil. They must work together as they take on a whole smorgasbord of twisted traps, maniacal monsters and perplexing puzzles. It won't be easy, and don't let their size fool you. These are two imps with a serious attitude.

"...as puzzling as a Rubik's Cube with a bad attitude."
- The Newark Advocate

GOBLIINS™ 2

- Simultaneous multi-character mouse control.
- Highly animated characters with hilarious and often unpredictable personalities.
- Humorous sound effects and lively background music.
- Seven brain-busting episodes each with up to five interconnected scenes.

You control two new hilarious imps...

...as you unravel brain-bending puzzles...

...and face off with really weird folks.

PICK IT UP AT YOUR LOCAL SOFTWARE DEALER, OR CALL 1-800-326-6654

7am-7pm (PST) Monday-Friday / Outside U.S. Call 209-683-4468 8am-5pm (PST) Monday-Friday
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The Rumor Bag

But, I Don’t Want to be on T.V.!

CGW’s Bag-Guy Seduced by The “Dark” Side of The Farce

by Mike Rooney Kronkite

I t was not the type of scene I was expecting. The entire crew of that prime time news show was crowding into my office. I heard some technician complaining about needing time to white balance the shot and the host started rattling off questions at hyperspeed as I sunk into my chair with a dejected slump.

Someone had told this crew of investigative journalists about a conspiracy in the entertainment software industry and that I was a conspiracy buff. So, they invaded my basement office in the massive Golden Empire Publications building to get my thoughts on the matter.

“Could I deny that Strategic Simulations, Inc. had hiked off almost 20% of the company, largely over delays in their Dark Sun product?” I told them that delay had hurt a lot of people, but I was more excited about Gary Grigsby’s War in Russia. The monster game will do for the CGW Hall of Fame game (War in Russia) what Gary Grigsby’s Pacific War did to the old 8-bit War in the Pacific game—bring it into the ‘90s (and MS-DOS world) and provide the kind of accessible and customizable challenge one finds in PW.

The television interviewer wouldn’t let up. “How about MicroProse? Didn’t they let 10% of their employees go? Might that not have something to do with their Darklands product?” I told them that the company was not only trying to fix Darklands completely with their version 7 update, but that they were working on a hot, new cyberpunk game called Blood Net as well.

Before he could ask another question, I attempted to change the subject. “If you want something that’s really news,” I said, “you ought to ask about the upcoming game from Papyrus Software.”

“Who?” he asked, as I knew he would.

“The developers who designed and programmed Indianapolis 500: The Simulation for Electronic Arts. They are planning to release an open-axe racing game which retains some of the feel of Indy, but offers much improved graphics and a whole list of features that weren’t even considered during its production.”

He seemed placated for a moment, but seemed unsatisfied when I told him that the game hadn’t been named, pending the signing of a license with a major racing team. The reporter opened his mouth to ask another question, but I interrupted to throw off balance.

“Did I tell you that Virgin Games is discussing scenarios for Dune II? How about the fact that they’re planning a Sega Genesis version of Dune II?” When that stopped him for a moment, I followed up with some more news from Virgin. “They’re also planning to publish a CD-ROM version of a game called Curse of Enchantia.” I was losing him. He glanced back at his notes and I blurted out, “They’re doing Caesar’s Palace for Windows.” The latter might have been good news for gamers, but it didn’t seem to do much for the broadcast news personality.

“Then, tell me about Sierra and Dynamix. Didn’t they reduce their work force by 10%?” he queried.

“Sure,” I responded, but there is still going to be good stuff coming out. I started listing titles, “There’s Freddie Pharkas, Frontier Pharmacist. He already knew. “There’s Quest for Glory IV: Shadows of Darkness.” I struck a nerve. He wrote feverishly on his notepad and ordered the cameraman to zoom in, “Hey, I didn’t even get to mention Dynamix’s submarine simulation, tentatively called Sea Wolves, or even their Japanimation-style robot combat game. They both have terrific graphics.”

He zeroed in on his agenda. “Ever notice that all these companies that had worker reductions have the word ‘Dark’ in, at least, one title? In fact, the same thing happened to a pen-and-paper game company with a game called Dark Conspiracy. Maybe there is something about that word? Maybe there is a ‘dark conspiracy’?”

I tried to change the thrust. I told him that LucasArts was finally going to publish that Sam & Max: Freelance Police game I had always wanted to see, the one based on Steve Purcell’s short-lived Comico comic book. “You know,” I reminded him, “the characters satirized in the costume shop for LeChuck’s Revenge?” He didn’t.

I informed him that Mallard Software was going to release an enhanced version of Wesson’s Lunar Commander. He didn’t bite. I told him that they had an air traffic controller simulation called “Tower” on the books that would connect lots of flight simulation fanatics. I told him that they were going to publish voice command modules for F-117A Stealth Fighter, Comanche: Maximum Overkill and Flight Simulator 4, bundled with a headset. He wouldn’t take the hint.

How could I get rid of this guy and get back to work before my editor killed me? I faked it. It was just like an NBC newscast. “Ever hear of J-Motion’s Alone in the Dark?” I asked. His eyes widened. “They did it. They joined in league with H.P. Lovecraft’s Cthulu Suggest demon and caused the other companies to have to lay off employees.”

“Why?” he asked with great gravity.

“Why?” I answered, “so that they could be alone in the dark.” I didn’t tell him that there was no conspiracy. It would have ruined the episode to mention that CyberDemos’ Dark Seas won an SPA award. And, of course, I wanted to be on television.
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They call him Freddy Pharkas, Frontier Pharmacist. He was born to be a gunslinger. But when he met his match, he gave it all up for a life in pharmacology.

Now his arch enemy is back. And Freddy learns life's hardest lesson, you can't hide behind a pharmacy counter.

Al Lowe, the creator of Leisure Suit Larry has gleefully pillaged the plots of every old Hollywood Western and stolen -er, created - the legend of Freddy Pharkas, a stirring Western sage of cowboys and Indians, banditos and mysterious strangers, women of ill repute and the men who repute them. With his faithful Indian sidekick, Srini Bagdnish, Freddy's aiming for clean up Coarsegold once and for all. And woe to any cliché that stands in his way.

Play the only computer game that hands you a loaded six-gun and doesn't teach you how to use it. Freddy Pharkas, Frontier Pharmacist. And see if you're as good with a gun as you are with a mouse.

See your local retailer or call 1-800-326-6654.
Chess isn't supposed to be fun. It's tough to learn, impossible to master. It's deep, mysterious, intriguing and challenging—anything but fun.

Fun is for kids. Fun is for carnivals, video games and vacations. Chess is for serious study, intense concentration, deep thinking. It conjures up images of silent clubs decorated in leather and wood; of opponents hunched over their boards, faces etched in frowns of intellectual effort. Why, the very thought of someone laughing out loud boggles the mind.

Of course, that's exactly what happens when one plays Battle Chess 4000, a new and delightfully irreverent installment in Interplay's Battle Chess series. One laughs...a lot.

In this version of the grand old classic, a nameless Grand Master (the player) has been transported through time to the year 4000 and deposited on a space station in earth orbit. Within the station is an arena housing a huge, translucent chessboard. On the board is the strangest collection of characters ever assembled. Gone are the standard inanimate medieval icons. In their place is a cast of characters right out of a Buck Rogers novel, each outfitted in a strange and unique manner, equipped with strange and unique weapons, and harboring a strange and unique sense of humor.

Instead of pawns, there are cute alien worms; bishops have been replaced by mad scientists with infectious giggles and bizarre wands; knights have become spaceship captains and rooks have been transformed into huge robots that could best be described as a cross between a Transformer and a BattleMech. The humanoid King and Queen are almost ordinary by comparison, but their repertoire of weapons and skills are anything but ordinary.

In this game, there's none of that pawn-takes-pawn stuff. Pieces aren't just captured—they're tickled, vacuumed, blasted, melted, hypnotized, tricked and hugged to death. This is cartoon violence, mostly harmless and very funny; the characters deliver punch lines, facial expressions and sound effects with an uncanny sense of timing.
Under normal circumstances, most people would consider watching a game of chess to be roughly equivalent to watching paint dry. I have several chess sets, a dedicated chess computer, one or two computer chess games, and have played at both the club and tournament levels. Not once have family or friends shown an inclination to sit down and watch. With Battle Chess 4000, however, the first game out of the box drew a crowd. And the crowd loved it.

This is a dangerous game; it should have a warning from the Surgeon General. It’s so funny, it’s distracting. Players will spend more time laughing at the antics of the characters on the board than concentrating on position or tactics. It’s also very slow. It takes time for these characters to move from place to place and even more time to knock one another off.

Fortunately, the designers were thoughtful enough to include a 2-D option with conventional chess pieces displayed on a conventional board. Without it, patience would soon wear thin, and chances of winning at any level would be greatly diminished.

**Looking Good**

Visually, the SVGA version of Battle Chess 4000 is a treat. Words like “stunning” and “awesome” are used so often as to become trite. Sometimes, however, those words are not only justified, they’re an understatement. Battle Chess 4000 is one of those cases. The SVGA graphics are razor sharp and crystal clear, and the animated movements are smooth and natural, and are enhanced by digitized sound effects that pack the punch of a movie soundtrack.

There is, however, a catch. The SVGA version is a memory hog, requiring a minimum of 600K conventional memory, at least 1 megabyte of expanded (EMS) memory and a fat 14-plus megabytes of disk space. It also needs a fast computer—a 386SX/16 MHz or better. Running on a 386/33 system under DOS 5.0, with 4 megabytes of RAM, and Qualitas’ 386-Max memory manager, the program was clean and well-mannered, with few interruptions from disk accesses. Performance on a slower machine is likely going to be less than optimal.

**BC4000** supports all the standard options: mouse control, take-back moves, time clocks, autoplay, swap sides, print moves and so on, but it includes some not-so-standard variations that make it fun to play. There’s one that lets players rewind a game to the beginning, fast forward it to the last move played, or replay it from any position. There’s another that gives players the opportunity to grade themselves on the Elo scale (named after professor Arpad Elo, who designed it) by testing them on 24 chess positions. Also, if playing against the computer isn’t enough of a challenge, another option lets players use a modem to play against another person over the phone line.

**No, But Seriously...**

While Battle Chess 4000 is unquestionably a comical and thoroughly entertaining game, it does have a serious side. Hidden just below the surface is a surprisingly sophisticated chess program with all the features any serious player could hope for.

For starters, **BC4000** boasts an opening library of over 300,000 moves. Openings are determined by three user-definable parameters: Random, Strength and Popularity. The first introduces a randomizing element; the second determines how strong or weak the opening will be, and the third determines how common or uncommon it will be. Players can set these to whatever configuration and degree they wish, thereby controlling the aggressiveness and unpredictability of the game. With the Learning option, **BC4000** can record and store any particularly strong opening variations. These moves are then written to a supplementary file and subsequently included as part of the program’s opening book. This gives the program a near-human capacity for adapting to the skills of the player, a feature that can really make life interesting.

Equally interesting is the unorthodox method of setting skill levels. Program strength is not simply determined by a pre-set scale, but divided into Weak and Strong categories, and controlled by independent variables. Selecting Weak opposition brings up a menu of 10 levels, ranging from beginner to intermediate. Choosing Strong brings up an advanced level with five time-control options, each with its own unique degree of difficulty. Of the five, Tournament is the strongest and most aggressive level. In this setting, the program actually manages time according to the difficulty of the position, spending less time in obvious situations and saving it for complex positions and endgame play.

An extension of this capability, and one of the factors that makes Battle Chess 4000 a formidable opponent, is the Thinking option. When this is turned on, the program uses the time a player spends thinking to predict the next move and plan an appropriate response, in much the same way a human player operates. When it guesses right, the response is made immediately and time is saved for future use. The result is a faster-running program, with the percentage of correct guesses producing an equivalent increase in speed. According to Interplay, **BC4000** will guess right 30% of the time, which translates into a 30% increase in speed.

Another factor that significantly improves Battle Chess 4000’s speed and performance is its use of a hash table. Basically, hash tables (or transposition tables, as they’re often called) permit a program to store information about a position and then compare that to other positions during a game. Whenever an identical position is reached, the information from the hash table is used to generate a move, eliminating the need to search the position all over again. As a game progresses and the number of identical positions increases, the gain in speed and performance is substantial; the endgame, a classic weakness in chess programs, is improved dramatically.

All of this adds up to a killer program, one that easily justifies Interplay’s claim of an Elo rating of 2000—a Candidate Master class, under the USCF system. Battle Chess 4000 has transformed chess from a stuffy, intellectual exercise into a game that is fun to play. It combines great comedy, superb graphics, and a serious chess game without compromising anything along the way. It can be played for laughs or played for real. It can satisfy the kid or the Grand Master in all of us.
As a literary genre, cyberpunk has emerged as an exciting subculture in the realm of traditional science fiction. The works of William Gibson (Neuromancer), Walter Jon Williams (Hard Wired), Bruce Sterling (Mirror Shades), George ALex Effinger (When Gravity Fails) and many other talented writers have helped make cyberpunk one of the fastest growing segments in popular fiction. Even film has joined the cyberpunk bandwagon: Ridley Scott's cult classic Blade Runner, adapted from Philip K. Dick's novel Do andyroids dream of electric sheep, cast Harrison Ford as a troubled android killer in futuristic Los Angeles. Stephen King's recent Lamentmoor Man film visually demonstrated the concept of cyberspace in a convincing fashion.

In the software industry, the increasing popularity of cyberpunk has not gone unnoticed. InfoCom's Circuits Edge brought George Alex Effinger's scummy and exotic Budaynek to computer gamers a few years ago. Interplay's Neuromancer adapted William Gibson's novel of the same name, while Dynamix's Rise of the Dragon took visual and stylistic cues from Blade Runner. Almost unnoticed in the growing software cyberpunk market, UbiSoft's BAT (Bureau of Astral Troubleshooters) was a quirky and intriguing product released in 1990, which was unfortunately hobbled by a variety of minor design foibles and defects.

Learning from the shortcomings of their first foray into the U.S. computer gaming market, UbiSoft has now released BAT II: The Koshan Conspiracy (BAT2). Although BAT2 shares many design elements with its predecessor, it is clearly a superior product. Instead of the relatively constrictive gaming environs of BAT, BAT2 gives gamers a huge, multi-faceted game world in which the player must find the people, items and information needed to succeed. The designers claim that BAT2 is five times larger than the original and I found no evidence to dispute this claim.

BAT2 begins with the player either selecting a pre-generated agent or creating a new one from scratch. After a brief training period to increase attributes, the player's agent is sent into the fray. The goal of the agent is described in a 14-page scenario booklet. In essence, the player's agent has been sent to Roma II, a city on the planet Sheshihan where a large corporation, Koshan Inc., is attempting to control the production of Echiatone 21, a valuable mineral. The player must thwart the schemes of Koshan Corp. and assume control of the Echiatone 21 supply.

After arriving in Roma II and meeting the BAT contact, the player begins the game proper. BAT2 is roughly divided into three broad gaming segments. In the first, the player must obtain, by any means necessary, the deeds which grant ownership of Bedlini 6, the natural satellite of Sheshihan that contains the majority of Echiatone 21 deposits. After that goal is accomplished, the player will have the opportunity to fight in gladiatorial games, journey into space, and undertake a variety of other actions in the last two segments.

When In Roma...

Gamers will spend most of their playing time in the city of Roma II—a grimy, pollution-choked metropolis which resembles the 21st Century Los Angeles seen in Blade Runner, and the seamy, hard-edged world of George Alex Effinger's Budaynek. Roma II is composed of six sectors, each sector being a gameworld in miniature. The soaring towers of the business sector can only be reached by flying taxi, while the northern market section offers gamers a chance to buy a variety of goods. In the tourist sector, a video arcade offers three video games—much like the games Breakout, Chinese Checkers, and a bizarre water, pipes and buckets game—which the player can use to increase funds. Having a healthy supply of monetary units on hand is essential to success, so players would be well advised to spend a substantial amount of time visiting the arcade and bartering with NPCs to raise the required funds.
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All of the game elements are wrapped up in a unique, mouse-controlled interface. Everything is viewed from a first-person perspective, with the gamer seeing things through the agent's eye. As the mouse-pointer moves around the screen, its shape changes to reflect possible game actions. For example, moving the pointer to the edge of the screen changes it to an arrow, allowing the player to move in that direction. Moving the pointer over non-player characters (NPCs) turns it into a set of moving lips, making conversation possible. Using this "multi-mode" point-and-click system, players can use services and vehicles, and purchase supplies and weapons.

Conversing with NPCs is straightforward: after clicking on an NPC, a window opens displaying all of the NPCs which can be spoken to, while a scrollable list of topics fills the bottom center of the window. Other options allow players to fight with, steal from, and hire NPCs. Clicking on a topic will elicit a response from the NPC; if the NPC has a comment on the topic, a series of dialogue balloons will impart information to the player. Words highlighted in red can be clicked upon for further information, allowing players to direct the flow of any conversation. New terms learned from NPCs are stuck into the topic list. While this system seems very workable at first, it quickly becomes cumbersome as more topics are added. Since topics aren't listed alphabetically, players can spend an inordinate amount of time scanning through the topic list.

As in most role-playing games, conversation sometimes degenerates into outright conflict. BAT2 offers two combat options: strategic and action. In strategic mode (essential if the player has managed to hire a mob of henchlings), the player may place characters in a tactical fashion. The action option resembles a shooting game like Operation Wolf, with the player moving an on-screen crosshair to target and fire at running, diving and jumping opponents.

All of these segments are accompanied by excellent sound effects: the noisy chatter of bar patrons, the muted whoosh of a hovercar on a empty street, and the whistling wind at the roof of a city skyscraper. The graphics are equally impressive; what the artwork lacks in aesthetic appeal is more than compensated by the effective portrayal of a grimy, overpopulated city of the future. The graphics even change to reflect day and night cycles; a grimy, vermin-infested alleyway during the day becomes a corridor girded by corrosive neon burst of light at night.

Bionic Buddies

While real-world computer users fumble with palm-top PCs, battery-hungry laptops, and other nascent attempts at portable computing, the player's agent in BAT2 has the ultimate in portable processing power: the Bidirectional Organic Bioputer (or BOB, for short). This wonder of futuristic technology is embedded in the left arm of the player's agent, serving the role of fully programmable computer with a variety of functions. In addition to keeping tabs on the physical wellbeing of an agent, BOB offers five cybernetic implants which can grant an agent a variety of special abilities. The AT594 implant keeps the agent awake for long periods. Morpho L17 can alter the agent's physical appearance, while other implants allow the agent to heal wounds, activate night-vision, and generate a tingling "spiderman sense" which alerts the player to danger. Perhaps most powerful of BOB's features is the programming module. Using a variety of icons, the player can create a variety of mini-programs to automate certain functions. Players can create programs to translate languages, track the agent's physical condition, set alarms, tell time, and perform other responsibilities. Once created, up to five programs can run at the same time. Amiga owners familiar with Commodore's AmigaVision multimedia authoring system will recognize the iconic flowchart approach used in BOB's programming module.

Ghosts In The Machine

Although a vast improvement over the original BAT in both size and scope, BAT2 still has its own share of problems. Aside from the cumbersome text handling and bare-bones simulators, a few other deficiencies should serve to irritate gamers. While most adventure games today allow lengthy save game descriptions, BAT2 restricts players to a meager eight letters for their save-game mnemonic. Further, spelling and grammatical errors are far too common in the game documentation; even the scrolling text introduction contains an embarrassing number of spelling errors. In terms of gameplay, some players may dislike the wide-open, "anything goes" approach that Ubisoft has used in BAT2. Although this reviewer found wandering around the streets of Roma II to be enjoyable, some gamers may prefer the "step A, step B, step C" approach used in other adventure games.

In the final analysis, those aforementioned problems prove to be more irritating than infuriating. BAT2 is an enormous game, offering a richly textured, futuristic game world that gamers can find themselves easily drawn into. Whether one is a cyberpunk fan or an adventure gamer looking for something new and unique, BAT2 is a gaming experience well worth the monetary credits.
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A Fragment Of The Diary Of Lt. Col. Lemuel Cork

Found Among His Papers After His Disappearance

Translated by Charles Ardai

Friday, March 13

Last night I again had the vision, as indeed I have had now for a fortnight consecutively. I set it down in these pages less for posterity than for my own sanity.

I awakened—or I fancied that I awakened, for in reality I knew full well that I was dreaming—to a tapping on the pane of my window. Drawing the curtain, I saw upon the ledge a leathern box, as wide as it was long and twice as high, bound twice around with twine. I threw open the window and brought the box within. It contained, I lost no time in discovering, three items—as, indeed, each night it has.

There was a case, the size and shape of a gramophone’s, but where the horn might be there was instead a large cube, one wall of which was glass. It resembled nothing so much as a glass-fronted diorama but for the fact that the glass was opaque so that one could not see within.

Second, there was a flat, rectangular board with buttons arranged in rows upon it, each labeled with a numeral or a letter of the alphabet. It was clearly a device of kabbalistic purpose.

Finally there was a smaller box, with a garish image upon it—each night this image has been different—which box contained a flat square of some stiff material. Within the box there were printed instructions for inserting the square into a slot below the glass-fronted cube and for activating the nefarious device.

Yet, aside from wonderment at the sorcery I had worked and a ghastling fear that by doing so I was weaving the black web around me, no terror was forthcoming. To be sure, the tiny men who moved upon the glass committed grave atrocities upon one another—at my direction, I am afraid, for it was I who directed their actions by depressing the keys on the board—and yet, their acts struck me less as horrific than quaint, for the images were so crude and tiny that no amount of violence done by them or to them could raise my gorge or make me wish to shield my eyes.

Last night, the vision ended as it always does: I reached behind the cube and deactivated it. The images vanished. I was left in marvel and bewilderment.

Saturday, March 14

My God! It has begun again, but this time it is no vision!

I awakened this morning to the familiar tapping at my window; but this was waking in fact, not in a dream, as I swiftly ascertained by pinching my forearm violently. I approached the window with some trepidation, afraid of what I might find when I opened it. You may well imagine with what internal disequilibrium it was that I uncurtained my windows to discover that self-same leathern box about which I have dreamt, these 15 nights.

I drew it in and cut the twine that bound it. With shaking hands I unwrapped its contents and removed them to a corner of my bedchamber. The cube and board were as they had been in my dream. The smaller box was one I had never seen before. It bore the legend, Alone In The Dark, and the image on the front was of a broad-shouldered gentleman,
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latchment held aloft, on the point of entering a fog-shrouded mansion. In the clouds above the mansion one could just discern the ghoulish face of an undead soul.

The square within the box the familiar, handwritten note attached, warning me of the horror that awaited me if I inserted it into the cube. Yet my curiosity was more powerful than my anxiety and it won the contest for control of my will.

Would that it had not! Would that I had never laid eyes upon the devilment that soon followed!

I inserted the square. I activated the machine. Immediately I knew that this sorcery, this dumbshow upon the glass, was of a different type entirely from what I had seen before. All the rest had been merely preparation for this. For now, on the glass, I beheld not tiny sketchwork figures but a man, a fully articulated simulacrum of myself, walking through the corridors of a mansion, climbing stairs, opening cabinets and trunks and drawers. True, the image was somewhat stylized, but the motion was indisputably that of a man.

The image, too, filled the entire screen. No one-inch, flat man was this, like the hieroglyphs drawn on the walls of a Pharaoh’s tomb. This was a real figure, whom I saw from every possible angle, a different angle in each room—nay, several angles in each room, depending on where I stood. At times, I viewed the man from an overhead perspective. At other times, I gazed upon him as though I were looking up from the floor and at still other times, as though I saw him through one of the house’s windows.

I cannot begin to express fully the terror that gripped my heart as I directed the figure through the house. I could hear the man’s every footstep, whether on carpeted floor, on gravel, or on wooden stair. In the distance without I could hear the hovels of damned beasts, and from within the house came suspicious creaking and slamming of doors.

The man walked at my command, and this was only the start, not the limit, of his abilities. When I directed him to do so, he raised his hands, kicked out with his leg, ran, jumped, or threw one of the objects on his person. I tested all of these abilities one by one, learning them on my own since the instructions contained in the box were most inadequate. Yet learn them I did; and soon I was able to maneuver my doppleganger with great agility and ease.

Then—my hand trembles most violently as I write of it—while I searched the house attic, a brutish hound leapt through the window and bounded directly at my throat! I had no weapon on my person and lost much blood in the first instants of the attack. Rallying my forces, I drew back my fists and rained blows upon the beast’s flank. It shrank back at last, collapsed on the floor and, in a clap of thunder, exploded into clouds of violet smoke.

I thought to rest and recover my strength, but it was not to be. A green-fleshed figure sprang up from the floor below, through a trapdoor hitherto undetected, and swung at me from behind. In my weakened state, I could not stand against him. I had barely time to swivel to face him before I collapsed, issued a horrible death-cry, and saw myself dragged by the feet to the horrible beast’s crypt.

As I scan my words above, I see that I have adopted the habit of referring to my stylized simulacrum in the first person. It is a habit easy to fall into. I find myself identifying with the poor, beleaguered figure. He died despite my best efforts, at the hands and jaws of the fearful servants of evil. I must, I now realize, revisit the mansion tomorrow. This is so despite the palpable sense of foreboding that has descended upon me.

None of the other simulations I had experienced previously, in my dreams, had this effect. None of the others could stir the heart in my breast, bring me to shortness of breath, make me lean forward in my seat until my face was barely a foot from the glass. None before had made me care about the characters whose lives I directed. None had made me jump in fright at the slightest sound. Nor had any so fully realized an environment: though it only existed on the glass, I feel that I have been inside a real house.

I am afraid to sleep tonight, for I fear what dreams may come. I also fear that I might awake to find this wondrous Alone In The Dark gone in the morning.

**Sunday, March 15**

It was not gone. The cube, with its darkened glass, seemed to glare at me as I stepped from my bed. I detected a radiant malevolence issuing forth from the machine, as though it knew the discomfort it had caused me.

Does it know, too, I wondered, that I am tantalized and fascinated, that I could no more resist the urge to return to the simulation than I could resist the urge to breathe? Does it know how it has captured my imagination?

Immediately after I had finished my morning ablutions, I sat before the cube and called up the simulation. Before it would let me begin, it had me look up two symbols printed on a page in a book that had come in the box. Why it did this I have no clue, unless it was in a deliberate attempt to delay my satisfaction. Yet, I did as I was asked.

Then, the mansion appeared before me. I noticed what I had not before, that before entering the mansion I had the choice of whether to direct a female or a male simul- crum. I chose the male, of course, but could not help thinking that this was a most con- genial feature.

I was in the attic again and the scene began to play out as before. Forewarned as I was, however, I took precautions against the attacks that would come. I pushed a heavy wardrobe in front of the window and a trunk over the trapdoor. When the monsters came, they could not break through. I was able to proceed through the attic unmolested.

Ah, but there is so much more to the house than that one room! In all there are three other floors, with monsters of unspeakable description on each: ghouls, zombies, winged demons, ghosts, hellhounds like the first I had seen, even a suit of armor that came to life as I neared it. Some of these I fought, others I avoided. I found weapons and tools to aid me as I proceeded, though it was not always obvious how the tools were to be used. I died many times before seeing all the rooms—indeed, even now I cannot be sure that I have seen every room.

Fortunately, I discovered a technique for preserving a moment in time, saving it so that I might return to it in the event that I die, rather than starting all over from the beginning. The simulation permits me to save four such frozen moments, and it helpfully provides a picture of each next to the label I have given it so that I might remember where in the house I was at the time that I saved it. This technique, of “saving” before I enter a poten-
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ially dangerous situation—which is to say, each time I enter a room!—has allowed me to make much more rapid progress.

I am beginning to uncover the history of the house and its unfortunate inhabitants. The most recent owner committed suicide rather than allow himself to be enslaved by the demons he had conjured. Pieces of the story are contained in letters, books, and other documents I have found scattered throughout the house. Each document is a fragment; each holds only a piece of the puzzle. I will not rest until I have found them all.

Where can I look for the rest? Where have I not been yet? I realize, as I glance up at the window, that it has become dark. I have been at this machine all day. Yet I cannot lift my hand from the kabbalistic key-pad, I cannot end the session, not yet, not with so much still undiscovered.

I shall play the night through if need be.

Monday, March 16

The underworld beckons! After much searching, I have found a way beneath the house, by placing...

[Translator's note: at this point the manuscript becomes illegible.]

...more horrible than I could have imagined. Strange travesties of nature abound, with the forms of insects and amphibians and giant worms. I have slain an undead pirate in a fierce sword duel, leapt from plank to plank across a haunted lagoon, traversed a dark maze. While in the house I was free to roam as I chose; I now feel channeled from episode to episode, directed toward a fate at whose nature I can only guess. I preferred the exploration of the house, but who would not? An inexorable descent into Hell would be chosen by no man.

Yet, it is my fate. I approach an unholy altar, prepared to drive the Satanic hordes back to the depths of the abyss or die in the attempt. My pulse pounds in my ears, my hands grip the key-board tightly, and I crave the solution to this nest of puzzles.

This is truly a diabolical simulation, rich in evil imaginings and unexpected twists. I cannot stop, though I am aware of it for hours. I am called, and I give the designers of this devilish trap the full credit they deserve. Whosoever they may be (demons all, I have no doubt), they have captured my soul and will have it in their keeping until the story's end.

At the same time that I want to solve the mystery, though I dread its conclusion—for where, after this, can I turn for another? Having experienced this marvel, where shall I find the like? Heaven grant that this be not the only simulation of its kind! I pray that I might find another!

[Translator's note: Here the manuscript ends. On March 17, 1911, looking haggard and exhausted but wearing a serene smile, Lemuel Cork left his house, walking in the direction of a nearby town. A neighbor reports that Cork was whispering the following cryptic words as he walked: "The Seventh Guest...must find The Seventh Guest" He was never seen again.]
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Scorpio Finds Herself

Alone in the Dark

Horror seems to be the “in” genre this year, with several companies having such products already on the market or slated to be released in the coming months. Of course, horror games are nothing new, but there haven’t been very many of them over the years. Outside of Infocom’s The Lurking Horror, an adventure with a decidedly creepy plot, few titles leap to mind until we get to Horrorsoft’s Elvira, and even after that, it is hard to think of other games in this area. So it’s still a rich field, and the publishers are finally getting around to sowing a few seeds.

The newer crop of spooky titles are more along the lines of Elvira than straight adventure puzzles with a touch of hack-and-slash and weird things happening along the way. Alone In The Dark, from Interplay/I-Motion, is very much in that category.

Drawing heavily (in some respects) on the works of H.P. Lovecraft, Alone is set in Louisiana during the 1920s. A private investigator is hired to visit an old house and retrieve a document from inside a piano stored in the attic. Naturally, there is more here than meets the eye, and before long this simple errand turns into a life-and-death struggle with the evil that infests the house.

The designers have done a good job of establishing mood, a very important aspect for games of this type. Anyone familiar with Lovecraft’s works knows that diaries, books, journals, letters, etc., usually play an important role in his stories. That is also the case here: there is much reading material to be found throughout the house. Some of it contains clues to solving puzzles, some fills in the history of the mansion, and some seems to be there just to enhance the eeriness of the whole experience. Reading is definitely an integral part of the game, and should not be skipped.

Sound is used to good effect. Floors creak realistically when walked upon, as do doors when opened. Each weapon type has its own sound: the blast of a gun, the “woosh” of a sword, the twang of a bow. Your character grunts with the effort of combat, and cries out when injured. From time to time, odd moaning and wolf howls float through the air.

Music is good, but perhaps a little too fast-paced. Something a bit slower and more ominous would have fit into the atmosphere better, particularly when walking through the empty (or not so empty) rooms. The music became annoying at times, and I turned it off occasionally.

Graphically, the game has a unique feature: the use of different viewing angles throughout play. A typical adventure usually has one view, either “you-are-there” 3D, or some sort of third person perspective. While Alone uses the third-person view, this is done from different perspectives in different locations.

These angles range from looking from the floor up to looking from the ceiling down. Years of watching horror movies have taught us that when the viewing perspective changes, it usually means that something is up (maybe creeping up!), thereby creating a certain amount of tension. This cinematic approach is used very effectively, keeping you alert and worried over what’s about to happen.

However, this same technique has drawbacks on occasion. There are some situations where maneuvering the character while the angles change can make your life difficult. Imagine running around narrow library corridors while being chased by a critter that can walk right through walls, while the perspective changes constantly as you move.

Worse yet, in the end game, you have to wade into the middle of a lake, while Deep Ones (nasty water monsters) are coming up on
the side, and a tree in the lake is tossing fireballs your way. The initial view is full-figure, but half-way into the water, it suddenly changes to a close-up of the character. This is not only disorienting, but makes it extremely difficult to see which way to go to avoid being killed. The full-figure view should have been continued longer, or at the very least, a close-up of the forward view ahead of the character. As it is, this section of the game will likely give many players unneeded frustration, and they may well have to go through this part more than once to complete it.

There is also a lot of jumping around necessary in the tunnels. In some parts, it's very tricky making the leaps, and the angle changes can make it more so. Save often when hopping across pillars or over rotten bridges. Deep Ones are always lurking in the water, waiting to rip you to shreds.

While there is fighting in Alone, it isn't by any means a CRPG. Aside from hit points, there are no physical attributes or skills, and there are no experience points or levels of any kind. Killing monsters has only one purpose—to get them out of your way.

Combat itself is therefore simple, and more a matter of timing than anything else. Your character arms himself with a weapon (or uses fists/feet if no weapon is available), faces the creature, and lets loose. Fencing is very important here, especially when using a revolver or rifle. It is quite easy to miss with those weapons if you're not looking in the right direction. I much preferred the sword in most fights, as you can be a little off and still hit opponents, and you don't need ammunition.

Which brings us to another little sore point in the game. Critics fall into three basic categories: those that can be killed, those that are indestructible, and those which require special methods to be removed. It is not always easy to determine which type of critter belongs in which category.

You can waste a lot of time trying to kill something that can't be destroyed. The bathtub monster is one of those, and so is the big worm (actually a Chthonian) that lurks in the tunnels. The rats in the cellar and the spiders in the garden are also unkillable. On the other hand, the immaterial critter in the library can be killed, but you need a special weapon for that, and the strange creatures guarding the stairway down from the balcony require non-violent methods.

So the first rule is: if you can't kill it right off, stay away from it until you've done more reading and/or found some other items to try out. Be careful with the cavalry saber. It has a special use in the game, and should not be wedged as a weapon, as it is prone to breaking. I found that out too late and had to replay a substantial portion of the game. Leave the item safely in your inventory; there are plenty of better and better weapons available.

The game also has a couple of "gotchas." Most of the reading material is safe, but a couple of things aren't wise to read. Unfortunately, none of the books have exterior titles, so they have to be opened before you know what you're looking at. By then, it could be too late.

For instance, I opened one book to the title page and saw "De Vermis Mysteriis". No, We will not read this book. As a reader of Lovecraft, not to mention Call of Cthulhu player, I knew this one was deadly. Too late, just looking at the title page alone is enough to kill you. Beware of books with red or yellow covers. Save before you read!

Another problem can crop up in the end game. It is absolutely vital that, after passing through the "maze," you have at least a little oil left in your lantern, or a spare can of oil, plus the lighter. Without those, you cannot finish. Once you enter the tunnels under the house, there is no going back up again until you're done down there. If you've left the spare oil behind, or even worse, used up all the oil, you are in big, bad trouble.

While there aren't many dark rooms in the house, you can use up a lot of oil going through the library, which is actually four rooms in all. The best thing to do here is get through it as quickly as possible. Pick up everything you come across, and wait until you're outside (and the lamp off) before reading anything.

If you waste no time in any of the dark rooms, you should still have some oil from the first can, with the second as a spare for later. Oddly, it doesn't matter if you run out of oil going through the maze, as the lamp will stay lit until you're out of it. So long as you have that second can in reserve, you're okay.

It was an unwarranted assumption on the part of the designers that a player would have sufficient oil for the big moment. Some people went through almost to the end, only to find they had to replay a lot of the game, or most of the endgame, because they had no oil. Either they ran out of oil entirely, or left the spare can upstairs (there is only so much you can carry). All this could have been avoided if an extra oil can had been placed somewhere down in the tunnels.

The interface is mouse-driven, although you can also use the keyboard. It takes a little getting used to, but once you have the hang of it, it is really simple and fairly efficient.

Saving and restoring can be done at almost any time in the game, including combat. While there aren't many save slots available, there is one interesting feature to it: each save is accompanied by a small picture, a "snapshot" of where the character was when the game was saved. This, along with the title (which can have only the standard MSDOS eight characters), can be very helpful in determining which position to bring back.

Overall, Alone In The Dark is one of those neat games with some irritating flaws. It sets a good atmosphere and maintains it well for the most part. Using Lovecraftian overtones adds a lot to the game. The view shifts are a novel and effective addition. Most of the puzzles are fair. The game did NOT crash on me, or exhibit technical problems (big plus right there).

Graphically, the monsters could have been better; some of them looked more ludicrous than horrible, dangerous though they were. The viewing angles could have been planned more carefully, and the design in general should have been tighter to prevent nasty dead ends, such as running out of oil in the tunnels or using the saber in the wrong way. Since you've been warned about those, however, you should find Alone In The Dark a nice change of pace from the usual run of adventure games. CGW
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Piercing the Veil

SSI Releases Event Horizon's Veil of Darkness

by Chuck Miller

O hhh, my head...the throbbing! I feel like I've been clobbered with a two-by-four. The last thing I remember was the storm. Thunder...lightning flashing outside the cockpit. Then, the controls went crazy; the plane began its dive. After that...I must have blacked out. I seem to remember dragging myself from the wreckage. But how did I get here, in this room, in this bed? And what name belongs to that angelic face looking down at me?

"Hello. Welcome to Csarda. My name is Deirdre."

Those familiar with Event Horizon's The Summoning will find the trappings of Veil of Darkness (Veil) recognizable, as it is based upon the same game engine. However, rather than spending the entire adventure underground, the player-as-vampire-slayer-in-training invests a majority of this quest above ground in a secluded Romanian valley. Instead of battling hordes of dungeon denizens, he or she must defeat the earthly and undead minions of the evil Kain, vampire and lord of Csarda. In Veil, fantasy gives way to horror as the player is introduced to a dark world of werewolves and witches as opposed to wizards and wyverns, an experience balanced equally well with both challenge and reward.

Where There's a QUILL, There's a Way

Veil provides players with a welcome opportunity for a change of pace. Now, it is possible to stake out one's claim in the gothic realm of vampire hunting. Current releases tend to be trending away from steed dungeon romps and into the realm of horror (i.e. Accolade's Waxworks, CyberDream's Dark Seed, and I-Motion's Alone in the Dark, as well as Virgin's impending The 7th Guest and MicroProse's The Legacy and Return of the Phantom), a refreshing change that many gamers have long awaited.

The hero, though decidedly male, is named by the player at the start of the game (when conversing with the inhabitants of this darkened land, the player is referred to by that name, a welcome personal touch). Once play commences, it soon becomes evident that Veil places greater emphasis on puzzle solving than on combat, a significant change from the emphasis in The Summoning. There is, in fact, very little combat in comparison. Most of Veil involves unraveling the secrets of Csarda and finding the bits and pieces necessary to succeed in the quest and lift the curse that has long held the land in its grasp.

Put This in Your PIPE and Smoke It!

To be honest, not every adventure succeeds equally well in holding my interest from outset to conclusion, Veil, however, is one that held me in rapt attention until I had seen it through to its resolution. It constrained me to play until I had rid Csarda of the evil Kain.

Yet, while Veil is clearly one of the most enjoyable quests I have played this year, it does have one notable weakness — the experience ended all too soon. While The Summoning seemed a bit too long in total playing time (over 100 hours), Veil ended in the opposite direction, providing about 10 hours less play than would have been ideal (only 20 or 30 hours is required to complete it). Still, the experience is one to be savored.

Putting the Bite on the Competition?

Graphically, Veil is not what I would define as stunning. While the palette is well chosen to emphasize the "dark" theme of the game, the actual art, in some cases, is a bit crude in comparison to the VGA works of art provided by other developers. Yet, the imagery is clean and attractive, especially the character portraits, and does not detract from game play.

The interface, designed with the player in mind, has been refined from earlier games with added touches to complement the horror style employed (I especially like the body in the casket used to indicate character condition, turning into a skeleton as damage is accrued). Game options are easily selected (printing of text, sound toggle, loading and saving) with plenty of save positions available for those times when a quick restore is needed.

Audibly, Veil is above average by current standards, and provides just the right feel for
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the game world. Though sound effects are sparse, the soundtracks are quite mood enhancing, stirring the player’s sense of dread and suspense. The resulting atmosphere is as rich as that of any game I have played in recent months.

Epitaphs and Cartographs

Documentation, always a strong suit with SSI, offers a gripping introduction to the game. The Prelude, which runs for 32 pages, is a well-written background to the events preceding Veil. Enjoyable fiction on its own, this piece sets the stage for the interactive horror to follow and enhances the mood conveyed in the quest. Conversations within the game, also written with great aplomb, add further to the development of the story and the internal tension.

As in previous releases from Event Horizon, automapping is provided for underground locations (the mausoleum, cave and catacombs), allowing the player to print out maps if desired. Above ground locations, displayed on the Valley Map (new to this quest), are not expensive enough to disorient the player. Though locations are limited initially, as new locations are mentioned in conversation they appear on the map, increasing the number of areas to explore.

Holy Water and Silver Bullets

Though weaknesses are few in this adventure, room does exist for improvement. Animation is a little choppy at points, especially in animated close-ups. Adding a few more frames of animation would certainly help. The speed of movement of the player’s character also seemed a bit slow. While smoothly animated, the ability to adjust speed would be a welcome feature.

In addition, object management could stand some improvement, especially with regard to the selection of “containers” in which to carry one’s possessions. Most pouches look exactly alike (let’s see, which pouch has the potions in it?). There are also some “hidden words” in this game that the player must discover by simple guesswork. This only poses a problem in two specific instances, but is a bit frustrating nonetheless. (See the two all-caps words on page 72 for assistance.)

Although there is a greater emphasis on puzzle solving in Veil than on combat, there still needs to be a few more creatures to battle during the game. For being overrun with evil, the land seemed too sparsely populated with skeletons, vampires and the like. (Note that while Veil does offer the player three levels of play, this only regulates combat difficulty and not the number of opponents).

Easy on the Garlic!

Event Horizon is a growing company providing high quality games. With strong releases like Veil, players have much to look forward to in the future. For the present, Veil of Darkness is an adventure that offers many hours of quality entertainment for the night stalker in each of us. While it may not make Game of the Year for 1993, it is definitely one that I am glad to have played. Now, if I can just get the smell of garlic out of my clothes...CGW

---
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Enter the World of Xeen

“At last the Moons are aligned, and your destiny awaits”
Many games have been long awaited by gamers in the ten years of this hobby. Six months, a year, sometimes two do gamers drool at ads, ogle magazine covers, and pest their local merchant for the date, the date, the date. But the wait for this product goes beyond the year since the project was announced. Some could mark the date back to 1983 when LucasArts' game division (nee Lucasfilm Games) was born out of the vision of the film group and a million dollar grant from Atari. The only thing that could come to mind then was Star Wars. An incredibly ripe universe, a gaming company, a guaranteed audience of many thousands—it was a natural if there ever was one. And we vainly waited for many more years for the obvious to manifest itself.

Some, though, could put the date for the beginning of this Great Expectation back much further—back before computer games were a consideration—back, indeed, to 1977 when a generation of kids (myself at an impressionable eight), spellbound by the magic of George Lucas' film, came out of the theater, zooming several feet off the ground, their heads filled with the sounds of impassioned star fighter squawk, and their hands on the stick of an X-wing.

The wait is over, and the anticipation has culminated in X-Wing: Space Combat Simulator, an intense retelling of the story of the Rebel Alliance viewed from the seat of a star fighter cockpit. The game is part adventure game, part simulator, and many parts of lavish Star Wars detail, born of a synergistic action between LucasArts' storytelling talents, their extremely talented artistic staff, and their successful combat simulations group headed by Lawrence Holland (Battlehawks 1942, Their Finest Hour, S.W.O.T.I.). LucasArts has been very careful to stress the simulation aspect of this game—most likely out of marketing considerations—but there has been some debate among gamers on whether that classification applies. Action game, simulation, it's splitting wookie hairs to me; X-Wing is one of those genre mixing games that eludes simple taxonomies and keeps BBSs in business with pointless debates. One should expect a moderately complex fighter simulation with many intense dogfighting furballs, nail-biting missions, and many hours of play, all culminating in The Final Mission—The Trench Scene.

The Initiation

The player comes into the X-wing universe as an untrained novice with a distaste for the Empire's politics and, presumably, many dead Womp Rats under his belt. After successfully passing the rite of copy protection, the player checks in at the registration desk, taking on the persona of, for the sake of this article, Star Fighter X. The player does not play Luke Skywalker (unless you provide that name) though X will find that his or her destiny will have uncanny parallels with Luke's.

Entering the Flagship Independence, the base for the Rebellion's activities and the central interface, X finds himself in a large spaceport with several accessways. Here, one gets a feel of what's to come; pleasant graphics, snippets of digitized speech, a slick and informative mouse interface, and loads of atmosphere. Yet, one has little patience for appreciating such things at this point and, besides, X will wear a pixel pathway through this scene before the last Tie is flamed.
The first step is to the Pilot Training Grounds. Unfortunately, unlike the hero of the film, X cannot step from a speeder into an X-Wing and know the difference between the targeting indicator and a dashboard rivet. He'll have to fly through several hundred gates on a training course before being awarded a flight certification. Each training level becomes progressively more difficult as more laser firing obstacles are placed about each gate and the allotted level-completion time is lowered. Though graduated in difficulty, these training levels will quickly become quite difficult for the initiate as he hits the first learning slope of the game—figuring out how to configure the power systems of the craft.

Feel The Power, X

Before discussing the power system, it must be mentioned that X will not only fly the X-wing, but the A-wing, and Y-wing as well. In the fiction of the game, the Y-wing is an older model of fighter and the slowest in the fleet. It bears two frontal lasers, an ion cannon used to disable ships, and a healthy complement of torpedos. The A-wing is the newest craft in the fleet and is the fastest and most maneuverable ship in the Rebel arsenal. The X-wing falls in the middle with its mid-range maximum speed and turning rate, its four wing-mounted lasers, and a small pack of torpedos. Each craft will be used somewhat randomly from mission to mission, so X had better train in each craft before continuing on.

Though differing slightly in performance, each craft is operated in the same way. As mentioned, the key to success is power management. Each ship is somewhat like a flying battery that supplies power at a slow but steady rate. This power can be directed to the engines, the lasers, or to the shields. Diverting power to one area reduces the amount available to the others. Through the training missions, X will learn the series of keystrokes needed to move this power around, and will soon find that he is deftly directing the energy of his battery-powered craft like a skilled Jedi with his battery-powered saber.

Once a few flight badges are earned in the proving grounds, X moves on to the Historical Missions for his first taste of combat. There are six missions for each craft here, each a graduated step into a full-blown mission. Here one is introduced to the basic enemy craft: the TIE fighter, the TIE bomber, and the various larger craft used by both the Rebellion and the Empire. The TIE fighters are the grunts of the Empire's force, and X will flame fleets of them before its all over. If the ships in X-Wing are flying battery cells, then the X-wings are "D" cells, and the TIEs are watch batteries. Two or three laser blasts will cut them in two. The bombers are a little tougher, both in shield power and in fire power. Their complement of torpedoes are extremely dangerous, and will end up sinking more than one of X's missions.

The Hero's Path

With the Proving Grounds and the Historical Missions under his belt, X is ready to enlist in a Tour of Duty. There are three tours: the first two with 12 missions and the third with 14. Though X is given the choice of enlisting in any one of them, it is logical and recommended that he follow them in order. Each tour has an ultimate object, explained in a few introductory paragraphs that scrolls off into a star field as in the famous introduction to the first Star Wars film. The story of the tour is developed further in the mission briefings and in cinematic sequences interspersed throughout the tours. These cinematic sequences are beautifully drawn and composed; their only fault is that there are too few: two for each of the first two tours, and three for the last.

Fans of that Other popular space combat game, who became enamored of its "branching" storyline should not expect the same of X-Wing. In X-Wing the story does not play out the possibilities of failure; X will have to replay his missions until he finally succeeds. I won't waste space arguing the value of one over the other (it really doesn't matter to me—I never followed the "failure" branches of the Other game, anyway); players should simply learn what not to expect.

The missions themselves are nicely varied in objective. X will make attack runs on space craft, rescue captured allies, defend ships from attack, and eventually make "ground strikes" on the Death Star. Some of these missions are enjoyable walks for the experienced pilot, but others are extremely difficult; and the difficulty doesn't crescendo as one might expect. Here we arrive at one of X-Wing's weaknesses. X will find that he soars through four straight missions without so much as batting a lash, only to find that the next mission will have him wedged for hours—sometimes days! Though I didn't keep a tab, I've replayed some of these difficult missions upwards of two dozen times. I would suspect myself of being especially weak in the Force if I hadn't heard the same from others. The missions are simply unbalanced.

The Dark Side

Through an exchange with LucasArts I've learned from them that the missions were designed as puzzles to be figured out and solved. This is entirely accurate. The tougher missions have a very specific "solution" that must be executed with heroic precision. Fly to point A, knock out fighters with inhuman accuracy, race to point B, knock out bombers with same, race to point C to nip off a second bomber squadron at the last possible second. While this is extremely challenging and will make for many hours of play, I'm not convinced that it's the most effective design possible. It yields X out of the fiction of the game when he has to play a mission five times, just to figure out what his true objective is, and then, to play the next dozen times trying to execute the path perfectly.

Often, success requires X to anticipate the
I don’t understand why players are forced to go outside of the game into the nasty darkness of DOS to do this. I don’t see why the player cannot make his own choice between playing the game “realistically,” that is, letting dead pilots lie, or having the capacity within the game to pretend that the fatal mission was just a bad dream.

On a related note is the issue of wingmen. In most missions, X will be a part of a team of fighters, either as a wingman or a flight leader. In spite of the appearance of help, one should consider most missions to be solo missions—wingmen are about as useful as a rowboat on a Tattooine. Even ace wingmen are only short-term enemy diversions on most missions. Though they might take out the occasional fighter or flagship, X will end up with the lion’s share of the kills. One will still want good wingmen (if only for psychological support) and so must develop them—the “development” usually consisting of popping into DOS and cloning pilots with the COPY command.

While in critical mode, I should mention an especially disappointing oversight: the documentation. Larry Holland’s previous flight simulators have had lavish manuals packed with photos, history and detail—they have led the industry. For X-wing, LucasArts commissioned a beautiful book/manual from Prima Publishing called The Farlander Papers. Its 100 pages packed full of pictures and history from the films, the papers follow the fictional account of one Keyan Farlander, a young pilot not unlike our dear pilot X. For some reason, LucasArts decided that this would be a “collector’s item” that would only ship with the first 100,000 copies. Word has it that these went remarkably fast, and so the rest of the gamers will go without. What is left is a dry, black and white, 20 page booklet which isn’t much more than a glorified (and poorly glorified at that) reference card. Very disappointing.

The Chariot of Deliverance

Beyond these problematic peripheral matters lies the heart of X-Wing—the combat simulation itself. The polygon-based flight model is cleanly implemented. On a 386/33, the game plays smoothly when there are a dozen or so ships in the scenario. With more ships, and especially with several torpedoes in the air, things become a bit choppy, though a quick switch into a lower detail level will usually smooth out the ride. At the highest detail level, the ships look quite nice; X will see identifying colors and insignias, as well as textured panels and ship accessories like gun emplacements and antennae. At the lowest level, all of this detail is stripped away. On a high end 486 one can play comfortably at a mid-range setting, but in the large scale battles one will have to jump down a few notches.

Other simulation features include the standard multiple ship views, with the interior views all meticulously drawn to reflect differences in each of the three fighter types. There is also a Camera function that allows X to record his missions and review them from the perspective of any object in the mission. On the whole, the flight model is excellently executed and a joy to play. And LucasArts should be given a special combat medal for their heroic quality assurance; in 30+ hours of play, the game crashed but once.

The Resolution

Like the universe of Lucas’ creation, X-wing is composed of both Light & Dark, Good & Bad. Also like the Star Wars universe, the Good soundly spans the Bad when all is said and done. While I occasionally cursed the game when replaying a tough mission for the umpteenth time, still, I must say that I enjoyed the experience tremendously. In spite of Master Yoda’s teachings to the contrary, (“Adventure! Hmph! Excitement! Hmph! A Jedi craves not these things.”), I wait with mind-clouding impatience for the forthcoming add-on disks and sequel.
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Brad Elk a.k.a. "Sauer" Louisville, KY
"If you need some help, just page me."

Lori Zini a.k.a. "Diana"
Waco, TX
"What tore you up, Merlin?"
Millenium's

Daughter of Serpents

by Robin Matthews

The gaming world's unofficial Year of Horror is well underway. With the release of SSI's Veil of Darkness, 1-Motion's Alone in the Dark and Shadow of the Comet, and the inevitable release of Virgin's Seventh Guest, gamers are up to their necks in garlic, holy water and silver bullets.

Into this hotbed of spookily software, UK software house Millenium has unleashed Daughter of Serpents. Designed by Eldritch Games of Hound of the Shadow fame, this is a graphic adventure with a degree of role-playing. Eldritch's Hound was a very successful Amiga graphic adventure, considered as one of the best of its kind released on the Commodore box, and was ahead of its time, though perhaps a bit too ambitious.

Daughter of Serpents claims to have been written as a tribute to the style of HP Lovecraft, in particular to the Cthulhu mythos. The main themes of The Call of Cthulhu (written by Lovecraft in 1926) were of the total insignificance of the human race, and of mankind only being able to retain its sanity by remaining ignorant of the horrors that surround it.

The plot of Daughters is set in the city of Alexandria and revolves around Ancient Egypt—Anthony and Cleopatra, lost scrolls, spells and a terrible curse. The player takes the role of either a pre-defined character (the usual ones you might find in an Agatha Christie novel, varying from landed gentrity, through wizened New York cop, to amateur sleuth) or the player can create his or her own. The character creation routine is quite versatile and has lots of different professions and skills allowing players to personalize their hero so that he/she is an expert in reading papyrus scrolls, but not so hot on toxicology.

The story starts with a boat journeying in Alexandria and its passengers disembarking. As one's character walks off the ship, a distinguished, fez-wearing gentleman is manically stabbed by a locally dressed native. The native is in turn shot and as he dies turns into a grotesque reptile creature. This occurrence probably causes a mild stir, but the player just toddles along and books into a hotel.

Depending on which profession the player has chosen, there will be a message for him or her at the reception desk. This message sets the tone for that character's adventure, which varies slightly from character to character though the basic theme is a common one of intrigue, mysticism and MURDER!

The gaming world is not presented in the typical graphic adventure third person perspective, but rather by way of a "first person" perspective, seen through the eyes of the character. To those reared on more typical adventure games, the lack of a hero on the screen may seem strange, but it does allow greater detail to be drawn into the locations.

As per the latest trends, the game system has a name—SIGNOS (Scripted Interactive Graphic Novel Operating System). The manual states that SIGNOS is a system designed for "plot-based computer role-playing games, where dialogue and interaction with characters are a key feature." It basically works on the premise of a limited number of locations that are visited by selecting them from an inventory-held map. In some locations at certain stages of the game, one will encounter either NPCs or items. These are recognized by an intelligent cursor and can be communicated with or manipulated.

Conversations are depicted by cartoonish speech bubbles. The only degree of interaction in conversation is through the highlighting of odd bits of text; this operates like the typical "keyword" conversation system and triggers further text. This inevitably makes
the game linear and does not allow any real deviation from a single plot line. The locations are few in number and, although graphically pleasing, they are re-visited constantly and eventually become over used. The map approach is also hammered to death as is the use of animated sequences. At one point the player’s character relates what has been happening to another character, and the player is forced to sit through a black and white replay of an earlier animation. This is pure padding, but bearing in mind the overall length of the game, this is not too surprising.

Other than the main gaming world screen, two others can be accessed by moving the cursor to the lower right and left corners. One is an inventory; the other is a “manipulation” area where items can be used and viewed. When selected, these screens actually replace the main view. These screens would have been better presented by way of windows or drop down options, especially as there are so few locations. The present system is unwieldy and serves to disturb the limited atmosphere of the product.

The other main problem with the game is its length. Hardened gamers who have cracked the likes of Crusaders of the Dark Savant within a month will probably take about a full afternoon to complete Daughters. Much of the supplementary information can be ignored and, as long as you click the mouse quick enough, the game can be measured in hundreds of minutes. The initial character creation routines create an expectation of variety, replayability and multi-solutions. In reality this is not delivered and it is unlikely that anyone will have the patience to click their way through more than a second time.

Documentation is sparse, but includes some interesting notes for a paper and pencil version which does add to the software product.

On the positive side Daughters does have some very nice touches. There is some superb additional detail that is accessed by referring to a Thomas Cooks guide, and some of the locations and sequences are very well presented. Also, notes are automatically made in a diary that can be readily referred to, avoiding reams of manually taken comments. Auto-mapping is an irrelevance, both because of the method of travel and the limited number of locations.

Ultimately, Daughter of Serpents is a disappointment. The graphics are well crafted and the sound support is good. The storyline is fine, and there is a wealth of background and historical detail, but the problem is with the actual gaming system; it is linear to the extreme, and the player can hardly affect the game play at all. At times gameplay is merely a matter of clicking the mouse button to force up the next bit of text or the next automatic sequence. The overriding impression is one of looking at a slightly interactive demo.

Again from the manual Millenium state that Daughters of Serpents “is probably the closest to the techniques used in graphic novels, although it could be described as an interactive drama.” OK, it is graphic and, granted, it is novel, but regrettably it is neither interactive nor dramatic. Hand of the Shadow did fail in some respects, but it did manage to succeed in many areas, particularly in the development of atmosphere. Daughters by comparison is almost totally sterile.

Millenium states that Daughters of Serpents is an ambitious project, but nowadays the standards are so very high for both graphic adventures and role-playing. Pretty graphics and system acronyms do not a good product make, and for a certainty, Daughter of Serpents will not endure as long as have other pieces of Egyptology. Perhaps something can be retrieved from this gaming system, but currently, although it may look the part the game, is as about as interesting as a camel’s hump, and probably is about as attractive as other parts of a dromedaries anatomy.
As much as I enjoy a good adventure or role-playing game, one where I can immerse myself in a new and exciting world, I still find great pleasure in playing more traditional games. In particular, I enjoy the games I played when growing up, games with titles like Scrabble, Boggle, Monopoly, and the like. As such, my games of choice this month are *Ishido-Matic* for the Amiga, plus *Wheel of Luck* and *Yacht-Z* for Windows on the MS-DOS platform.

The Proper Way to Get Stoned

A few years back, Accolade released *Ishido*, *The Way of Stones*, a computerized version of an ancient board game of skill, strategy and chance. *Ishido*, in its simplest form, is somewhat of a cross between chess and Go. Since its release, several clones have appeared, the best by far being an Amiga version named *Ishido-Matic* [Amiga RT #18544].

Rules for *Ishido-Matic* are brief. Stones can only be placed on the playing field under the following conditions: 1) the field must be adjacent to at least one stone, 2) the stone must correspond with all adjacent stones in color and/or symbol, and 3) the number of neighbors of the same color and of the same symbol must not differ by more than one. When all possible stones have been placed according to these rules, the current game ends.

Single player, two player and tournament (reusing the same sequence of stones) modes are supported in *Ishido-Matic*. High scores for each mode are saved to disk. No time limit is imposed on play. There is even a built-in help feature that identifies all possible stone placements per turn.

*Ishido-Matic* is compatible with most Amigas, at least through the A3000, and has been released as “Free-Ware” by its author, Robert Brandner of Austria. Evident from the start is the amount of care that has gone into this simple yet classy version of *Ishido*. Graphics are 32-color low res (320 x 200), more than adequate for this title. Music is provided in the form of a MEd module of Bach’s *Practaude* #3, offering the player a pleasant selection to listen to while deep in thought. If one prefers, music can be toggled off in favor of simple “click” sounds or complete silence.

*Ishido-Matic* scores high marks. One can anticipate many hours of enjoyment with or without a friend playing this strategy game. And who can argue with the price?

What Happened to Vanna?

Moving over to the MS-DOS world, we have an excellent *Windows* version of TV’s *Wheel of Fortune*, sans Vanna White. *Wheel of Luck 2.0b* by Dan Puraty is a well designed offering for fans of word puzzles and the popular TV game show.

As with its TV namesake, *Wheel of Luck* provides up to three players with the opportunity to earn cash and prizes by solving a phrase regarding a person, place, thing, saying or event. Each player takes a turn spinning the wheel and guessing a consonant or buying a vowel. As long as the player is correct in his or her guesses, it remains their turn. Of course, spinning a “Bonus” gains one a free spin, “Sorry” results in a lost turn, and “Broke” wipes out one’s current winnings. Correctly solving the phrase concludes the round. When the winning player reaches the bonus round, 256-color graphics are provided of the prize pictures.

Those with a *Windows* compatible sound card have the benefit of appropriate sound effects. Options allow one to toggle sound effects, countdown timer and spin decleration. User editable support has also been provided for the phrase file and sound effects, allowing one to enter their own phrases or select different .WAV files for game-driven events.

*Wheel of Luck* is an entertaining shareware offering worthy of the very reasonable $10.00 registration fee requested at the end of its 30 day evaluation period. Both *Windows 3.1* and *VBURN200.DLL* (the Visual Basic 2.0 runtime module) are required. If one would like to practice up for their appearance on *Wheel of Fortune* or just have some fun “turning a phrase,” grab a copy of *Wheel of Luck* and give it a spin.

Please send a check for $10 (US funds) to register. Address all inquiries to:

Dan Puraty
3536 Kent Road
Stow, OH 44224-4602
NOW AVAILABLE ON PC

ZOOL
NINJA OF THE "Nth" DIMENSION

Electronic Innovative Design
768 Two Mile Parkway
Goodlettsville, TN 37072
Phone: 1-(615)-972-8085 Fax: 1-(615)-851-6098
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Of Dice and Men

One game I played extensively when I was young was Yachtzee, a classic game of dice. While there have been many clones on numerous platforms, Yacht-Z 2.0 for Windows [Windows RT #549] is one of the best I have discovered. Its only fault is that there is no dice sound. Apart from this, the game is excellent.

Yacht-Z is actually a combination of Yachtzee and Triple Yachtzee, with support for up to 4 players. As with the original, the player has three chances to roll five dice to achieve the highest score. When “Show Hints” is selected from the menu, the scorecard will display in black the items that will yield points if selected. All others will be disabled (shown in gray). If “Show Hints” is not enabled, all scoring categories will be displayed in black. Another feature provided is the ability to change luck. This menu item is provided for those times when things just don’t seem to be going one’s way. Registration will elicit an explanation of how it works (or if it is just a placebo).

A poor decision when selecting an item, unfortunately, is irreversible thanks to an ‘undo’ menu. If the wrong choice is made, it can be reversed as long as the dice have not been rolled. High scores are also available from the menu, and one’s game can be saved easily for completion later.

Registration for Yacht-Z 2.0 is set at a reasonable $10. If you would like to play an old-time favorite on your PC, contact:

Bob Dolan
237 Willis Avenue
Rochester, NY 14616
(716) 865-8248

Each month it becomes more and more evident by the number of submissions received and by the new listings on BBSs that shareware authors are busy creating new titles for the pleasure of computer gamers everywhere. Let’s remember to properly compensate them for their efforts so that they can continue to produce quality entertainment for all to enjoy. Until the next time, great gaming to all!

Games reviewed in this column are available through numerous distributors of shareware and public domain software, as well as on many national and private on-line services.

Send Us Your Best

If you have authored a shareware or public domain game and would like to have it considered for review in this column, please send two complete copies (preferably on 3.5" disks) with documentation and a cover letter to:

Best of the Rest
Computer Gaming World
130 Chaparral Court, Suite 260
Anaheim Hills, CA 92808 CGW

Secrets of Shareware Success

With six months of the Best of the Rest column under my belt, I felt it necessary to address a concern of importance to shareware authors, especially those sending their work to CGW for consideration. This matter is critical to assure the eligibility of your software for review, as well as its success in the shareware community. The issue is one of quality. Product value, both perceived and actual, is important to the success of one’s efforts.

What does this mean? Well, it boils down to that familiar acronym WYSIWYG—What You See Is What You Get. In other words, the quality of the software program one has written will be judged initially by the appearance of what is received. When someone opens the mailer containing the disk of software provided, they should not find a recycled disk with the name of the original program scrawled out and the name of the new program scribbled over it in pen. This bespeaks shoddy workmanship and poor quality. As unbelievable as it seems, we have received contributions in this condition. Please remember that the name of this column is BEST of the Rest. Substandard work of any form will not fare well in the battle for coverage.

So, what can one do to ensure that their work will even be examined? Here are a few simple and reasonable steps to follow to ensure the eligibility of the “sweat of one’s brow” for consideration in these pages:

1. Best of the Rest only reviews entertainment shareware. Do not send any spreadsheet, auto maintenance, lottery or financial programs. Educational games are accepted and encouraged.

2. At present, we can only provide reviews of software for MS-DOS and Amiga computers. Unfortunately, other systems cannot be supported at this time.

3. Submissions should be sent on a NEW floppy disk, preferably 3.5" media, with a neatly printed label. Many high quality, inexpensive label printing programs are available, both commercial and shareware, to enable one to print attractive labels for their disks. At the least, use a new label and type the name of the program on it.

4. Include a printed or typed cover letter that describes the submission, providing one’s name, address, phone number, and the registration cost of the program. Fact sheets, photocopies, or other reviews the software has received, printed manuals and any other materials available should also be provided.

5. Two complete copies of each product should be mailed to CGW including all printed matter. In addition, copies of both the shareware and registered versions should be included and properly identified. Also, please carefully package the submitted materials using sturdy disk mailers for protection.

Submissions that do not meet the above criteria will not be considered for review. The volume of contributions now being received together with the limited review space each issue only allows time to review the most outstanding products. Thus, some guidelines need to be established and maintained. Presentation does make a difference. Commercial developers invest considerable time and money in packaging and promoting their products, an area in which shareware authors need to invest more thought and effort.

In the end, following the above guidelines will help ensure one’s success as a shareware author, whether one’s product is reviewed in CGW or not. In either case, we wish shareware developers the best of success. CGW
We’re playing serious games.

Close the door. Plug it in. Turn on the computer. And brace yourself for all the outrageous 16 bit CD quality sound you can handle.

Whether you’re behind enemy lines or slamming one out of the park, PORTABLE Sound sends you on a sensory collision course. The most war torn battlefields come alive. Fantasies scream into reality. And, the grunts and groans of the gridiron are enough to bruise even the toughest soul.

Whatever your pleasure, you won’t find more real sound. PORTABLE Sound is based on advanced Digital Signal Processing technology, so you’ll enjoy the greatest compression capability with the highest quality sounds. Here’s something else that will make your pulse race. With PORTABLE Sound you have all the right connections including an ‘Audio-in’ for direct recording from a CD or tape player and a ‘Line-out’ for powered external stereo speakers. To make things even cooler, PORTABLE Sound comes with an external speaker cable for outrageous sounds when you plug it into the hottest speakers you can find. Or take it to a friend’s house. It’s totally portable.

So get ready. There’s nothing to do except buy PORTABLE Sound and plug it in. Plug in your speakers. And play. But, just one word of caution. Once you’re plugged into PORTABLE Sound, you can kiss the day good-bye.

PLUS, FREE SOFTWARE
INCLUDING: Lotus Sound™ for Windows 3.1 a utility employing OLE (Object Linking and Embedding technology), WinReader for Windows 3.1, DigiSpeech’s DOSTalk and DOSReader text-to-speech applications. Show & Tell For Kids™ for Windows – an easy to use Multimedia Authoring program.

PORTABLE Sound Features: • Stereo or Mono playback 16 or 8 bits per channel, (sampling rates: 11.025KHz, 22.050KHz and 44.1KHz). • Synthesized music, 9 melodic or 7 melodic and 4 percussive voices. • Completely integrated solution. Supports DVI audio compression and all Windows 3.1 programs incorporating the Multimedia standard sound interfaces (WAVE, MIDI). • Sound Blaster/AdLib compatible. • DC powered. • Smart printer parallel port pass through. • An external speaker cable with a telephone type connector.

MINIMUM SYSTEM REQUIREMENT: • For DOS PORTABLE Sound applications, an IBM PC or compatible with 8086 CPU, 640KB RAM running MS-DOS 3.3 or greater. For Windows 3.1 or Sound Blaster/AdLib applications, an IBM PC or compatible with 80386 CPU and 2 MB RAM. Package includes software on 3.5” High Density diskettes.

PORTABLE sound
I'm U.K., You're U.K.

by Robin Matthews

In the last few months, the Over There column would not seem the same without some mention of the prolific UK software house, Impressions. This month is no exception with two releases pending; the first being *When Two Worlds War*, a strategic simulation of interplanetary conflict in which the player controls an entire planet's military resources in an effort to conquer a hostile neighboring planet; the second being a Civil War game, *The Blue and the Gray*.

The small task of world management in *When Two Worlds War* is conducted from a super high-tech workstation which, via equally high-tech software, allows the player to design new craft and weapons, and direct technological research. Once one’s armed forces are up to snuff, one can then set up sophisticated missions and face the real challenge of the game.

*The Blue and the Gray* is the next proposed title in Impressions’ “Miniature Series” and is due to appear in the second quarter. It deals with the Civil War and modestly claims to recreate all its famous campaigns and battles. According to designer Edward Grabowski, the game will contain both real-time animated combat (apparently with the combatants in authentic uniforms), and will also have professionally drawn stills to add to the atmosphere.

Impressions states that “The Blue and the Gray is set to be one of the hottest wargames ever—with superb graphics, a campaign game and fully animated battles re-fought over a map stretching from the Mid-West to the East Coast, from Florida up to New York.” Grand aspirations, indeed.

Each battle will contain up to 200 separate and distinct animated figures, presented in 256 color graphics and using a further development of their point-n-click miniatures interface. Terrain and fortifications will be the more varied than any previous release, and it is Impressions’ intention to release scenario disks covering all the major battles.

MicroProse UK, the same programming team that created *B-17* and *ATAC*, have another flight sim waiting on the runway. *Dogfight* is very much a combat flight simulator, letting one pilot 12 different airplanes, from Sopwith Camels through Spitfires, Sea Harriers and F-16As. Contests can be selected with planes from the same era, or can be mixed and matched. The agility of the old WWI biplanes does not quite make up for the lack of air-to-air missiles, but one does have the wind in their hair.

*Dogfight* will also come with half a dozen scenarios, each with their own missions. One minute it’s defending observation balloons against the Red Baron, next it’s splatting Argentinean fighters over the Falklands. MicroProse UK is stressing that each airplane will have its own realistic characteristics and that it has been designed with an excellent learning curve. *Dogfight* will initially be released in the UK at press time, and both Amiga and ST versions are planned.

More snippets are slipping out about *Captive 2*, due for release shortly from Mindscape UK. The storyline revolves around the world being controlled by huge state corporations which have been abusing its resources and grinding the planet into a state of decay. One of these huge corporations is “BioCorp” which has an increasing number of androids/robots that have started “accidentally” killing civilians. BioCorp has covered-up these small technical glitches and have framed innocent people for the murders.

The player continues in the role of Trill (from the original *Captive*), and controls four
Foreign Correspondence

Droids as they try to free the wrongly jailed humans. The gaming world is set in huge futuristic cities—over 4000 randomly generated, with 9 segments in each city and over 1000 buildings in each segment. The gaming system will let one play on after completing the goals, so this could be a real biggie.

Other than their recent Ashes of Empire, UK software house Mirage has announced Starfighter Ace and The Jurassic Levels for Humans (recently imported to the US by GameTek). Starfighter Ace is developed by the Maelstrom programming team and is a fast-thinking space combat game using the latest technology, and 3-D glasses! It is claimed that while wearing the red and green shades the graphics jump right off the screen and give the nearest thing to virtual reality. The graphics use perspective, shaded solid graphics and scaled sprites, and it flies particularly well.

Mirage may regret the timing of the release of Starfighter Ace, bearing in mind the recent launch of X-Wing. It remains to be seen whether the Force is with Maelstrom or LucasArts. Starfighter Ace requires a 386 at minimum and will support Roland, AdLib and SoundBlaster. It should be on the shelves by press time.

Humans is a popular Lemmings me-too from Mirage, and The Jurassic Levels is an add-on of 80 more levels. Available both as a separate data disk and a stand alone product, there are more dinosaurs, more natives, and trickier puzzles. This should be available at the time of publication on both Amiga and PC formats.

Gremlin Graphics Software, the Sheffield based company, has just announced the shipping of Space Crusade for the PC. It is a conversion of a highly rated board game of space combat and strategy at the squad level, and has been a considerable success on both the Amiga and Atari ST.

In Space Crusade the player controls a space commander and four space marines of the Legiones Asartes. The warriors of this corps are acknowledged as an elite force, the most powerful and feared men in the Imperium.

The discovery of the Warp Drive and Warp Space had catastrophic results as the minions of chaos escaped the warp. The first great space war followed and the Age of Strife began. A single man, the Emperor of Human Space gathered together the remnants of human society and formed them into an empire. The Legiones Asartes is the official warrior arm of the Empire.

Space Crusade puts the player in command of a squad, and one must lead them through a series of 12 missions, boarding old space hulls, engaging foes, etc. A campaign game links all missions together. The troops have a good range of weapons and armor, and the tactics employed can vary greatly.

The software version does not try and disguise its board game origins. With turn-based combat, movement phases, line of sight and “squares,” Space Crusade retains its roots, and does so well. The graphics are good, the interface works well once one is used to the off-center perspective, and the sound support is adequate. Not the same approach as Krisallis’s Laser Squad, and in most ways more appealing. Space Crusade has already been released on Amiga and ST, and is now available on PC.
Whether it's the menacing snarl of a chainsaw or the banshee scream of your F-1 Tomcat, just remember: it isn't real. Until you hear it on a Sound Blaster.

 Sound Blaster fidelity adds a whole new dimension to PC games, not to mention multimedia and other applications. And Sound Blaster is compatible with more of your software than any other audio card. No wonder it's the best selling sound board of all time.

 So when you're ready to hear what your games really sound like, get in touch with your Sound Blaster dealer today. Or we may just have to send Bruno over to persuade you.

© Copyright 1993 Creative Labs, Inc. Sound Blaster and the Creative Labs logo are trademarks of Creative Labs, Inc. All specifications subject to change without notice.

You never heard it so real.
Customer Support

An Analysis of CGW Reader Responses

by M. Evan Brooks

Feedback question in CGW #103 posed the following question: "In your experience, which companies have the best, and which the worst, customer support? Why?" A similar query was posed on both the GENie and Prodigy networks. The e-mail responses were similar to the written responses, and for ease of statistical analysis, only the written responses have been used here.

Customer support is a subject of much controversy. Consumers decry the availability of such support, while the companies decry the added cost and time. Both sides question the utility of such support, although obviously from different perspectives.

Customer support is very dependent on the individual consumer. A summary of the results showed little consensus, with few trends apparent. A total of 220 responses were analyzed; generally, the responses mentioned more than one or two companies per card, therefore accounting for the larger number of results.

Perhaps the first statement that should be made is that the survey is quite unscientific. Do CGW readers represent a viable sample of the computer gaming public, or by the very fact of their readership do they constitute a more hard-core audience? Similarly, over 40 percent of the responses mentioned bulletin boards and modem support. Does the average gamer feel comfortable with electronic mail; are they in fact modem-literate? Also, do people who respond to such queries in fact represent the average reader? There are no easy answers to these questions, but the reader should be aware of the inherent biases.

The results have been analyzed as a "love-hate" relationship. Few responses rated a company's support as mediocre. Yet, the most surprising facet of the poll was that there were few clear winners or losers. Results are as follows (any companies with less than four responses have been omitted):

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Company</th>
<th>Good Support</th>
<th>Poor Support</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>3DO</td>
<td>13</td>
<td>8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Access</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Accolade</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bethesda</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dynamix</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>EA</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>17</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Impressions</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Interplay</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LucasArts</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Maxis</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MicroProse</td>
<td>55</td>
<td>20</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mindscape</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>New World</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Origin</td>
<td>23</td>
<td>23</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>QQP</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SSI</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>13</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sierra</td>
<td>56</td>
<td>9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sir-Tech</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Spectrum</td>
<td>13</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Access was the clear winner in terms of customer support. However, Access has a limited product line. The bulk of their product support is for the Links products. Users especially appreciated the toll-free line; "Why should I have to pay for support that should have been provided with the game?" It remains to be seen whether or not the customer support will sustain its reputation when the company expands its product base.

Both Dynamix and Sierra generally garnered high marks, as did Spectrum HoloByte and MicroProse. However, MicroProse customer support seemed dependent on whether or not one could get through the ubiquitous busy signal. If a human did answer, customer support was generally highly regarded. Indeed, one MicroProse support person stated that the number one complaint that they receive from customers is having to wait a long time on the phone for someone to answer their question. "They don't consider," wrote Doug Whatley in a GENie discussion, "that they are calling the day they bought a new game that just hit the shelves and 50,000 other people bought the game the same day (and also called). Also, MicroProse did seem to have a number of complaints that it never responded to written inquiries. Finally, Amiga users were very critical of MicroProse; they noted that installation procedures were incorrect and that games were often "buggy" and never fixed.

Bethesda Softworks was consistently rated as poor, as was Electronic Arts. With respect to EA, however, it is apparent that customer support is very product-dependent, with

Marie of Origin's customer support helps an avatar in need.
Wing Commander Flys Faster!
Sherlock Solves Faster!
Carmen Sandiego's Found Faster!

Lightning CD Runs All Your CD's Faster!

Do you feel the need for speed?

If you've ever played a game or searched through a reference library, you know how slow CD's can be.

Lightning CD is the answer to your speed problems. Lightning CD is a CD cache that improves performance by moving frequently used information from your CD to RAM. The next time your computer needs information, it's available immediately. You'll notice the difference instantly.

Lightning CD
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some games receiving excellent support and others (especially European imports) becoming software orphans.

_Origin_ was a special case. One either loved or hated it—there were no in-betweens. Special criticism was made for Origin “not admitting to bugs, and then charging for updates” (which ostensibly fixed the bugs). Also, employees were noted as “borderline rude with very dry personalities.” I suppose rudeness with contriving personalities would be excusable? Besides, how much personality can come across a telephone on a computer query? On the other hand, readers complimented Origin for “knowing what the problem is” and “their enthusiasm for games is very catching.” Is there a contradiction here?

SSI was almost a tie. However, analysis of the individual response cards revealed that role-playing games (CRPG) products seemed to be well supported. The staff was quick to respond and knowledgeable. However, wargamers were given short shrift and customer support seemed to cease once the product shipped out the door. For a company that was founded by and for wargamers, it was a saddening, albeit not altogether surprising result. In a market economy, CRPGs speak volumes; wargames whisper.

However, special kudos should be given to SSI designer Gary Grigsby. On his own (and at his own expense), he is a regular on GENie (Scorpia’s Roundtable, page 805). In the SSI category, he will respond to any questions or comments on *Pacific War*, and often posts his answers within 24 hours. His support is above and beyond the call of duty.

While these results were limited to software companies, a special place in the “Hall of Shame” should be reserved for Creative Labs.

While the _SoundBlaster_ is the soundcard of choice for gamers, the company’s customer support was single out for condemnation.

Electronic BBS support was an anomaly. Some users found it useful, while others wanted a human voice. Of course, there was the user who disparaged a company for using humans; he actually preferred electronic bulletin boards!

Then there were the responses that simply could not be used. Customer support was geared at post-purchase assistance. Did the company help the user if he had a problem with the program? Yet, a number of responses specifically mentioned Origin for late releases. One response went so far as to list product names and number of months delayed. While this may aggravate a user, I think it more properly belongs to consumer relations than technical support. Of course, this report doesn’t even begin to address the never-ending debate whether to “get it out today with bugs or tomorrow bug-free.” That is a marketing decision and not customer support.

A thoughtful reader noted that, “Good customer support comes from companies who are willing to bite the bullet and delay the release of a new product in an effort to make certain the consumer receives a complete polished product.” Good customer support is making sure you don’t have to provide any later.”

While a consistent thread is not apparent, many users rated customer support by the “politeness” of the customer service representatives. A rude technician who treated the consumer as a computer illiterate (even if he were) would be sure to garner negative dividends. Such rudeness was noted in virtually every negative response. However, when the same company is praised for its knowledgeable and friendly technicians and then blasted for its rude and uncaring support, one begins to wonder.

Any new game is likely to garner many telephone questions; therefore, it is often difficult to simply get through. Does this make customer support unsatisfactory? To a user who can’t get the new mega-hit up and running, the answer is a resounding affirmative. Paying for support aggravates consumers; both excessive on-hold and 900 toll lines are singled out for criticism.

An interesting comment from a reader concerned registration. Although he registers all purchases, “It is very rare that manufacturers notify me that updates to fix bugs or improved versions are available.” I can sympathize. All too often, it seems that registration is merely a device for companies to get one’s name on a mailing list. Generally, I register every product under a slight variation of my name so I can determine who sells my name to whom and respond accordingly.

In conclusion, there are no conclusions. Consumers want fast and polite responses. Modern support is appreciated, although this would seem to constitute a minority (albeit a vociferous minority) of the customer base. Pre-announced release dates which then are delayed aggravate the user, but consumers are even more outraged by buggy products. Our readers’ requirements of customer support may be summed up as “make it quick, make it friendly, make it free.” Obviously, few companies are pleasing all of the people all the time, but the results do show that some companies are doing a better job than others.
Tapping Into The Infrastructure

The Software Publishers Association
Spring Symposium 1993

by Johnny L. Wilson

It would be impossible to confuse the meetings of the SPA with those less-formal and more fanatical days of computing's earliest era. The days described in Steven Levy's marvelous Hackers where everyone admired a good "hack" (it meant finding a clever solution to a problem in those days) and sharing information wasn't just the right thing to do, it was the social law. The true "bad guys" in those days were the monitors who kept fanatical young computer scientists from getting to the system and getting information.

With today's software piracy problem and the association of the word "hacker" with software thieves, it would be hard to find individuals within the SPA who had any sympathy for the "hacker ethic" with its belief that software ought to be freely distributed. Software is now property, albeit intellectual property, and property must be protected. So, it is not surprising that many members view the SPA's anti-piracy campaign as its most important and successful activity.

Entertainment software publishers wish that more attention was paid to their specific needs in said campaign, but they recognize what Eileen Rosenthal's (the SPA's counsel in this area) group has accomplished as a positive step.

The early hackers would very likely be horrified, however, by the reluctance of SPA panelists to give "real" numbers or share useful information. Instead of the free flow of information which was transmitted from hacker to hacker in the early days, SPA panels often serve as guarded presentations based on the most general industry wisdom. At times, said wisdom is authentic, but it is more often marketing jargon and corporate commercials.

Fortunately, this year's Spring Symposium had several exceptions to this rule. Even those panels which usually serve as "warm-ups," in which the discussion is often warmed over, had some panelists who broke the mold. We will focus on those refreshing presentations in this report.

The State of the Consumer Software Industry

This panel is a perennial event. It usually serves to set the stage for comment during the conference and is usually one of the most well-attended panel sessions. It also has the highest cliché quotient of the panels and the least real news. Many times, it degenerates into a Dickensian axiom like, "It was the best of times. It was the worst of times." At any given conference it would be possible to get away with citing such a paradox.

This year, the panel was different. Keith Ferrell, editor of Omni magazine, chaired the panel and led off by observing that the consumer software industry is an "improvisational" industry. The industry is constantly changing its approaches in order to reach that goal of a broader market with its attendant results of a wider audience and a more solid bottom line. The panel proceeded to confirm this observation by suggesting some new ways to reach that market.

Jeff Braun, president of Maxis, suggested that "coopetition" (competitors working together to link their programs and create extra value) would create a synergy between products that would make every company's product even better. Braun's plan is an outgrowth of Maxis co-founder Will Wright's desire to have an open and standardized file format so that games can be integrated in new and interesting ways (many readers will remember our editorial to this effect in CGW #74).

Braun and crew are putting their money and technology where their mouths are, by putting "coopetition" into effect and cooperating with their competitors. Mallard Software will be working on a product that converts SimCity structures into Microsoft Flight Simulator scenery formats. When that is complete, gamers will be able to build their cities and fly around them. In addition, they are expecting Imagineer to develop a racing game where one can race through their own SimCity. Maxis has also talked to Reality Technologies (Wealth Builder) about linking a real estate investment program to SimCity. Braun would also like to see a 911 rescue game connected to SimCity that would add value to both products.

Yet, Braun's vision went beyond his own products. He observed that if all sports programs saved their statistics files in the same formats, a software publisher could create a newspaper product that would incorporate data from any game into a desktop publishing program or utilize it in a multimedia version of a network sports wrap-up show.

Later, Braun was asked which platforms would become dominant in the future. He simply cited a magic number of 1 million units sold. He observed that the current buzzword in high-tech industries is infrastructure. Many people are betting on cable connections, phone lines, cellular radio bandwidth, old railroad radio bands which are not being used, etc. Yet, he observed that, "If it's a platform with over one million units, I'm gonna be there — even if the data is delivered through the sewer system." Now, that's improvisation!

Jack Heidstadt of Electronic Arts followed up with a sound pronouncement regarding the future of the entertainment software industry. He lectured the assembled crowd that, "Entertainment is
WANTED: Private Investigator to Rescue Desperate Beauty.

You stumble back to your office after a long, hard day of detective work. You can't wait to get cozy with a bottle of whiskey, but your answering machine has an urgent message. "This is a life and death emergency. Women are disappearing. Donna's missing. Please, come quickly." Donna's rescue is only the beginning of an adventure that indulges your wildest fantasies as it plunges you into fun and danger. While on screen you’re dazzled by innovative and original Japanese animation that's taking other countries by storm, and is now available in the U.S.

"Cobra Mission is unique." Computer Game Review
"...quite an original." Strategy Plus
"I have to admit I enjoyed it." Game Bytes

Available now at your nearest dealer or call 1-800-258-MEGA. Or write: Megatech, P.O. Box 11333, Torrance, CA 90510 Visa, MasterCard, checks accepted.

System requirements: 386 or faster machine with 640K RAM and disk with min. 11 megabytes of available space required, mouse recommended. Graphics compatible with EGA, MCGA and VGA (VGA highly recommended). Sound support: Sound Blaster, Thunder Board, Pro Audio Spectrum and Adlib.

This game is not for the faint-hearted. It contains violence and some material inappropriate for minors under 18.
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critical.” Like Braun, he worried that the computer entertainment industry spent too much time worrying about platforms and not about providing solid entertainment. He urged the talent assembled to build a positive brand recognition for their companies which could be ported to any media, any platform.

As anecdotal evidence, he noted how Popular Mechanics makes seven figures worth of income per quarter on a tool license which they provided to WalMart. If such a perception of value can be translated from a print magazine to tools, how much more should the software industry be able to define its business so that compatibility is not the issue. He suggested that studies of consumer behavior would lead one to believe that the TV monitor will be the console of the future (a semi-veiled reference to his company’s interest in the 3DO video game machine), but that it is important to build products that will translate across platforms.

**Lessons from the Video Game Industry**

Lots of people talk about the differences between the video game industry and the computer game industry, but Alan Chaplin of ASCII Entertainment Software had figures to back his observations. Not only is Chaplin in a good position to make this comparison, since his company is a player in both markets, but his statistics were both useful and fascinating in creating a capsule portrait of both industries.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Computer Games</th>
<th>Video Games</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1993 Income (in millions)</td>
<td>$430</td>
<td>$5,900</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Average Software Price</td>
<td>$499.56</td>
<td>$199.56</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hardware Price</td>
<td>$700+</td>
<td>$499.56</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Packaging</td>
<td>no conformity</td>
<td>uniform packaging</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Advertising</td>
<td>print</td>
<td>television/print ($70 million)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Chaplin also observed the differences in distribution between the two industries.

After delineating these factors, Chaplin observed that retail space is shrinking in the video game world. Though Gary Kuzin, co-founder of Babbage's, was to state in a later session ("Trends in Distribution") that the idea of shelf-space wars is a myth, Chaplin used hard data from the video game world to enforce his assertion.

**Statistically Significant**

One of the most interesting meetings which we attend at any SPA Symposium or Conference is the press conference where new demographics are released. The SPA regularly interviews a random sampling of computer or video game users and compiles the data for the benefit of its members. The figures released at this meeting confirmed the assertion that personal computer users are financially better off and have the advantage of more education than the average population in general and those who only play video games. However, the most interesting data concerned the mix of IBM compatibles currently in use. As the chart shows, IBM compatibles claim the lion's share of the market and more than half of these are 386 or better.

Statistically, financially and philosophically, the software market is changing. The question is, “Will the software industry be improvisational enough to adapt?”

---

*Computer Gaming World*
Memory Management and System Configuration for MS-DOS Games

by Mike "Moon Dawg" Weksler

Dawg On DOS

Among other things, "Dawg" is our in-house hacktivist. He configures all of our game related hardware and software and he's been known to perform the occasional act of wizardry. Whether he's helping our writers with their technical problems, helping the technical support employees with their own products, running around the office for beta versions of games that refuse to load, configuring sound cards that refuse to sound, or modernizing the system, we feel that he's definitely picked up a few secrets. With that in mind, we're encouraged to shed some light onto a subject that has us all curving into his voice mail at one time or another.

You are the first one on your block to purchase "Palace of Beer Stein-3D," the hottest game on the market, only to install the game and watch DOS report that you have "insufficient memory?" No, it does not necessarily mean that you inhaled back in your college years, it means that your computer lacks sufficient memory to load and run your new game. With most contemporary computers it is unlikely that you have too little memory or RAM, but rather that your computer is not configured properly.

Neophyte Memory Commander
Academy Entrance Exam

Before you read any further, let's see how you rate on my "Dawg Scale of Rocket Science." Is your VCR still blinking 12:00? If you answered yes, please skip to the paragraph labeled "Third Party Memory Managers." Otherwise, don your propeller beanie and blast-off with me.

Extended and Expanded Memory: Getting a Clue!

Who could forget the classic scene in Accolade's "Les Manley 2: Lost in LA," where Les is entertaining two gorgeous women in bed. They ask him to do it just one more time. Exhausted, our hero sighs and, with pen protector in pocket, begins to explain the differences between Extended and Expanded memory. I didn't have the privilege of interviewing Mr. Manley for this article, so I'll give you a quick overview. Back when the first IBM PC was held upside down and spanked, it could only address 1 megabyte (MB) of memory. A program that needed 64K of RAM was considered a real memory hog. The first 64K of RAM, or Lower 64K, was for loading programs and DOS itself. The remaining 340K, or Upper Memory was reserved for system stuff. When faster processors came out, hardware manufacturers slung RAM in excess of 1MB onto the motherboard. At first, there wasn't any way for DOS to access that additional RAM, but eventually, software drivers, or special programs, were written which tricked DOS into utilizing the additional memory. This memory, called Extended or XMS memory, could only be used to store data and consequently, some of the first programs to

The following are sample CONFIGs and AUTOEXECs.

Notice that in the following examples, the Shell command is used. It is placed in the CONFIG.sys file to tell the system that command.com is placed in the C:\DOS directory. Additionally, all of these files are placed in one directory called c:units, to keep them organized. If done in this manner, the only two files in one root directory will be AUTOEXEC.bat and CONFIG.sys. (WINA20.386 can be placed in the c:\windows directory with the appropriate win.ini entry to tell windows where it is located). Here is a portion of my SYSTEM.INI file that shows the entry for relocating the WINA20.386 file:

[386Enh]
display=wdpvg0a,386
device=景德el,ntics\wina20.386
eca400000a fon=eca400000a fon
eca200000a fon=eca400000a fon

Example CONFIGs and AUTOEXECs for MS DOS 5.

The following configuration without the mouse driver works well as a "vanilla" configuration.

CONFIG.XMS (extended memory)
DEVICE=C:\DOS\HIMEM.SYS
DOS-HIGH
DEVICE=C:\MOUSE\MOUSE.SYS
SHELL=C:\DOS\COMMAND.COM C:\DOS\P
FILES=30
BUFFERS=30

AUTOEXEC.XMS (extended memory)
@ECHO OFF
PROMPT $P$G
PATH=C:\DOS;C:\WIN

Below is an alternate XMS configuration with access to Upper Memory Blocks via EMS manager, notice NOEMS command following EM386.EXE:

CONFIG.XMS (alternate extended memory)
DEVICE=C:\DOS\HIMEM.SYS
DEVICE=C:\DOS\EMM386.EXE NOEMS RAM 2048 M9 (OR FRAM=P=EM000)
DOS-HIGH,UMB
DEVICE=HIGH=C:\MOUSE\MOUSE.SYS
SHELL=C:\DOS\COMMAND.COM C:\DOS\P
FILES=30
BUFFERS=30

AUTOEXEC.XMS (alternate extended memory)
@ECHO OFF
PROMPT $P$G
PATH=C:\DOS;C:\WIN

Les Manley about to explain Extended and Expanded Memory in Les Manley 2: Lost in LA.
utilize it were RAM disk programs, software which could emulate a hard disk in Extended memory. The XMS driver that is used today can usually be found in your CONFIG.SYS file and is called HIMEM.SYS. MS Windows uses HIMEM.SYS to access up to 16MB of Extended memory. Some games are written to store data in extended memory and require the HIMEM.SYS driver to be in your CONFIG.SYS file.

As if the MS-DOS world of computing isn’t confusing enough, there exists another memory standard for getting DOS to access memory beyond the first 1MB of RAM. It’s referred to as Expanded Memory, or EMS. In order for a program to take advantage of EMS, the program must be written to execute with EMS. Such programs will load themselves into areas above 1MB in 16K chunks called Pages. When data is required by the program, it makes a call to a special software program called an EMS Memory Manager, or EMM. The EMM will set up a special 64KB part of memory between 640KB and the first MB (also referred to as Upper Memory) as the EMS Page Frame, capable of working with up to four of the 16K EMS Pages.

When a program needs some data which resides in a 16KB page frame above 1MB, the EMM will trick DOS into thinking that it can access that data by bypassing the required page into the EMS Page Frame. In Upper Memory area (usually at 1000h). In other words, the program needs data and the EMM points the program to that data. DOS then thinker that’s it’s all loaded within 1MB. It’s interesting to note that data is not being modified once it is loaded above 1MB, ie., upon first loading the program. During program execution, the EMM is further buddy mapping these 16KB pages (i.e., showing the program where to find them). Although this can cause your system to run at less than optimal efficiency, many games require Expanded memory.

In MS-DOS, the Expanded Memory Manager is EMM386.EXE. This is a software driver which converts existing VMS memory into EMS memory, therefore, HIMEM.SYS is required in your CONFIG.SYS file before loading EMM386.EXE. You may have seen the term LIM EMM. LIM refers to the consortium of Lotus, Microsoft, which set up the EMS standard. Like Expanded or XMS memory, EMS memory can only hold data. One example of Expanded memory is the video playback feature found in many of the flight simulations and sports games. Another example would be for a simulation to load the object data for other aircraft and terrain data into Expanded memory. In addition, the Expanded Memory Manager (EMM) tricks DOS into thinking that it’s accessing data above 1MB. Why should I care about putting a few MB of data into RAM when I have a 300MB hard disk? Simple. It takes forever to read data off of your hard disk. RAM is much faster. Your program will “hit the disk” less during a flight, resulting in better performance.

Whenever Possible, Use “Protection”

MS-DOS runs in Real mode (i.e. the original operating mode whereby only one program will run at a time and is unable to access memory above 1MB without the above XMS and EMS drivers). However, there is an operating mode brought on with the advent of the AT computer called Protected mode. This mode is used by operating systems such as MS-Windows and OS/2, where the operating system uses Virtual RAM (it’s space on the hard disk is sometimes referred to as “swap files,” in order to access memory beyond the actual physical RAM installed on the computer). Additionally, software in protected mode has the benefit of running while other programs are using other areas of Virtual RAM. Hence, programs may run simultaneously. This is the basis of multi-tasking. In the last few years, third party developers have written programs called “DOS Extenders.” These programs, when used in conjunction with software written specifically for use with them, allow software to run under MS-DOS in Protected Mode. Novalogic’s Comanche: Maximum Overkill is one such product. Protected Mode programs enjoy the benefit of addressing memory over 1MB without the overhead incurred in using an Expanded Memory Manager.

Loaded for Bear

If you weren’t into games, then you could stop right here. Most business programs, with the exception of MS-Windows, and certain CAD packages, simply do not require large amounts of your computer’s memory. Games, on the other hand, require incredible amounts of memory. It is because games, more than any other software, push computers to the limit of the envelope. Let’s say you just ripped the shrink wrap off of Dynamax’s Ace of the Pacific, only to read that it requires 64K of lower memory (currently, the highest memory requirement of any game) and additionally, the use of an Expanded Memory Manager. You type CHKDSK and see that you have 613,000 bytes of free lower memory; no problem, right? Wrong! The program requires 60K of memory. Remember from that dry boring DOS manual that 1024 bytes equals a Kilobyte? If you divide 613,000 bytes by 1024, you arrive at 598.6KB. As Max well Smart would say, “Missed it by that much.” So, what do you do? Well, besides reading the rest of this article, you could take some superfluous things out of your CONFIG.SYS and AUTOEXEC.BAT files. This is a good idea anyways because I’ve seen such innoxious programs as Quickens’ Bilkmondcrush Wing Commander.

There are several solutions to memory headaches. First, I’ll cover the basics of configuring your system for both Expanded Memory and Expanded Memory Manager. I’ll talk about the Expanded Memory Manager, and finally I’ll discuss how to manage multiple configurations, whether you are using DOS versions 5 or 6.

Mr. Cajun Man Says: “Configura-shone!”

The lower 640K of a PC’s memory is like my closet. Eventually, the floor gets crowded with shoes, dive gear, boxes, etc. When I need more room in the lower area of my closet, I move some of the boxes and stuff right past the shelf (partially full of other stuff), and up into the attic, thus making more room on the floor. This is analogous to the system portion of MS-DOS
SOUND GALAXY

IT WAS AS IF YOU WERE IN THERE!

Forget about a primitive game session where gunning down a jet fighter or running away from a fire breathing dragon creates a dumb effect. And you reacted because you see it coming. If not, it's a game over for you.

CD-QUALITY SOUND
Sound Galaxy NX PRO Extra change all that. See and do by giving you a whole new generation of sound technology that promises you superb CD-quality sound that match the best amplifiers and full stereo capability.

SUPPORT MORE SOUND STANDARDS
Let yourself go ga-ga over the full sound support for AdLib, Sound Blaster Pro, Covox Speech Thing and Disney Sound Source. And you find yourself hacking away the jungle of games and entertainment software available under both DOS and Windows environment.

MORE CD-ROM INTERFACE
Besides the built-in AT-BUS CD-ROM interface support for Mitsumi and Panasonic drives, the NX PRO Extra can also support the Sony AT-BUS CD-ROM drive simply by plugging the SG adaptor to the Mitsumi interface. It can be further upgraded to more powerful SCSI CD-ROM drives.

EASE OF INSTALLATION
All configuration settings are via software without the hassle of setting jumpers.

VALUE FOR MONEY
Topping it all are the bundled software such as Monologue for Windows, Voyetra Audio Station & WINDAT™ OLE, just to name a few, so that you can edit audio, animate and create stunning graphics on screen. And not forgetting the free speakers that allow you to blast yourself to glory as you see your scores chalking up.

So step into the world of imagination with Sound Galaxy NX PRO Extra.

Call us: 1-800-886 8859
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loading the majority of itself above the first 1 MB of your computer's RAM. With HIMEM.SYS and the command "DOS=HIGH" in your CONFIG.SYS, DOS will load itself in the first 64KB area above your first MB of RAM, also referred to as the High Memory Area, or HMA. Without loading DOS high, you are also more than 575KB free of lower 640K (or "precious memory"). This is exactly why configuring your rig "Vanilla" (i.e., clean without loading DOS high or any memory manager), will not necessarily get you more "precious memory." With today's high-end games, this simply won't cut it.

Referring back to "Dawg's Allegory of the Closet," I can make room on the floor by placing additional items in the space available on the shelf. This is analogous to loading some of DOS in that 320K above your lower 640K and under your first MB — the area referred to as Upper Memory. This area already has system stuff in it, but with magic words, DOS will load itself into what is referred to as Upper Memory Blocks. In order to access the Upper Memory Blocks, an Expanded Memory Manager (EMM) must be running. Again, following the HIMEM.SYS command in your CONFIG.SYS file, you would need to load an EMM. To load the DOS EMM386 file, you would see something like this: DEVICE=EMM386.EXE NOEMS, followed by DOS=HIGH.UMB. This tells your computer at startup that the EMM should allow access to the Upper Memory Blocks without running the Expanded Memory Manager (if your needed EMS, you would merely remove the "NOEMS" from the end of the command). The subsequent DOS=HIGH.UMB command tells DOS to load up into the HMA and any UMBs that are available, freeing up more precious memory.

What's the big deal about Upper Memory Blocks? Well, for starters, that mouse driver software and possibly your disk cache and any sound card driver software can be loaded into the UMB area with either the DEVICEHIGH or LOADHIGH commands, thus freeing up even more conventional memory. I can free up as much memory with DOS using EMM386.EXE as I can with a third party EMM. The difference, however, is that I have to go through much trial and error with DOS, whereby the third party EMMS have special auto configuration software such as EMMMAX's "Maximize" and QEMM's "Optimize." These programs still require tinkering, but if you are not comfortable "hacking" your configuration files, they're definitely worth looking into.

Third Party Memory Managers: Ghost in the Machine

Referring back to my closet analogy, there comes a point where you will have diminishing returns when no amount of placing stuff up on the shelves will free the space below. When that happens, it's time to install new shelves. There are third party contractors who will come out to your home and completely rebuild your closet into an anal retentive shrine. Much in the same way, third party Expanded Memory Managers (EMMs) will improve the organization for you. Many people ask me what is the best one to get. My answer is that I have a "quiver" of them, because different games run with different EMMs. I like to start with Quality's 386Max first, then Quarterdeck's QEMM, followed by Netrom from Helix. Some games will crash with QEMM and work with 386MAX, while others prefer Netrom. When the dust settles, they all give me around 620K. That's much more than you'll ever need to run a game right?

Wrong! There are now plenty of games that run off CD-ROM discs. The single most important reason is that the average third party memory manager is that EMMS are capable of loading the software drivers necessary to run CD-ROM drives into Upper Memory. It can be done with DOS and a lot of trial and error, but the marginal utility of doing that, versus the implicit cost of just buying the third party memory manager software will become readily apparent. With some third party EMMS drivers, it is possible to load everything high and enjoy around 620K of precious memory. Without a third party EMM, your best configuration without a lot of hacking will likely net you around 580K. Not bad, but I don't think that QEMM's Seventh Seal CD-ROM will be particularly enjoyable without as much precious memory as possible. If you are having trouble with MSCDEX.EXE, it is most likely an out of date version. You can place SETVER.EXE in your CONFIG.SYS, or obtain the latest version from your CD-ROM manufacturer. To update a file to run with a later version of MS-DOS, run SETVER.EXE, followed by its path (usually C:\DOS), then the program name (i.e., MSCDEX.EXE), followed by "MS-DOS that the program is looking for (i.e., 3.3). If you did this correctly, you will not get the "Wrong DOS Version" message upon rebooting.

Rig for Smooth Running: Multiple Configurations

With all the possible configurations for running games on a PC (extended memory, expanded memory, extended memory with CD-ROM drivers, expanded memory with CD-ROM drivers, and then configurations from third party EMMS, not to mention your "normal" configurations for trivial things like work and stuff), it can become quite confusing as to how to manage all the different CONFIG.SYS and AUTOEXEC.BAT files.

Working at CGW, I have amassed a huge collection of configurations, and to manage them, I have come up with this solution: I call them "rigs" or "RIG" 4 batch files. These batch files copy a particular configuration file to my CONFIG.SYS and AUTOEXEC.BAT, and then call a small, COM program which reboots the computer. Refer to the sidebar for an example of a "RIG4" batch file. In this manner, several configurations can be created for individual games. If one wishes to run Ultima VII (with its own memory manager), then one may set up a RIG4U7 batch file to copy the specific configuration files for that particular game into your CONFIG.SYS and AUTOEXEC.BAT files. Similarly, one may set up a RIG4WIZZ to set up for Wizardry VII, RIG4ACES, to run Aris of the Pacific. Additionally, I use these batch files to configure between Extended and Expanded memory by using RIG4EMS and RIG4XMS respectively. For readers who are not able to download a reboot utility, I have included one
in the sidebar in this article which shows how to write a small assembly program in a script file and use DOS's Debug program to assemble it. The source is Kris Jamia's "1001 DOS Tips," from Osborne/McGraw-Hill.

One question the reader may have is, "Why not just use a boot disk?" Simple. I have at least 20 different configurations. The disks would be scattered throughout my office in no time (or borrowed), and when I really needed one, it would be long gone.

What? Games that lock up? Nah, we've never seen that before. Therefore, I offer a solution to handling multiple configuration files on your rig.

As I write this article, I am aware that MS-DOS 6 will have memory management utilities, including Memmaker, which will configure your memory similar to one of the third-party EMMS. From what I have seen so far, Memmaker configured EMS at 575K (may have been lower because it was loading DoubleSpace software), which would still require a third-party EMML to fly Ace of the Pacific or Fakken 3.0. See the sidebar in this article for some sample configuration files created using the MS-DOS 6 Memmaker program. I am also aware that DOS 6 will support multiple configurations via a boot menu, and even run while stepping through your config one driver at a time! Unfortunately, we went to press just prior to the release of MS-DOS 6 and while I haven't seen this portion of the software running, I'm confident that my batch file solution will still be applicable — it's fast and it doesn't require any memory to run so there's no potential for it to crash games. More advanced users may wish to search the online services and BBSs for a program called BOOT.SYS. This program will present you with a menu, upon booting allowing you to select your configuration files at startup. The multiple configuration feature in MS-DOS 6 should be similar to this. If you want a menu (and a delay) at each bootup, then this is for you.

Help, I've Reconfigured My Rig, But I Can't Boot Up!

Before you reconfigure your system, you should make at least one emergency boot disk. Copy your AUTOEXEC.BAT and CONFIG.SYS file to the disk and then, enter the following command from your DOS directory: SYS A:

This will copy the MS-DOS hidden system files IO.SYS and MSDOS.SYS to the disk along with COMMAND.COM, the command interpreter. If you think that at least one boot disk is for/sies, keep in mind that, without a boot disk of this nature, you may configure yourself into a situation from which you may not be able to boot again — your system will just hang. Abandon all hope, ye who reconfigure here without a boot disk.

Vanilla

Sometimes, certain games will just refuse to run. One option is to configure with a "vanilla" AUTOEXEC.BAT and CONFIG.SYS. This means that you don't load any programs upon startup, but you load DOS high (either into the High Memory Area or the Upper Memory Blocks, or both). My CONFIG.SYS and AUTOEXEC.BAT examples under the MS-DOS 5 section of the sidebar in this article would be good "vanilla" configurations if you leave out the Mouse driver. (To exclude a statement from executing in either of the configuration files, place the word "REM" in front of it.) If your game still doesn't run, you probably have a sound card conflict. Reconfigure your game, using the hardware configuration routine found in either the setup or install program that came with your game and select PC speaker or No sound.

Here's a few more tips for running games. Set SMARTDRV.EXE to 256K. Why do this? Let's say the average "Gameframe" rig has 4MB of RAM. Write off your first meg for your game to run in and for DOS. If SMARTDRV.EXE is running, it defaults to 1MB. That leaves you with 2MB to configure as either XMS or EMS, depending upon your game. Certain games coming down the pipeline will require 4MB minimum of XMS or EMS to run. That is why you may need to put a lead on SMARTDRV.EXE (just place the number 256 after SMARTDRV.EXE in your AUTOEXEC.BAT file). If SMARTDRV is running with its writeback cache enabled (default), make sure you type SMARTDRV /C before you shut down your rig. This "flushes" the cache, writing anything remaining in memory (like your save games), to the disk. To disable the writeback cache in SMARTDRV.EXE, place the letter of your drive (without a colon) after the SMARTDRV.EXE command in your AUTOEXEC.BAT file. For quick configuration file editing, try the MS-DOS editor. Type EDIT at a dos prompt to bring it up. Also, you may wish to try the MS-DOS version of DOSKEY.COM. This program will allow you to recall and edit your command line entries using the arrow keys (like an Amiga). This can be quite handy.

Why Does The TV Have to Be on Channel 3?

Most people are uncomfortable programming a VCR. Configuring a computer, however, does not have to remain in the realm of rocket scientists. I hope that after reading my article, you will have the tools necessary to manage your computer's memory and configure it. As a result, you should spend more time playing games than playing with your computer. Refer to the various examples of system configuration which I have included in the sidebar of this article to see generic examples of configuring for Extended memory and Expanded Memory, and also third party memory managers.

For more information, check out Kris Jamia's "1001 DOS Tips" Osborne/McGraw-Hill. This book is a must have for anyone interested in learning the fundamentals of MS-DOS computing. There's something in here for the novice to the hacker. Additionally, the manuals that accompany both Qualita's 386MAX and Quarterdeck's QEMM contain wealth of information regarding this subject. G&W

---

CONFIG.ECD (Memmaker EMS with CD-ROM drivers)
DEVICE=C:।DOSHIMEM.SYS
DEVICE=C:।DOSMEM366..EXE RAM HIGHSYS X-DOSSEP:OFF
BUFFERS=8K
FILES=30
DOS=UMB
LASTDRIVE=Z
FSC=40
DEVICEHIGH=/I:12288 /C:।DOSSETVER.EXE
DOS=HIGH
DEVICE=C:।MOUSEMOUSE.SYS
DEVICEHIGH=/I:2726 /C:।DROMFCO.DOS /D:MSCD00
SHELL=C:।DOS\COMMAND.COM /D:DOS/1p
DEVICEHIGH=\I:44176
C:।DOS\DBLSPACE.SYS /MOVE

AUTOEXEC.ECD CONFIG.ECD (Memmaker EMS with CD-ROM drivers)
DEVICE=C:।DOSHIMEM.SYS
DEVICE=C:।DOSMEM366.EXE RAM HIGHSYS X-DOSSEP:OFF
BUFFERS=8K
FILES=30
DOS=UMB
LASTDRIVE=Z
FSC=40
DEVICEHIGH=/I:12288 /C:।DOSSETVER.EXE
DOS=HIGH
DEVICE=C:।MOUSEMOUSE.SYS
DEVICEHIGH=/I:2726 /C:।DROMFCO.DOS /D:MSCD00
SHELL=C:।DOS\COMMAND.COM /D:DOS/1p
DEVICEHIGH=\I:44176
C:।DOS\DBLSPACE.SYS /MOVE

Debug script to create BOOTIME.COM

Use an ascii editor (like your MS DOS editor) to create the following file. Save the file as "BOOTIME.SCR." To assemble this file using the MS DOS debugger, type "debug < bootstrap.scr bootime.com." The resulting BOOTIME.COM file will cold boot your computer whenever you type "BOOTIME." Make sure that this file is in a directory located in your path such as C:\DOS.

N BOOTIME.COM
A 100
MOV DX,40
MOV AX,01234
MOV BX,7299
JMP FFFF:0
R CX,11
W 0

Example of a "RIG4" batch file using BOOTIME.COM. This batch file will copy the necessary configuration files for Expanded memory to your CONFIG.SYS and AUTOEXEC.BAT files and then reboot your rig. The SMARTDRV.EXE line is included in this example to show you how to dump the writeback cache (if it is running). Without this line, the batch file would copy these files to the respective places; however, the system would reboot before the files were actually written to the disk, which would result in no change taking place in your configuration. So, if SMARTDRV is running and the disk cache is enabled, don't forget to dump it!

Save the following file as "RIG4EMS.BAT"
@ECHO OFF
COPY \INT\CONFIG.SYS \C:CONFIG.SYS
COPY \INT\STD\AUTOEXEC.BAT \C:/AUTOEXEC.BAT
SMARTDRV /C
BOOTIME

---
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### Strategy

#### Pre-WWII

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Game</th>
<th>IBM Mac</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Archon</td>
<td>47</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Empire of War Stars</td>
<td>32</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The Great Blue and the Grey</td>
<td>29</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The General</td>
<td>30</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The Unknown</td>
<td>28</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The Castle</td>
<td>27</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The Lost Kingdom</td>
<td>26</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The Pearl</td>
<td>25</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The Windmill</td>
<td>24</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The Pirate</td>
<td>23</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The Fortress</td>
<td>22</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The Siege</td>
<td>21</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The Siege of the Walls</td>
<td>20</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The Walls of the World</td>
<td>19</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

#### Sci-Fi

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Game</th>
<th>IBM Mac</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>StarFlight 2000</td>
<td>37</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The Judge</td>
<td>29</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The Cyber Engine</td>
<td>27</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The Firestorm</td>
<td>25</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The Global Effect</td>
<td>23</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The Empire</td>
<td>21</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The Empire of the Stars</td>
<td>20</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The Super Tanks</td>
<td>18</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The Space Station</td>
<td>16</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The Space Portal</td>
<td>14</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

#### Empire Deluxe

This is the modern version of the award-winning EMPIRE. Now with Super Vision, digitized sound, and improved graphics and gameplay.

#### IBM $37

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Game</th>
<th>IBM Mac</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Starflight 2000</td>
<td>37</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The Judge</td>
<td>29</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The Cyber Engine</td>
<td>27</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The Firestorm</td>
<td>25</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The Global Effect</td>
<td>23</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The Empire</td>
<td>21</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The Empire of the Stars</td>
<td>20</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The Super Tanks</td>
<td>18</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The Space Station</td>
<td>16</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The Space Portal</td>
<td>14</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

#### V for Victory: Market Garden

The most popular WWII series in gaming software adds another proud product. Simulates Allied air operations in Germany in 1944. SVGs graphics required.

#### IBM/Mac $43

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Game</th>
<th>IBM Mac</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Design Your R.R.</td>
<td>38</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Design Your Landscape</td>
<td>37</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Design Your Dominate</td>
<td>36</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Design Your Victory</td>
<td>35</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Design Your Empire</td>
<td>34</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Design Your History</td>
<td>33</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Design Your Conflict</td>
<td>32</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Design Your Strategy</td>
<td>31</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

#### World War II

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Game</th>
<th>IBM Mac</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Axis of the Pacific</td>
<td>47</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>WWII in the Pacific</td>
<td>32</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>WWII of the Pacific</td>
<td>27</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>WWII in the World</td>
<td>22</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>WWII in the World</td>
<td>17</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>WWII in the World</td>
<td>12</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

#### CD-ROM

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Game</th>
<th>IBM Mac</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>12 Roads to Gettysburg</td>
<td>42</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The Last Action</td>
<td>37</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The Last Action</td>
<td>36</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The Last Action</td>
<td>35</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The Last Action</td>
<td>34</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The Last Action</td>
<td>33</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The Last Action</td>
<td>32</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The Last Action</td>
<td>31</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The Last Action</td>
<td>30</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The Last Action</td>
<td>29</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

#### Warlords Enhanced

This classic strategy game has been on top of CGW's Readers Poll for 2 years. Addictive strategy game with 18-human computer players. A+ rating.

#### IBM $19

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Game</th>
<th>IBM Mac</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Design Your R.R.</td>
<td>38</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Design Your Landscape</td>
<td>37</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Design Your Dominate</td>
<td>36</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Design Your Victory</td>
<td>35</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Design Your Empire</td>
<td>34</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Design Your History</td>
<td>33</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Design Your Conflict</td>
<td>32</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Design Your Strategy</td>
<td>31</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

#### Sports

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Game</th>
<th>IBM Mac</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>A.D. Boxing</td>
<td>42</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Arachnoid College</td>
<td>37</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Arachnoid College</td>
<td>36</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Arachnoid College</td>
<td>35</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Arachnoid College</td>
<td>34</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Arachnoid College</td>
<td>33</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Arachnoid College</td>
<td>32</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Arachnoid College</td>
<td>31</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

#### Keyboard Overlays

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Game</th>
<th>IBM Mac</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>A4T 2000</td>
<td>42</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>A4T 2000</td>
<td>37</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>A4T 2000</td>
<td>36</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>A4T 2000</td>
<td>35</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>A4T 2000</td>
<td>34</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>A4T 2000</td>
<td>33</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>A4T 2000</td>
<td>32</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>A4T 2000</td>
<td>31</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

#### CD-ROM

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Game</th>
<th>IBM Mac</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>12 Roads to Gettysburg</td>
<td>42</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The Last Action</td>
<td>37</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The Last Action</td>
<td>36</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The Last Action</td>
<td>35</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The Last Action</td>
<td>34</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The Last Action</td>
<td>33</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The Last Action</td>
<td>32</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The Last Action</td>
<td>31</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The Last Action</td>
<td>30</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The Last Action</td>
<td>29</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

#### CD-ROM

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Game</th>
<th>IBM Mac</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>12 Roads to Gettysburg</td>
<td>42</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The Last Action</td>
<td>37</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The Last Action</td>
<td>36</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The Last Action</td>
<td>35</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The Last Action</td>
<td>34</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The Last Action</td>
<td>33</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The Last Action</td>
<td>32</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The Last Action</td>
<td>31</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The Last Action</td>
<td>30</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The Last Action</td>
<td>29</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

#### CD-ROM

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Game</th>
<th>IBM Mac</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>12 Roads to Gettysburg</td>
<td>42</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The Last Action</td>
<td>37</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The Last Action</td>
<td>36</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The Last Action</td>
<td>35</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The Last Action</td>
<td>34</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The Last Action</td>
<td>33</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The Last Action</td>
<td>32</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The Last Action</td>
<td>31</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The Last Action</td>
<td>30</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The Last Action</td>
<td>29</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
PLACE YOUR BETS!

Capstone Bets A Bundle—And Loses — While Konami Makes Their Point

by Mark Alan Willett

Two recent entries in the computer gambling genre couldn’t do more to demystify the yen-and-yang of software design gambits. Capstone has released its relatively giant Trump Castle III (TC3) while backing it with seven games, SVGA graphics and network play to boot. Then, almost as a side bet, Konami put Beat The House (BTH) on the shelves with one little high-density diskette, five VGA games, and — Surprise! — it comes up the big winner.

The difference can be put in a sentence: TC3 attempts a lot and fails at much of it; BTH does less but does most everything very well.

Getting Past The Doorman

The installation of TC3’s four 5-1/4” HD diskettes took more than 55 minutes on my 386/33 clone. One develops an expectation that all the decompressing graphic files must be terrific. BTH, on the other hand, loads so quickly that one tends to figure the program is a real loser. Nothing could be further than the truth on both counts.

At face value, the fact that TC3 has no password protection seems to be a plus. Yet, the password protection of BTH consists of strategic questions about the games themselves (accompanied with a page reference from the manual) and seems relatively inobtrusive. The protection actually reinforces gaming strategy, and one should find that they won’t often need to refer to the manual in order to get into the casino. The manual itself is a full-sized book with half its pages dedicated to sharp gaming strategy.

Into The Lobby

Both programs use the larger environment of a casino as the framework for their games. Once one enters the TC3 casino, however, the graphic disappointment continues. While treatment of the casino walls is often rich, just as often the rest is primitive. Indeed, one quickly becomes aware, while wandering through the casino’s rooms, that bad artwork in SVGA detail is still bad artwork. The artistic conceit is that the SVGA staircases and doors lead to rooms with baccarat, blackjack, poker, slot machines, craps, roulette, and keno.

With Beat The House, one enters through the gaudy neon-lit doors of a typical Vegas strip casino. The main casino environment is an overhead graphic with blackjack tables, craps tables, a roulette table, a bank of slot machines, a bank of video poker machines and a registration desk. Unlike the dry and occasionally confusing option menus of TC3, BTH’s registration desk is a quaintly effective point of entry to the casino.

From here, it’s on to the games themselves...

Blackjack: Splitting Tens

Tables in TC3 are selected “realistically”—that is, by the size of the minimum bet. Unfortunately, whenever one is playing with more than one human player and those players happen to have unequal wallets, either the poorer player has to artificially pad his or her pocketbook to play at the more expensive tables or the richer player has to play down to a lesser table to accommodate the others.

In this sequence, Trump Castle III’s graphics really shine for the first time. The overhead view of the five-seat table is rendered in such loving detail that one can feel the felt beneath the finger tips. Unfortunately, my reverie for such artwork was quickly deflated by the rough-drawn graphics of the chips and by the oddly-cartoony shuffling of the single-deck of cards that precedes and, later, interrupts play.

Blackjack here is played by Atlantic City rules. (The major difference between Atlantic City and Vegas is that one may double down on a split). As a game, my preference is for Atlantic City rules because the additional doubles are simply more fun to play.

In Beat The House, the game is played by traditional Vegas strip rules, but there are other differences. The tables are designated by number-of-decks employed by the house. Tables with one, two, four, or six decks are available. The program will take bets from $1-$1000. Not only does this allow human players with diverse bankrolls to retain the continuity of their cash and play together, but Beat The House has a quite effective on-line tutor which may be employed for recommendations and instruction through play. The focus on the number of decks used allows the program to tailor its advice to the strategies of
basic play and to assist slightly more elaborate card-counting routines. BTH is a program which should assist every non-professional gambler to become a more successful one.

Imagine my amazement when, in a virtually identical graphic design, I placed the same bet in the all-VGA Beat The House. The wheel popped up, the ball circled, and it landed in a black space. Not only was it black, but it matched the number the program said was the winner. Attention to detail isn’t always a function of the graphics display.

Reliance on craps “happy news.” If one has three $25 bets down and loses two on a dice roll, TC3 gladly trumpets the news that the player has won $25 on the third, ignoring the $50-loss.

For those who wish to learn about craps, there are fewer better mechanisms than BTH’s online tutor. Both single-odds and double-odds tables are available. With craps, BTH also makes the finest use of digitized voice in either package. The stickman’s chants add a color to computer play that makes the game more fun and more immediate.

Slots: Lemons And Cherries

Slot machines are another sucker’s bet. Odds, for example, in Atlantic City are a minimum 83%. That’s an incredible 17% house edge. One doesn’t play slots to win really, one plays because they’re bright and moving and fun.

But house odds are set across the entire casino. One machine may be paying 93% while the machine next to it is paying 73%. In fact, putting a high- and low-paying machine next to each other is a common ploy in casinos since so many bettors play machines in tandem. “Serious” slots players study action on the casino floor before they put up their quarters and dollars.

By numbers alone, TC3 has an incredible 36 slot machines. Unfortunately, there is no way to intelligently determine which machines are paying and which are not. So, playing them is an even worse risk than in a real casino. Adding graphic-insult to betting-injury, the design of all those machines is virtually identical, all looking like a tribute to ancient one-armed bandits. None of a modern slot’s light, gaudy and compelling nature is captured. If ever there were a group of slot machines created for a funeral home, these are the ones. To add to the funereal atmosphere, the reels on TC3’s machines roll UP!

BTH fudges its slots in favor of entertainment. The two modern machines (a three-wheel/five-line option, and a four-wheel progressive) are colorful, attractively gaudy...and set at very generous percentages (96% and 94%, respectively). They’re not completely unrealistic either, though. One should assume these are the ones near the door which have been set favorably to attract passers-by. Nevertheless, there are still long losing streaks on these machines.

Another nice BTH touch: The progressive jackpots gain in value, albeit slowly, even when one is not playing, as if others were also playing the machines in the casino. In TC3, the only gamblers in the casino are the human and computer players of your choice. The progressive jackpots grow real slow-o-o-o-o-o-o-wly there.

The favorable odds found at BTH make the

Trump Castle 3 - Craps

Craps: Shooter-Out And Pay-The-Line

In CGW-editor Alan Emrich’s online review of TC3 for Prodigy, he carefully delineated a number of technical problems associated with betting in craps. But there are still more problems associated with TC3 craps. First, the documentation does not reference “No Call Bets.” Also known as “odds” or “free odds” bets, they are additional bets placed on existing Pass and Come line wagers and are critical to the game since no percentage is given to the house. If one knows the game already, this is no problem since odds bets are accessible at the table. If one is uneducated in craps, their existence or importance in TC3 might not be apparent. Note odds bets for the Come lines are accessed through a pop-up menu on the “No Call Bets” line, but only at the point that a bet is placed on that line.

A unique piece of programming is TC3’s

Roulette: One Double-Aught And One Big Winner

Most consider roulette a risky bet with those zeros and double zeros giving the house a big break. Still, there’s some real excitement to be generated when a single-number better hits pays. It’s hard to imagine that anyone could do anything wrong with a roulette display. There’s the table, the chips and the wheel. What else is there?

Imagine my amazement, please, when I placed $300 down on black in TC3, watched the wheel pop-up on the screen, watched it land in a black space, and then was promptly told I had landed on 19-RED! Where is the precision of those VGA graphics when it’s really needed?

Trump Castle 3 - Blackjack

Beat The House uses a four-seat table and a truly unique arrangement. The screen is divided into perspective views of each player’s position at the table, and the game rotates between each view as if each were its own menu. In the center is an overhead view of the entire table, which becomes a mirror of the hands played as the graphic players wave the cards on or push them off when their human or computer counterparts decide to hit or stand.

TC3 is premier, but BTH more effective. In the long run, it’s the addition of the on-line tutor that makes the big difference. Sadly, neither package allows for the surrendering of a hand (early or late). Since I want to be a better bettor, my preference leans to Beat The House.
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slots enjoyable, if not a very educational experience.

Poker: Know When To Hold And When To Fold

TC3 brings on "real" poker with 5- and 7-Card Stud, 5-Card Draw and Texas Hold 'Em. Yet, any real player of the game knows that half of its strategy is the evaluation of the other players. Few gambling games have as much "human" interest as a good evening at a poker table.

Unfortunately, TC3's computer players are unable to present a truly human face. So, unless one is playing with friends (at which point, why not get out a deck of cards and earn money the old-fashioned way?), one might as well be playing a machine.

This, of course, is exactly what one does in BTH. Four video poker machines (Jack-or-Better, Tens-or-Better, Joker Wild, Deuces Wild) are the offering. Also, there is an online tutor and a manual to educate the gambler into realizing that video poker is really a strategy game, too.

Fold TC3, and hold BTH.

Baccarat: Betting With The Dealer

Giving credit where it's due, the result is simple. TC3 has baccarat, and BTH doesn't. Again, the beautiful felt table fights with the remainder of the graphics in TC3, but I don't care. I love this game, and its absence in BTH is duly noted.

On an odd note, TRUMP CASTLE II went out of the way to explain that 95% of winnings are lost when the gambler bets "with the dealer," and that profit-shaving was incorporated in the program. TC3 ignores it.

Keno: Not Enough Numbers

Keno is another fool's bet. Still, as has been pointed out by others, there's no other game where one can win thousands with a $1.30 bet. Again, only TC3 has Keno. If anyone wants to call it that.

Keno is, in part, noted for the many ways that the gambler's number choices may be selected, split and regrouped into multiple bets from a single ticket. Not in TC3. One picks 2-15 numbers, coughs up $1-to-$5, and waits for a few minutes for the keno girl to inform one of the results.

Gone is the pleasure of scoring a copy of one's own ticket as the numbers are drawn. One cannot even see the numbers drawn in TC3. There is no Keno parlor to visit. Even if TC3 is the program which has it, it just isn't keno.

T And A: Tutoring And Atmosphere

Ultimately, TC3 is atmospherically artificial. It pretends to provide a realistic casino experience which simply doesn't live up to its billing. Maybe the nadir of this program is the "drinks girl." With this option on, a bar maid in a low-cut outfit will arrive every few minutes to ask if you want a drink. The high point of her visit seems to be that certain parts of her anatomy jiggles. Actually, it's a bad jiggle at that, say "No" and she, thankfully, goes away. Say "Yes" and a $5 tip is automatically deducted from one's bankroll. Does she deliver a drink? No way. I've been panhandled before, but not like this.

Fortunately, with its documentation and the online tutor, Konami's Beat The House delivers a gambling reality that can spell a difference the next time the amateur gambler goes to the casino. That makes Beat The House a sure bet.
National Lampoon's

CHESS MANIAC
5 BILLION

If You Don't Buy This Magazine We'll Kill This Dog.*

National Lampoon presents the most outrageous chess program ever made. Match wits with a parenting old Chess Maniac who has more than a few unspeakable tricks up his sleeve and will use them all to rattle your concentration. What else has the game got? A chess set featuring unique live-action video actors--from belly dancing pawns to Grim Reaper rooks. They'll dispatch and dismember each other in ways even your demented mind has never thought of. But should you like your chess unadulterated, we've got that too. In spite of all these shenanigans it plays a darn good game of chess. Will it beat the competition? Hey, it ain't called Chess Maniac 5 Billion and 1 for nothing!

Spectrum HoloByte
Spectrum HoloByte, Inc. 2490 Mariner Square Loop, Alameda, CA 94501

*Hey, it worked once! This photo was a Lampoon cover in 1973. We're happy to report the dog died of natural causes.
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For Visa/MasterCard orders call 24 hours a day, 7 days a week:
1-800-655-GAME (Orders Only)
For technical questions call: 1-510-522-1164 (M-F: 9am-5pm PST)
Bard's Tale Score
What is happening with Bard's Tale IV? I have heard it briefly mentioned in articles, but that's all. I am dying to know more about whether or not Bard's Tale IVs in the making!

Greg MacMartin
Kanata, Ontario, CANADA

The tale behind Bard's Tale IV is probably more convoluted than that within the game design itself. Once upon a time, Electronic Arts viewed its strength as being in "interactive stories." They had several developers who produced these games for them, and an in-house staff that loved to play CRPGs and adventure games, as well as develop them. Then, the thrust of the company shifted and some of those developers became publishers under their own aegis.

Bard's Tale IV was on the drawing boards during this shift and, because of its successful past, was saved when many projects were canceled. However, it underwent a series of several false starts, design team changes, and producer reassignments. Right now the company is faced with taking the product through another personnel shift or committing software enthusiasm. We will let you know when the future is clear.

Your Wish Upon Command
When is MicroProse going to do an East Front game in the "Commander" series?

R. Doyle
St. Louis, MO

The "Commander Decision" series is no longer in print. Though the product was extremely well-received in their 8-bit incarnations, there are currently no plans to produce such games for current platforms.

Imagine
I no longer have the need to purchase games. Years of vaporware titles have taught me that it's much more fun to just imagine them.

T. Madden
St. Louis, MO

And the compatibility problems are solved, too! It's just so hard to show them off to your friends.

Gotta' Know When To Mold Them
I happened to pick up the January issue of Computer Gaming World and was intrigued by your Homegrown Hardware Review. You said those guys "represent the vanguard of flight simulation enthusiasm" and "this is, by far, the most significant attempt at a realistic fighter cockpit that we've seen." Well, you'd better look again at the enclosed photos and then, give me a call.

Although my cockpit has been around for only about eight months, it really began in the fall of 1991 when I spotted an ad for surplus military ejection seats from an outfit called "Aviation Artifacts" in Missouri. I purchased a Vietnam era, McDonnell Douglas "Escapac" ejection seat from an A-4 Skyhawk for about $400 and had it shipped to San Diego by bus. Although, originally, I had intended only to make a nifty office chair, I later fell upon the opportunity to obtain an F-18 canopy! Well, things got a little involved after that and several months later, I had an entire cockpit in my office. The entire thing is about 11' x 5' x 3.5' wide and incorporates two separate CPUs (I had an old Texas Instruments Professional computer that was just collecting dust). Follow me, I'll give you a tour.

After sliding the aft canopy back, you reach inside and hit the switch for the internal lighting, grab your helmet off the seat, retract the pyrotechnics safety-lock (no, the ejection rockets aren't really live) and climb in. Place the helmet on your noodle and then strap the oxygen mask to the helmet. Forced air is fed through the mask to give the feel and sound of real oxygen.

On the right-hand console is mounted a Thrustmaster FCS, along with the main system power switches. One switch and both CPUs begin to boot up. The primary system is a Gateway 2000 586/33 and the secondary is the old TI Pro (which doesn't even have a hard drive) which I've programmed to run through a simulated APU (Auxiliary Power Unit) start, INS Alignment (Inertial Navigational System), acquire GPS references (Global Positioning System), and provide information to the pilot for initializing the simulations and appropriate hardware settings.

On the left console is all of the audio and communications equipment. Certainly not an authentic component, I've found that a telephone is a must since the whole rig is difficult to get out of in order to answer a call. And a household intercom serves to provide ground communications with the "Airboss" (my wife) if I fly too far or too long. It really ruins the realism when I'm in the heat of a dogfight and she taps on the side of the canopy to announce she's going to leave me if I don't get out soon. At least the intercom gives me a sensation that I'm truly isolated. My audio setup isn't as powerful as Jeff Jeezel's, but it does provide
into hostile territory and also, the quickest way to get out! The rig allows me to control both vertical and horizontal scan position on the maps and zoom in for detail when necessary (I can also watch my favorite cable channel).

My wife hated the cockpit at first, then I let her fly Microsoft Flight Simulator 4.0. She lasted about 10 minutes before her first Cessna crash. She climbed out with a few beads of sweat on her forehead and exclaimed, "I think I like it honey."

Anthony Kutz
San Diego, CA

Trust us, Anthony. You'll never get it off the ground.

Bag Guy Is A Pushover!

In issue #105, the Rumor Bag Guy does us an injustice. Proofreading not withstanding, we (military) who work on the island refer to it as Parris Island, not Perri's Island. However, because the Rumor Guy is all right, he won't have to get down and do 50.

Jerry Westfall
Parris Island, SC

It's a good thing he doesn't have to do 50. We don't think he could survive 5!

Our Fly is UnZIP-Coded

It is with pleasure that I'm writing this letter. I recently received my April 1993 issue. I impatiently opened the envelope. At the bottom of the envelope, there was a beautiful smashed fly (real). I am so happy with my new friend that I always keep it with me (not). I love to receive free surprises once in awhile!

To show you my gratitude, I'm sending you this authentic (dead) Canadian fly, ideal for fly collectors, to feed your cat, or simply to throw it away.

Seriously, I just want to congratulate you for your excellent magazine. I read each article carefully, it is very helpful when buying a computer game. Keep up the good work!

Hugo Trepanier
Lachute, Quebec, CANADA

Oh, no! Now, you're given away the secret of why Canadian subscriptions cost more. I suppose that now everyone will want a fly.

cgw

The 5th Wave

By Rich Tennant

"DO YOU WANT ME TO CALL THE COMPANY AND HAVE THEM SEND ANOTHER REVIEW COPY OF THEIR FLIGHT SIMULATOR, OR DO YOU KNOW WHAT YOU'RE GOING TO WRITE?"
Roger Wilco Takes The Fifth

Space Quest V

by Charles Ardai

Some people have a soft spot in their hearts for Abbott and Costello movies, some for Mad magazine. I have a soft spot for the Space Quest games. Such guilty pleasures all have at least this much in common: once one has built up a taste for their brand of silliness, nothing but repeated exposure can satiate the appetite. So, no one could be happier than I to see a new Roman numeral attempt to Space Quest box.

Space Quest V, the latest in the improbable exploits of Roger Wilco: janitor-to-the-stars, is more of the same...only more so. What does this mean? It means "more" in both senses: "another helping of" and "a larger helping of." There are more pratfalls and misadventures, more skin-of-the-teeth escapes from the slavering jaws of death (and boy do some of those jaws slaver!), and more sly asides that tweak every science fiction icon from The Fly to Alien to Star Wars, with stops in between at Star Trek, Star Trek; and, well, Star Trek.

Yes, if one has to identify a target that gets hit more often than any other, it would be the late Gene Roddenberry's brainchild. The subtitle of this latest adventure, "The Next Mutation," is a near-pun on "The Next Generation," and when we first see our gallant hero, he is performing the much-noted "Picard Maneuver" (tugging down his tunic to get a better fit) to the strains of a barely modified version of the theme music from the original TV series. From there on, there is almost no scene that goes by without a Star Trek reference, including a bit where Roger's crusty chief engineer refuses a request to provide medical assistance: "I'm an engineer," he exclaims, "not a doctor!"

Also on board Roger's first starship command is an Uhura-esque communications officer named Flo; a mildly Sulu-ish helmsman named Drool; and, eventually, a science officer, but I am not going to give away any surprises here. Roger's nemesis this time is a square-jawed heavy named Captain Quirk (no, this is not subde humor) who is involved in a nefarious plot to pollute the heavens by illegally dumping toxic waste.

Roger's mission, initially, is simply to take his ship to three galactic garbage pick-up points and return to Starcon with the refuse. Things go wrong, of course, almost from the very beginning, and by the time Roger gets to the third planet it is clear that something fishy is afoot. He investigates, discovers a program of generic engineering as ugly as anything Dr. Moreau ever concocted, and decides to put an end to it. The last third of the game consists of Roger's game of cat-and-mouse with the turncoat crew of the U.S.S. Goliath, Capt. Quirk, and the garbage monster their actions unleash.

Roger and crew also make a stopover at an R&R station (the "Spacebar") during which the player gets to challenge Quirk to a game that is basically a 23rd Century version of Battleship. Later on, a set of access tunnels on board the Goliath function as the obligatory irritating maze sequence, and a trip into an asteroid field leads to an exasperating real-time "docking" game. In other words, Space Quest V even has the little games-within-a-game that fans of the series have come to know and dread.

People with long memories will recall that every Abbott and Costello movie had an obligatory, boring romantic subplot that engendered a couple of obligatory, endless musical numbers. No one in the audience cared about these scenes — they just wanted to get back to the comedy — but the studio said that the romance had to go in. So, in it went. This is the downside to "more of the same" — the bad stuff gets repeated, too.

For the most part, though, the stuff that gets repeated here is good stuff: the endless stream of gags, the high-adventure plot, and the first-rate graphics and sound. There are also innovations introduced in Space Quest V, including a refined interface and a longer, less-linear storyline. Another innovation, unfortunately, is the game's unprecedented number of typos ("ther" for "there", "pods" for "pod's", "you're doomed is sealed"); but, then, what can you do? Not every change can be an improvement.

Make It So

Among the revisions to the interface are some changes in the icon bar at the top of the screen. Gone are the useless nose and tongue icons. (How many things were there to smell and taste in Space Quest IV? That's right, none.) Instead, there are two versions of the "Talk" icon: the ordinary one and one that contains an explanation point. The latter is used to issue a command.

This handy icon enables Roger to take control of his ship and fly it to all corners of the galaxy. While there is a best order in which to visit the available planets, the player is allowed a certain amount of leeway to come and go as he chooses. Similarly, while there are only certain situations in which such commands as "Cloak ship," "Fire," and "Hail planet" make sense, the player has access to them any time Roger sits in the captain's chair. This gives the player the feeling of being much more in control than in any of the previous Space Quest games. Roger is not fate's plaything anymore. He and the player are in command.

There are also specialized icons that appear in certain unusual situations (such as the "fly" icon when Roger is turned into a guess-what) and menus of dialogue choices that pop up now and then so that Roger can have conversations with members of his crew. This variety of interfaces keeps the gameplay lively. It is good to see that the folks at Sierra (actually, Dynamix) have not gotten so used to the way things have always been that they are unable to try something new.
Action so life-like, you'll have to keep reminding yourself it's only a game.

And not a movie.

- That's because Flashback is the only action adventure game that uses movie-making technology to the max. We filmed real actors in motion. Then we brought everything to life on the computer through rotoscoping, the digitization and retouching of live action film — at 24 frames a second!
- What's it all mean? Simply the smoothest animation ever! Run, jump, roll or stagger — with incredibly subtle and fluid movement. Fire your weapon and watch your body recoil with remarkable realism!
- Step into this awesome cinematic experience as Conrad B. Hart, a scientist who's made a horrifying discovery.

Earth has been infiltrated by shape-shifting aliens bent on world conquest!
- To save Earth, you must fight through three fantastic worlds and 200 game screens! Solve dozens of mind-bending puzzles. Get your cues from over 75 fully animated cinematics.

- Like a great movie, Flashback combines an intricate plot, exciting music score, superb sound effects, spine-tingling suspense and dynamite action.
- Flashback. Now playing at a movie theater... or, game store near you!
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Unlike the interface, not a whole lot is new about the game’s puzzles. This is not very surprising, nor particularly disappointing; the puzzles have always been secondary in the Space Quest series. There is plenty of the usual: Roger finds a roll of antacids and a creature who is spewing acid all over the ship; Roger finds a glass of liquor and a packet of dehydrated aliens with a “don’t expose to cold” warning; Roger finds a laser torch and later comes up against a thick metal bulkhead. At one point, Roger has to use a cryo-freeze chamber, but not to worry, there are instructions printed on the side. The designers have not gone out of their way to tease the player’s brain.

On the other hand, there are a few sequences that rise above the norm. The chase between Roger and a sexy robot Terminatrix across the landscape of Kiz Uragubi is intricate and inspired. The ploy Roger uses to win his command is clever and takes a bit of thought to figure out (unless one sees the solution in the partial walkthrough printed in the documentation). The final moments of the game, in which Roger has to find a way to deal with a giant garbage blob, require quick thinking and a few leaps of logic. Even the easy puzzles are fun, if one goes into the game knowing what to expect.

Souls more jaded than I might wonder why there are still laughs to be mined from a character in a sci-fi spoof saying, “Captain, she cannot take much more of this!” Still, the fact is that there are. Satirists have been going back to this particular well for a quarter of a century, and it hasn’t run dry yet. Space Quest V may not be for everyone, but people who find this sort of thing funny will find this variant very funny indeed.

**Energize!**

Part of what makes Space Quest V so enjoyable is that it’s not just funny. It’s also exciting and suspenseful, due in large part to its movie-quality score, its atmosphere-enhancing sound effects, and its remarkable visuals.

The soundtrack is calculated to pull all the right strings, from the “Now it’s time to panic” string that gets plucked just before Roger is attacked, to the “Your true love is dying and you may never find another” string over which composer Chris Stevens lightly runs his bow after Roger’s beloved Ambassador Wankmeister is infected with the highly mutagenic “Primordial Soup.” It’s not Mozart, but it is better than most of what passes for scoring on network television.

Stevens has a marvelous ear for musical wit and reference and his contribution to the game is no less substantial than designer Mark Crowe’s.

“Wit” might not be the best term to describe Tim Clarke’s sound effects; certainly, he is appealing to a basic set of responses when he places the sound-effects equivalent of a whoopee cushion in the seat of Roger’s command chair. This gag wears thin after a while, especially given that it is repeated every single time Roger sits down.

However, the effect is realistic, as is every sound in the game. Doors hiss open and clank shut, transporters hum and twitter, the controls on the various control panels give off highly suitable blips and bleeps. Maybe most satisfying of all is Roger’s loud “Duhhh!” whenever he becomes the victim of his own stupidity. (If they ever make a movie out of Space Quest V, they’ll have to cast Homer Simpson in the lead.) The sound effects give the game a richness and a texture it would not otherwise have and are largely responsible for creating the sense that the player really is interacting with, and having an effect on, the simulated environments he visits.

As for the visuals, while it would not be accurate to say that they are the best yet seen in the series, they are certainly up to snuff, which I mean as high praise. One interesting point is that more close-ups are used than in previous games to supplement the standard side-view and medium-range perspective. This may sound like a good thing, but it is and it isn’t. In close-up, the artists clearly draw (no pun intended) from a comic book sensibility. As styles go, this is fine — perfectly workmanlike — but while the results are nice enough, they are usually something short of stunning.

In the standard scenes, however, one finds the combination of gorgeous painted backgrounds and detailed, well-animated foreground action for which Sierra has become known. The result is that this game, like most of Sierra’s, is worth playing if only to see each new setting as it appears.

The fourth element, which clicks just as neatly into place as the music, graphics, and sound effects, is the writing. It’s not so much that the story is great — there barely is any story, just the flimsiest pretext for a series of adventures — as it is that the dialogue and narration are written with a dry wit and a sense of character that makes them a pleasure to read. The banter between Flo, Drool and Roger is, for lack of a better term to describe it, a hoot. Even if one takes away the comic references to everything from Bugs Bunny to Raiders of the Lost Ark to Dana Carvey’s George Bush, the text of the game is great fun on its own merits.

Where Space Quest V is something of a letdown is in the gameplay. For one thing, the game demands cursor placement so precise that one can click the “Command” icon on Flo or Drool and get a “You are trying to order the wall around” response just because the icon isn’t placed exactly where the computer wants it to be. Along the same lines, one can position an oxygen mask entirely over Roger’s head only to discover that the computer will only accept it if clicked on Roger’s torso.

At one point, I assumed that the game would not let me transport off a planet because when I placed the communicator icon on Roger and clicked, it didn’t work. As it turned out, I had just chosen the wrong portion of Roger’s anatomy to click on. This kind of problem would seem to be easily corrected and I am surprised that Sierra let it get through to the final version of the game. Of course, typos are easily corrected, too — but only if one bothers to catch them.

Other niggling annoyances include the fact that trips from planet to planet start to seem interminable after a while (even at “lite speed”), and that Sierra’s decision to render all icons in black-and-white, as opposed to full color in previous chapters of the saga, makes them hard to see against some of the backgrounds.

However, the bulk of Space Quest V is very good and, like the silly jokes and excellent graphics, the occasionally irritating gameplay is part of the package. It’s what people expect when they buy a Space Quest game. They might even miss it if they were gone.

When you think about it, it’s the same way with the musical numbers in those old movies. No one really wanted to see them, but some of them weren’t half bad: “My Dreams Are Getting Better All The Time,” “Boogie Woogie Bugle Boy,” “Let’s Play House.” If nothing else, they gave you a chance to catch your breath before you started to laugh again.

*Space Quest V*, too, is fine just the way it is. It certainly has its share of quirks (Captains included) but it’s got more than its share of laughs, thrills and delicious scenery, too. I think even the most demanding Wilcophiles will be pleased. 
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It is with fondness and perhaps a tear in the eye that we remember the compassionate character study of 1984, *The Terminator*. Featuring a hulking beast of a man with a tenuous grip on the English language as a hulking cyborg with an equally tenuous grip on the English language, this stunt-filled special effect showcase painted the bleakest of futures for the human race, at least in the good city of Los Angeles.

Both *The Terminator* and its eminently successful sequel revolved around critical current events that would eventually have a bearing on humanity’s fate in the face of a 21st-century mechanized rebellion. Yes, there was much in the way of destruction, mayhem, and death in both movies, but aside from a few glimpses into the next century, most all that good stuff took place in today’s world.

Closer scrutiny of the man vs. machine fight-to-the-death world of the future was possible only in one’s imagination. But now, with the aid of an IBM-compatible 386 or faster computer with at least 1 MB expanded memory, one can experience firsthand the *Bethesda Softworks* version of life on the rubble-strewn battlefield of the year 2029.

Like the star of the two movies, and the magnitude of the fictional war itself, *Terminator 2029* is awfully large, although its installed size of 12 MB is a tad smaller than the 14 stated in the game manual. Fortunately, in an effort to clear up any installation or operational problems before they arise, Bethesda has thoughtfully included a small diagnostic program that can run right off disk #1 before the somewhat lengthy installation procedure is initiated.

**Blood on the Circuitry**

* Terminator 2029* opens with a series of animated scenes depicting the L.A. war zone of that year, bearing a strong resemblance to the first movie and providing a taste of what’s to come. And certainly, what’s coming isn’t for soft, sensitive gamers: blood, burnt circuitry, and spare parts will fly with wild abandon. Most graphically disturbing will be the repeated animation of oneself when things haven’t gone quite right, powerful plasma blasts ripping through one’s lower body followed by a particularly violent decapitation. Needless to say, life juices will splatter and drain over and over again.

Before the gore, however, a little background and some game basics are required learning. The plot is basic good vs. evil; evil being the intelligent machines of “Skynet,” and good, of course, being represented by the human Resistance movement. Led by one John Connor (Sara Connor’s little boy all grown up), the Resistance has recently made a stunning discovery central to gameplay. While probing a Skynet vault, a prototype of a fully mechanized Terminator unit was found intact. With a few modifications and improvements, the Terminator is now ready to be used against its computerized creators.

There’s just one catch. Only a few precious individuals are physically and mentally able enough to don the “Advanced Cybernetic Exoskeleton” (ACE). That’s where the gamer comes in.

The gamer’s task is to run a number of incursions into enemy territory, laying waste to the bad guys and defending humanity. The ultimate objective of *Terminator 2029* is revealed only at the successful completion of the final mission, and that objective is... well, you’ll have to play the game to find out.

In the meantime, an auspicious foray will capture more ground for the Resistance, while defeats will result in lost territory to the mechanized marauders. Fail several in a row, and the annihilation of humanity is assured.

Following the aforementioned opening animation (which inevitably will be bypassed after two or three viewings), a very visual main interface is served up. From this screen representation of our hero’s subterranean lair, monikers can be created, games loaded and saved, statistics viewed, etc. Unfortunately,
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this is the only spot in which a game can be saved and, since certain individual missions are particularly difficult (not to mention lengthy), alternate saving techniques should have been incorporated.

A Brief Exchange

On to the briefing room, where John Connor and two other superiors explain the current situation, supply new mission orders, and give the run-down on available weaponry. Not to appear prudish, but why is the one woman in the room (Technician Rachel Sterner), who is obviously an accomplished scientist, not only physically endowed beyond all natural proportions but garbed in the scantiest of clothing as well? Is this sexist? Are Arnold’s pecs chemically enhanced?

The briefing room leads to the ACE Ordnance Bay where various weaponry is loaded aboard. Six separate weapons can be carried for each mission, and choices will logically vary depending upon designated assignment. Advanced players will have a whole lot more to choose from, but all armament can be grouped into three primary categories: plasma cannons, fusion grenades and missiles.

Once engaged in battle, primary and secondary weapons can be co-selected and triggered by either left or right mouse buttons. The targets blow up so well that there are no decimated remains to crunch underfoot. Airborne Scorpions and Dragons, land based vehicles, and terminators alike all just seem to evaporate.

By the way, care must be exercised when targeting, as fellow resistance members are on the field as well. Sadly, they will not recognize the ACE battle armor as an allied weapon, and will attempt to fire upon Mr. ACE. If these game little warriors become a might too pesky, watch one or two seem to be all in a day’s work, but any more and the commander will issue a stern warning. Many is the time I’ve been tempted to...ah, forget it, weapons aren’t allowed in headquarters.

Fortunately, the ACE suit is self-repairing, so a point. Minor damage (and much will be suffered) can be repaired on the run simply by depressing the "r" key. But repairs can take some time (several minutes in extreme instances), and also unforeseeable for two reasons: 1) one must be wary of approaching friends during the repair procedure, and 2) one must be careful not to drift off to sleep during the repair procedure because it’s just plain b-o-r-i-n-g. Although a schematic diagram in the corner of the screen features flashing circuitry, this ceases to be a source of amusement after the first few minutes.

Another battlefield complaint has to do with the radar system, which would be just great if it worked properly! Too often Mr. ACE is in the clear, only to be converged upon from all angles by bad guys — without any advanced radar sightings. Instantly materializing doom machines weren’t supposed to be part of the deal.

The Seventh Mission of Synthbad

Each mission has a distinctly differing purpose, from recovering wounded compatriots to recovering important data, or triggering massive explosions in the heart of an underground enemy bunker. It is when approaching elevator shafts to descend beneath the surface that questions are posed, such as, “You see an elevator. Do you take it?” An interesting element of Terminator 2029 that could have used some expansion is the venerable adventure game, and I found myself hoping in vain for a little more of this type of challenge and a little less fire-fighting/labyrinth resolution.

This brings us to an important point. Normally, a dedicated gamer wants desperately to finish and “win” his or her selected game, but it must be interesting en route. Unfortunately, along about the 1,000th destroyed target (and twentieth maze), Terminator 2029 lost this reviewer. It ceased to be totally engrossing, and began to feel like a glorified shooting gallery. Sure things looked (and sounded) great when being blasted to junk metal, but how much “killing machine” can one person bear? The answer is: not this much.

Those who are able to win the game in the optimal seven mission path, may not become as saturated as this reviewer, but I would have liked to see this product serve as more than a shoot-em-up. The fact is that Terminator 2029 shines graphically, features an interesting premise, and supplies ample audible realism and thunder. It runs as a good computer game should, bereft of any annoying mid-play screen freezes.

Unfortunately, the accompanying manual, though, designed in camouflage khaki and written to get one in the spirit of the game, falls shy in a number of areas such as equipment explanation, general troubleshooting tips, and an adequate index.

Finally, a better method of movement control (namely, joystick) would have immeasurably improved my perception of this game. I don’t know...maybe if the bodacious technician offered to take me dancing and dinning in the rubble of post-war L.A., I’d feel like suitting up once more...they say love does funny things....
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<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Title</th>
<th>Price</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>A Train</td>
<td>$38</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>A Train Construction Set</td>
<td>$22</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Air Tank Killer 1.5</td>
<td>$39</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Aces of the Pacific</td>
<td>$39</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Aces of the Pacific: Disk 1 &amp; 2...</td>
<td>$20</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Alone in the Dark</td>
<td>$35</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ayles Of Empire</td>
<td>$35</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Batman Returns</td>
<td>$37</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BattleChess 4000</td>
<td>$30</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Battles Of Destiny</td>
<td>$38</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Batroyal Of Kromland</td>
<td>$39</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Buck Rogers: Countdown To Doomsday</td>
<td>$16</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Buck Rogers '62: Matrix Cubed</td>
<td>$36</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Buzz Aldrin's Race Into Space</td>
<td>$39</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cossar</td>
<td>$35</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cossar: Siege &amp; Conquest</td>
<td>$39</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Civilization</td>
<td>$43</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Comanche Maximus Overkill</td>
<td>$35</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Conquered Kingdoms</td>
<td>$35</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Conquest Of Japan</td>
<td>$34</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Conquest Of Longbow</td>
<td>$30</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Creepers</td>
<td>$30</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dagger Of Amor Roa</td>
<td>$30</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Darklands</td>
<td>$30</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Daughter Of Serpents</td>
<td>$30</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Discovery: In The Steps Of Columbus</td>
<td>$35</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Done 2</td>
<td>$35</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Eco Quest 2: Lost Secrets Of Rainforest</td>
<td>$34</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Elvira 2: Jaws Of Carcosa</td>
<td>$35</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Empress Deluxe</td>
<td>$35</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Eric the Unready</td>
<td>$35</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>F1S Strike Eagle 3: Limited Edition</td>
<td>$49</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Falcotan</td>
<td>$15</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Floor 13</td>
<td>$39</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Front Page Sports Football</td>
<td>$32</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gateway</td>
<td>$32</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Global Conquest</td>
<td>$36</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Goons!</td>
<td>$34</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Great Naval Battles</td>
<td>$42</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Great Naval Battles: Disk 1-3</td>
<td>$19</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hardball 3</td>
<td>$33</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hardball 3: Disk 1</td>
<td>$33</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Harriet Assault</td>
<td>$39</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hong Kong Majong Pro</td>
<td>$32</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Humans, Th</td>
<td>$21</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Inza</td>
<td>$34</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Inner City Jungle</td>
<td>$34</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jack Hills Signature Golf</td>
<td>$40</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>King's Quest 5: Absence</td>
<td>$35</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>King's Quest 6: Heir Today</td>
<td>$39</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lackwatch</td>
<td>$35</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Leather Goddesses Of Phobos 2</td>
<td>$25</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Legend Of Kyrandia</td>
<td>$35</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Legends Of Valor</td>
<td>$38</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lemmings</td>
<td>$38</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lemmings 2: Tribe</td>
<td>$32</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Line In The Sand</td>
<td>$24</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Links 386 Pro</td>
<td>$39</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Links 386 Pro: Disk 1-3</td>
<td>$29</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lord Of The Rings 2: Dark Tower</td>
<td>$41</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lost Files Of Sherlock Holmes</td>
<td>$41</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lucas Arts Classic Adv. 4 pk</td>
<td>$38</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Maestream</td>
<td>$35</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Magic Carpet</td>
<td>$35</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Magic Carpet: Bonus</td>
<td>$35</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Megafortress Mega Pack</td>
<td>$30</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MGF 29 Fulcrum</td>
<td>$30</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Might &amp; Magic 4: Clouds Of Xeen</td>
<td>$37</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Monthly Deluxe</td>
<td>$32</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>New York Times Crossword Puzzles</td>
<td>$29</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NFL Football</td>
<td>$30</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>No Greater Glory</td>
<td>$20</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Out Of This World</td>
<td>$20</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pacific War</td>
<td>$42</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Patriot</td>
<td>$42</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Perfect General</td>
<td>$32</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Perfect General: DD1</td>
<td>$22</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Police Officers: Funded</td>
<td>$32</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Populous 2</td>
<td>$32</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Power Game Software Spk</td>
<td>$32</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Power Ranger</td>
<td>$32</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Quest For Glory 3: Wages Of War</td>
<td>$35</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rampart</td>
<td>$26</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Realms</td>
<td>$36</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Red Baron</td>
<td>$36</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Red Neck</td>
<td>$39</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Red Queen</td>
<td>$36</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ringworld</td>
<td>$35</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rollblader Racer</td>
<td>$25</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rome: Pathway To Power</td>
<td>$30</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Second Front</td>
<td>$20</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Shadow Of Monkey Island 2</td>
<td>$43</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Siege</td>
<td>$38</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Siege: Dogs Of War</td>
<td>$19</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Side Show: Wasteland 3</td>
<td>$39</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sierra Family Fun 3pk</td>
<td>$39</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SimEarth</td>
<td>$29</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SimLife</td>
<td>$40</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SimLife: Guardian Of The Lost World</td>
<td>$37</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Space Quest 5: Next Mutation</td>
<td>$38</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Spaceward Ho</td>
<td>$34</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Specter</td>
<td>$35</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Spellcasting 301: Spring Break</td>
<td>$34</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Star Control 2</td>
<td>$34</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Star Legends</td>
<td>$37</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Star Trek: 25th Anniversary</td>
<td>$34</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Star Trek: 3</td>
<td>$34</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Strip Poker 3: Disk 1</td>
<td>$44</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Strip Poker 3</td>
<td>$31</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Stunt Island</td>
<td>$31</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Summoning The...</td>
<td>$38</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Thee A Break: Crosswords</td>
<td>$29</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Thee Africa: 1942</td>
<td>$31</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tegel's Messenger</td>
<td>$38</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Terminator 209</td>
<td>$39</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Theater Of War</td>
<td>$31</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tony LaRussa's Uit. Value 5 pk</td>
<td>$35</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Triple Crown 3</td>
<td>$31</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ultima 5: Warriors Of Destiny</td>
<td>$35</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ultima 6: False Prophet</td>
<td>$39</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ultima 7: Black Gate</td>
<td>$45</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ultima 7 Part 2: Serpent Ishi</td>
<td>$45</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ultima Underworld: Stygian Abyss</td>
<td>$45</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ultima Underworld: Labyrinth Of World</td>
<td>$34</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Utopia</td>
<td>$31</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>V For Victory: Utah Beach</td>
<td>$44</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>V For Victory: Valkyrie Luki</td>
<td>$44</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>V For Victory: 3: Winter Garden</td>
<td>$44</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Vahalla</td>
<td>$40</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Veil Of Darkness</td>
<td>$40</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Voodoo Front</td>
<td>$20</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Wilson Pro Staff Golf</td>
<td>$29</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Wing Commander Deluxe</td>
<td>$45</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Wing Commander 2</td>
<td>$45</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Wizardry 6: Bone Of The Cosmic Forge</td>
<td>$34</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Wizardry 7: Crusader's Last Of The Dark</td>
<td>$39</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Wizardry Trilogy: 1-3</td>
<td>$31</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>World Circuit</td>
<td>$34</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>X Wing</td>
<td>$39</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Joysticks & Game Cords**

- CH Game Pad III                          | $31   |
- CH Flight Stick                           | $44   |
- CH Mach III                               | $31   |
- Club Pilot Flight Yoke                    | $70   |
- Quick Shot Game Kit                       | $35   |
- Suncom G-Force Flight Yoke                | $55   |
- Thrust Master Joystick                    | $65   |
- Thrust Master Weapons Control            | $75   |
- Thrust Master Pro Joystick                | $109  |

**Sound Cards & Speakers**

- Gravis Ultra Sound                       | $126  |
- Boss 31/1 Speakers                        | $39   |
- Korg 5/4/6 Speakers                       | $40   |
- Media Vision Thunder Board W/F15         | $84   |
- Media Vision Pro Audio Spectrum 16 Bit   | $79   |
- Sound Blaster                             | $94   |
- Sound Blaster Pro B 8 Bit                | $94   |
- Sound Blaster Pro 16 Bit                 | $220  |
- Sound Blaster Pro Basic 8 Bit            | $154  |

*Most items shipped same day • UPS add $4 per order • 2 Day Air add $6 per order

Policies: All sales final. Check compatibility before you buy. We accept Visa/MC, money orders, personal checks (please allow 2 weeks for check to clear). Detectives replaced with same product. Price, availability & shipping times subject to change. Texas residents add 8.25% sales tax. *Does not include closeouts, liquidations, or limited quantities.

Circle Reader Service #35
The Legend Of... Legend

A Company Profile of Legend Software
by the CGW Staff

During the dismal gray decades of the Cold War, a monstrous economic sector reached its fullest stature. President Eisenhower warned us about the Military-Industrial Complex in his farewell address, but the specter of an evil empire in the East continued to feed its growth. When, after decades of an uneasy stand-off, the Berlin Wall was dismantled, the gigantic sector gradually began to deflate.

One part of that sector is American Systems Corporation, a high-tech firm that builds systems for Trident submarines and other military purposes. As the monumental military expenditures of the Cold War began to be reduced, the executives of ASC decided to invest in non-defense-related ventures. One area of investment was cable television. Another area was entertainment software.

Mike Verdu, who serves as CEO of Legend Software, was an employee of ASC during their period of diversification. Actually, Mike had run his own company, Paragon Systems (no relation to MicroProse-Greenburg, the former Paragon Software) prior to its acquisition by ASC. Verdu’s Paragon Systems developed systems architecture that ASC wanted so badly that it purchased the entire company. In addition, Verdu’s company had done some of the programming work on Sherlock: Riddle of the Crown Jewels for Infocom. Bob Bates, the designer of Sherlock, and Verdu became friends at that point. So, when Verdu became aware of ASC’s desire to diversify, he and Bates presented a business plan wherein ASC would establish a subsidiary to publish entertainment software.

The new company was originally slated to be known as “Gameworks,” but Borland objected because of an old package which they had published under the same name. The company name was changed to Legend Software and the original deal looked very good. ASC knew enough about start-ups that they only expected a small return on investment if one product shipped in the first year. Yet, they expected so much of a return on two products that Legend could not possibly have met the terms for a second round of funding.

As Verdu and Bates were soon to learn, no entertainment software company is currently making that kind of return on investment. The partners looked at affiliated label deals, realizing that they were trading profit percentage for distribution, and eventually signed as an affiliate with MicroProse. Later, when MicroProse was putting its energy into going public, Legend elected to move to Accolade’s growing affiliate program.

Cast of Characters

Legend’s modest goal is to produce four to six quality software packages per year. To accomplish this goal, the company has assembled a core of vital personnel. Two of these long-term core workers are Duane Beck, designer/maintainer of the systems architecture for the company’s products and Glen Dahlgren, the assistant producer, composer and programmer who helped clean up the system.

Duane was one of the originals at Legend, having worked with Bob Bates on Sherlock. He worked with Infocom’s in-house ZIL (Zork Interactive Language) during the Sherlock process and remembers ZIL, as being similar to the programming language known as LISP. According to Beck, the code used to construct Legend products is similar to C. In fact, he says that most of the outside software libraries they use are in C, but notes that they utilize some graphics libraries which are written in assembly language.

Having seen code of all shapes and sizes at various software houses, we expressed surprise at how clean and easy to read the Legend source code appeared on the screen. Beck explained that Glen had cleaned up and commented the system architecture so that all of the game designers could create a pristine code that is easy to read. Then, they looked at each other and elected to share a disclaimer. Everyone at Legend agrees that Steve Meretzky is an exception to this rule of attempting to create pristine, commented code. Meretzky still writes code as though he is trying to get as much on the screen as possible (probably because ZIL’s editor only allowed about 12 lines of code on a screen at a time).

When we asked Duane’s co-workers what they thought his most significant programming triumph was, they uniformly answered that the data compression routine was the neatest trick. Because games take up lots of space with text (in which seven bits are used per character with the last bit usually getting wasted), Legend’s technical team would manually extract the ASCII strings and compress them with Duane’s modified version of Huffman Encoding. By Spellcasting 201, Duane had automated the entire process. Now, the text compression offers slightly better than a 50% compression rate. Gateway’s 600K of raw text compressed to just under 300K.

Glen Dahlgren does triple duty. Not only does he manage all outside artists and testers, but he wrote almost 1/3 of Gateway (including the game concept which kept mutating throughout the design process),
There’s Sound...

“vroom, vroom”

...And There’s SoundMan™

SoundMan16 delivers sound so real, 85% of the time people can’t tell the difference from live sound. That’s because it’s packed with the absolute latest in sound board technology: up to 16-bit/44KHz record/playback, Yamaha OPL-3 stereo synthesis 20-voice chip, 100% Sound Blaster™ and Ad Lib™ compatibility, and more. SoundMan brings you the highest CD-quality sound available, for all your games and applications, in Windows® and DOS. From Logitech, the peripherals leader. At your dealer, or call 1-800-732-3026.

The Senseware™ Company

GARANTEED COMPATIBLE or your money back

The Legend braintrust at work.

The management team for the company consists of Mike Verdu, Bob Bates and Peggy Oriani. The men manage the company, while Peggy manages all production schedules, public relations, package and promotional design and marketing from her office. Fortunately, Peggy had run her own design firm prior to helping form Legend. As such, she is used to dealing with freelance artists and is able to be as directive or non-directive as she needs to be in getting an interesting variety of cover work for Legend products. For Spellcasting 301: Spring Break, for example, she enlisted Hollywood poster artist Craig Nelson to provide the gritty feeling she wanted in the box art.

Bates as president and Verdu as CEO make an interesting complement to each other. Bates is the de facto creative director and Verdu is the bean counter. Bates knows game design from the standpoint of past experience. Verdu wants the games to push toward higher sales volume and a more polished interface.

Verdu thinks that the text-heavy look of Legend games gives them an archaic, outdated feel. Bates believes in storytelling, insisting that text is necessary. Verdu has a graphics orientation in terms of interface; Bates has a verbal orientation. Together, they hope to keep evolving the Legend interface until it becomes software that appeals to both orientations.

Raising the Curtain

The one thing that both Bates and Verdu agree upon is the necessity of careful risk management. Both have seen production costs, burgeoning staffs, and extravagant facilities push other companies off the market or out of business. So, the immediate goal of the management team is to hit the point of releasing four products per year, making the graphics more attractive, and developing a more transparent interface. An even better piece of news is the fact that ASC is planning to sell the company back to Verdu, Bates, and two other partners over a period of time.

Perhaps, though, the most ironic factor in the legend of Legend is that the little company that was begun by a defense contractor has itself become a government contractor. The U.S. Department of Justice has contracted with Legend to develop an adventure game which will teach the implications of the government’s ethics code to Justice Department employees. Sometimes, even in software legends, the story comes full cycle.

The ULTIMATE Play-By-Mail Offer

FLAGSHIP magazine, with Ark Royal Games, C2 Simulations, Capitol Consulting, Deltax Gaming, Flying Buffalo Inc, Flying Dutchman Games, Graaf Simulations, Inner Dimensions, Rolling Thunder Games Inc and Twin Engine Gaming, is proud to make what may be the most exciting offer in PBM history. For $19.99, we’ll give you:

(a) A 4-issue trial subscription to FLAGSHIP, PBM’s leading international magazine, with 56 pages each issue packed with news, reviews, and uncensored player comments. Every issue includes a sheet of discount coupons worth many times the cost of the magazine.

(b) A coupon entitling you to $20 value of rules and/or turns in any of these games: Against All Odds, Adventurer Kings, Cluster, Continental Rails, Domination, El Mythico, Feudal Lords, New Order, Quest of the Great Jewels, Shadow Lords, Sirius Command, Space Combat, Space 101, StarGlobe, Starquest, Subterraria, Victory!, World Emperor II and Warriors & Wizards. You choose where you want to use the coupon: to help you, we will include an impartial description of each of them! The only condition is that you should not have played with that particular gamemaster before.

Last but not least, if you are disappointed with the first FLAGSHIP, let us know within one month and we’ll refund you the entire $19.99 by return. No handling fee, no requirement to return anything - yes, you can still use the coupon.

To try it, send $19.99 to FLAGSHIP, CGW special offer, PO Box 6105WSS, Gainesville GA 30504
This is the only hardware you need to shop the world's ultimate games superstore.

**Shop On Line**

**PRODIGY**: Jump Computer Express
**CompuServe**: 600 Za.
**GEnie**: Type Express
**Delphi**: Shop Computer Express
**American On-Line**: Computer Express

**Spectre**

Spectre Supreme is the first sequel in the bestselling Super Munchie series. The game features advanced graphics and sound effects, providing an immersive gaming experience.

**El-Fish**

El-Fish is a strategy game where you control a school of fish in a virtual ocean. The game challenges players to feed their fish, avoid obstacles, and outsmart other players.

**Empire Deluxe**

Empire Deluxe is a real-time strategy game where players build and manage empires across history. It features detailed graphics and realistic gameplay mechanics.

**The Legacy—Reign of Terror**

A 3-D animated, first-person perspective role-playing terror adventure. The game, set in present day America, combines stunning graphics technology, amazing audio effects, and deep realism to create the ultimate interactive horror experience. Visit a recently inhabited 18th-century New England house that has been abandoned to have strange things occurring inside. Find and destroy the entity which controls the house within a set time limit. (For IBM DOS)

**Goblins 2 and INCA**

Goblins 2—Help two hilarious goblins with a multi-character mouse control. Highly animated characters with hilarious and otherwise unpredictable personalities. Humorous sound effects and funny backdrops.

INCA—Conquer space and explore ancient mysteries in an intense, new concept in computer gaming. Travel through time and space from ancient Peru to futuristic outer space systems. Mysterious and challenging puzzles of ancient Inca knowledge. Two-dimensional movement with realistic Inca instruments. (For IBM DOS)

**Ultrahot**

First contact turns to first blood as an alien craft enters Earth's orbit and drops its deadly cargo. A team of highly skilled soldiers must stop a nanotech invasion. The game features intense combat and advanced game mechanics.

**Circle Rader Service #42**

**COMPUTER EXPRESS**

The World's Ultimate Games Superstore

800-228-7449
Fax: 508-443-5645
Voice: 508-443-6125

Here are only a few of the 3,000 products we've delivered to our satisfied customers. Just call 1-800-228-7449 to start saving time and money with Computer Express.

Computer Express 31 Union Ave. Sudbury, MA 01776
The Board / Computer Wargaming Transition

by Alan Emrich

Remember when a CRT was a Combat Results Table and TSR stood for Tactical Studies Rules (before they discovered Dungeons & Dragons)? Actually, both Gary Gygax and Dave Arneson were excellent wargamers in their day, especially in the field of miniatures. Now these abbreviations, like so much in this wargamer’s life, have been taken over by computers. Okay, so I’ve learned that a CRT is also a computer monitor and a TSR is something I need to get rid of to run my computer games. I can live with that. Adapting the “ancient” hobby of board wargaming to the computer age hasn’t always been a smooth transition, but I will admit to being better for it.

For instance, my circle of wargaming buddies has more than doubled since I discovered what a computer modem could do when plugged into a network. About half the war and strategy games that I play are on computer and a good many of these are played with another wargamer via modem. I download errata and read player's opinions on GEnie and other networks. GAPs (Game Assistance Programs) will be truly coming of age over the next few years. It’s just getting better and better, right?

Well, that’s not what I’ve heard. Not everyone agrees with such a rosy assessment. Just as there have always been prophets of doom and gloom in the boardgame industry (where even I have joined the chorus in hopes of there being more introductory level games that could be used for hobby recruitment), so there are those who say that computer wargaming can’t survive. That strikes me as odd since the average board wargame will do 2,000 - 5,000 unit sales where computer wargames tend to start at 5,000 and, with the likes of Command HQ and The Perfect General as examples, can easily weigh in at around 75,000 copies sold. If you count Sid Meier’s Civilization as a wargame, I wouldn’t be surprised to hear that it had sold around 200,000 copies.

Frankly, I’m not worried about the death of wargaming. I’m too busy enjoying them and trying to keep up with the plethora of new releases every year. When I started out in this hobby back in the early 70s, it was easy to buy every new release and eat your losses on the turkeys. With the price and quantity of new wargame releases these days, like you, I read the reviews carefully and really appreciate a good strategy article or replay to help me get the most value out of my wargame purchases. I just wanted everyone to know that I’m not kidding when I say we’re all in this together — wargamers bound by our love of this hobby.

Old Business

At press time, we were a few names away from filling the roster for the Empire Deluxe tournament. Next issue, look for the who’s who in computer wargaming play to be posted in these pages. Those who have registered early have been practicing and sending in feedback by email and I am pleased to say that this is shaping up to be quite an exciting event.

The feedback is just coming in on the Pacific War coverage. Generally, it seems that it was enthusiastically received. There was a lot of material presented and the vast majority of you felt it made an excellent inclusion for the game. We have no other features of that girth planned for any time soon, by the way.

New Business

I’ve been spending some time with Aide de Camp from HPS Simulations. The more I fool around with that program, the more I like it. Hopefully, I’ll get a full review in soon. Without even reading the documentation, I’ve managed to put the entire map for GDW’s popular board wargame A House Divided on my hard drive and have almost finished the counters. Soon, I’ll have a complete, graphic play-by-Email kit. It works for virtually any board wargame and rumor has it that the publisher/designer, Scott Hamilton, has been in touch with many board wargame companies concerning this product. Perhaps the “big crossover” between board and computer wargames is closer than many think.

In the meantime, I’ll be heading up to The Computer Game Developer’s Conference. There, I’ll meet with the likes of Sid Meier, Mark Baldwin, Dan Bunten and so forth. Whatever wargaming dirt is to be found there, you can bet yours truly will be rolling in it to keep our readers abreast. Until you turn to these pages to “read all about it,” try to remember what CRTs and TSRs are.
Opponents Wanted

Those wishing to place their own (free) ads need only send a postcard (or use the
Networks
The following are voice contact numbers for many of the on-line
service networks that offer games. Call them for more information on
these networks.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Network</th>
<th>Contact Info</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>CompuServe</td>
<td>(800) 848-8990</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Digital Dreams</td>
<td>(800) 274-2874</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GENie</td>
<td>(800) 638-9636</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Multi-Player</td>
<td>(800) GET-GAME</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Prodigy</td>
<td>(800) 822-0222</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SierraNet</td>
<td>(508) 774-7880</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>USA Today Sports</td>
<td>(800) 826-9688</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Board Games Wanted

Thunderbold BBS in Chicago, IL, now offers online entertainment with Poken,
Blackjack, Bingo, Galactic Empire, Zorgon, Quest for Magic, The Arena and Flash
Games ("The Next Generation of online gaming.") Play RPGs with online multi-sided
dice, Eric Spaziani, SYSPD, Modern settings 8-11, 300/1200/2400. Phone (312) 248-9222.

Hack and slash your way through the real-time, multi-user game Legends, featured on
The Battode TBBS in Columbus, MO! True AD&D action awaits, as we offer 30 and
other on-line gaming challenges including ANSI Pro Football, role-playing, strategy,
and casino games. Prizes awarded for top scores, full access on your first visit (and
it's FREE!), over 1100 players, 2400 game files, including role playing games! Phone (314) 480-0475, 24 hours a day.

Opponents wanted for: Cyber Raids, a space conquest strategy game. The game is played via
BBS with two or ten players per game. Game turns update as fast as the players take
their turns. For more information, call the Battlefield BBS in North Babylon, NY at
(516) 685-0529, 300/1200/2400. 8-11.

Call the Missile Silo BBS. Contestants wanted for HQ, F-29 Retaliator and many
tournaments to be held soon. Files, message base and soon to come on-line games.
Bidding on Teenage 2.5 days a week, 24 hours a day. Located in Skokie, IL, out of Chicago.
Call (708) 581-1753. Mention this notice in CGW for no-charge access validation.

HARPOON USERS UNITE! The Harpoon Users' Group (HUG) invites you to
join the ranks of HUG members. HUG publishes the quarterly newsletter C3 which
features articles on design tips, game strategy and tables, plus a platform information
service, Harpoon chat and development and much more. HUG also operates the
Harpoon Scenario Warehouse BBS where members have access to hundreds of user-created
scenario scenarios. Our BBS can be reached at (718) 746-4766. Information on
joining HUG is available on the BBS or by sending a stamped, self-addressed envelope
to our new address: HUG, P.O. Box 1538, Bryam, TX 77004-1538.

The Delphi Oracle is an on-line gaming service. Play RPGs (AD&D, GURPS), play-by-
e-mail games (Diplomacy, ASL), Empires at War (a Napoleonic on-line game) and
games on-line from modem players. Find new game players, gamemasters and players wanted.

Sin Valley, California (505) 582-5905. C40, 2400-8-11.

The Imperium BBS is looking for modern games. Look for a
King of the Sky, Command HQ, The Perfect General, and Global Conquest (just to
name a few). We have online games, message base and a few of files, too. Call one of
to our first nodes in Middleton, N.J. at 1200-2400 (708) 766-6324, 5000 zeros, time 300/1200/2400. 8-11.

The World of Windows is looking for some great game players like you! Try your
skill and compete for monthly prizes. Sports: Drag racing at The Motor City Trackway, a fishing tournament at The Freshwater Fishery, play in the Tournament Golf or you can even pick your favorite NFL team and play some Pro-Bowl Football. In
RPG, there is the post-apocalyptic horrors of The Land of Desolation, warlord collides
in The Pit, explore Sinbad's Dungeon or conquer the galaxy during Trade Wars 2002. For strategy games, try the ChessMaster chess tournament, deluxe versions of Scrabble and Blackjack or solve a murder at the Who-Dun-It Hotel. Modern settings arc 8-11, 300-5600, free access.

The Electronic Estates BBS in Oak Lawn, IL invites you to join their TradeWars
2002 game. Fly your spaceship, battle the Ferengi and other traders. Download TWO
of three different games to your computer. (815) 751-3117.

The Electronic Estates BBS in Oak Lawn, IL invites you to join their TradeWars
2002 game. Fly your spaceship, battle the Ferengi and other traders. Download two
of the three different games to your computer. (815) 751-3117.

Space Station Argos welcomes all adventure gamers to call (206) 277-5489 in
Bellevue, WA. This unique board features free downloads of the latest demos from
many major software companies and text files on subjects like Star Trek/Star Wars.

Conventions

Adventures in GameFest '93 will be held May 21-23 in the Portland, Oregon area.
Board, computer and miniature gaming of all sorts, both tournament and open
gaming, will be featured. There will be door and event prizes, a games auction and
a miniatures painting contest. Pre-registration is $15 for 3 days, $25 for 5 days. The
affair will be held at the Oregon Convention Center, 777 MLK Jr. Blvd, (Union
Avenue), Portland, OR. Contact: Adventure Games Northwest, Inc., 5617 NE
Alberta, Portland OR 97218; 503-282-6856 or 206-574-474.

The Gen Con Game Fair will be held August 19-22, 1993 at the McMeera
Center in Mishawaka, Indiana. Exhibits from most of the major computer gaming
worldwide, live and in person at their exhibitor booths. For more information, write
to Gen Con Game Fair, PO Box 756, Lake Geneva, WI 53147 or call (414) 248-3625.

Origins '93 will be held July 1-4, 1993, the Tarrant County Convention Center in
Fort Worth, Texas. For more information, write or call: Gencon, PO Box 609, Randalls, MD 21133; (410) 298-3135.

By Area Code

Seeking opponents for Global Conquest. Please call Steven H. in Wilton, CT at
(203) 762-0461.

Local sponsors sought for The Perfect General, Command HQ, and Global Conquest
in the Seattle-Arlington area of Washington state. Call voice at (206) 252-4838 and ask for Leonard Cole. The 24-hour modem number is (206) 742-4044.

New York City gay gamers seeking opponents for The Perfect General. Please call
at (212) 651-2390.

Looking for opponents in modern gaming: Perfect General (with the WWII disk),
and F-15 III. Call any time, leave a message if not home or ask for Jerry. H-315
622-2204.

Seeking opponents for SAGA Air Whair. Call Mark from Bryan-Clay College Station,
TX at (512) 404-7549.

Seeking local opponents in the Pittsburgh area to play The Perfect General, Conquered
Kingdoms or Command HQ. Please call Jim K. at H-(412) 884-7197.

San Francisco area gamers seeking modern opponents for Air Warrior. H-(510) 520-0390.

A local sponsor seeking opponents for The Perfect General. I live near the Pentagon (Virginia / DC: area code 703, 301 and 202). Call me, Robert Merrick, at H-(703) 234-3598 or send me E-mail on GENie at R.Merrick.

Seeking local opponents in the Charlotte, NC area to play The Perfect General. I have
an interest in the strategy or flight sim games by modem. Contact Greg Bubba
Miller at H-(704) 567-9718.

Seeking opponents for professional football simulation, Tank Legion Strategy
Football in the Hawaii area only. Contact me at H-(808) 432-9488.

Last but not least,挂着The Middle Again in from The Perfect General. Leave public message on Electric Estates BBS (815) 866-0109. I live in Chicago, IL. Cannon fodder welcomed!

New Jersey player looking for preferably local opponents in 688 Attack Shark, Knights of the Silver Dragon, and Combat Dirty. Current modem support is 1200bps, play, however. Will upgrade to 2400bps or more if there are worthy opponents out there! Please call Gordon at H-(908) 225-5626 or E-mail on Prodigy at [RWM401A].

A local sponsor needs opponents for their company at Quo. Call John at H-(910) 339-1704.
Caesar offers players a chance to become a respected leader in ancient Rome — the civilization which formed the basis for our modern western society. Just as a modern city contains a startling contrast of remarkable accomplishments and societal discrimination, so did a city of ancient Rome contain a similar variety of achievements and injustices. Coincidentally, just as it is difficult to resist comparing a Roman city with a modern one, it is also difficult to evaluate Caesar without also drawing comparisons to Maxis Software’s SimCity. At first glance, the similarities between the two games are more striking than their differences, and the newer game could easily be mistaken as a sequel for the older favorite. However, for those who enjoyed SimCity, yet wished for more buttons to push, knobs to adjust and wires to reroute, Caesar will provide all of these things and quite a bit more. Caesar is a major strategy exercise. Indeed, as one minor empire official was said to have remarked, “If you can’t start an imperfect, flourishing society here, then brother, you can’t start an imperfect, flourishing society.”

Playing Pontius Pilate

Rome, at the time of the birth of Christ, was enjoying its success as an unchallenged, rapidly expanding empire. Opportunities to expand Roman rule to unsettled provinces were plentiful. Caesar takes place during those peaceful years, and requires the player to rule such a province. Given some limited cash, the amount of which depends on the level of difficulty selected, players must begin to establish order. The major portion of the job involves setting up that province’s capital city — wherein SimCity veterans will feel most at home. However, matters such as inter-city trade, connections with the empire, and defense against barbarians, are all handled outside the city’s protective walls. Players who successfully govern a province are rewarded with a more difficult area to supervise, along with a more restrictive budget. Waiting at the end of this line of provincial governorships is the title of “Emperor” and the presumed ability to then exploit other provincial rulers. Others may find themselves figuratively exiled to Gaul like Pontius Pilate.

Taking place in rapid-motion real-time, Caesar uses an intuitive point-and-click interface. Construction is accomplished by selecting an icon representing a structure, and then placing that structure on an overhead view of
the terrain. Unfortunately, players must often switch to another menu of icons in order to remove unwanted objects. An ever-present "bulldozer" function, such as that available in Sim City, would have been highly appreciated.

There are many structures from which to select and over 40 icons are required to cover all of them. The icons are separated into four sub-menus, so as to not appear too confusing. In addition to these icons, players will also be dealing with lists of buildings, industries, barbarians, soldiers and more. Initially, this seems a burdensome amount of information through which to plow. However, once Cesar is up and running, most players will be delighted with the degree to which the small pieces come together as a well orchestrated whole.

What Did The Romans Ever Do For Us?

Within the capital city, players must establish and maintain a system of roads, protective walls and plumbing. Collected under the heading "infrastructure," these represent the city's blood and circulatory system. Roman populations were dependent on an extensive water system and were very fond of their baths. Other such vital structures include soldiers barracks and prefectures, towers, wells and fountains. A very important facility, also included here in several varieties, are the public forums which act as centers for government and information. Overly this infrastructure, the government is responsible for providing housing, industry, amenities, schools and major centers of entertainment. Without enough of these, a region of romantic Romans may soon become a roost of rowdy rioters.

The goal is not simply to flood the Romans with buildings and institutions. Quality housing and jobs are vital to success in Cesar, and this calls for some careful planning. Eight different types of factories may be constructed, depending on the economic advisor's research. These workshops require a nearby industrial center to supply raw material, as well as a market to sell their products. All of these centers also require nearby housing for workers. Unfortunately, these nearby houses are destined to become the city's slums and will fail to enjoy the same increase in value as will other housing. Disgruntled factory workers are also more prone to violence, and so extra police and religious influence should be close at hand to control this group of unhappy campers.

Adding to the city's resources are the Plebeians, or "plebs." Not considered citizens of the empire, these unfortunate have been drafted into public service and must therefore be given proper care. The Plebeians, who around this time in history were demanding a voice in government, are responsible for such mundane tasks as construction, maintenance and fire prevention. They are also available to serve as soldiers, although their limited qualifications clearly mark them as the "Gomer Pyles" of the Roman army.

The analogy between a city of ancient Rome and one of modern times breaks down, of course, at the capital's boarders. Thirteen different races of barbarians wander the province, all of whom await the opportunity for a most unpleasant visit. Soldiers, organized into cohorts, must be given instructions for their patrol as well as how to respond to approaching barbarians. Any army which engages an enemy must also be given strategic instructions for each round of battle. Impressions indicates that players will soon be able to mount a miniature-based, fully realized battle with their forthcoming Cohort 2, an independent strategy game which will interlock with Cesar.

Should the barbarians bear at the city's gate, a well-fed militia is vital if the city is to be protected; otherwise, buildings will quickly begin to crumble. Investing heavily in the armed forces is both an effective and popular way of strengthening the city against disaster. Drafting citizens is less costly, though far less popular with the population. In any case, the barbarian threat is one which will plague players throughout their career in Cesar.

Quality of leadership is rated at the forum in four categories: Peace, Culture, Prosperity and Empire. However, money speaks far more eloquently than any forum member, and rulers, through taxation, must show a profit each year. This essential ingredient for success may be the most elusive goal in Cesar.

The empire demands an annual tribute which increases with each payment. Rulers may draw a salary for their efforts and then donate their savings to the city when it is needed. Aspiring leaders who are unable to pay off the empire after several years may finally be forced to donate their heads to the Roman hierarchy.

Lend Me Your Ears

Players with an AdLib or SoundBlaster compatible sound board will be treated to isolated, though frequent, sounds of the city. Water flows, factories hammer, and the population converses loudly. A somewhat repetitive music score is also available. The graphics are quite pleasing, and include enough animation to make the city seem lively. The number and variety of buildings which appear in the city, however, is so great that players may easily become confused as to each one's identity.

Regulating the flood of information and minutiae in Cesar is its thorough, 135 page instruction manual. A separate tutorial is also included which painstakingly guides the beginner through such subtleties as the difference between right and left mouse-clicking. There is also an admirable amount of on-line help in the form of text-windows which describe the function of each of the game's many icons. While Cesar is indeed a major project, all aspects of the game are clearly explained somewhere in the game's packaging. In addition, Impressions has also been very active on various bulletin boards (including CompuServe, GEnie and Prodigy) and the telephone, offering players technical and strategic advice.

Forum or Against Him

Early on, many players may find themselves leaping onto their CPUs, fiddle in hand, while their province collapses in flames beneath them. With time and effort, however, Cesar provides that rare quality in strategy gaming — an experience whose rewards prove equal to its challenges. While the casual gamer may view the program as a meal with one too many courses, Cesar goes far beyond its Sim-City origins and provides the serious player with a real lion's feast. Hail, Cesar!
SHOOTOUT AT THE MILKY WAY CORRAL

A Review of New World’s Spaceward HO!
by Martin E. Cirulis

Your engines thunder through the last few seconds of touchdown burn. You crack the cockpit and take a deep breath of an alien world, the exotic air is still thick with the stench of laser fire and burning metal from your recent victory. Somewhere a cow moos.

This is the wide and woolly universe of Spaceward HO! from New World Computing, a space exploration and exploitation strategy game with a decidedly Old West theme. Apart from the novelty of its chrome, this game deserves a closer look for three reasons: it’s designed to be played by up to 20 human or computer players; it can be played on either one computer or a network and has a version specifically for use with Windows; and, in this reviewer’s humble opinion, it is the Holy Grail of strategic computer games — the entertaining, introductory strategy game.

HO! is about exploring alien worlds, spreading colonies, and pummeling those sheep men from the system over yonder. The entire game, in both DOS and Windows versions, is driven by a point-click-drag mouse interface that’s both highly intuitive and highly graphic. There’s nary a tedious step in the game. This game is meant to be learned while playing. As the manual states in the Ultra-Quick How! Instructions: “Play with the bar charts to adjust spending, Click on the messages in the map to make them go away, Drag from one star to the other to move ships, Experiment. Conquer the Galaxy.” That’s pretty much all one needs to know in order to get started.

In keeping with the galactic cowboy theme, the graphics and sounds immerse the player in a Gunsmoke-gone-mad universe. Some fighter ships bear slingshots or have dog’s head nose cones. All the player’s planets have white cowboy hats to mark them, while enemy worlds wear sinister bandannas or sombreros, and ships acknowledge their movement orders with a shout of “Hyaa!” or “Whoa!” A melancholy cowboy even drawsl “Shucks!” when a player’s world is destroyed.

In keeping with the designer’s philosophy, combat is simple and straightforward. It consists of a number of automatic combat rounds in which each surviving ship gets one shot. The higher the tech the weapons, the bigger chunk of ship that can get wiped away; the higher the shield tech, the smaller the chunk that is wiped away. Worlds are destroyed in the same way, except that it is chunks of population that are lost, and the entire planet only gets one shot per round. The winner is the last one standing. There are no retreats.

“Thar’s Metals in them thar Planets!”

The only resource in HO! is metal, and its only purpose is the building of ships. Unless one wants to feel like Custer in a space-suit, one shouldn’t run out of metal. The only way to acquire metal is to form a colony on a planet and then mine the heck out of it. There are no points for environmentalism in this game, though putting too much money into mining is less efficient than spreading it around to terraforming and shipbuilding. These are the only three activities than can occur on a world.

The initial size of the galaxy one chooses and the number of players involved in the game will determine whether metals are plentiful or scarce, and no matter what, they will always get scarcer as the game goes on. Keep this in mind when creating a game — a crowded galaxy is a lean and hungry galaxy.

As to the ships one can build, there are only four basic types but each has a seemingly endless supply of shuffle-card graphics based on one’s tech-level. My initial feeling was disappointment when I learned that I could only construct Fighters, Scouts, Colonizers, or Defensive Satellites, but with play came the realization that the tech-level angle gave me an incredible variety of choices. Yes, the only real combat ship is the Fighter, but within that class I could design anything from a cheap, fast gunboat to a lumbering battleship as long as I kept up the research. The longer the game goes, the more design choices are given; and of course the ship graphics are entertaining as all heck. I have seen friends pour all their empire’s money into research, not because they needed the tech advantage, but just because they were dying to see what the next tech-level fighters would look like.
WARGAMING WITHOUT COMPROMISE

Strategy Plus Game of the Year - V FOR VICTORY: UTAH BEACH
"Whaddy mean they got Repeater Rifles?"

In any kind of warfare, the technology level of one’s various weapon systems is at least as important as the number of those weapons (as a certain snappy dressing Persian Gulf Dictator recently discovered). This law is reflected heavily in HO! and the price for ignoring it is usually severe. Tech-levels are achieved by investing an empire’s finances into research. Of the five ship characteristics, weapons and shields are the most important ones to keep up with the Jones’ (though the other three have some important and sometimes very subtle effects on combat and exploration). Four fighters can defeat almost 20 fighters that are unfortunate enough to be three tech-levels behind in guns and defense. I’ve seen it happen; it’s not a pretty sight. Luckily the game supplies a player comparison chart that allows one to see graphically how far ahead or behind the pack a player is.

Further on the subject of technology, here is an important tip for any novice cowpokes out there that the advice section of the manual doesn’t stress quite enough: A fast ship is a happy ship! You can embroider that one into your chaps, little buckaroo.

"We don’ need no steenking Grognards!"

This game, while fast, furious and amusing, is not a paragon of subtlety and detail. The primary objective here is for a number of people to have a laugh and be able to play a game out in an hour or two. (This assumes every player has their own terminal. Doubling or tripling up players on a single computer slows things down correspondingly, as they play music chairs). If one feels that in order to conquer the stars one needs to command the leading and unloading of every can of Zippy rocket fuel and carry every colonist screaming and kicking in their individual travel bags, such a gamer should probably avoid HO!

Tactics here are superficially simple. Tech is good. Numbers are very good. Protecting worlds is good. Achieving these things has been kept purposely quick and abstract in order to speed up play. To quote again from the documentation: "Fun is our number one goal, and we have sacrificed realism for fun everywhere we could."

I have been a wargamer for most of my years and a big fan of Spaceexploitation computer games since the glory days of the C-64, and I found myself nowhere near as disappointed by the simplicity of this game as I thought I might be. In fact, the only thing the I have difficulty with is that the turns are over so quickly. The urge to ponder each and every little planet and ship is almost overpowering when one first plays this game, but one soon realizes that it’s all being handled and it is sufficient to just get along with enjoying the game. Even at the maximum size and complexity of an empire, an average turn shouldn’t take more than five minutes at the outside. This is "beer and pretzels" gaming at its finest.

"The gang’s all here!"

Though this game can be played quite well as a single player game, its real strength and beauty lies in its connectivity. I have been running it on a Windows for WorkGroups network and it plays like a charm. I can only assume it runs as well in other network environments. Organizing a multi-terminal game is quick and easy, and the turns compile very quickly on 386 machines. This game’s development history on the Mac shows in its smooth functioning in an icon-driven, multi-user environment. New World has taken great pains to make computer players blend in with their human counterparts so that a large game in the workplace becomes a game of guessing who is an artificial intelligence and who is the real McCoy. The computer players take on ordinary first names, will keep this in mind and act in the same manner as a human player. It is often frustrating to have a great fight for an hour or so and then realize one is stranded because there isn’t enough metal to build a new colony ship. This can happen to experienced players if they get caught in the middle of the map.

Also, considering this attrition factor, there should have been a command to force the computer to declare a winner based on holdings and technology. As it is now, a player has to wipe out everybody else in order to win and end the game, which hardly happens in larger games.

The lack of modern support is odd and slightly bothersome in a game that stresses a multi-player environment. Perhaps this oversight can be corrected in later versions. A mythical upgrade might also give a player a couple more combat options; I know it would be awfully nice to screen those valuable colony ships or retreat from combat altogether sometimes. But perhaps this is the wargamer in me asking for unneeded complexity.

Apart from this, HO! does what it sets out to do and makes no apologies. In these days of dubious marketing techniques for software it is refreshing to have a product that delivers exactly what the box advertises. Here is a game that is simple to learn and difficult to master. The entertaining chrome and light feel of this product draws in many people who don’t usually enjoy strategic computer games. This alone makes it unique in the realm of Spaceexploitation games and certainly worth its space on a hard drive for a long, long time.

Now, if you’ll excuse me, I got a wild ship to catch and a galaxy full o’hombres to tame.
General Grog Nard
Woos Victory

Successful Strategy in Spaceward Ho!

by Roger-Tzu White

"Sir! This Command Center isn't Spartan, it's Nouveau Francais!" announced General Grog Nard.

"Oui, Oui." announced his aid, Bernaise.

"But you are not here to admire my etchings... I don't think, You are here to learn the secrets of mastering Spaceward Ho, no?"

"Ho! know? Yes." says I.

Grog Nard grinned and leaned back. "I think of Victory as the rich merchant's daughter, and myself as the young officer with overdue gambling debts: she must be courted. You will find your way of courting Victory, but here are three secrets I employ to winning her hand: spend lavishly on technology, be coy in early colonizing, and be chintzy with metal."

Tech, Always More Tech!

"To fight efficiently you must have technology superior to your enemies. Of course, you may win a desperate engagement here or there without it, but, like good health and French wine, there is really no substitute.

"This National Will, he is a good general, no?" chimed in Bernaise.

"I recommend that technology never be any less than the longest bar on your budget chart, and over half your spending most of the time. The only time to deviate is when getting your first colony ship built. Colonies are important, and to make them you need a colony ship."

Maintaining Colonies

"Colonies provide you with the good things in life: metal, money and bases. But, Mon Dieu, they are expensive at the start! It's important to keep up the appearance of great growth, but, regretfully, you must not live beyond your means. Think of each new colony as a mistress. Start with one that is easy to develop — one with a temperature in the 100-140 degree range. As long as it is colonizable, don't worry about how favorable the gravity is on this first world; gravity doesn't affect how fast a world can become profitable — temperature determines that."

The general smiled and continued, "Lavish money on this charming child-world. Make it grow quickly so it will cease to burden you quickly. Start another colony only when this first child is moving toward self-sufficiency. Your second colony can be either another attractive colony world or a metal world. If it's a metal world, mine it in, mine it quickly, and then move out. In the early game be quick to abandon colonies. Extract what you desire from them and leave without a second thought."

The great strategist pondered for a moment. "Under some circumstances, your early exploration will uncover a world like this: .95G, 350 temperature and 20,000 metal. The attractive gravity means this will be a great world for you some day, but the hostile temperature means it will take a long time to develop. In the early years, treat this world as just another metal world: mine it, then move out. Come back later, after you have turned one or two other worlds profitable, to terraform this gem."

"Why, monsieur?" interrupted Bernaise.

"Because," the general patiently explained, "Your earliest goal must be to build a technological lead over your neighbors and a modest, two to three world economic base. Ideally, you can do this with a small pack of scouts and a single colony ship, all at technology level two or three. The temptation is strong, but don't build any more ships than you absolutely need."

"Oui, mon general, but why not build a fleet to extend your great glory to all the stars?"

"Don't get saucy with me, Bernaise! You don't build Le Grande Armada early because it's another drain on your resources — resources that need to be spent on colonies and technology, technology, technology! An early fleet will soon be a puny fleet. It will use up precious metal, and it will become obsolete before it leaves the design table.

If an opponent launches a determined assault, or occupies a key world, build enough fleet to foil him or her. Other than responding to threat, build only enough fleet to protect your colony ships and open worlds for them. Move around enemy strong points rather than through them. The galaxy is a big place."

"But when, mon general?" asked Bernaise.

"The middle phase is the time to build large
fleets, to mine extensively, and to colonize worlds you passed up in the early years. This is the time to have two or three colony ships active and an armada of fighters for each to clear the way. As critical as the beginning era is, the middle phase is just as critical. The middle game is when you establish how much metal you will have for the end game and how large an income base you will have to keep pushing your technology. There will be many large fleets cruising the galaxy in the middle game. Your computer opponents will show up on your planetary doorsteps with armadas of six to twelve fighters with five- to seven-level technology. You need to either kill these fleets outright or stay out of their way by maneuvering them.

Bernaise’ eyes widened, “How do you maroon an armada?”

“Simple. Keep colony ships away from it. The enemy will jump as deep as his or her technology allows. If an armada jumps deep into your territory and you can identify where it came from, take that launching world and hold it. If a colony ship can’t follow the armada, the enemy ships will sit harmlessly until you can bring up a more powerful fleet to ‘salvage’ its metal.”

A slight pause accentuated the import of the previous advice. Then, the general continued the lecture. “To win the middle game, you must have a technological edge. To finance the technology you need profitable worlds, but the more colonies you have, the more money and metal it takes to ring them with defensive ships. The balancing of these necessities is a most delicate task. So, when in doubt, spend on technology. A technology lead will accomplish the same defensive role as launching satellites, but without using metal or extra money for equipping each planet. Technology saves metal, and you need to be chintzy with your metal in the middle phase if you are to be a leader in the end.”

The End Is Near

Bernaise could contain his curiosity no longer. “When does the end game begin?” he asked.

“The end game begins when metal runs out. Most of the galaxy’s metal will be in ships or treasures about the time computer players start making 7th to 9th level fighters. When the metal runs out, the average technology of a silicon opponent fleet skyrockets, but the number of ships in the fleet declines. And once the metal runs out, recovering from a large fleet loss becomes very difficult.

The general, pointing to a flickering computer screen, continued Bernaise’s education. “The end game has three distinct characteristics: First, there is no free metal left. If you want more metal, you must scavenge your own ships or destroy an enemy fleet over a world you either own or will take at the end of the battle. In the end game metal is power. How much metal you own completely determines how large a fleet you can muster.”

“Second,” he elucidated, “worlds jump into three categories: mature-friendly, dead and mature-enemy. The mature enemy worlds sport 200,000 or more people armed with high technology weapons. Even though they have no ships around them, they are safe from your fleets unless you attack with a dozen or so technologically superior fighters. Sending small scouting expeditions becomes expensive in the end game. The scouts will either live to report a dead world or die reporting an enemy-occupied world and leave their metal to the occupier.”

“Third,” pontificated the officer, “it takes forever to jump technology levels, and even longer to design a ship that takes advantage of the new technology once you’ve acquired it. For instance, I often find myself using the first third of my budget for building 10th level ships; the second third devoted to finishing my first 12th level fighter; and the remaining third devoted to researching 13th level technology. I am building 10th level ships simply because I don’t have enough money to spend to finish the 12th level in time to fight the battles that need to be fought. Once the first 12th level comes on line, I cut off 10th level production immediately, build 12th level ships, and start designing the 13th level ship my technology can finally support. If my metal needs are acute, I stop fighting; scrap the 10th level fleet and reconstitute the metal as 12-level ships.”

The general winked conspiratorially and continued. “If you have the metal and technology to make one ‘hammer’ fleet for the end game, you will win. If not ... stalemate is not an uncommon ending.”

“What’s a hammer fleet?” queried Bernaise.

“A fleet so large and technologically advanced that it can hammer mature worlds into submission without the loss of a ship. This fleet then moves from world to world followed by a colony ship. Use this fleet to reduce and colonize planets. The more mature planets you control, the more income you will have to devote to technology and the faster your technology will progress. The one thing you want to avoid above all is breaking your hammer — either by facing an opposing large fleet or a mature world so large and advanced that your fleet is destroyed. Even if you have the reserves to replace this fleet, you have given thousands and thousands of units of scarce metal to one of your opponents. This metal will come back against you as a high technology fleet hammering your worlds.”

Human versus Silicon opponents

“I understand this game can be played by many people,” commented the younger officer.

“Many people? True indeed! This is one of the finest games this year for many-people play! To have a game that is so easily played yet supports such suble tactics is a most pleasurable breakthrough.

“The designers have cast off the shackles of accommodating NetBIOS and modems. They have designed purely for Windows and used a shared file on a network drive as the communications medium. The result is a game that is surprisingly easy to start, accommodates perhaps ten players without getting bogged down (I’ve faced as many as five at one time), and does an excellent job of camouflaging the human-computer difference. It’s an excellent multiplayer game.”

“In fact,” asserted the general, “the game’s major weakness is that with many players, there will be early losers, and these people will be looking for something else to do. But there is a solution. One of the virtues of Windows is that it can multi-task, so start a second game of Spaceward Hol. All the players can enter this second game, but those that haven’t lost in the first game can invoke robot play in the second game and concentrate on playing in the first game. As people fall out of competition in the first game, they can take over their position in the second and keep playing there. If a person is a fast mover, he or she can play in both games.”

“Thank you, General Nard.”

“Any time, monsieur, and remember—”

“Your etchings? I’m not sure when I’ll have the time—”

“No, No”

“If I may, mon General, remember: Technology, toujours technology.”

“Thank you, Bernaise.”
Playing the Process

Behind the screens with Jim Dunnigan’s Victory at Sea

by Alan Enrich

In early February, I sat in on meetings that the press rarely gets to be a part of. Production meetings for games are generally not very exciting and, except for obtaining “rumors of war,” not very newsworthy. However, when the subject is a particularly ambitious wargame design like Three-Sixty’s Victory at Sea, and when one of the personalities involved is the dean of board wargaming and celebrated military author, James F. Dunnigan, there could easily be a story. Such was the case during a critical stage in the development of Victory at Sea.

Defining Victory

Victory at Sea may well be the most ambitious wargame project from Three-Sixty to date. Since the game is to be built on an entirely new game engine, as specified in Dunnigan’s design notes, the primary purpose of these meetings was to translate Dunnigan’s boardgame design into a computer game design.

Jim Dunnigan has designed over 120 board wargames, most of which appeared during the 1970s. Although he is well versed in computer technology (his latest book, a 1993 revision of The Complete Wargames Handbook, shifted a great deal of its focus to computer wargames), he is not a state-of-the-art computer programmer (he considers it “a spectator’s sport”). Therefore, when he designed what was to become Victory at Sea “on spec” (putting together spreadsheets, tables and some rudimentary algorithms) with co-designer Al Nofi (who Jim describes as the “primary data digger” for the game), they put three months of research into a multi-page information package that the programmers of Three-Sixty were to work their magic on.

Unfortunately, programming a computer game from what is essentially a boardgame design is not exactly a snap. There are things that are easily done (and easily corrected when done wrong) in a boardgame design that are a nightmare to program. When programming The Perfect General, for instance, Mark Baldwin and Bob Rakosky of White Wolf Productions told me of the many challenges they faced translating Bruce Williams’ home-brew strategy boardgame that he had played and evolved over many years of playtesting. Now, try to imagine programming a boardgame design that doesn’t even exist as a boardgame. No matter how talented the two sides are, there will be some integration problems, and that’s where things started getting interesting.

Lights, Camera, Action

At these meetings, Jim Dunnigan was in his element. Holding court for the programming team in the same way he does at all his lectures and in his guest shots on television, Dunnigan explained the entire war in the Pacific, subject by subject. How were land-based air units transported to island bases thousands of miles from where they were produced? Dunnigan explains that “jeep carriers” were built on merchant ship hulls and used to ship disassembled fighters packed in crates. Lectures on Japanese merchant shipping losses and their submarine supply system emphasized some of the gaming issues to be solved. Once all of the issues were on the table, it was time for everyone to put their heads together and try to find as many solutions and elegant implementations as possible.

Fortunately, for every problem, there is a solution to turn to history and use it as a baseline. With Dunnigan serving as a walking encyclopedia on the subject, his quick moves to the wall map or computer screen resolved these matters and set the direction of every problem’s solution with some ease. Occasionally, there would be “game play” element problems. With so much board and computer gaming talent in the room, many solutions were suggested and “ease of use” features devised by the assembled crew.

Where’s the Steak?

Naturally, as the dialogue went back and forth, additional game features were considered or reluctantly dropped due to various
chance of a tactical air or land combat game should show task forces from a top-down view. Two options were discussed, "realistic" and "player enhanced" modes. In the realistic mode, the player is glued to his flagship and can only issue orders to other ships which those ships may or may not follow. Sighting will be restricted to whatever that ship could see, including enemy gun flashes at night if the smoke and weather are not too heavy. In the player enhanced mode, one can jump from ship to ship, selecting targets and ordinance for them and seeing the world from each individual ship's perspective. With any luck, there will be a film replay of the battle, lifting the fog of war and showing what actually happened.

Finally, fans of Gary Grigsby's Pacific War have not been ignored in the production of Victory at Sea. Mr. Dunnigan is a major presence on GENie (he is the designer and organizer of GENie's 100 Years War game) and has closely followed the discussions of Pacific War there. When discussing potential features to add or remove from the Victory at Sea design, the feedback of wargamers on GENie was heard loud and clear. "Oil is popular," Jim Dunnigan commented between sips of a highly caffeinated soda. "So is politics." What will become of these and other wargamer requests in the finished product of Victory at Sea remains to be seen, but one thing is certain: both the designer and the programming team would love to put it all in, if they could.

A Theme (and Theme Music)

Of course, the best design in the world isn't going to matter much if it doesn't sell. So, Dunnigan met with the Marketing Department at Three-Sixty, as well. His mission was to explain in his inimitable style what Victory at Sea was supposed to be and why it would be special. During the engaging monologue which ensued, the picture became clear: Victory at Sea was to be a wargame with an on-line history book included with it. It could be just as easily sold as an on-line history book with a complete simulation included with it. For those who have not made the connection yet, Jim Dunnigan was the editor of Strategy & Tactics magazine for eleven years (1969-1980) during the "glory" days of board wargaming. That magazine's philosophy, beginning the day Jim took over as editor, was to be a military history magazine with a game included which would underscore the lessons covered in the main article of the issue. Victory at Sea has set out to be the modern day, computerized equivalent of those classic issues.

Using a hypertext system similar to that used in popular encyclopedia programs, players can intercept the real-time play and call up relevant historical text for any point or action occurring on the map. This text will have key words highlighted so that players get more detailed information on them, and a complete table of contents and index will organize the approximately 100,000 words of text. (Dunnigan did mention that, "four books from now"—equalizing two years on his schedule—their publisher, Morrow, will publish the text as a separate c.400 page book.) Sadly, it does not look as though Dunnigan's on-line history book will be able to be printed and merged at this point (word processing code, apparently, is not a game programmer's bailiwick). The marketing type, of course, were intrigued with this whole concept, but the hard-core wargamers will also be pleased to know that they are getting two Jim Dunnigan/Al Nofi products in one, a dynamically designed computer wargame and a complete history book packed to the margins with data and written in their articulate and concise style.

The crowning touch came when Project Manager Rod Graves announced that the copyrights to the moving, Richard Rogers soundtrack from the late 1950s TV series, Victory at Sea, had lapsed and would be available for the game. This soundtrack, combined with the ambient video and the hypertext reference, is designed to add a lot of "sex appeal" to Victory at Sea, potentially moving the product into the broader reaches of the market.

Where Credit is Due

Three-Sixty certainly deserves a nod for allowing us to observe their design and marketing meetings. Seldom does the press get to sit in meetings concerning the difficulties of design integration or the schemes of marketing. Ironically, one of Jim Dunnigan's books is entitled Dirty Little Secrets. That's what I felt I was getting for this story. All the sources were opened, everyone spoke freely about the good, bad and ugly of the design and marketing of a major wargame release. Having been witness to the 99% perspiration involved in the creative process, I believe that most wargamers should be thankful that theirs is the most enjoyable part of the process—playing the finished product. If Jim Dunnigan and Three-Sixty can translate their ideas and ideals into program code, Victory at Sea should be a decisive victory for every wargamer.
An Annotated Listing of Pre-20th Century Wargames

by M. Evan Brooks

A survey of games based in this period was originally published in CGW#75 (October 1990). With the large number of new games being released annually, we felt an updated version necessary. The pre-20th century period continues to be a neglected wargaming realm, with the games that are published emphasizing a few specific periods. But there are large periods of history which have yet to be touched: the Peloponnesian Wars, the Thirty Years War (1618-1648), Byzantine warfare, and the "Age of Sail" for example.

Even in the short time since the first appearance of this list, the character of the computer market has changed dramatically. The gaming industry is no longer shifting as rapidly among different computer types as it once was. During the 8-bit era, games had to be produced for different machine types, each of which was completely incompatible with its competitors. Today, the MS-DOS machine has gained a virtual domination of the market, but incompatibilities within the MS-DOS market itself are becoming more varied than the 8-bit market ever was. DOS 5.0 and expanded memory have become necessities; CGA graphics are extinct, and newer games require SVGA graphics cards; clock speeds below 33 MHz are becoming unsupported, and it is likely that the machine of the near future may be the 486-66. The games themselves are growing ever larger, and it is not unusual to have a game with ten high-density disks. Sound support also causes a disconnect between machine use, and there is no fix likely to appear.

In checking the CGW Hall of Fame, be sure to understand the obsolescence built into the ratings. It illustrates games that were unique and successful when released, and not necessarily those on the "cutting edge" today. It is doubtful if the computer world will ever develop its classics like Monopoly of the boardgame genre. Those games that do achieve classic status will only be seen by newer generations of users if the simulations are converted into newer machine formats. Thus, surveys such as this are updated and revised so that the user may have some indication of what is/was available. It should be noted that the ratings are an individual preference, and do not necessarily reflect the opinions of the publisher of this magazine. Ratings deteriorate over the years, since the "half-life" of a computer game can often be measured in months.

Please note platform availability; a five-star game on an Atari 800 that is several years old is not of the same sophistication as a new product designed for an SVGA PC 486-33. However, it has been given its rating for what it did, to a lesser extent what it still does, and perhaps for the place it holds in this reviewer's heart and memory. Of course, the designers look askance at these ratings, and often deluge the magazine with venomous complaints. Again, these are intrinsically subjective, and a discriminating reader should be able to temper the ratings with this writer's normal reviews in order to ascertain the inherent biases. In all candor, I have intentionally taken steps to reduce the ratings of older games; the computer market's "flavor of the week" simply cannot sustain an older platform vehicle and product.

Prices are difficult to determine for older games, since they are so heavily discounted, assuming they can be found at all. Thus, be aware that the prices are only a rough guideline. Also, since this guide is for reference, one should be aware that prices shift downward rapidly.

If any readers have additions/corrections/modifications, please send them to me in care of this magazine or via modem (on GENie, address: M.E.BROOKS; on Prodigy, HFTN43A).

LEGEND (NA = Data not available)
LINE 1 — Title
LINE 2 — Machine Format: (Amiga)/(C)ommodore/Apple II/TRS-80/Ill/(G)/ig/(Am)/sta/ST/(Macintosh)/(IBM);
CGW Articles: Issue #’s in which game was mentioned (bold print refers to major article);
Company/Designer/Date of Publication/Price (OP = Out of Print)
Rating:
0 = Good use as a magnet holder
** = Margin
*** = Average to Good
**** = Very Good
***** = Highly Recommended
N-R = Not Rated
LINE 3 — Difficulty Level: (Beginner/Intermediate/Advanced)
Emphasis:
(Land)/(Naval)/(Air)/(Diplomatic)/(Economic)/Level of Command: (Tactical/Operational/Strategic)
# of Players (M = modem play)
Tactical: man-to-man up to company level
Operational: battalion-level to division-level
Strategic: corps-level to theater army or higher

Military Organization:
• Fire Team 2 - 3
• Squad 9 - 12
• Platoon 40 - 50
• Company 120 - 150
BATLLES OF NAPOLEON
A CONSTRUCTION SET

ARMADA
(IJS) PSS; Peter Turcan; 1990; O/P; **
Adv/Nav/Op/1

A British product, this covered the defeat of the Spanish Armada (1588) by a motley crew of English adventurers, opportunists and patriots. Using a "commander viewpoint," it is somewhat difficult to learn the basic system, but it presents a unique perspective, e.g. Waterloo, Borodino.

AUSTRIELITZ
(IJS/CLIST; #70) Cornerstone; Stephen Beckett and Steven Krentel; 1990; $49.99; **
Adv/Nav/Op/0-2

The Napoleonic Battle of Three Emperors, it is a logical successor to Krentel's earlier products (Napoleon at Waterloo and Borodino: 1812). Incremental improvements did not disguise the fact that the graphics were obsolete when released.

BANDIT KINGS OF ANCIENT CHINA
(IJS/CL; #65, 88) Koel; Kou Shibusawa; 1989; $59.95; **
Adv/Nav/Op/Str/1

A "simulation" of 12th century China, the game utilizes magic as well as Chinese medieval strategic play. One of the more esoteric computer games ever designed insofar as subject matter is concerned.

BATTLES OF NAPOLEON
(Ap/CIC; #57,60,83) Strategic Simulations, Inc.;
Chuck Kneegel; 1988; $49.95; **+
Adv/Nav/1/Tac/1-2

A detailed tactical study of the Napoleonic Wars, this product may lack the graphic flash of some more popular designs, but its play value and historical accuracy mandated its acquisition for anyone interested in the period. Included scenarios are portions of the Battles of Borodino, Auerstadt, Quatre Bras, and Waterloo plus a scenario editor.

BLUE & GREY, EDWARD GRABOWSKI'S
(Am/I) Impressions: Edward Grabowski; 1993; $60.95; N-R
Adv/Nav/Op/Str/1

A forthcoming simulation of the entire American Civil War.

BLUE POWDER/GRAY SMOKE
(Ap/CIC; #35, CGF Winter 1987) Garde; Ralph Bosson; 1987; O/P; +
Adv/Nav/1/Tac/Op/1-2

A Civil War tactical game covering portions of the Battles of Sharpsburg, Gettysburg, and Chickamauga. It utilized an interesting graphical approach, not one which became tedious and distracting. An ambitious design, but one which did not meet with critical or consumer success.

BORODINO: 1812
(Au/CIC; #41) Krentel; Steve Krenkel and Stephen Beckett; 1987; $59.95; **+
Adv/Nav/1/Tac/Op/1-2

The Napoleonic battle covered in an operational approach, the game is playable, although the graphics are not state-of-the-art.

BORODINO
(IJS) PSS; Peter Turcan; 1990; O/P; **
Adv/Nav/Op/1


BROADSIDES
(Ap/CIC; #6,3) Strategic Simulations, Inc.;
Wayne Garris; 1983; O/P; **
Adv/Nav/1/Tac/1

Probably the most successful ship-to-ship simulation of Napoleonic warfare, it had good entertainment value. While some maneuvers are over-simplified (e.g. raking), it remains the standard. While load time can be time-consuming, this writer still plays it on an Atari 800.

BY FIRE & SWORD
(l) Avalon Hill; Steve Estvanik; 1985; O/P; 0
Adv/Nav/Op/1-2

A semi-historical abstraction of medieval warfare that's simply not worth the disk it's copied on.

CAESAR
(Am/I; 103,104) Impressions; David Lester;
1993; $59.95; ***
Adv/Nav/Op/Str/1

Sim City in Rome. Begin as a low ranking Roman bureaucrat and work up to "The Purple." More of a game than a simulation, but it can be fun.

CASTLES
(Am/I; #79,86) Interplay; Scott Bennie; 1991;
Construction and defense of Middle Ages upscale residential housing: graphically well-done and initially fascinating to watch, Castles can quickly become somewhat tedious. Is there a game in here, or is it a software toy?

CASTLES: THE NORTHERN CAMPAIGN
(I) Interplay; Brian Fargo; 1992; $29.95; **
Int/Land/Tac/1
An expansion to Castles, with additional scenarios.

CASTLES II: SIEGE AND CONQUEST
(I) #96,99,102,103,105; Interplay; Vince DeNardo; 1992; $59.95; ***
Int/Land/Op/1
The sequel to Castles, only emphasizing gameplay at a higher level. Much more of a war game than the former, and worthy of examination by anyone interested in the period.

CENTURION: DEFENDER OF ROME
(Anal/1; #74,83) Electronic Arts; Kelly Beck; 1990; $24.95; **
Int/Land/Op/1
A graphical tour de force—a historic tour de force. Chariot racing, gladiatorial combats, and detailed military battles would seem to be the answer to an Emperor’s dream. However, its relation to historical versimilitude is coincidental.

CHAMPION OF THE RAJ
(Anal/ST/1; #78) Level 9; NA; NA; NA; N-R
Int/Land/Str/1-6
A strategic struggle to achieve British control and domination over the Indian sub-continent in the heyday of Imperialism.

CHANCELLOR OF THE EXCHEQUER
(Av; #4,3) Mach-ina; R.C. Chiorofalo; 1983; OIP; **
Int/Land/Str/1
An economic simulation of the British Empire, this is an extensive product. Very dated, but it remains an interesting simulation.

CHARGE OF THE LIGHT BRIGADE, THE
(Anal/ST/1) Impressions; Edward Grabowski; 1991; $49.95; N-R
Int/Land/Tac/1
A recreation of one of the most historic military "battles" ever fought. Medioocre graphics and poor user interface; available in Britain only.

CHICKAMAUGA
(Av; #5,3) GDW; Worlds to Conquer; 1985; OIP; **
Int/Land/Tac/Op/1-2
A boardgame company's foray into the computer simulation market. The game was marred by poor graphics and slow play.

CHICKAMAUGA, REBEL CHARGE AT
(Anal/Av/Ar/Cl; #40) Strategic Simulations; Inc.; Chuck Koergel; 1987; $14.95; **
Int/Land/Op/1-2
Another of SSL’s Civil War battles, this covers the subject quite well, although the battle itself often degenerates into a confused slugfest through the ubiquitous heavily wooded terrain.

CIVIL WAR
(I; #51) Avalon Hill; Steve Esrivanik; 1988; $35;
05 Adv/Land/Op/Strt/1-2
Based on the Victory Games boardgame of the same title, this product covers the American Civil War (1861-1865). It shows how one can take a highly playable boardgame and turn it into an unplayable computer "product." Marred by incomplete rules, incomplete graphics and incomplete programming, Civil War stands out clearly in any "Crowd of Losers." Interestingly enough, Avalon Hill promised a corrected disk, but don't hold your breath.

SID MEIER’S CIVIL WAR (working title)
(I; #105) MicroProse; Sid Meier; 1993(?) N/R
Int/Land/Nav/Op/Strt/1
Not even the title is finalized, but maven designer Sid Meier is expected to produce another blockbuster. Only the Eastern Theater will be covered; historically, the West was a stalemate, while the theater of decision proved to be the West. Like No Greater Glory, victory will be determined by whether or not Lincoln can manage to win reelection in 1864.

CIVILIZATION
(Anal/MI; #92,93,94) MicroProse; Sid Meier; 1991; $69.95;*****
Int/Land/Strt/1
A "Sid Meier classic" covering civilization from 4000 BC to 2100 AD. More addictive than crack, it should come with its own warning label. The only deficiency is that it is so rich and textured that the documentation is incomplete, thereby almost necessitating the purchase of a companion book.
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CLEAR FOR ACTION
(At; #4.6) Avalon Hill; Michael Stradley; 1984; $5.00; 0;
Int/Nav/Tac/1-2
Napoleonic naval warfare, this “Age of Sail” simulation may still be overpriced at the current asking price. Marred by poor graphics, poor interface and marginal entertainment value.

CLIPPER
(At) PBI; John Bayes; 1982; O/P; *
Beg/Nav/Tac/1
An “educational” simulation (with all the baggage that entails), this simulation represents a voyage of an 1850 Clipper ship attempting to deliver its cargo and maximize its profits. Its high point (2) lies in teaching the player basic compass direction (0-360 degrees).

COHOR
(Released in the United States as Fighting For Rome. See below.)

COHORT II
(I) Impressions; Edward Grabowski; 1993; $29.95; NA
Int/Land/Tac/1-2
An upgrade of Cohort. For those owning the first release, an upgrade is available for $14.95. Aside from an upgrade of graphics and gameplay, the new version is part of an interlocking game system module with Caesar, allowing the user to “drop” and play out the tactical battles.

COLONIAL CONQUEST
(Am/At/CS; #5.5) Strategic Simulations, Inc.;
Dan Cermak; 1985; O/P; **
Beg/Land-Nav/Op-Sr/1-6
A strategic simulation of the European attempt to dominate the globe in the 19th Century, this is a very playable, albeit historical, game. Supply and logistics are non-existent, and some strange results occur (e.g. Japan invading Africa with 1,000,000 troops), but as a light diversion, Colonial Conquest can be fun.

COMPUTER NAPOLEONICS: The Battle Of Waterloo
(AP) Strategic Simulations, Inc.; John Lyon and Joel Billings; 1980; O/P; N/R
Adv/Land/Op1
The first computer simulation of Napoleon’s most famous battle. Being one of SSI’s very first games, it is clearly dated.

CONQUEST OF JAPAN
(Atm/I) Impressions; Edward Grabowski; 1992; $59.95; **
Int/Land/Tac/Op/1
Pseudo-historical game of medieval Japan. It is marred by a user interface that is difficult to use and a random setup which makes any pretense to history purely coincidental.

CONQUERED KINGDOMS
(I: #100,102,103) QQP; Bruce Williams and Thurston Searfoss; 1992; $59.95; **+
Int/Land/Op-Sr/1-2; M
A game of medieval strategy and fantasy. While gameplay is high, this reviewer admits to a distaste for obscuring decent wargames with fantasy elements.

DAWN OF CIVILIZATION
(At: #4.2) SuperWare; George Schwank; 1984; O/P; N-R
Beg/Land/Tac/1-4
Players lead a band of primitive hunter-gatherers in their daily struggle to feed themselves and fight back marauders.

DECISION AT GETTYSBURG
(I: #72) Tigon; Jeffrey R. Wickersham; 1990; $49.95; *+
Adv/Land/Op1-2
An operational simulation of the Gettysburg Campaign, its “new” graphics (VGA) were not sufficient to overcome the lack of a friendly user interface.

THE ROAD FROM SUMTER TO APPOMATTOX

June 25, 1861 . . . “The first shots of the Civil War have been fired . . . Fort Sumter has fallen. Volunteers on both sides rush to their colors. Across the Union the cry mounts . . . ON TO RICHMOND.”

The Road From Sumter To Appomattox covers the entire Civil War from the opening guns of Bull Run to the final surrender. All the military and economic might of the Union or Confederacy is at your command.

FEATURES:
- Human or computer opponents.
- Over 100 individually named and rated generals.
- Control the promotions and dismissals of those generals.
- Continuous-play, daily pulses, send orders—whenever you like.
- Different unit types combine to form divisions and corps.
- Full control over the national production system.
- A detailed supply system using railroads, wagons and ships.
- Naval operation includes ocean and river going vessels.
- Economic system includes foreign trade and blockade runners.
- Beautiful 256 color VGA map that stretches from New Orleans to Philadelphia, from Kansas City to Bermuda.
- Fully integrated tactical combat system emphasizing command control and quick resolution of even the largest battles.
- Scenario editor allows players to construct their own battles or play those already included.

Send cheque or money order to:
ADANAC COMMAND SYSTEMS CORP.
102 – 1342 West 4th Avenue
Vancouver, B.C. Canada V6H 3Y8
Telephone: (604) 739-1162

$54.95
plus $5.00 S&H
TOTAL $59.95 US
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DECISIVE BATTLES OF THE CIVIL WAR I
(Ap/C/MI; #49) Strategic Studies Group; Roger Keating & Ian Troutt; 1988; $40.00; **
Int/Land/Tac/Op/0-2
The Battlefront system adapted for the American Civil War. SSG products inspire either vast admiration or marginal distaste, with their emphasis on "fog of war" and lack of command control. Covers the Battles of Bull Run I-11, Shiloh, Antietam, Fredericksburg and Chickamauga.

DECISIVE BATTLES OF THE CIVIL WAR II
(Ap/C/II; #54.65) Strategic Studies Group; Roger Keating and Ian Troutt; 1989; $40.00; **
Int/Land/Tac/Op/0-2
See above. Covers the Battles of Gaines' Mill, this product is an arcade-like African explorer game. It owes its ancestry more to Hollywood (King's Solomon's Mines) than to history.

HIGH SEAS
(Ap/I; #43) Garde; Ralph Bosson; 1987; $49.95; **
Int/Nav/Tac/Op/1-2
An Age of Sail simulation, this product emphasizes joystick maneuverability. Graphics are somewhat convoluted, as is overall game play.

HOUSE DIVIDED, A: BULL RUN
(M/I) Three-Sixty; Atomic Games; 1993; NA/N/R
Int/Land/Op/I-2
Part one of a series to debut in 1993. Similar to V For Victory WWII design.

HUNDRED YEARS WAR
(Atl; #100) GEnie; Jim Dunnigan and Al Nolfi; 1992; $60.00/hour; **
Int/Land/Op/Str/1-300; M
The English-French Wars (1337-1453), with emphasis on all facets of society — both strategic, operational and tactical (ranging from individual jousters to attempting to produce an heir). A thoroughly rich and textured ambience produces a unique gaming experience, but one that requires extreme time for full play. Estimated total cost per game may be in the range of $300.

INCUNABULA
(I; #3.5) Avalon Hill; Steve Estvanik; 1985; O/P;
Int/Land/Str/1-4
A Civilization-type simulation, one must attempt to found a lasting culture. Political/military from the macro-scale, with marginal graphics.

JOAN OF ARC: Siege & The Sword
(As/ST/I; #68) Broderbund; Carlo Percotti; 1989; $44.95; **+
Int/Land/Op/1
The first game released covering the Hundred Years War (or an aspect thereof), Joan Of Arc is more of an arcade game than a serious simulation. Adequate graphics and coverage of a hitherto neglected period of warfare do not fully make up for a series of arcade sequences couched in a historic milieu.

LEGIONNAIRE
(Ap,C; #2.6) Avalon Hill; Chris Crawford; 1982; O/P; **+
Int/Land/Tac/I
A Chris Crawford sequel to Eastern Front, it was not a commercial success. Easy play and adequate graphics could not otherwise overcome a marginally historical simulation of Roman tactics.

LEGIONS OF ROME
(Ap/I; #92.95) Koei; Kou Shibasawa; 1991; $59.95; **
Int/Land/Nav/Op/SI/1-2
Napoleon's career as seen through a very different perspective. Most of Koei's previous efforts had been devoted to the East (cf. Genghis Khan, Nobunaga's Ambition, etc.), and this was their first product to cover a period more familiar to Western culture. As such, it was a failure. There was little of the ambience of the Napoleonic Era, and tactical combat seemed to yield artillery with ranges of 20 miles.

LIBERTY OR DEATH
(I; 101) Koei; Kou Shibasawa; 1993; $59.95; NA
Int/Land/Nav/Op/Str/I-2
Koei tries again in a Western orientation. Ranged fires seem to be a continuing problem given the scale of combat, and naval invasions become somewhat protracted.

LORDS OF CONQUEST
(As/ST/ST/I; #32) Electronic Arts; Eon Software; 1986; O/P; **+
Beg/Land/Nav/Op/I-4
A classic wargame, this abstract simulation is easy to learn and play. It comes highly recommended, although its age and later conversions to 16-bit systems have been mediocre at best.

LORDS OF THE RISING SUN
(As; #60.61) Cinemaware; Doug Barnett; 1989; $49.95; **
Int/Tac/Op/1
A graphical masterpiece, it is only marginally a game of the unification of Japan.

MAN OF WAR
(I; Simulations Canada; NA; NA; NA; N/R
Int/Nav/Tac/NA
A "promised" forthcoming game with minimal graphics, but one that covers a period conspicuously omitted in the 16-bit world, the "Age of Sail."

MEDIEVAL LORDS
(I; #5.86) Strategic Simulations, Inc.; Martin Campion; 1991; $59.95; **
Int/Land/Str/I-10
Storm Across Europe transposed to the Middle Ages. Strangely enough, it succeeds better than the original. While the graphics are less than inspiring, the game play and history present interesting challenges.

MERCHANT COLONY
(As/ST/I; #86) Merit; Impressions; 1991; $49.95; **
Int/Nav/Op/Str/I-2
Hudson Bay, British East India Company — the age of Inder Barons. The game is marred by poor graphics, a poor interface and marginal historical accuracy.

NAPOLEON AT WATERLOO
(Ap/C; #4.5.2) Krentek; Steve Krenke; 1985; O/P;
Int/Land/Op/1
An early version of Napoleon's Waterloo, the game is commendable for ease of play, but marred by ahistorical tactics necessary for victory.

NAPOLEON'S CAMPAIGNS, 1813, 1815
(As/ST/I; #98) RAW; Frank Hunter; 1992; $49.95; **
Int/Land/Str/I-2
A campaign game of the Napoleonic Wars, with "functional" (i.e. minimalists) graphics and the capacity to integrate miniatures.

NOBUNAGA's AMBITION
(As/MI; #51) Koei; Kou Shibasawa; 1988; $59.95; **
Int/Land/Op/Str/I-4
A fascinating simulation of the attempt to unify Japan under the rule of an effective leader; this product emphasizes diplomatic and economic as well as military perspectives.
PIRATES OF THE BARBARY COAST
(At/St/1) TDC Distributors; Hal McCray, Craig Morehouse; 1986; O/P; *
Beg/Nav/Tac
An arcade-like game with mediocre graphics and marginal gameplay. Rescue the merchant’s daughter, kill the pirate, “In like Flynn” but without his panache and elan.

POPULOUS
(Am/I) #60.61.62.66 Electronic Arts; Bullfrog; 1990; $29.95; ***
Int/Land/Op-Strt/1-2
A quasi-arcade game, but one with sustained play value. The major problem is that one cannot find “new worlds to conquer” without being successful at the predecessor levels.

Road to Gettysburg
(Am/I) Strategic Simulations, Inc.; Paul Murray; 1982; O/P; *
Int/Land/Tactical/1-2
A computer-modulated boardgame for the Civil War, its obsolescence is clearly visible.

ROMANCE OF THE THREE KINGDOMS
(At/I) Koetsu Shibusawa; 1988; $69.95; ***
Int/Land/Op-Strt/1-4
The unification of China as gamed via the same system as Nobunaga’s Ambition and Genghis Khan, it emphasizes aspects of role-playing to a larger degree than the former product.

ROMANCE OF THE THREE KINGDOMS II
(At/I) Koetsu Shibusawa; 1991; $69.95; ***
Int/Land/Op-Strt/1-4
Updated version with better graphics, sound, AI.

ROMANCE OF THE THREE KINGDOMS III
(At/I) Koetsu Shibusawa; 1993; NA; N/R
Int/Land/Op-Strt/1-4
Upcoming, updated version with better graphics, sound, and more scenarios.

Rome and the Barbarians
(Am/I) #4.3 Krentek; Steve Krentek; 1984; O/P; **+
Int/Land/Op
A strategic approach to the Roman Empire, it remains a challenging simulation. Graphics are marginally adequate, but play value is high.

Rourke’s Drift
(Am/I) Impressions; Edward Grabowski; 1990; $34.95; N/R
Int/Land/Tac
Previously released in Britain, a graphically updated version is planned for a 1993 American release.

Saratoga
(Am/I) APX; NA; O/P, *
Int/Land/Op-Strt/1
An unabashed clone of Chris Crawford’s Eastern Front, this product proves that a World War II game system does not necessarily transfer well to the American Revolution.

Seven Cities of Gold
(Am/Ap/M/I) #4.3.4.5 Electronic Arts; Don Duvall; 1986; $49.95; **+
Int/Land/Nav/Tac
An arcade-type rendition of the Exploration and Conquest of the New World, this is a classic game. Graphics on the 16-bit machines are poor, but on the earlier releases, the game remains a classic.

Seven Cities of Gold II
(Am/I) Electronic Arts; Dani Burnett; 1993; NA; N/R
Int/Land/Nav/Tac
Originally planned for the Columbus Anniversary, it is obviously late, but it should still garner a heartfelt welcome from users familiar with its predecessor.

Shattered Alliance, The
(Ap/Trs:80) #21 Strategic Simulations, Inc.; Paul Murray; 1982; O/P; **
Int/Land/Tac
Tactical ancients using fantasy units. The game featured seven pre-built scenarios and an editor.

Shiloh the Battle of
(Am/I) #78 Koe; Koetsu Shibusawa; 1990; $59.95; ****
Int/Land/Op-Strt/1-4
An updated version with improved artificial opponents and much improved graphics.

No Greater Glory
(Am/I) #90 Strategic Simulations, Inc.; Ed Bever; 1991; $59.95; **+
Int/Land/Op-Strt/1
Ed Bever’s follow-on to Revolution. A military and diplomatic strategic simulation of the American Civil War (1861-1865), it had all the “bells and whistles” but was definitely a case where the whole was less than the sum of its parts. Perhaps it tried to do too much, mixing military battles and political machinations into a difficult game to win. The lessons of history were well done. Also, the computer “cheats.”

North & South
(Am/I) #72 DataEast; Stephane Baudet; 1990; O/P; *
Int/Land/Strt/1
The comic-book version of the American Civil War, this product leans heavily to arcade-type play and graphic sequences. A French import, it is just about what one would expect from a country which has made Jerry Lewis a national icon and eats cheese that smells like people’s feet.

Old Ironsides
(Ap/3.3 Xerox Education; Jack Rice and Richard Heffer; 1982; N-R
Int/Land/Strt/2
A simple introduction to Age of Sail tactics.

Paris in Danger
(Am/I) #3.5 Avalon Hill; John Bell; 1983; O/P; *
Int/Land/Strt/2
A computer rendition of the 1814 Napoleonic Campaigns, it was marred by no computer AI, a clumsy interface and slowness.

Parthian Kings
(Ap/4.2 Avalon Hill; David Bradley; 1983; O/P; N/R Int/Land/Op-Strt/1-4
Strategy and magic in a fantasy setting.

Perfect General: Civil War
(IQ OQP; Bruce Zucconi; 1994.; NA; N/R Int/Land/Tac/Op-1-2; M
A successful design released for an earlier period, it should prove interesting.

Pirates!
(CG/S/I) GM Prose; Sid Meier; 1987; $44.95; ****
Int/Land/Nav/Strt/Op
A genre break-through, this is a fascinating simulation of the Age of Piracy. This reviewer’s initial impression was somewhat muted, in that he did not know if the product had “legs,” but it stands up far better than most computer simulations. “If I had one review to change...” Be aware that the various versions differ in quality.

Pirates of Gold
(M/I) MicroProse; Sid Meier and Paul Murphy; 1993; NA; N-R Int/Land/Nav/Strt/Op
An update of the MicroProse classic, this has the potential to be a true “Five-Star” release. Anxiously awaited.
SSI's more recent and more accurate rendition of the Battle of Shiloh.

**SIEGE**
(I: #99) Mindcraft; Ali Atabek; 1992; $59.95; ++
Int/Land/Tac-Op/1-2
Castle warfare for the fantasy-minded.

**SIEGE: The Dogs of War**
(I: #100) Mindcraft; Ali Atabek; 1992; $29.95; N-R
Int/Land/Tac-Op/1-2; M
Expansion disk for Siege offering new castles and a modern-to-modern option.

**SIX GUN SHOOTOUT**
(Av/Ci/Sp; #54) Strategic Simulations, Inc.; Jeff Johnson; 1985; O/P; ***
Int/Land/Tac/1-2
A Western simulation, owing more to Hollywood than history, it is easy-to-learn and even more fun to play. Do not expect to learn any historical insights into the Old West; just sit back and go along for the ride.

**SONS OF LIBERTY**
(Av/Ci/Sp; #40) Strategic Simulations, Inc.; David Landrey and Chuck Kroegel; 1987; $14.95; ***
Adv/Land/Tac-Op/1-2
SSI's Civil War engine simulates the American Revolution. Covering a somewhat neglected period, this simulation is both accurate and detailed.

**SPOILS OF WAR**
(Am/H; #99, #105) RAW; German Design Group; 1992; $59.95; **
Int/Nav-Land/Op-Str/1-2
The "Age of Exploration" dated a century later, with mediocre graphics and gameplay.

**SWORD OF ARAGON**
(I: #65) Strategic Simulations, Inc.; Russell Shilling; 1989; $39.95/$49.95; **+
Int/Land/Tac-Op/1-2
A medieval sword-and-sorcery simulation, this game yields a high playability factor, although its graphics and user interface are only marginal.

**SWORD OF THE SAMURAI**
(I: #67) MicroProse; Lawrence Schick; 1989;...
O/P: **...
Int/Land/Tac-Op/Str/1

The unification of Japan as seen by MicroProse. In the same vein as Pirates, the game was not as successful, although game play and historical research were evident. Duels, melee sequences and set-piece battles characterize this Oriental opus.

THEATRE OF WAR
(I: #97, #102) Three-Sixty; Bill Banks; 1992; $49.95; **
Int/Land-Air/Op (Abstract)/1-2; M

A wargaming first — i.e. first SVGGA release. It is its biggest claim to fame; takes the worst aspects of chess and wargaming and bundles them into a mediocre product.

U.M.S.
(Am/ST/MI/L; #43,48,51) Rainbird; Ezra Sidran; 1988; $39.95; *
Adv/Land/Op-Str/1-2

A visual feast, but a playable disaster. U.M.S. is incorrect on two counts, being neither universal nor a simulator. It lacks a naval option, and the user interface is quite clumsy. The initial disk includes the Battles of Arbela, Hastings, Marston Moor and Waterloo (the last of which omits the Prussians in total).

U.M.S. II
(Am/ST/MI/L; #87) MicroPlay; Ezra Sidran; 1990; $59.95; **
Adv/Land/Op-Str/1-2

A sequel to U.M.S, this simulation is more detailed. If at first you don’t succeed, fail again. Covering the Campaigns of Alexander the Great, it is getting closer to being a usable product, and another generation or two should see it finished.

UNCHARTED WATERS
(Mi/L; $94,95) Koei; Kou Shibusawa; 1992; $69.95; **
Int/Nav/Tac-Op/1

The “Age of Exploration” with a map that is geographically incorrect, and a user interface which could bear improvement. Game play can be interesting.

VIKINGS
(Am/I; #96) Realism Entertainment; Brian Vodnik; 1992; $59.95; N-R
Int/Land/Str/L-6

A design-your-own simulation covering warfare from a tactical level throughout history. Marred by a system more attuned to World War II tactics than to a generic battle system.

WARLORDS
(I; #81,89) Strategic Studies Group; Steve Fawkner; 1991; $50.00; ***
Int/Land/Op/Str/1-2

An eminently playable wargame with strong fantasy elements. CGW’s Wargame of the Year, 1991.

WATERLOO
(Am/ST/MI/L; 7,7,7) Strategic Simulations, Inc.; Peter Tucul; 1990; $99.95; ***
Int/Land/Op/0-2

SSSI’s import of the British simulation of the famous battle as seen from the “commander’s eye.” Much more of a wargame than the historical staff simulations more commonly produced, it is a fascinating though frustrating game. Designer Peter Tucul has also designed Borodino and Armada.

WOODEN SHIPS & IRON MEN
(C; #48) Avalon Hill; S. Craig Taylor and Jim Jacobs; 1986; $35.00; *
Int/Land/Nav/1-2

A board game classic and a computer game disaster; this rendition suffers from poor graphics and play value. csw
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Doing It Deluxe

Megalomaniacs Succumb to Empire Deluxe Epidemic

A Review and Strategy Guide For Suffering Addicts

by Sean Jeffers

News flash: The California Journal of Psychiatric Medicine announced that Dr. Watta Quack has developed a radical new theory in the treatment of incessant megalomania. The story of his discovery rivals even the most bizarre manifestations of the disease, which affects nearly 30% of the population with delusions of grandeur. Naturally, this statistic includes victims whose symptoms have yet to progress to the point where they seek treatment, such as the Reverend Al Sharppin. Paced with an expanding list of patients that was rumored to include Yeaboy Amnafit, an elderly gentleman from Argentina that insisted on being identified as "Dolphi" and an endless string of Elvis impersonators, Dr. Quack found that treatment of megalomania occupied the majority of his practice. Burdened with the tales of hundreds of wanna be power brokers, Dr. Quack took a vacation to Las Vegas, to attend the annual convention of Adult Video Film makers (an amateur hobby of his). As his thought processes were so muddled, he wandered instead into the gathering halls of the Consumer Electronic Show. Confused by the sudden change of scenery, Dr. Quack "came to," so to speak, in front of the New World Computing booth. It was there that he was first exposed to Empire Deluxe and, in an instant, realized that this "tool" would provide a vicarious outlet for even the most demented sufferers of the disease. Today, Dr. Quack's patients sing the praises of Empire Deluxe. Dr. Quack closed his presentation to his colleagues with a 10 second film clip (slightly grainy and out of focus) of a freshly shaven Dolphi, who held up the game manual, winked at the camera and stated, "It has changed my life."

Granted, this fictional portrayal of the lunatic fringe isn't representative of most addicts of the original Empire, but some of them are bound to cross this line with Empire Deluxe. For the benefit of those who missed the Sneak Preview (Issue 101, page 152), some brief background is in order. Empire Deluxe is not a sequel to the original, rather it is a re-design to incorporate some user feedback on the original product and update the interface and graphics. Empire Deluxe now supports up to an SVGA standard and all of the major sound boards. Each unit type has individualized theme music that plays during its turn, and combat between units has been spruced up with explosions, machine gun fire and ricochets. These "Bells and Whistles" are nice, but would not, by themselves, justify a new rendition of the original game. Of far greater significance are the interface and connectivity improvements.

I Came...

Empire Deluxe supports up to six players, any number of which may be human controlled. As it is difficult to gather six megalomaniacs together in one room (excluding Dr. Watta Quack's waiting area), many players will take advantage of the modem and play-by-mail features of the game. With regard to the former, a live six player game would require more phone lines than most people own (a possible solution later, however). As to the latter, the original game developed a tremendous play-by-email (PBEM) following on numerous national bulletin boards. As such, the design team anticipated a similar phenomena with Empire Deluxe and streamlined the interface which supports this type of interaction. Failing to find sufficient human opposition, the player may activate vacant positions with computer opponents whose skill level may be set at easy, standard or expert.

Returning to the highly desirable, but currently hard to configure, issue of live six player games, the solution is less difficult than it might first appear. Given the following that Empire has already established on-line, any of the national BBSs could rely on a strong market base of users if they fielded a host version of Empire Deluxe. It appears that the source code would support such a development with only minor revision, and one of the services currently offers a six player strategy war game the magnitude of Empire Deluxe. The only issue of concern would appear to be that of turn delays, which might also be solved through some configuration changes.

Until players come in contact with one another, which can take between 100-200 turns on a full size board (200 x 150 tiles), all players could be resolving turns, or blocks of turns (10-20) simultaneously. When the computer detected that the buffer zone (determined at five tiles, for example) was reached, the player who was ahead in turns would be frozen until the other player caught up. Following that, each player would have five seconds to move each unit, cumulative based on the number of units in the field. By using the automove features of the program, the player would speed game play as well as allowing himself a little additional flexibility with the remaining units.

These suggestions should not be considered all-encompassing, but are offered only as food for thought on how such a configuration could be approached. Should one of the services accept and succeed with this challenge, the end result would be beneficial to all con-
and logistic support. In fact, most aspiring world conquerors, such as Alexander, Napoleon and Hitler, saw their hard won Empires decline because they had grown so large that the simple logistic problem of moving troops and supplies to every possible point of incursion became insurmountable. They eventually collapsed under their own weight. The next section will explore some of the options available to players for rapid efficient movement of troops to the front, but first it is necessary to examine some important aspects of production.

In *Empire Deluxe*, the economic model of the original game has been modified to reflect the dynamic impact of far flung ambition on once stable economies. The first revision is that each city begins the game with a production efficiency rating, which can vary from 60-160%. The rating acts as a modifier on the base number of turns required to produce each unit type. Instead of remaining static, making possession of some cities always more advantageous than others, the efficiency rating can change throughout the game. Every time a city is attacked, for example, the rating is lowered by a random amount. Thus, a border city that is highly contested may be reduced to rubble, figuratively speaking, so it is not economically viable for either side to possess it. Such cities may improve their efficiency very slowly by selecting “no production” from the city menu, thereby allowing inhabitants to concentrate on reconstruction instead of supporting the war effort.

Secondly, players may mount a strategic bombing campaign on enemy cities. When a bomber “hits” a city, and no other units are present in the city, whatever unit is in production is destroyed, and the city’s production efficiency is reduced by a flat 10%. If other units are present, there is a random chance that they will be selected in lieu of the city as a target. A single hit in this fashion destroys the unit outright, even if it is a lengthy investment such as a Battleship, which would endure 12 hits in other types of combat. It is important to note that strategic bombing campaigns are often costly in terms of aircraft, but are extremely efficient in softening up particularly tough opponents. Who knows, one might find a virtual Pearl Harbor waiting to happen.

To complicate a similar campaign being mounted against oneself, the player has a couple of options. The first involves employing several fighters stationed in the potential target city conducting sweep patrols (now an automated function, with the player specifying only the patrol points) in the hope of picking up and engaging incoming bombers outside the range at which they can do damage. As fighters move six spaces in a turn, and have a sighting range of two spaces, this allows intermittent coverage out to eight squares, the range at which a bomber would need two entire turns to arrive. This time delay is often sufficient to evacuate important units, such as capital ships under repair, should the bombers penetrate the fighter screen.

A less effective, but less costly, alternative for non-coastal cities is to place infantry pickeret units five squares away from the city in the direction of the perceived threat. These units would detect incoming bombers and fighters one full turn before their arrival, allowing the player to scramble one or two city-based intercept fighters. The infantry would provide the added benefit of being ready to counteract any land threat to the city. Although these tactics are defensive, and no one ever ruled the world by defense alone, protecting critical rear areas from attack can preclude one from having to draw resources away from an offensive at the worst possible time. Consequently, it is important to discuss a few more defensive principles before defining a strategy of conquest.

As each continent or island is secured, all possible incursions must occur from the sea. To prepare for and defend against amphibious assaults, it is imperative that one have the earliest possible warning. Players should utilize as many of the following options as are geographically and economically feasible. First, each land mass is surrounded by waters which will have different characteristics based on the proximity of other land masses. For the purpose of this discussion, gaps between land that are three tiles or less in width shall be referred to as straits, four to six tiles as channels, and greater than six tiles as open ocean. Posting a submarine in a strait virtually assures detection (if not destruction) of approaching transports. If the transport is escorted by a destroyer or cruiser (traveling two tiles in front of it) then the submarine
may be destroyed, but the player will still be aware that an amphibious assault is imminent. Destroyers are the best choice for channels, as it can cover the entire width in two turns or less because of its speed. It is still possible, however, for lucky transports to bypass a destroyer screen undetected, but no system is foolproof. Using fighters and/or bombers on patrol routes is the best option for open ocean surveillance. Naturally, the bigger the area to be covered, the more aircraft that are required.

I Conquered...

The first step in any plan of global conquest is to develop an offensive weapons mix and a means to mobilize it through proper production. Securing one's starting continent is the first order of business and it should be pursued exclusively with infantry and armor. Once accomplished, production of a transport is the next order of business. Usually, at least one other land mass is visible from friendly shores and it will be the target of the first excursion abroad. If the friendly continent has at least two cities other than the starting city, six infantry units or two armor and two infantry should be available by the time the transport is finished. These units can be assembled at the port of embarkation via the "move to" command. Once loaded, the transport can be ordered to the debarkation point via the same command.

Initially, on larger boards anyway, the player will only come in contact with neutral cities. As such, it is too early to worry about counter-attack or even defending the somewhat helpless transports. A fully loaded transport will usually be capable of conquering two or three cities, which may be the total number on the first invaded continent. If this is the case, the first new unit the player should produce is the bomber, for immediate use in scouting the surrounding areas of the two continents under control. Another city on the newly defeated continent can be ordered to produce destroyers, for long range exploration. The transport should be ordered to return to its original city, where another load of units should be awaiting its arrival.

When several new areas have been identified by exploration, the player can establish convoy routes to rapidly ferry troops to the front. A convoy is set up by selecting patrol for a transport located in the port of embarkation and specifying a target city on a new continent as the point of debarkation. The transport will then leave the port of origination with any units that are available and travel to the invasion point, continuing the cycle to reinforce the beach head until the player provides other orders. It is vital that the player continue moving newly produced armor and infantry to the port of embarkation as the transport will not wait until it has a full load to depart. If it is discovered that the enemy is using convoys, and has also failed to set up protection and early warning as discussed previously, it is possible to conduct a naval blockade. Station several destroyers or capital ships off his coast and destroy the fully loaded transports as they depart, thereby inflicting a much more critical blow than strategic bombing of the same port could achieve.

As the waters of the world become more deadly, protecting fully loaded transports becomes vital. This is initially accomplished by providing a destroyer or cruiser escort. Subsequently, the player may want to build task forces of several transports, escorted by cruiser/destroyer screens, battleships to counter surface threats, and even aircraft carriers whose air wing can provide early warning. Forward looking screens are set up with only minimal protection to the rear against the occasional marauding destroyer (the only unit with sufficient speed to catch up to the task force).

The presence of close air support on the battlefield is not as decisive in *Empire Deluxe* as in the real world, but they can aid in softening up tough amphibious objective areas. It is fairly easy to move aircraft to the front by hopping from city to city for refueling. The optimum spacing between cities or air bases (which can be built by infantry units) is 12 tiles. This distance is spanned in two or three turns by fighters and bombers respectively. As such, they begin and end turns without wasting movement and can reach the front in minimum turns. Close air support remains the weakest of all the mission areas for fighters and bombers, with a fighter equal in strength to an infantry unit, but taking up to three times as long to build. Bombers fare slightly better because their ability to inflict two hits puts them on equal footing with armor, and they have roughly equivalent build times. If one is uncertain how such determinations are made, it is necessary to consult the following table and subsequent discussion on the mechanics of the combat routine.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Unit</th>
<th>Attack</th>
<th>Defense</th>
<th>Damage/hit</th>
<th>Damage</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Infantry</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Armor</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fighter</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bomber</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Transport</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Destroyer</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Submarine</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cruiser</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Battleship</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>12</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Carrier</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Airbase</td>
<td>N/A</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>City</td>
<td>N/A</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table: Unit Characteristics

1 vs. Shore bombardment: 4 defending against armor in a beach file or any non-infantry unit in mountain or forest file.

Some as above.

1 when bombing cities.

For attack and defense vs. fighters.

1 vs. air units (off naval units have same limit).

1 vs. shore bombardment.

The Unit Characteristics Table displays the chances of victory for any possible encounter. The attacker's strength is always divided by the sum of the attacker and defender's defense ratings and expressed as a percentage. For example, assume that an infantry unit is defending a river coastal hex against attacking armor. The resulting equation would be 2/(2+4), which equates to a 33% chance of success for the armor unit or a 67% chance that the infantry would stand its ground. Subsequently, let's assume a cruiser conducts shore bombardment on the infantry. In this instance, the equation would be 2/(2+1), or a 67% chance that the Cruiser would destroy the infantry unit. As one can see, the math is simplistic, allowing quick tactical decisions in the heat of battle. The only difference for computer AI opponents is that their algorithms will often commit forces to attacks with a low percentage of success. By understanding the combat model, the player will not make the same mistakes and negate any advantage normally possessed.

I Had Lunch...

World conquest can make a player very hungry. Hungry for physical sustenance (a natural byproduct of the time involved in being a dictator), hungry for additional strategy and tactics to use in the game, or even hungry for more worlds to conquer. It is hoped that this primer will whet the appetite of novice despots in their quest for glory. One thing is certain, however, *Empire Deluxe* will be a welcome addiction (sic) to the library of every serious strategy gamer. CGW
HAVE YOU SEEN

THE LOST VIKINGS™?

©1993 Interplay Productions and Silicon & Synapse. All rights reserved. The Lost Vikings is a trademark of Interplay Productions, Inc.

To order The Lost Vikings, call 1-800-969-4263, or see your local retailer.
The Gods Are Definitely Crazy

UbiSoft's Mega lo Mania

Megalomania n. 1. Psychiatry: a mental disorder in which the subject thinks himself great or exalted. 2. A tendency to magnify or exaggerate. 3. A really big Chinese noodle.

by John Brassil

Which of these applies to the game in question? Read on.

The latest offering from UbiSoft is a conversion of a Sensible Software game called Mega lo Mania. Splitting up the word "megalomaniac" into three parts does no apparent reason (if there's some sort of pun or other wordplay involved, it's beyond me) symbolizes the game as a whole. A lot of attention has been paid to things which aren't that important and the main elements have been neglected.

The credits and opening screens are nicely done and help to establish the setting of the game. The fictional set-up describes the process through which civilizations are assigned their eternal supreme beings. At the edge of the universe are gathered "gods and all round nasty pieces of work" to participate in the "game of the power crazy." Here, in the coliseum at the end of the universe, four teams of human pawns led by vying deities slug it out using whatever weapons evolution has granted them, be it sticks and stones, or nuclear warheads.

Ah'll Do The Thinkin' Around Here!

Gamers have a choice of four roles to play. The red team is led by Scarlet, Demigoddess of the Pleiades, who is "fiery and aggressive." The yellow leader is Oberon, Self-Appointed King of Algol (some sort of plumber, I suppose), who is "backstabbing and ruthless." Leader of the green team is Caesar, Godfather of the Trapezium Mafia, reputed to be "vindictive and unpredictable." Finally, there is the blue team, led by Madcap, Andromedan Mercenary Supreme, known to be "cunning and deadly." The computer will play the three teams not chosen. I used Madcap most of the time (I like blue), but there seemed little difference between the computer players.

There are nine "epochs" of three islands each. Each island has a name starting with a different letter of the alphabet, from "Aloha" on up. (What's the 27th letter? I'll never tell. It's not a new one, though.) The islands can be played in any order within the epoch, and the garner-as-conqueror is given 100 men with which to accomplish the task. Any men not allocated to islands in the current epoch are carried forward and placed in a "fresh blood bank." This is important, because gamers will need more than 100 men in some of the later epochs. Also, it is a wise idea to start putting men in stasis during the last three epochs in order to get ready for the 28th island, known as the "Mother of Battles." Each island is composed of two to sixteen sectors.

After one allocates the number of men to be used on the current island, the starting sector is selected. Sometimes the human player moves first, sometimes the computer moves first. If there is more than one computer opponent, the human might even move between the artificial opponents. The number of computer opponents varies from island to
island, by the way, and less is not always easier. One reason is that it is possible for one to form alliances with the computer players (who can also ally amongst themselves), which prevents them from attacking the player, and also prevents any member of the alliance from building new towers. Incidentally, it is important to pick the right starting sector, since the distribution of resources on a given island is not equal. The only way to do this is to pick a sector, look at the resources, and escape back to the island selection screen. The computer will taunt the gamer for doing this, both with a "Quitter" label underneath the player-character's picture and some nasty laughs if the sound is turned on. It would have been nice to be able to view the sectors without going through all that abuse.

Each epoch has a starting tech level and requires the player to research new inventions in order to advance beyond that level. Epoch One starts out in 9500 B.C. with rocks and sticks. That may not sound like much, but it's better than the pebbles unarmed men must fight with. No matter what the tech level, one must gather resources to build weapons. At first, this harvesting of material resources can be accomplished right off the landscape, but it isn't long before it is important to build a mine and start digging for minerals with comic names like "planetaryrium" and "parasite."

In addition to the mine, one also will need a factory in order to build more complex weapons. Labs are required to research new advances, which come in three flavors. First, there are four levels of shields used to repair damaged buildings. Second are the defensive weapons. Each building has from one to four defensive towers in which defensive troops can be placed. The defensive arsenal can be stockpiled with any items from sticks to bazookas to SDI lasers. Lastly come the offensive weapons, which are used to beef up attack strength, and run the gamut from the aforementioned rocks, through catapults and fighter planes, and up to the flying saucers of 2001 A.D.

Of Course, This Means War!

Battles are resolved by placing unallied armies in the same sector. This is done by drawing troops from a tower and pointing to a sector adjacent to one already controlled. (Unless they are air units which do not have to be adjacent to the destination territory.) Fights are generally to the death, as there is a severe penalty for removing an army joined in battle. The animation depicting the battles is quite well done. Sadly, the on-screen figures tend to use their weapons in a random fashion, rather than looking purposeful.

An unfortunate design oversight is the way in which the game is saved. It is not possible to save between the three islands of an epoch. One might as well hang on for the last island battle once the first two have been conquered, since choosing the Save option gives the player an 11 character password for the current epoch. When one "restores" a game with the password, the game resumes at the beginning of the epoch, ignoring one's previous success on the other islands.

The basic strategy for the early rounds is to conquer each island with as few men as possible to preserve them for the later rounds. Grow the armies, build new towers if needed, and crush those enemies. In the later epochs, when nuclear weapons become available, it is wise to expend all possible energy in building them as fast as possible, since that's what the computer is doing. So, the game becomes a matter of picking the right territory and building these one-shot weapons of mass destruction as quickly as possible.

As mentioned earlier, troops which have been placed in stasis from earlier sectors are available for a big melee of an endgame known as the "Mother of Battles" (maybe Saddam has the trademark on "Mother of All Battles"), which is the 28th and final island. Well, that's what the manual says, anyway. There is supposed to be some sort of icon which appears on one of the menus which allows one to "shut down" a sector and carry the troops forward. I started looking in the seventh epoch and never did see it. When I successfully completed epoch number nine a message informed me that I had failed to "clear the final hurdle" because I had no troops to fight the final battle, and I was then rudely deposited in the first epoch.

Unfortunately, the initial version of the game was such that, not only is it not possible to finish the game, it is not possible to leave the game! I was forced to power down the computer in order to exit, suggesting a severe lack of quality control somewhere in the development process. The game is also fraught with other annoyances, such as the illegible reproductions of game components in the manual. In fact, the nicest thing that can be said about the manual is that it is printed on recycled paper.

That's All Folks!

Let's pretend for a moment that all these problems were rectified and that Mega lo Mania worked as the designers intended. While the graphics are actually quite good, not enough attention has been paid to gameplay. Each island follows the same general pattern of "build infrastructure, amass army, and bash tower" until nuclear weapons become available. Then, the strategy becomes "Nuke thy neighbor." The game is sorta' cute, in a way, but cute is not at the top of my list of requirements for a good strategy or wargame. Maybe, it would be fair to say that I just wasn't too crazy about Mega lo Mania.
six lost U.N. delegates and foiling the plans of their six cybernetic replacements. The CD-ROM version adds music and speech, but this may not be enough to save the game from a clumsy interface and dreadfully slow CD-ROM access time. Kids used to the quick thinking and even quicker acting Inspector Gadget may not recognize his computer analog as the same guy. IBM, IBM CD-ROM ($59.95). Circle Reader Service #3.

Changeling Software
596 Elm Street
Windsor Locks, CT 06096
(203) 623-1963

PAX IMPERIA: THE GALACTIC EMPIRE SIMULATOR: Sometimes big games come in small packages—and Pax Imperia is one of those deceptively enormous gaming experiences. Macintosh owners who dream of micro-managing a galactic empire are in business with this product, which someone has glibly named Spaceward, Hot cubed. The day-to-day tasks of ruling an empire—managing an economy, directing espionage, consulting advisors—are only half the game. Add to these responsibilities: the detailed design of one’s own species a la SimLife, the direction of technological research; the design and construction of planets with a few SimCity-like development tiles; and, of course, leading troops into tactical ship-to-ship battles. Expect to spend some time wading into the detail of this real wow-er of a strategy game. For 1 to 16 players, a future version will support network play. Mac ($69.95). Circle Reader Service #4.

Domark
1900 South Norfolk Street, #202
San Mateo, CA 94403
(415) 513-8929

VIRTUAL REALITY STUDIO 2.0: Ah yes, “virtual reality,” the really cool buzzword that’s meaning has been stretched to include just about anything on a computer. Despite their abuse of the term, Domark has created an interesting 3-D modeling tool for the average computing Joe. VR Studio 2 is a real-time 3D object/environment creation utility. The package includes a collection of ready-made objects, a sound effects editor, a simplistic animation creator, and a VCR playback function. After piecing together the 3-D environment, users can walk, drive, or fly through it, and can even record their trip for later playback with the VCR utility. A creative individual could have a good time with this package, but be warned—realizing the full potential of the program requires a bit of programming in a simple BASIC-like language. IBM ($99.95). Circle Reader Service #5.
 Zero's & One's
JUNE SPECIAL
$4 Off 2nd Game Ordered in June*

(800) 788-2193

*Prepaid orders only: Order any game from this ad and receive a $4 discount from your next order placed before June 30.

Sample Listing of Products

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Hardware</th>
<th>Creative Labs:</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>FLT SIM/WAR</td>
<td>A Line in Sand 28.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Air Warrior VGA 35.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>AmiSim 41.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Armored Fist 42.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>ATAC 34.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>B-17 Flying Fortress 41.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Battle Isle 29.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Birds of Prey 31.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Campaign 33.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Comanche/Maximum Overkill 43.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Carrier Strike 41.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Carriers at War 34.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Conquer Kingdoms 35.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Conquest Japan 35.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Empire Deluxe 35.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>F-15 Strike Eagle III 43.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Falcon 3D 44.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Flight Sim 4D 37.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Flight Sim Add-Ons 40.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Harpoon Chieftain Pak Big Ed 47.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Jagstarchief 39.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Jump 41.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Liberty or Death 39.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Lost Admiral 39.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Megafortress Mega Pak 39.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Pacific War 47.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Patriot 43.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Patton Strikes Back 14.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Perfect Storm 35.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Secret Weapons Luftwaffe 42.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Special Forces 29.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Strike Commander 47.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Task Force 1942 39.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Theater of War 19.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>V Victory 1, 2, or 3 43.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Entertainment C</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>A-Train 41.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>A-Train Construction 22.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>ADD's call</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>ADD-Limited Adventure 37.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Action 5-5 Sierra Gne 24.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Adventurer/Stormbreaker 19.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Air Bikes 35.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Alone in the Dark 35.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Amazonia 38.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Arcana Hills 24.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Armoredge 38.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Back to Future II 26.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>BattlSim/Battlegrounds 29.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Batman Returns 41.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Battltech 1.2 &amp; Machwerks 31.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Gamma 35.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Carmen San Diego 39.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Castles II 35.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Challenge of 5 Realms 39.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Civilization/Main Play 49.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Classic Adventure/Luca's 35.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Cobalt Mission 47.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Conquered Kingdoms 35.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Creepers 29.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Dagggar Amaon R 41.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Dark Earth 34.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Dark Earth 41.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Darlands 35.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Daughter of Serpents 32.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Design Your Railroad 34.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Discover/Columbus 35.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Dragon Lair II 35.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Dragon Lair/Sigma's 35.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Dragon Lair/Sigma's 35.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Dungeon Master 28.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Dust of Gods 32.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>EcoQuest/SeaQuest 28.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Elvira II 39.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Elvira: The Unready 29.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Empty 29.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Global Effect 19.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Goblins 2 24.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Hairdail 21.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Home Alone 2 27.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Humans 25.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Inca 34.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Indiana Jones IV 35.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Kings Quest VI 44.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Krystal Saga 34.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Krystal Saga 34.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>LA Law 34.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Legands Valour 37.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Let's Suit Larry 5 41.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Lemmings II 35.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Lord of Rings &amp; Towers 35.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Lost Treasures Incomor 29.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Magic Island 37.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Magestone Scoria 24.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Mamie Marriage 44.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Manticore 31.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Mars of Mars Inc 30.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Martian Colony 37.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Might &amp; Magic IV 41.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Monkey Island 2 25.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Mortal Combat 17.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Music of This World 26.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Paladin II 35.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Police Quest 3 30.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Prophecy by Sierra 24.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Populous II 37.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Price of Persia 29.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Queen for Glory IV 41.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Ringworld 35.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Romance 3 Kingdoms 39.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Rose/Pethway to Pwr 29.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Scroll &amp;/or Activision Games 26.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Shadow President 41.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Shadowlands 29.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Sherlock Holmes/Let Plays 42.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Siege 22.95</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Windows | | Sim Ant 35.95 |
| | Sim City 29.95 |
| | Sim Earth 42.95 |
| | Sim Life 41.95 |
| | Simpson's Arcade 28.95 |
| | Space Quest V 39.95 |
| | Spellcast 301 35.95 |
| | Spellcraft/Aspecta 35.95 |
| | Star Control II 35.95 |
| | Star Trek 23rd Century 35.95 |
| | Summerland 35.95 |
| | Toshi-Ko 35.95 |
| | Tokai/Break/Crossword 22.95 |
| | Unleashed 35.95 |
| | Winesims 44.95 |

SPORTS | | Car & Driver 37.95 |
| | Front Page Sports 41.95 |
| | Holes in One Mini Golf 24.95 |
| | Jack Nicklaus Golf 41.95 |
| | Jordan in Flight 38.95 |
| | Kinetic 35.95 |
| | Konami 41.95 |
| | Madden 35.95 |
| | Taito 35.95 |
| | World Championship Pool 35.95 |
| | World Series Baseball 35.95 |
| | World Tour Tennis 31.95 |

EDUCATIONAL | | ACT Studyware 28.95 |
| | AgeBlaster 29.95 |
| | Alphabetic 24.95 |
| | Castle of Dr. Brain 29.95 |
| | Dinosaurus 32.95 |
| | EcoQuest Rainforest 29.95 |
| | Inspector Gadget 34.95 |
| | Island Dr. Brain 29.95 |
| | Kid Waars 34.95 |
| | Lost Tribes (Soc. Sci.) 24.95 |
| | Magic Teacher Typing 34.95 |
| | Match Maker (New) 29.95 |
| | Mickey's ABC's Enrich 19.95 |
| | Millenium Math House 28.95 |
| | Mystery at Museum 34.95 |
| | Operation Neptune 34.95 |
| | Oregon Trail Disk 35.95 |
| | Playroom 29.95 |
| | Puzz-Fuzz Fun Pack 35.95 |
| | Ready for Letters 34.95 |
| | Rock & Roll 34.95 |
| | Time Trak 35.95 |
| | Treasure Math Storm 34.95 |
| | Whiz/Mid Angle Geo 29.95 |

And a Wide Range of Other Titles From A...To Z...!!

All IBM Compatible

Zero's & One's

Order: (800) 788-2193
Fax: 702-897-1571
Tech/Info: 702-897-2797
Intl: 702-897-2797

Prices and availability subject to change. All sales final. We do not guarantee compatibility. All software is factory fresh and unopened. We are not responsible for manufacturer's defects. Contact publisher regarding defects. Shipping: 1st game $5; add’l games add $1 each in Continental US. COD add $5.00. All prices are US Dollars. We ACCEPT M/C & VISA.

Circle Reader Service #102
JAPAN - SCENERY UPGRADE: This isn't just another chunk of Flight Simulator square-mileage with a polygon Mt. Fuji. No, Mallard has gone beyond their normal scenery offerings with this package. Sure, one can tool around the islands of Japan in their Piper Cub, but why settle for that kind of HP when one can hop behind the prop of a Zero-Sen, a Helicat or a Corsair. And if they're not enough, one can even pilot the supersonic F18 Hornet. Now, of course, Dynamic, Spectrum HoloByte, and MicroProse aren't losing any sleep over this new competition, but Flight Simulator aficionados may still find some thrills in this package; not the least of which is landing one of the WWII fighters on the U.S.S Yorktown, Enterprise, or the Japanese Akagi. Banzai! IBM ($29.95). Circle Reader Service #6.

Maxis
2 Theatre Square, Suite 230
Orinda, CA 94563-3346
(510) 254-9700

ROME—PATHWAY TO POWER: All roads lead to Rome, but some are better paved than others. Hector, the player's character in this lightweight adventure game, has certainly chosen a rocky path—but no one said the rise from peon to Caesar was going to be easy. Hector begins his quest as a slave in the doomed city of Pompeii, that lovely port with the breathtaking view of Mt. Vesuvius. He can't hang around long, though, and must use any means necessary to escape; and if that means planting a knife in the back of a bourgeois fat-cat, then so be it. This is no goody-goody save-the-world quest. Hector's "Brutus" imitation sets the tone for the rest of Rome as he claws his way through six 3-D isometric environments to the ultimate seat of power and degradation. The tone is light and irreverent, the interface is point-n-clicky, the docs are sparse though entertaining (and in six languages), and the puzzles will best suit the beginning adventurer. Rome is certainly a departure from Maxis' usual fare: one should not expect anything Sim-like in this British import. IBM ($49.95). Circle Reader Service #7.

MicroPlay
180 Lakefront Dr.
Hunt Valley, MD 21030-2245
(410) 771-1151

CHALLENGE OF THE FIVE REALMS: Based on an original story by Marc Miller, the creator of the Traveller people-and-paper RPG, this CRPG puts players in the boots of a character who is confronted by a menace from another dimension (and, no, his name isn't "the Guardian"). To defend his homeland, the player must draw together the five realms of the title. The player is assigned one of four character classes (warrior, wizard, diplomat or thief) based upon a 12 question multiple choice quiz (and, no, the questions are not posed by a gypsy). Though the game is not terribly original (as hinted at parenthetically), it does have some neat new features. To wit; a paint program that enables one to paint their own character's countenance; the "PAL" player-character system which allows members of one's party to act as distinct personalities outside of the player's control; and two combat options, Quick and Descriptive, which give one the option of completely automating combat or explicitly giving orders step-by-step. Beyond the new features, it's more Hit Points, Halberds, and Hack 'n' Slash on a grand scale. IBM ($59.95). Circle Reader Service #8.

MicroSoft Corporation
One Microsoft Way
Redmond, WA 98052-6399
(206) 882-8080 (ask for Bill)

MICROSOFT VIDEO FOR WINDOWS: Microsoft's Funniest Home Videos? Maybe. Computing videophiles can now import and edit video images from their cameras, VCRs, and videodiscs (with an appropriate video capture card). Cutting, pasting, compressing, even converting Mac QuickTime video into IBM format—all of these functions and more can be yours if the price is right. The package even includes a CD-ROM with stock video footage that can be incorporated into one's business presentations, multimedia projects, or summer vacation footage. (Geez, one could really impress the Jones' with skillful editing of the trip to Poughkeepsie.) IBM, CD-ROM optional ($199). Circle Reader Service #9.

Presto Studios
PO Box 26235
San Diego, CA 92126-2535
(619) 689-4895

THE JOURNEYMAN PROJECT: It is well-known that the Macintosh has become the unofficial platform of choice for artists, and so it is that the most interesting creative developments in multimedia have all been developed on it. The Journeyman Project is, for the brief software moment, the pinnacle of these creative multimedia efforts. Unfortunately, its beautifully rendered "photorealistic" environment is the scene of an over-used plot: the player takes the role of a Temporal Security agent whose job is to time-skip around human history repairing future-threatening rips in the fabric of time. The
somewhat non-linear adventure unfolds as the player combines both adventure
gaming problem solving with a quick ac-
tion-gaming trigger finger. Though its
story is trite, Journeyman is a landmark
Journeyman is a landmark
effort in multi-media development, offer-
ing a queer futuristic soundtrack, nice
sound effects, well-performed video/voice
acting, and the aforementioned, stunning
graphics. It's unfortunate that "Mac-heads" (affectionately used) are the only
ones able to enjoy this beautiful piece.
Mac II with CD-ROM and 8 megs RAM.
($99.95). Circle Reader Service #10.

Sirius Publishing
7320 E. Butcher's Suite 100
Scottsdale, AZ 85260
(800) 247-0307

PC KARAOKE: The ultimate exhibition-
stionist's toy comes home to your PC, the
included microphone begging to be
plugged into your sound card and caressed
with the lusty vibro of your voice. Eleven
classic sing-a-longs are included on the
initial CD, including "Pretty Woman," 
"New York, New York," "Twist and
Shout," among other pop perennials, and
the package includes a catalog of dozens of
other disks that can be ordered. Your
sound board plays the music (sans lead
vocals) and the back-up chorus, while the
words to the song are highlighted on the
screen. All you need to provide is your
raspy, tone-deaf interpretation to embar-
rass your family and irritate your neigh-
bors. IBM CD-ROM. ($129.95). Circle
Reader Service #11.

Sound Source Unlimited
2985 E. Hillcrest Drive #A
Westlake Village, CA 91362
(805) 494-9996

AUDIO CLIPS - TOTAL RECALL &
TERMINATOR 2: The man who made
his name with well-articulated pectorals
and ill-articulated one-liners can now and
forever be a part of your Windows envi-
riment. All of the best punch-lines from
Arnold Schwarzenegger's two latest starr-
ing roles have been condensed and
 canned in two separate packages. No
longer will you exit Windows with an
unceremonious drop to the DOS prompt;
now, Arnold will wish you on your way
with an "Hasta la vista, baby" or "Your
terminated." There's plenty of comic re-
JACC IN THE ATLANTIC: What if the
Japaned had not been involved in WWII
and America's Pacific fleet was used
against Germany? The historian's specu-
lations are now the computer gamer's
playthings with this addition to SSI's
simulation of large scale naval conflict.
Great Naval Battles. This expansion disk
includes several new ship types; the Pen-
sacola-, New Orleans-, Gearing-, and
Fletcher-class destroyers, and the South
Dakota- and Iowa-class battleships. In ad-
dition, these boats are pitted against
Hitler's floats in three campaigns and se-
veral hypothetical battles promising the
gamer "40 hours of all-new game play."
The ships can also be integrated into the
scenario builder (sold separately) for use in

Spectrum HoloByte
2490 Mariner Square Loop
Alameda, CA 94501
(510) 522-1164

CHESS MANIAC 5 BILLION AND
1: Puppies that piddle, body odors that
kill, breasts that jiggle, knights that bru-
tally murder young maidens — ah, yes, it
must be "Humor" National Lampoon
style. Calling itself "the world's first hu-
moreous chess game" (apparently not ap-
preciating Interplay's attempts), this pro-
duct offers a mediocre chess opponent
in a rarely funny, occasionally offen-
sive, and frequently lame context. The
Chess pieces are nicely rendered in live-action
video, but the technical white-hang can't
save it from its still-born concept. Though
it bills itself as "bawdy" it is more often
brutal, both in terms of truly senseless
violence and its ax-murderer's sense of
comedic subtlety. IBM ($69.95). Circle
Reader Service #13.

Star Graphics
1800 S.W. 1st Avenue, Suite 545
Portland, OR 97201
(800) 831-7611

Q: The "Q" is probably for "quick,"
"quirky" and "quite," as they best describe
this inventive diversion for Windows
owners. The game is played on a hexa-
gonal grid formed into one Meta-Hexagon,
wherein creep invisible alien ships. The
player moves his or her laser cannon
around the perimeter of the hex, firing
occasional shots into the inky black. If a
shot directly hits an invisible alien ship,
the player is told so, but the location of
the ship is not revealed. If the shot glance-o
of the side of a ship, the player is told that,
too, and the entry and exit points of the
laser blast into the Meta-Hexagon are
shown. With this information, the player
must figure out exactly where the ships are
hidden. While it is nothing to go quazy
over, it is a nice diversion of the coffee-
break kind. IBM ($19.99). Circle Reader
Service #14.

Strategic Simulations, Inc.
675 Almanor Ave, Suite 201
Sunnyvale, CA 94086-2901

GREAT NAVAL BATTLES—AME-
RICA IN THE ATLANTIC: What if the
Japanese had not been involved in WWII
and America's Pacific fleet was used
against Germany? The historian's specu-
lations are now the computer gamer's
playthings with this addition to SSI's
simulation of large scale naval conflict.
Great Naval Battles. This expansion disk
includes several new ship types; the Pen-
sacola-, New Orleans-, Gearing-, and
Fletcher-class destroyers, and the South
Dakota- and Iowa-class battleships. In ad-
dition, these boats are pitted against
Hitler's floats in three campaigns and se-
veral hypothetical battles promising the
gamer "40 hours of all-new game play."
The ships can also be integrated into the
scenario builder (sold separately) for use in
ahistorical situations of one’s own device. IBM ($29.95). Circle Reader Service #15.

Thrice-Sixty Pacific
2105 S. Bascom Avenue, Suite 165
Campbell, CA 95008
(408) 879-9144

V FOR VICTORY—MARKET GARDEN: V FOR VICTORY: Three-Sixty’s series of popular V For Victory wargames continues to evolve, the interface and artificial intelligence improving with each new incarnation. This latest simulation recreates the bold Allied air drops behind German lines to capture a bridge across the Rhine in Holland. This battle ended up being immortalized as the Allied disaster that it was in the novel, A Bridge Too Far, but the course of events could have gone very differently. A good historical situation lovingly recreated, this looks like the best of the V4V bunch so far. IBM ($69.95). Circle Reader Service #16.

Velocity Development
2161 Union Street
San Francisco, CA 94123
(415) 776-8000

SPECTRE: Macintosh networks have long been the sole domain of high-intensity, multiplayer action gaming. Now, finally, IBM networkers can share in the shoot-em up fun. Originally released for the Mac, Spectre has made a seamless transition to the DOS world. Several players (we don’t know exactly how many, though the manual speaks of 6-8) can race tanks around a poly-filled environment resembling the old coin-op BattleZone. The possible scenarios include a good ol’ slugfest where the most kills wins, a flag rally where the most flags grabbed wins, or a variant of Capture the Flag, called Raid. The action is very fast-paced, with tanks zooming every which way, bullets falling like rain, and the occasional tank leaping into the air. This one could very well have a group of friends “jacked into the net” for unhealthy periods of time. AppleTalk (Mac) and NetBIOS and Novell IPX (IBM) networks are supported. IBM, Mac ($59.95). Circle Reader Service #17.

Villa Crespo Software
1725 McGovern Street
Highland Park, IL 60035
(708) 433-0500

FLICKS! FILM REVIEW LIBRARY: Although nine parts database to one part game, Flicks! is still enjoyable to use, if just for the database’s subject matter. Not only do users receive a starting library of over 30,000 movies (with lots of information about each), but they can amend and edit it to suit their home use needs. (One of our editors is already busy logging his 400+ home video titles.) On the gaming end, Flicks! generates trivia questions with multiple choice answers, the subject matter of which is defined by the user (for example, players can define subjects like “Westerns from 1940 - 1960”). Highly recommended for serious flick fans. IBM ($69.95). Circle Reader Service #18.

Waite Group Press
200 Tamal Plaza, Suite 101
Corte Madera, CA 94925
(800) 368-9369

VIRTUAL REALITY PLAYHOUSE: One in a series of books-with-software covering various fringe computer topics, Waite Group’s Virtual Reality Playhouse introduces its readers to the young field of sensory immersion experiences — aka virtual reality. The book by Nicholas Lavroff lightly covers various VR-related topics like data-gloves, stereoscopic vision, tactile feedback, 3-D audio, and the potential applications of the technology. The collection of programs includes a simple 3-D modeling package, a collection of 3-D wireframe objects that one can view with the included red-blue 3-D glasses, a simplified version of DoMark’s Mig-29 Fulcrum flight-sim (no combat), and a 3-D “adventure game,” among others. There’s no real sensory immersion here, but the book does include instructions for modifying a pair of Sega LCD shutter glasses for use on a PC. All told, its an accessible introduction to the topic. Recommended for budding cybernauts. IBM ($22.95). Circle Reader Service #19.

Wilson Software
PO Box 612674
South Lake Tahoe, CA 96152
(916) 542-4854

CASINO VIDEO POKER: Thirty billion bucks were tossed into the ravenous gutter of the Five-Eyed Thief last year, and most of those pesos never again saw the light of day. Victims of this seductive bandit may want to do themselves a favor and take a few lessons from this program. Though its graphics are rather bland, it offers useful functions for those searching for an edge over the House. (Ok, you’ll never, ever legally get an edge on them, but one can hope.) The game offers 32 payoff scales (though there’s no deuces or jokers wild), progressive jackpots, and it tracks your strategic errors. The error tracker shows how much the strategic blunders have cost you, and even allows you to replay the blundered hands so you can have the answers to the gambler’s ever present question, “What if?” IBM ($24.95). Circle Reader Service #20.
The games in Computer Gaming World's Hall of Fame have been highly rated by our readers over time. They have been rated for their impact on the computer gaming hobby during their peak periods of influence and acceptance by our readership. Note that the dates listed for each game are the copyright dates and may precede the actual release dates. Specific formats listed are those which CGW has in its possession.

- The Bard's Tale (Electronic Arts, 1985)
  - Many formats
- Chessmaster (Software Toolworks, 1986)
  - Many formats
- Dungeon Master (FTL Software, 1987)
  - Amiga, Atari ST, IBM
- Earl Weaver Baseball (Electronic Arts, 1986)
  - Amiga, IBM, Macintosh
- Empire (Interstel, 1978)
  - Amiga, Atari ST, C-64, IBM
- F-19 Stealth Fighter (MicroProse, 1988)
  - IBM
- Gettysburg: The Turning Point (Strategic Simulations, Inc., 1986)
  - Amiga, Apple, C-64, IBM
- Gunship (MicroProse, 1989)
  - Amiga, C-64, IBM
- Harpoon (Three-Sixty Pacific, 1989)
  - Amiga, IBM, Macintosh
- Kämpfergruppe (Strategic Simulations, Inc., 1985)
  - Many formats
- King's Quest V (Sierra, 1990)
  - Amiga, IBM, CD-ROM
- M-I Tank Platoon (MicroProse, 1989)
  - Amiga, IBM
- Mech Brigade (Strategic Simulations, Inc., 1985)
  - Many formats
- Might & Magic (New World Computing, 1986)
  - Apple, C-64, IBM, Mac
- M.U.L.E. (Electronic Arts, 1983)
  - Atari 8-bit, C-64
- Pirates (MicroProse, 1987)
  - Many formats
- Railroad Tycoon (MicroProse, 1990)
  - Amiga, IBM, Macintosh
- Red Baron (Dynamix, 1990)
  - Amiga, IBM, Macintosh
- SimCity (Maxis, 1987)
  - Many formats
- Starflight (Electronic Arts, 1986)
  - Amiga, C-64, IBM, Mac, Sega
- Their Finest Hour (LucasArts, 1989)
  - Amiga, Atari ST, IBM
- Ultima III (Origin, 1983)
  - Apple, Atari ST, C-64, IBM
- Ultima IV (Origin, 1985)
  - Amiga, Apple, Atari ST, IBM
- Ultima VI (Origin, 1990)
  - Amiga, IBM
- War in Russia (Strategic Simulations, Inc., 1984)
  - Apple
- Wasteland (Interplay, 1986)
  - Apple, C-64, IBM
- Wing Commander (Origin, 1991)
  - IBM, Sega
- Wizardry (Sir-Tech Software, 1981)
  - Many formats
- Zork (Infocom, 1981)
  - Many formats

Harpoon
(Three-Sixty Pacific, 1989)
Amiga, IBM, Macintosh

Harpoon is based on modern naval miniatures rules by Larry Bond, a retired naval officer and sometimes NATO naval wargames referee. The game quickly became a standard because of its vast and easily accessed database of modern naval intelligence, its unique user-determined staff assistant feature (which can be relegated to simple bookkeeping or participate in the game as an advisor) and continuing customer support (in terms of early bug fixes, later battle set additions and scenario editor). The game offered a new look and feel, as well as proving that wargames could still sell.

Kämpfergruppe
(Strategic Simulations Inc., 1985)
Many formats

Kämpfergruppe was the tactical wargamer's dream when it was released in 1985. It allowed gamers to engage in tactical level armored conflict at the boardgame PanzerBlitz without having to perform all the bookkeeping. It was visually superior to Avalon Hill's Tanks (essentially a computer-modulated boardgame which preceded Kämpfergruppe by almost five years), did not have the distracting real-time mode of SSf's earlier Combat Leader, had a better interface than Avalon Hills TAC (Tactical Armored Combat), and featured a built-in mechanism for designing one's own scenarios. The Amiga conversion still has some of the more awesome sound effects ever heard on a computer wargame.
## Top Adventure Games

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Score</th>
<th>Company</th>
<th>Game</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>10.40</td>
<td>Sierra</td>
<td>King's Quest VI: Hero's Today</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9.89</td>
<td>LucasArts</td>
<td>Marathon's Journey</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9.73</td>
<td>LucasArts</td>
<td>Lost in L.A.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9.63</td>
<td>LucasArts</td>
<td>Shaq Fu: Fatman</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9.63</td>
<td>Technosoft</td>
<td>Star Trekkers II</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

## Top Role Playing Games

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Score</th>
<th>Company</th>
<th>Game</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>10.45</td>
<td>Origin</td>
<td>Ultima Underworld</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10.32</td>
<td>Origin</td>
<td>Ultima Underworld II</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9.95</td>
<td>Origin</td>
<td>The Secret of Monkey Island</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9.73</td>
<td>Origin</td>
<td>EverQuest</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9.63</td>
<td>Origin</td>
<td>Might and Magic III</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

## Top Simulation Games

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Score</th>
<th>Company</th>
<th>Game</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>9.57</td>
<td>Electronic Arts</td>
<td>Civilization II</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9.56</td>
<td>LucasArts</td>
<td>Spectravision 1000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9.54</td>
<td>Electronic Arts</td>
<td>Microprose</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9.53</td>
<td>LucasArts</td>
<td>Electronic Arts</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9.50</td>
<td>LucasArts</td>
<td>Electronic Arts</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

## Top Strategy Games

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Score</th>
<th>Company</th>
<th>Game</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>10.73</td>
<td>MicroProse</td>
<td>Civilization</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10.25</td>
<td>Virgin Mic</td>
<td>Duke Nukem</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9.95</td>
<td>LucasArts</td>
<td>The Incredible Machine</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9.75</td>
<td>Electronic Arts</td>
<td>Metroid II</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9.75</td>
<td>Electronic Arts</td>
<td>Metroid II</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8.81</td>
<td>Electronic Arts</td>
<td>Terra Prima Vista</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
### Top Wargames

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>GAME</th>
<th>COMPANY</th>
<th>SCORE</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Conquered Kingdoms</td>
<td>QQP</td>
<td>10.42</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>V for Victory: Velikye Luki</td>
<td>Three-Sixty</td>
<td>9.96</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The Perfect General</td>
<td>QQP</td>
<td>9.75</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>V for Victory: Utah Beach</td>
<td>QQP</td>
<td>9.63</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pacific War</td>
<td>SSI</td>
<td>9.56</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Great Naval Battles</td>
<td>Three-Sixty Pacific</td>
<td>9.54</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Warlords</td>
<td>SSG</td>
<td>9.47</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>High Command</td>
<td>Colorado Comp.</td>
<td>9.29</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Second Front</td>
<td>SSI</td>
<td>9.17</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Conflict Korea</td>
<td>SSI</td>
<td>9.09</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### Top Action Games

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>GAME</th>
<th>COMPANY</th>
<th>SCORE</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Wing Commander II</td>
<td>Origin</td>
<td>10.26</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Wellenheit S-D</td>
<td>Ist Software</td>
<td>9.86</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lemmings</td>
<td>Psygnosis</td>
<td>9.21</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Trolls Classic</td>
<td>SpectreSoft</td>
<td>9.14</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Oh, Not More Lemmings</td>
<td>Psygnosis</td>
<td>8.92</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Out of the World</td>
<td>Interplay</td>
<td>8.57</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Terminator 2092</td>
<td>Bungie</td>
<td>8.41</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Conan the Cimmerian</td>
<td>Virgin</td>
<td>8.10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SpectRider 2</td>
<td>Konami</td>
<td>7.92</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ancient Art of War in the Skies</td>
<td>MicroProse</td>
<td>7.32</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### Top Sports Games

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>GAME</th>
<th>COMPANY</th>
<th>SCORE</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Line 358 Pro</td>
<td>Access</td>
<td>10.67</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Front Page Sports Football</td>
<td>Dynamix</td>
<td>10.28</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Linea</td>
<td>Access</td>
<td>9.47</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hardball III</td>
<td>Accolade</td>
<td>9.44</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jack Nicklaus-Signature Gold</td>
<td>Accolade</td>
<td>9.27</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Indianapolis 500</td>
<td>Electronic Arts</td>
<td>8.83</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NFL Pro League Football</td>
<td>Micro Sports</td>
<td>6.54</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The Games: Winter Challenge</td>
<td>Accolade</td>
<td>6.50</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PGA Tour Golf</td>
<td>Electronic Arts</td>
<td>6.49</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tony LaRussa's Ultimate Baseball</td>
<td>SSI</td>
<td>6.49</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Poll is based on reader survey cards in each issue of CGW and published two issues subsequent. Data on more than 100 games is archived and top ten lists may contain games which scored below the Top 100 cutoff.

---
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A monthly survey of the readers of Computer Gaming World Magazine.
PC Research
Hits List of Top-Selling Software

February, 1993

PC Games (MS-DOS)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Rank</th>
<th>Title and Source</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>Space Quest V (Sierra On-Line)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>Comanche: Maximum Overkill (Nova Logic)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>Linnis 366 - Pro (Access)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>Sim City (Maxis)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>Ultima Underworld II (Origin)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>Kings Quest VI (Sierra On-Line)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7</td>
<td>Linnis - Mauni Keat (Access)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8</td>
<td>Front Page Sports: Football (Sierra On-Line)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9</td>
<td>Falcon 3.0 (Spectrum HoloByte)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10</td>
<td>Silent Service II (MicroProse)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11</td>
<td>Wing Commander (Origin)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>12</td>
<td>Kings Quest VI (Sierra On-Line)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>13</td>
<td>Populous II (Electronic Arts)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>14</td>
<td>Police Quest (Sierra On-Line)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>15</td>
<td>Beat the House (Konami)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>16</td>
<td>Microsoft Flight Simulator (Microsoft)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>17</td>
<td>F-15 III Ace Pack (MicroProse)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>18</td>
<td>Civilization (MicroProse)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>19</td>
<td>Aces of the Pacific (Sierra On-Line)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>20</td>
<td>Wolfenstein 3-D/Spear of Destiny (Jorouting)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Amiga Games

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Rank</th>
<th>Title and Source</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>688 Attack Sub (Electronic Arts)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>AD&amp;D Gateway to Savage Frontier (Strategic Simulations)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>Realms (Virgin Game)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>Civilization (MicroProse)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>Operation Combat (Merit)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Macintosh Games

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Rank</th>
<th>Title and Source</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>Prince of Persia (Broadbread)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>Microsoft Flight Simulator (Microsoft)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>Civilization (MicroProse)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>Sim City Supreme (Maxis)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>Award Winners: KQ V &amp; Red Baron (Sierra On-Line)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

CD-ROM Products

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Rank</th>
<th>Title and Source</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>MPC Wizard (Aris Entertainment)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>Cinemania (Microsoft)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>Wing Commander/Secret Missions I &amp; II (Origin)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>Battle Chess (Interplay)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>Street Atlas U.S.A. (Delohe)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>World View (Aris Entertainment)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7</td>
<td>Mantis (MicroProse)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8</td>
<td>Win CD (MicroProse)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9</td>
<td>Secret Weapons of the Luftwaffe (LucasArts)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10</td>
<td>Compton's Encyclopedia Upgrade (Compton's New Media)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

What You've Been Playing Lately

The Feedback Forum of Reader Response
Every month our mailbox fills up with hundreds of Reader Input Cards from our many loyal and outspoken readers. Over the last 10 days of the release of our latest issue we can expect to see dozens of cards again parading in with comments, suggestions, encouragements, tirades and many good laughs, in addition to the data for our Top 100 game poll. Through your efforts, we know which articles were hits, which flopped, how many typos or grammatical errors we've let slip through — in addition to the many well-articulated opinions on anything and everything related to gaming.

This column is set aside to give our readers a voice, and to display the results of our "Playing Lately" field on the Reader Input Card. Thanks for taking the time to fill them out... and keep 'em coming!

Playing Lately? Results For CGW #105, April 1993:

1. X-Wing (LucasArts)
2. Lt. Underworld II (Origin)
3. Civilization (MicroProse)
4. Conquered Kingdoms (QQP)
5. Codename Iron Triangle (SSI)
6. Empire Deluxe (New World)
7. World Circuit (MicroProse)
8. F-15 Strike Eagle III (MicroProse)
9. Wizardry VII: Crusader of the Dark Savant (Sir-Tech)
10. Alone in the Dark (Infogrames)

It's All Just A Popularity Contest
In issue #105 we asked readers what criteria they use when making purchasing decisions. As always, your responses were wildly varied and interesting. The prime consideration was, of course, a game's topic — one only buys games in which they're interested. Many people buy games from favorite publishers based upon their past track record. While not the most frequent, our favorite respondents where those who used CGW reviews in their consumer equations. We're flattered! Many readers also indicated that they had a favorite designer or two whose names would prompt an instant purchase. We were pleased to see this. For many years designers have been wrestling with their publishers over the issue of designer credits. During the early years of gaming it was the rare exception when a designer was given credit on the packaging of a game. If a designer was credited it was usually in small, unassuming print tucked somewhere near the legal disclaimers. Slowly, designers have been getting the box ink and the recognition they deserve, to the point that there are now several designers who seem to be "household names" (at least in a household of gamers). The following list is a collection of the names most frequently mentioned by your responses. We feel that this column was the appropriate place to print this Who's Who of Game Designers, as it's in small print and at the back of a product. We thought they'd feel right at home.

Sid Meier (Pirates, Railroad Tycoon, Civilization)
Gary Grigsby (Kings, Conqueror, Carrier Strike, Pacific War)
Damon Slay (Red Baron, Ace of the Pacific)
Ron Gilbert (Monkey Island 1 & II, SCUMM adventure system)
Chris Roberts (Space Rogue, Wing Commander I & II, Strike Commander)
Lawrence Holland (Battlehawks, Their Finest Hour, S.W.O.T.L., X-Wing)
Richard Garriott (Ultima series)
Robert King (Conqueror, Conqueror series, Carriers At War)
Dorinda Williams (Kings Quest series, Laura Bow series)
All Love (Lover's Tale series)
Steve Meretzky (A Mind Forever Voyaging, Sorcerer, Leather Goddesses of Phobos, Spellcasting series)
Lori & Corey Cole (Quest For Glory series)

This list is based on cards sold by Software Etc., Babalou, Waldenhouse and Electronics Boutique. For more information, please contact PC Research at (703) 435-1025.
The Patch File

Computer game programs have grown so massive and the number of possible configurations has become so huge that incompatibilities and glitches seem to be breeding at an exponential rate. Consumers and publishers are both frustrated at the need for adding patches into "buggy" programs, but they seem to be an interim solution that is going to be with the hobby for a while (presumably, until a standard platform configuration is agreed upon). So, until the golden age of standardized platforms and bug-free programs, Computer Gaming World will publish a regular list of the latest updates of which we are aware.

These patches can usually be downloaded from either Compuserve or GEzine, but can also be obtained from individual software publisher's own BBSs or direct from the publisher with proof of purchase. We continue to urge publishers to keep us updated on the latest versions/patches to their games.

* indicates new files.

Aces of the Pacific 1944 Add-On Disk Update: Single Missions will now be saved correctly, and several fixes have been made to Career Pilots, including the elimination of Known Shell System Errors. 3/10/93

Amazon Raft Bug Fix: Fixes the problem getting the raft out of the box in the airplane. 12/13/92

Ancient Art of War in the Skies Update: Version 02 of the game. 3/01/93

Batman Returns Update: Latest version of Konami's Bat-venture. 1/24/93

Cesar with Stacker: Allows players to use Impressions' game with the Stacker utility. 3/05/93

Civilization Version 1.0.8 (Macintosh): Latest and greatest version of the reigning king of strategy. 2/25/93

Darkseed Version 1.5 Update: Latest version of CyberDreams' adventure. 1/20/93

*Darklands Version 07 Update: Latest version of MicroProse's RPG. 3/05/93

F-15 Strike Eagle III Install Update: For those having trouble with the install program. 12/25/92

F-15 Strike Eagle Help Info Text: Text file containing known problems and suggestions for those having problems with the sim. 1/08/93

F-117A Stealth Fighter V.04: Update to MicroProse's jet simulator. 1/29/93

Front Page Sports Football: A new version is available which improves upon the original release in many ways. 2/15/93

Full Count Baseball V5.1 Upgrade: Expands play-by-play and offers a new screen layout. For owners of V5.0 only. 12/06/92

Great Naval Battles/North Atlantic Update: Updates all GBNBA files to version 1.2. 2/25/93

Gunship 2000 Islands and Ice Patch Version .085: Corrects keyboard lockout problems some gamers are having. 2/11/93

Hockey League Simulator 2 Update V1.11: New version for the IBM. 2/3/93

Island of Dr. Brain Update: Fixes "Ooops 10" error, music room puzzle, and several other problems. 12/23/92

Jack Nicklaus Signature Edition Rev 1.5: Fixes the Mini-Moss effect caused by several objects being placed after a hill crest. 12/16/92

Lakeside Pro Update Version 1.09: Includes new drivers for specific video cards, a new Sound Blaster Pro 16 driver, and fixes the Harbour Town Hole 14 backup. 3/5/93

Magic Candle III Version 1.16: Fixes problems with Sound Blaster support, mirror of honesty/candlewick problems, difficulties with tranferred characters from MC2, and other minor glitches. 2/17/93

*Mantis Update (IBM): Adds new features and improves gameplay. For disk-based version only. 3/01/93

NFL Pro League Football '92 V1.1: Contains many upgrades, fixes, and additional schedules. 1/26/93

Pacific War V1.06: Fixes the bombardment bug, the West Coast defense bug, the missing unit bug, etc. An "unofficial" upgrade from Gary Grigsby — not supported by SSI. 1/24/93

Power Politics Update: Fixes all known bugs. 12/11/92

Quest For Glory III "B" Patch: Corrects all known game play errors. 1/20/93

Shadow President: Update Version 1.0b: This version will run in ca. 30k less memory than the previous version. It also includes minor adjustments to the internal processing. 2/12/93

SimLife Upgrade V2: Fixes minor problems in Maxis' A-life simulator. 2/10/93

Solitaire's Journey Patch V1.03: This is a patch for those having problems with saved Tournament games and those having mouse troubles. 2/12/93

*Space Quest V Patch: Corrects the following: (1) inability to restore or quit after running out of time on WD-40's ship. (2) inability to skip polishing the Star Con crest in EGA mode. (3) loss of cursor when Roger steps off the log which spans the river on Kiz Uragazaki. 2/26/93

Star Control 2 V1.1: Fixes several small problems. 12/11/92

Star Legends Update: Fixes some machine-specific lock-ups, problems with phases firing out of the FOV, changes to mission ratings, fixes to award sequence. 1/15/93

*Sunster to Appomattox Update: Fixes the "Build" routine and eliminates the memory error that some gamers were having. 3/13/93

Task Force 1942 Update: Corrects the waypoint problem, among others. 2/15/93

LaRossa's Ultimate Baseball V1.1: Updates SSI's baseball simulation to the latest version. 1/29/93

*Tom Landry Football V. 1.03 Update (IBM & Mac): Corrects problems with high-speed modem play. 3/06/93

Twilight 2000 Colonel Upgrade (VGA only): Adds extra sounds and graphics, and adds a new ending to the game. 22/2/93

Ultima VII Version 3.4: Lord British fixes some minor leaks in the roof of Castle Britannia. Updates from Version 3.0 to 3.4. 2/17/93

*Ultima Underworld I Patch: Replaces old patch to UWI. 2/25/93

Ultima Underworld II Patch: Fixes the "strike" problem, local bus difficulties, and a few others. 2/24/93

The PRODIGY Weekly Top Ten

Computer Gaming World is Prodigy's on-line games expert. Look for us in their Game Center, a forum where users read articles posted online by CGW and exchange messages on the bulletin boards (we can be reached there at EXPT 40B). The Prodigy Game Poll is run by Prodigy based on a list of games provided by CGW and is updated weekly. Note that it is not a cumulative rating over time (like the CGW Top 100 Poll). Instead, the Prodigy Game Poll is a weekly "snapshot" of game popularity with gamers rating their favorites on a 1 - 10 scale. The highest point earners make their Top 10. We provide this data to our readers as another barometer of "what's hot" in computer gaming.

[Image of Game Poll results]
Why Do Reviews Take So Long?

State of the Magazine: It was a relief to attend a session on "PC Review Labs: How They Work" at the recent Software Publishers Association Spring Symposium. No matter how careful and professional one tries to be in this business of journalism, there is always a nagging fear that someone is doing it better, easier and more logically. As I listened to the editors of the major personal computer magazines that cover hardware and business software, I could almost hear myself talking.

For example, most of the general computer magazines divide their coverage up into three types of feature articles: First Looks, Reviews and Surveys. The former is usually based on beta software, reviews are always based on finished product, and the latter is a comparison of several pieces of software in the same area, all of which can be tested via a common benchmark. The first type of feature is roughly equivalent to our Sneak Previews. As Kevin Strehlo of InfoWorld observed, "The intent here is to provide an impression, not be rigorous in the examination." The concern is not with shaking down a program, but describing a piece of software that the test lab staff thinks will be significant when it is released. This is not "hype," as some in the computer game press have called our sneak previews, rather it is the written description of "discovering" the software. The test lab staff reports the bugs that they encounter to the software publishers and such bug reports do not end up in the stories. If the bugs are not fixed, they are mentioned in the reviews.

Reviews are handled in much the same way as they are at CGW, with the exception that these general computer magazines often have larger staffs and can write more of the reviews in-house. Still, I was happy to hear my fellow editors insist that they would not review product off demo disks or documentation. In the computer game press, it seems there are some magazines that are willing to write articles without even touching, much less experiencing, the game itself.

Further, the editor of PC Week stated that his lead times are 60-90 days out. This is roughly comparable to CGW's lead-time. It is almost impossible to play a game all the way through (which we expect our reviewers to do), write the feature, and get the review edited, designed for the printed page and off to the printer in less than 60 days. At times, we can work miracles, but they take a lot out of us. If the company only sends us one copy of the game, that process moves to the 90 day cycle because we have to hold the product in-house long enough to write up our "Taking A Peak" paragraph prior to sending the review copy to the out-of-house reviewer.

I wanted to offer a standing ovation when he said, "Once a product is out a week and we don't have it — you're probably not going to be reviewed." With a 60-90 day lead time, getting a review copy to a magazine even one week after it hits the store shelves means that it can take three to four months for the review to appear in print, depending on what time of the month the copy arrives. In CGW's case, we feel obligated to print a "Taking A Peak" as soon as possible, unless we think we can turn the review around inside of a month (sometimes our editors get such "game-lock" on a particular game that they aren't getting any sleep, anyway). In such a case, we might skip the "Peak" and get the review into the magazine with superhuman (i.e. dedicated gamer) effort.

Unfortunately, I couldn't resonate as much with the remarks on product surveys. The general computer magazines have it made. It's easy to compare spreadsheets by having them go through the same kinds of calculations. It's easy to compare word processors, feature-by-feature, and have the software handle the same kinds of documents. They can time performances and create nifty charts which summarize the results. How can one summarize entertainment products in an objective manner?

Other magazines avoid the issue. They create numerical ratings which seem objective, even though they are based on subjective ratings. Just putting one's feeling into numbers isn't being objective. Even if one had objective ratings, we're not sure they would mean much. A flight simulation that ran at a faster number of frames per second than a leading flight simulation might yet be inferior because its graphics could be blockier, less detailed and less satisfying. A CRPG (computer role-playing game) that uses higher resolution graphics might not be as effective in helping gamers suspend their disbelief as a game which uses better artists at a lower resolution. A strategy game with modern-to-modern capability might not offer enough solitaire play value to make it a better buy than the one without. It is easy to get caught up in "featureitis" when one attempts to be objective with regard to matters of individual perception and value judgments.

Basically, we feel that our growth at CGW has had something of a trade-off. When the magazine was part color/part black and white and less than 100 pages long, we had just about the shortest lead time in the computer game press. Our readers wanted a full-color magazine. Many wanted a "perfect-bound" spine so that our increasingly larger issues would not fall apart. Those who purchased us on the magazine racks wanted a glitzy design. Our long-time loyal readers still wanted thorough reviews where they could tell that the reviewers had played the games and could offer some hints and strategies.

In effect, we traded a longer lead time for all of the above. In actuality, we would still look slow compared to some magazines. We believe our reviewers should finish the games. That takes time. Not everyone believes that. We think our readers know the difference.
ALL FLIGHT SIMS ARE NOT CREATED EQUAL.
Some Are More Real Than Others

You've played the latest flight sim games, now brace yourself for the real thing. When it comes to first-class authenticity, down-and-dirty realism, and a target-rich environment, nobody comes close to Tornado.

Pilot the Gulf War's most gussied strike aircraft at breakneck speeds over three explosive combat areas loaded with real-world details delivered at a high frame rate – buildings, structures, roads, power lines, trees and much, much more. From tanks to TV towers to rivers and railways, Tornado's unsurpassed 3-D world is so authentic, you can see the mesh of fence surrounding a communication tower.

At sea level, there is no faster fighter jet than a Tornado. Hugging the earth at a heart-stopping speed, the Tornado is an extremely difficult target. Meanwhile, it can deliver nearly 10 tons of the latest "smart" and submunition weaponry with pinpoint accuracy in any weather, day or night.

And it's not just you against the enemy. Up to five other Tornados help you corner your adversary in high-speed synchronized attacks that determine the outcome of your missions and the success or failure of the campaign.

Tornado even delivers the most sophisticated mission planning ever seen on a home computer. A satellite overview of the airfield and the surrounding areas lets you set and analyze your flight plan and profile. And the most intricate fighter mission planning system ever devised lets you set the autopilot parameters and check your waypoint flight times and fuel consumption.

Tornado.
Realism that'll blow you away.

Distributed by Spectrum HoloByte
Spectrum HoloByte, Inc. 2490 Mariner Square Loop, Alameda, CA 94501
For Visa/MasterCard orders call 24 hours a day, 7 days a week: 1-800-468-GAME (Orders Only)
For technical questions call: 1-510-522-1164 (M-F: 9am-5pm PST)
The release of Strike Commander marks the completion of two years of intense software development. Using our RealSpace™ graphics system — the industry's most advanced technology — ORIGIN has created a flight simulator of uncompromising quality and realism, interwoven with a gripping cinematic story. We could write a book describing each feature, documenting the attention to detail and defining the monumental effort this game represents. But since a picture is worth a thousand words...enough said.

Available at a software retailer near you or call 1-800-245-4525 for MC/Visa/Discover orders.